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PREFACE.

Thm book is published as a memorial volume. It is,

in iU way, a record of the period which has elapsed
since the author took up his Canadian citizenship—
now nearly twenty years ago. But let it « said at
once that he is under no illusions as to t reception
it is likely to meet with or the vogue it is likely to
enjoy. He is well aware that these addressej and
papers may turn out to have mainly a local interest,

and that some of them may be considered even out
of date, especially since the sudden outbreak of this
appalling world-war. But if their publication should
be criticized as superfluous and unnecessary, he
would only plead in extenuation the fact that they
form, to some extent, a record of institutional policy
as well as of individual opinion, and that he has felt

strongly on njany of the subjecte with which they deal.
This last remark refers especially to the imperial

series, which was selected, like the rest, from a
mass of available material before the war broke out.
Some of the misunderstandings that surround the
imperial issue might be cleared away if individuals
would only examine themselves intelligently, and
frankly declare which way their aspirations tend.
The writer has sought to give a reason for the faith
and hope that are in him ; those who have regarded
his reported attitude as ultra-imperialist will have
the opportunity now, if they care to take it, of
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PART FIRST

THF RELATIONS OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING
PEOPLES.'

Forget not whence the breoth wu blown
That wafted you afar.

-W. WiTSOH.

r.»n"^IT '°
i^''"" *°y ""''>«'«=« With feelings of greaterresponsibility and greater diffidence-I miaht IZZ

perturbation-than on the present occasion ^Tillts I "/

St^=d;-^:^---r£

M.rc'h*°.s1o.""
""""' """^ "• '' '="' ^^m Alumni in New Yort, 18

1
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a CANADIAN ESSAYS AND ADDBES8ES
geo^aphical position .nd the course of historical develop,ment have parted asunder into two separate and dilt netnat.onaht,es, but to whom it is still open to thi^ of themBelves as one,-" two nations but one people," shar nrthe

nrLtr^ ""«"*- -' -^" ^^«--"
Gentlemen, it is a proud privilege to speak on such asubject, be ore such an audience. The occasion is one wh^ch

sir" '"'*"'%''*
^'°f

»» «^e -ost inarticulate ofspeakers. .. e^rds myself, there is also an element offreshness and even adventure, which I trust Zy l,nfor me the mdulgence of any who may be prediZsed
"

wejgh cntically the utterance which I have 'he ho„ „, toaddress to you. Only a few short months ago, I was a -ace

mL ;. '"."f'
™""">- °"'' -»^ '^hich-if ?t !s^,te,

ordt-mar:; thr '"t°" ^"'°°^ "^ ">^ ^^^^
ZTJ T^, ^^'^'^ '""^ •>« '"'<' '° enjoy in a special

HsZ^ '"" °^ ""^ ^'^ W-'<'- '"^ '«4ect not only oIts wealth o. romantic traditions, its rich inheritance of onJand story but also of the fa^t that it was privileged to writ!on some of the earliest pages of modern hiftory tfoseLCof rugged mdependence and stout resistance to opp^ssion

Canada, gentlemen, I have come to you from Scotland LdBO once more, m my humble person,

aJ^\?^^
""'* """ "'"''' '««1> "sir hand,A^> the water, and t^e friendly Und,

'^'""""'e«:h other from ...eir,evered.tr.nd..

above all thft is narrow ^nfocJ^^and T!'"'"''
'" "'^



•nore needed th.n ,t
'^fiUi'LES 3

the .0 ,„«,^ nineteenth cen.frt .
'''" """^ "''^"ed to »T

&o "" "''°'« '""ri " ;"A^^ |pf
"^d. for a tin.;:

^^:''---'-^^^^:^:^£
--nl^;:'l,\^^;^- °«en co«e. -d we have «„ehWe a« all so

eelf.oentred-eoTnr ?
"" '^' P'«»«"t instance

foreign nations is apt to b!.
^^^ "»' '^e opin.^n^;-e might almost tCbleToT;'": T'"^'

"' p" -'y

for him (» regulate his familv Iff
^°'^ *°^ Wore difficult

-rror^t^-^T---^^^^
'i-alsuccessoroarpe^" -''^ "^ '«" hims ^0'^^!

't has materially advanced fl,**'' '^'«' a" 'ts blund^rl
great successes have "elL "'"Lzation of the world h

1:1

jfftilffl
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i CANADIAN ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES

to the chargB that •' insatiable greed" is everywhere the
dominant note of his national policy. He does not recognize
himself when he is told that, while he delights to bully and
oppress weaker vessels in far^ff corners of the world where
his doings cannot be watched, he will at once catch up his
coat and run if confronted with a champion as strong as
himself. But it cannot be denied that he has developed
that "certain condescension" which was charged against
him by one of your own groat writers—for whose death he
mourned with a keen sense of personal loss. His domineer-
ing, conceited, and intolerant ways have been bred in him by
a long and almost uninterrupted career of success, in the
course of which he has come into collision with every nationm Europe. And the result is that he is inclined to look on
himself and his children as in every way better and stronger
and manlier and—well, generally, leas " foreign " than they.

But for all that, gentlemen, I stand here to affirm that
the heart and conscience of the nation which John Bull
represents are sound at the core. The people of the old
country are insular and independent and self-reliant ; they
have taught their colonies also the lessons they have learned
often in the school of bitter experience. But thev are not
unconscionable, as they are sometimes said to be. They
have had to do a good deal of the dirty work of the worldm the course of their long history. But it cannot be charged
against them that their national activity, taken as a whole
has been anything like an obstacle in the way of the world's
progress. In the midst of new and somewhat unfamiliar
surroundings, I purposely choose an indirect and qualified
method of expression. But the statement here made could
br most confidently advanced in regard to the past ; and as
one who beheves that his country's course is not yet run and
that her star is still far from setting, I will venture to make
It also in regard to the future. The best security for the
permanence of British rule, both at home and abroad will
continue to be-as we think it has been to a great extent in the
past-a due regard for the greatest good of the greatest num-
ber, for the cause of law and order, civilization and progress
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tbe debt of the 01,1 Wn^u Z"" """"""e"- 1 he measure of

there i. k,.»<1u«I Krowtl, that will u„t brookTho heaping up ™d cloafing of the p«t.

fore eainti ; a rdllTT '''"°°''"'^''=''''
'^ ">"-

States. Thes'^verSLvofTer^r''^''*'''''^ U"'""'

seems to me at W^^ I
the people is a principle which

countr, as^H Ts w th "ou"^ T^^'^JZ^'' "" ''' "'^
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8 CANADIAN ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES

Unk, of .ron. The flr,t duty, therefore, that ha. to be dii-Charged in promoting harmonious relations among English-•peakmg peoples u one that falls directly upon ourselvesWe must do everything we can to maintain and strengthen
the ties wh.ch have held and are holding together the vSous
constituent portions of the empire. Fortunately for the
old country, this task will be made all the easier by the
toyal and sympathetic attitude of the colonies themselves
Britain is reaping the reward to-day of the attitude intowhich she may almost be said to have " blundered " whenshe le the world know that her colonies were free to leaveher If they wanted to. No otb empire could have afforded
to display such magnanimit;

, even if to .ome of us it mayhave seemed, for a time, that the doclaration was needlessly
insisted on and repeated with regrettable emphasis and un-
necessary frequency. But the reward has come, as I have
said in the athinde of the colonies themselves. They do
not boggle over the subordinate relation that is meanwhile
miplied m the use of such a phrase as " dependencies of theEmpire

:
they recognize themselves for what they are in

act, democratic republics under the gentle sovereignty of
the parent state". Not even the "world of seas" that
divides them from the home-land need bar them from ahv-ng contact with our national existence, or prevent themfrom realuing their partnership in a magnificent ocean
empire. The life of our nation is being continued and ex-
tended in this equal citizenship beyond the seas, and the
firm attachment of her colonies is the crown and glory of
the old age of the mother country. "When we have ac-customed ourselves," said the late Professor Seeley, "to con-
template the whole Empire together and call it all Englandwe shall see that here too is a United States." And in thesame strain our latest poet, apostrophizing ,he Colonies, can
say with truth
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yooBg i. ,h. ,.t, h„ w„rld-ta.k but Wmia IBy you w. know h.r »f., „d koow b, ™„H«r v.la. .» aiUlion but h.r h<wt i. on..

^nsferred h„ ct.zenHhip fro... the old country to the ^^Domm-on th.t lie« long your northern border for'7h,enthusiasm w,th which he has addressed himri, ?' T
B^r it:'

n

'""r
" ^^"^""'"PeaiSLt

mZ 7'
? * '" '""""^" ">" «'d«' unity-the unity ofmoral force and sentimeut-that ought to weid to«ethe ^hetwo great secfo,. of the Anglo-Sa.on race, ntre too Itru 1

1
may count upon the sympathy of myaudienc™,

•t least from ex.stmg complications. For are we not alfam.har w.th utterances which go to show that in alTessen iaUof nat.o„aun,ty the subjects of the Brit.sh Crown are^Jewith the citizens of the great Bepublic ? They are "'teundtogether by links stronger than law., and con'stZion^cancreate; they are bound together by religion and ra e bv a

rrran'^r^^sss^ftir^rb-- •? ^^
deration of all Englishr^aCpelprwS^^^^^^^^^^^

but ,^ T'
°°' ""'^ '° "«' """'o'idation of kindred racesbut m creating a peaceful instrument for establishing wa'cand extending civilization."

"smng pea'-e

„Jl'""'^
"""?

u'*^
""" '"""'8 the sixty.five odd millions ofpeople who inhabit the United States of Americ»™h

°
are

Hke V to^'^t
\'''"'"'.* ""''°° ""* " •>»' '»"" would be at .^likely to attach weight to arguments for peace and good wU

seen ..T"."'' """'"P °' *« '^° P«°P'«»- Indeed I hrv"seen the s atement somewhere in print: and in these lattlr

^he Jtir ? ""°' '^ ^ '^""™''
'" *« '"fallible truth ofhe statement m question, it would be with a heavy heaTth^t

hS ot
'"

"r"'- .' '""•" "o" -«' - the t "methe tide of immigration that has reached your shores fromother countnes than Britain. But I know also Tn hZ
marvellous a fashion the process of assLZion J bee!

i*i»-

m



8 CANABIAN E88AY8 AND ADDHB88EB

going on, and how in pMrticubr the Knglikh luggage Hm
ererywhere auerted iti lupremacy in your midat. And I re-
fnie to believe that the Tait body o. yonr people it Wind to
fho tie* of kinihip that eziit between ni, and deaf to the
o Toioee that call for the eatal>li(hment of a league of mutual
ftmce and good-will. Indeed it ii only in view of the deUoate
character of exiiting litnationa that I fool it at all neceiiaiy
to weigh my words well in speaking of this subject. W«
mutt all rejoice in the splendid utt<i.!»r-es of thost. who, on
both tides of the Atlantic, have refused . . credit the pottibil-

^y of any permanent breach between .^raerioa and Great
Britain. Ariitotle laid long ago, tpeaking of revolution!,
that they "ante out of tmall incidents, but from great
cautM ". 80 alto in regard to wart : the " tmall incidents

"

may be present with us, but none c' us believes that there
can ever conceivably be any sufficient cause for war How
? « '^ o' Z'

''"* "°'"* *° ^"" "° '" »?"'• '' "P'rt w« h»w
dnfted ? Some one has said that the two democracies ai» to
be comparod to elderly relatives, settled in different parts of
the same country, who have outgrown the youthful en-
thusiasm for regular correipondonce. The masses of the
community on either side are too greatly absorbed in their
own affairs to 6nd much time nowadays for mutual apprecia-
tion or mutual admiration. There may be here in America
the Idea that yoq have Uttle to learn from us, while with us
It must be taken at an undoubted fact that your significance
as a democracy is not what it was in the days when you en-
joyed the distinction of being almost the sole exponents of
the art of popular government. John Burns and Keir
Hardie have recently reported on their visits to the States in
terms far different from those which would have !-^en used
by leaders of their class in the days when America exercised
an unrivalled power of magnetic attraction over the minds of
all who despaired of achieving, in the Old World, equahtv of
social conditiona Again, the policy of non-intervention which
nas so wisely marked your conduct of external affairs is
responsible for the fact that it is only on the emergence ofsome grave diuiculty that the two peoples are brought into

iu
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A oouflict of will* ! iiiit

ntlional conUct with each other,
the belt achool o( humony,

tw,.?"-^" '!;' ^"^ """ "'*™ •" influence, ut work onboth ..de. of the AtUntic that ouRht to make for iLLony

c«M7 'i
."• """^" '" "^ ''PP'««i»»ion of the maBoidCMt.pect.ole that may be witneewd here of an altoBether

Hti™ „ • P*'i*P'' °' -omcthing like parental pride-the

^tZL^A ''•

'"u"""* ' P*""' °' "'°''' '" «'•"«' your

7th,. V.r ^r'
"*""" '""°"'' '>"*"" »«"'«• 'he breadth

11 nf. ""T*""' '^' "J"'™- '" '"='• ">.t the experi.

Zl;t ,^ °"'"'' '" • ^^ll-known passage, puts in the

ever Enln^ k"?1" °' ''" "«"•• ^ord BathSrit"^: Wilt-ever England ha. been gr, wing to by a progressive increaseof mp^vement. brought in by varieties of ^ple, by
.„""

B.on of c.v,l,z,„g conquests and civilizing^Ttthments in «

rhrbvT"""" '""."^ """' ^•'"' «"»"-•' - •"
^ "d^^dto her by America m the coarse of » single life I

" He w^uld

ieS u trr't'
°' ''7"-'' °' ^"«'^'""- ->- ^"-'

Llnd thlt *r T^ ^"^ P^'P^^'y <" "'^ 8""" Western

Over i 7 '»?,'"'"!' '''' '°^° "' *^'' <"^" "<=« »°d blood.

worU'M'^"
1"'°"" •'"' P"''*^' '» this latest age olZworlds history, the same spirit of development and progress

^teh dll""" °r'r ""'^'* ""°°« ""> various'nZ
.^

djvelt round the basin of the Mediterranean. The"iodern kmgdoms of France, Spain, and Portugal have beenevolved out of the uniformity which the old empire o Borneinduced among the Latin races. In the course of historTal

Sntfrn f^'r i''^'
'•«'=°""' ^'-»' 'heir uteheir in the matter of oolomes and provinces ; and America is

he'^s 2 ''^'^"'^'' ''^ "-«'-'' -ho saileTac::

heZ ? Tu ".« continuously since its fomidation forthe reai:zat.on of higher political ideals and for the providingof better opportunuies for the exercise of a common citizen'

belLin^ .» t'/'^i °"'°'u'"'"'''«
'^"« sentiments, andbelieving, as I do beUeve. that they are the sentiments uni-

I.

^ if J

4
I
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verealiy entertained by my countrymen, it is well-nieh inconceivable that in this age of the world's progTe tie two"representatives of Anglo-Saxon civilization will'ever enter In

Thrh 1 l^l^?''
*° ^^"^' "^'"^ 'hall be the greater

sary for our statesmen, in the discharge of their poUtical

abtc'nr'"^ '""^r'T '° ^^"^ °*--''->' --t' ne !

en e ZT'^V fu" "'"PP"''^ *''° '^ ?'""'« correspond-

wr teT 3 r
'""'"^"'^ ^'""'' " ^^^^-'^ from thewriter and if an earnest effort could be made to avoid any-thmg that might tend to wound our mutual susceptMiZa permanent reconciliation might be effected. In he^quarrels nations are often like children. And unfortunaHythe organs of national opinion, the newspapers, do no Xays

tickledTnT yr""':'"'
''''' K-g Demos has tTbe

r^ chir T ^ "'""'' ^'"" " P'-^^rf"' """l discriminat.ing champion he has in this or that journal-one who willbrook no msnlt from any foreign foe ! I have been gL to

het^in n!w V t'^"'"^
"' y°" newspapers, esplialjhere in New York, have responded to the expressions -«

dismterested brotherly attachment which haveTouTd utter"

durmg the recent troubles. There has been a searching of

in« IrX , r 'r*'""^''
""^'''' to a better understfnding for the future. It may be also that things have been

bhe^e^sand
°'"' '" '" '° ''"""'' --'> of the ancient

referTf ^r"^' ^ ^^ "°t know whether what I may

w are as
T,7"""" °P""°° '° "'^ """'^^ S""- -""-« th^'t

of Britil r
"'°"' "' ""y ^°^'="<='"' '="" be of the follyof British policy now over one hundred years ago No one

"atevH ': ""i"""^
'''^ ™P°''-- °' 'be l=volutL-

hifiher etrnf
™^ of greater importance but on an altogether

En.n h w f "?,P°f**°'=« tban almost any other in modernEnghsh History (Seeley). But what we »ay is that lapseof time and the growth of the critical spirit o'^ght to enab e

Ite fr T"^ '° "^" "^^ ""''^ °f '-' century in thetrue light and proportion. Things were even more mixed in
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Frl™ I^^l ^rP'"" go^^^-nent. Those of SpaiLFrance and Portugal at their best were not so independent

ma7admin /T°"'
"?'''^'^^° " «^^" =" *- lowest pit omaIadm.mstrat.on. A true historical perspective wouM seemo suggest that none but Englishmen, nurtured on the trad?

t:: : thtr-
"°"'?;^.^ "^-«»'' °* rebciinTat :„;

:

war col bp
""^"^'""''''^ '" '«' th-' events of that unhappywar come between us now as it would be to censure theSta es for not .mmediately, even in the days of their infLlyabohsh.ng slavery. It looks sometimes as if it were the'nterest of .nd.viduals to keep open old sores, and toTr^v nttte dead past from burying its dead. The ,ung people o

be toTu T
"" ';""' "

l""'
^""^'^'^^ "' what'm'::t'eve

that^J rf. ''*"°""' "^'""'y *hey are even taughtthat the even s of 1812.' and our attitude and actings durblyour great Cvil War, must remain an indelible sfigma ofthe whole nat.on. As for us, ,t is no doubt charge^Me onour na .onal superc.liousness and indifference that thourhwe freely express contntion for the wrong we sought to inflrcton you the .ncdents of the revolutionary struJe are
„'

onger .ndel.bly engraved on popular rec^lectioa In you

patr,ot.sm
: England .s to the youth of America the Pharaohthat would not let the people go With n, th. =f„

*"'°''

tn moM n,„ 1

Fo"!:>«) go. w.in US the story IS madeto yield the leeson-discoverable in many another crisis ofthe worlds h.story_that wrong can never be expec d tonumph over r.ght. I doubt whether the vast majority of

no thot:'Z "' ''7 °° '"^ ""•^^ ^'^^ "f '»>« Atl'antic do

in thergll
^'"'*'"" ""' '""^ ""^ P™^^^ '^« -'-

' See an article in " Blackwood " tor .-anoarv 1 «Q« .. ii„„ . „.
i» Written".

""•*°°"y. loSw, "HowAmenoanHiltory

1 t]
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Well, gentlemen, we lost the best chance of maintaining
for yet awhile longer the solidarity of the Anglo-Saxon name
when we parted company now over a century ago But wemay console ourselves by recognizing the marvellous results
that have flowed to the world at large from the establishment
of the independence of your grand republic. We may con
soleoureelves also with the thought tl..at if political separa-
tion had not co.ne about at that particular time and in that
particular way, the defects of the old colonial system would
have made it sooner or later inevitable. No one could expect
to see the various families of our race united for all time
under a common government. None the less it behoves usnow to do all we can to nurse the forces of cohesion that are
at work in our midst, and to draw near to each other in the
moral umty of a real brotherhood. The best guarantees for
the continuance of mutual goodwill are surely to be found in
that of which I know we are all equally proud-community
of race, language, literature, religion, and institutions, to-
gether with the glorious traditions of a common history
The fairest portions of the earth have fallen to us for an in-
heritance, and even while we remain apart there should beno political Ideal so stimulating for us as that of the hearty
sympathy and enlightened co-operation of the various
br^ches of our race. "There is no topic so pregnant as
this

. .
The whole future of the planet depends upon it"

beeley). It is probably owing to a certain lack of imagina-
tion in the Anglo-Saxon temperament that we have failed
to see tnat the obstacles to such a racial federation are notof equal magnitude with those which have been overcome in
less worthy causes. The world is looking for a reign of
peace the consummation of the movement which began
with the Pax Dei of the eleventh century. Peace is nolonger the greatest of British interests merely, as it was de-fined to be by the late Lord Derby. Eecent events areshowing that It IS an interest which may be endangered alsofor yoa-to whom freedom from external complications isso essential in the work that lies before you of developinghigh Ideals of responsible citizenship and diffusing a high
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standard of cultivated tastes throughout the length and
breadth of your laud. If we could only come to a proper
understanding with each other, there can be no doubt that
a perpetual league of amity might be established between the
two great Anglo-Saxon commonwealths. Such a league
would react on the military monarch. 3 of Europe It is amark of progress *-,at, even m the most emperor-ridden of
them all anythiu^ like a repetition of the performances of
the First Napoleon is well-nigh inconceivable. Militarism
18 rampant, and the people still live under the " shadow of the
sword

;
but deep down in the national consciousness is the

resolve that no individual shall be permitted to play havoc
with a country's destinies. A racial federation between
tfntain and America would probably prove a potent factor
in hastening the era of general disarmament. But even if
such a federation be a dream, we should still be able to act
together for the maintenance of peace. Our commercial
mterests may be by no means identical ; but surely the
struggle to capture the markets of the world will never be-
come so acute as to permanently disturb the relations which
exist between us at present. No: we ought to be able to
throw our joint weight into the peaceful development of the
resources which lie at our command, for the benefit of civili-
zation. Even with a more or less marked individuality of
pohtical growth and commercial progress, we may still prove
ourselves to be

a mighty brotheihood
Linked by s jetilous interchange of good.

I have not made any definite reference hitherto to the
concrete conditions with which we are confronted at the
present time, and until the settlement which we all expect
has been effected it might be more discreet to ignore them
altogether. If the language that was recently addressed to
the Government of Great Britain is to be taken as meaning
that the theory of "natural boundaries" is gaining convertsm the United States of America, and that the intervention
«f three thousand miles of ocean between the parent country

l-i ii
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If t''

and its colonies h regarded as making their union unnatural and inexpedient, then trouble is certlTo resXsooner or later. Such a manifesto would be interjLrdInBntam as a "notice to quit "-not only British GuTi^a andHonduras, and Trinidad, but Canada as wel .T in th^unforeseen course of development, it is fated that thil attUude'

IT^Z^ .'' """P'^'^ ^^ '"« ^"'t^-J States the s^uewmundoub edly have to be met. Let us hope, howev r tia

tes^mtelhgent representatives of political thought in this

ciate Th?™!
»"°^«'J.»!»° to say that no one can fail to appre-

Tme^T \" T"' '"* "^'"^ *'"«"'=*°« declaredfhat
If there ,s gomgto be trouble they will be on the side of the^r

ilrl^
'became time to vmdicate the claim which I have

othe Britt ll'^'f :'
''"^ ^'^' -"-^ o^ '^«

-
'abitant

01 tne British Isles. I have said that they are not ereedv

rrv:\r'"''""''')'' ^^ "^^^ -'^"°—ta
with »n

""^P"-P°^« Of my argument I content myselfw^h an enumeration of their virtues on the negativelfde

Me sage'rlchi °\'"'' "''^'' ''« ^"-"^ ^"-^-l.Message reached our shores.-after the bewildered look that

be in trZ "" '°'" ^"" "'''"' "^ '-"-- *at he i tobe m hot water once again.-after the first fit of surprisewith consequent rubbing of eyes and spectacles a^d a

rntTmfnt'rr'"",'''
*« -ap-the almost unJmou

^'^
™f " '^«'^% «» *'"''9' as we believed it to be < havncarefully watched the expressions of opinion which ha'e

Ta 7Brirh?bw7'^ di^ngth'elast few months

marW.^!i
^J"" ^ ""^ P'^°"'^ *a* they have beenmarked almost universally by such tolerance, such generosttv

Tothrthr"^'' '""' -•=•> » eonscientious^r:':^'

bursl^'ofllT r'l'"
""'"^ '" *" '"<=' *at during out-bursts of intense feelmg. nations which are at heart essentially
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months when U seem^a'TtL':^"
'""'^ '"« '"«' '<"'

civihzation were abouTto ec ve a stdZ" h' T "°""°°''

It were to be almost overwhelmed tnwhlf '^'^tfr"*^'
"^ "

of the United States in '; ^'^ ^"^'""'^ ''''' ^"PP°''

mightbenecessar; in Lra;eToTth:;'
"'"'^''"°" "^

This woiiM h^ tu
matter of the Armenian troubles

affecting their interests or in h„
^'*' ^""'"""^

tL oIJ- ,
"' °'^ m 'ne suppression of sava.'erv

haustible economic resources bhfnd^ln '"l"
folly for any Power short of united Eurit i T!"

'''

the whole English-speaking worW-afolv 1 ?v°°°'would not be likely to commit Thi, T ^"'°P<'

undoubtedly be regardedThe' rest^t^TZ'' ^°""
strument of opprefsion. T^^ L^L1 '^t rnMh:;It would be a combinatinn nf fi,^ t

" ui is only that

and ethical, whi^htttto^^ ;trro;:rn^ T'"t'most strongly for progress in ci4zaZ ThIt anTgant pretension; but history justifies it Bv » fl

between all Eng.ish-speaki'^.^e^S.''...^/^^^-
--

'!'
1 ^^1

'ii

.jM
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I si

industrial methods, in free government, and in moral livinirwould be made unassailable. To live with us the rest of the
world would be forced to live like us. And that is a fair
definition of progress."

It may seem almost superfluous to add my own poor
ut erance to the volumn of sound that has gone forth from
both sides of the Atlantic in favour of the establishment of apermanent court to settle such disputes as may arise between
the two peoples The advocates of the great principle of
international arbitration, which has played no insignificant
part in the relations of Great Britain and America during
the past one hundred years, should take as their motto
Shakespeare 8 hues,

A peace is of the Datura of a conn-iest

;

For then both parties nobly are subdued,
And neither party loses.

—
" Henry IV," Part II, Act iv. s„. ii.

Arbitration is a principle that has already been approved and
ratified by the legislatures of both countiies, and it only re
mains to discover a reliable method of applying it ner-
naanently. No doubt arbitration has its limitations But
the adoption of the principle of arbitration will give the
Anglo-Saxon race the opportunity of guiding the rest of the
world into the ways of peace. It must be obvious to all thatsome such initiative is absolutely indispensable if the human
race IS ever to come within sight of the Parliament of Man
1' f^'Tu".

°^ *' ^°''''- "^"^ " g'"""""' privilege to
stand forth before the universe as sponsors for a system under
which no longer in a figure of speech, men's swords shall beturned mto ploughshares, and which shall realize the happy
consummation shadowed forth in Whittier's lines :-

The poles unite, the zouen agree.
The tongues of striving cease

;

As on the sea of Galilee

The Christ is whispering, Peace !

—"The Tent on the Beach."

Gentlemen, that at least is not a task beyond the powers
ol our common civilization : it would seem to be the natural



'hough parallel lines, it m".
" '"''?.'y ^as run in separate

'hotitwasacommo;!,!,"" ',„"" '^' ^''' ^ remember^

Was Matthew Arnold w
~^™"™'"= '^ ^"J' "^hita^.

-<; his hearers onTo hX^th \'h
''" °' *^'"™. " HeW'll remain Knolish «

^* Atlantic are Encliah .„!

own hterature the eminentiv t!i J'
^'"^ """^'def in vour'horne, Hotoes. andSard a 'ntr*'

°' ^""^^'on. HaT
country. Think of Lowell al f.

^''"'^ '°'^"ds the oTd

author of Jonathon to John " Th r T^" ^°' *h " kindly

2
"'' ""J'spensable to any

.

IjL.
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attempt to enumerate with completeness the points in which
the two nations stand forth to the world as members o{ one
body. It was to me a gracious incident, in the field of

academic effort, that the inauguration of my work in

Montreal was witnessed by the head of your oldest and
wealthiest and most influential foundation—President Eliot
of Harvard. Voices have been raised of late in the endeavour
to disparage and depreciate the sentiment of unity which is

fostered by such rapprochements as these. But they will be
of no avail to blunt or to obscure the deep-set feeling of

unity that is still a motive-force with you as well as with our-
selves. Your own poet has set forth in noble verse your just

claim to share in the inheritance of our blood, our speech,

and the long glories of our common ancestry.

O Rnj;Iuhmen ! in hope and oread.

In blfjod and tongue our brotlieni

!

We t<» are heire of Bunnyuiede
;

And Shakespeare's fame and Crumweira deed
Are not alone our mother's.

Thicker than water in one rill

Through centuries of story

Our Saxon blood has flowed, and still

We share with you its good and ill,

The shadow and the glory.

Joint heirs and kinfolk, leagues of wave
Nor length of years can part us

;

Your right is ours to shrine and grare.

The common freehold of the bn-ve,

The gift of saints and martyrs.

—Whiitieb to Englishmen.

We Britons are not an imaginative or a sentimental
people. But the American cheer that burst from the " Tren-
ton " when Her Majesty's ship " Calliope "—destined to be
the sole survivor of some thirteen sail—was skilfully brought
out of danger in the harbour of Samoa is with us a precious

memory, that will long continue to outweigh many expres-
sions of passing ill-will.'

'

" Not often in naval history was there a moment of more sickening peril,

and it was dignified by one of those incidents that reconcile the chronicler to
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the dying bed ofoJXnl V?"" '" •^°" ^"^^""^ °»"

as these are evidences of > J!, i
?'

S""'" «"=ident>

sentiment than it would hi I ^T'. *""''''? "' '««""« ""d
tainto the peopi:7^^C^l^ '"'^ °' ^ '° -*«'

in«ha?bi^:s'^;ra°^tt:isr^' 't "-' '-«»'•
for the erst Hm„ i

' "^"y' '* ^ "Mde my wav
.«er aVx^rn:ttVor-br"rrr '" '••^

heard once again in the hall of yow Capitof at W '?"' ""'
when only the other day one of vonr kT^ Washmgton
afraid to incur the r^nLTu , ^^ S«"'»'0". who was not

the prayer ""untVaiustt ? '.""i'^''
P"™''""' ""«r«d

rorbfd, Ly th^e^e 'trJ at : ot'^f ^^^
"''^'' «-->

Imeage, and traditions stand ««tvT' u * '"'"^ '?««<='''

in the interests of h"LXhya"t^^ore:tr"'n"'°'''°^
And perhaps I can find no ,!

"'>'on-compeHmg peace !

"

propri,teconcLonLt' "':;'«°'t?°'
°""-« up-

side bj side with thl n.^
'°"°'«'" ""a" ''y setting

used ibo't ,Te sle V^ "T'T '"^ ''"'^"age that waf

his otherwise abhorrent task Prn™ .1. j

per.on, rising over the storm ^.b.iavvl .''"''° "''' *^"""' '"
Cailiopea with an emo.ion J'L^f^U'^'Z' ;" '"—' h. the
wards wrote to Captain Kane -'vZ. ,

''""•A^'"' Kimberley .(ter-
onr hearts 'or yonfand onr eheers3 r .""°'""'' ""' "« "' "" "-
ablen,anneri„'whiohy„7h ' e""" X T'"'*"'

"'°"""'°° '« '^«
il it had been one ot our own .hV™ r .''

°°°''' °°' '""" >'«' sWder

Lo™ S«v.»so»,..A Footnote to Hi«tor,,''
pj, a'g 9!

™'" •••-«»«««'

2 *
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patno .,w which embrace, within it. ,mple fold, the wholeo that groat race wh.oh ha. done »o much in every branch
of human effort, and above all in that branch of human effortwhich ha. produced free in.titntion. and f,»e communitie,... It cannot but be that those who.e national root, aodown ,nto the same past a. our own, who .ha,« our language,
our l.teraturo. our law., ou. religion-everything that make,

it TnT^f7.""'.'"'° '•"'"" •"•»""««' our iristitution.

f7e Z , .
*""

i""
"•"" *'" '°°"' ''^'" 'hey will

feel that they and we have a common duty to perform, acommon oihce to fulfil among the nations of the w^ld Thet.me w,ll come, the time mu.t come, when .ome .tatesman
of authority, more fortunate even than President Monroe,
will lay down the doctrine that between English-speaking
people, war is impossible, and then it will be seen that everyman who by rash action or hasty word makes the preservation
of peace diflicult ha. committed a crime not only against hi"own coumry ... but against civilization itself. May noEnglish statesman and no English party ever have the re-
.ponsibihty of that crime heavy upon their soul. I

"



THE BRITISH EMPIBEJ

»fp.!rs:,T' 5: sir'""" *» •-•

Br.ti8h E,upi„.^ To an wl i^
"" "'""'-'"'"• "-an the

whether they bo nativeLr^" "' "^ «""«•' "»»'
whether the/ reside nth^^'lr"':"'" " '='"'""'"»•"

outskirts of the Empire orarre'n"'^^''^'"''
"' "' '"e

oojoumerB in another land-a ZLZ^ u^"
"""^ °' -'"'".

am sure anything but a fo.^ign land to m'V°
'" °' y°"' ^

I say, the mere mention of m?/h«™ "" ^"^"^ '"Wects,
a thril, of patriotic exultat o7 ZT^l' "^^'"^ ""^^ with
of you, that-let others say what^hI/1 M

°''' ""=^ ""^ ""
'00k the whole world in the f»

"'7,"""-we Britons may
fidence that the strength and 1' " r''-^^''''''^''

«'--
Empire is to-day one oTtholr ^'"'^ °' °" ""''^d
progress, and civflization of ma^l^'"^'"^'^

"' «>« Pe-e,
Look at the extent of that Empire Thenterprise of our people have clZ^^^: .T

^"^'^^ ^"^ ">«
the globe, over seas whL no iZf ^- ^' ^"'"^ ''"''^«"' of
and commerce, British law In/ .•'"°"'' ^""'«'' '™d«
along w,th all that BritishTreedoJ"r'

''"''''> f'<'«'^°°'.

said also the British languajelr ?? "'~^ '"8'" ^ave
long as the people of the Unla 8taf

'"' ""^ ^"o' "^at so
English, and to call it Endi h p ? !

"' ™'"""' '° «Peak
for me, Scotch thoughfat^^-^'f T" "7-" -'ugh
«>lI.ons of human beings ow f ""' ^°" ^'^^'^^ngs o« the graoous sway of that
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•ovewign who U himself »mong the worldi g ,»t Mace-

-?k".;"",. "'f*/'™*" " ">« Bolden "nk that connect,
with the homeland the Mveral free democmtic r«public. of
which our Empire i. mide up. Such ipectacle jp. unique
in the world, hi.tory

; it would have been impo«ible for
»ny other age, for any other people. But let u« not exultm greatnew only_in the mere phyaical extent of our terri-
tory, in the million, of our feliow-citizen., or even in the
unparalleled amount of our national wealth. Our prosperity
would bo baMd on an altoRethet unstable foundation if it
incited u. to be sounding for ever the note of imperial pride
and braggadocio. At the momentou. epoch in which you
and I are living to-day-more than over in our previous
histoiy-there ought to be the consoiou.nes. in the heart of
each individual that moral greatness is as important as
material greatness, and that the best security for the per-
manence of our rule is an increased sense of duty and re-
sponsibility on the part of every one of us.

And surely we can look back on our past at least with no
sense of shame, however much the spirit of humility may bemade to mingle with our pride of race and of achievement
Our I<.mpire has never been an Empire of war and conquest
only. I think it was Lord Kosebery who said of it in a
lecent speech

: "It has often used the sword, it could not
exist without the sword, but it does not live by the sword "

We never adopted the maxim of Boman imperii ,m which
taught that Empire must be retained and fostered by the
same forceful methods as those by which it was acquired
Perhaps some of you may never have sufficiently reflected
on the strange circumstances under which our Empire has
been built up—has grown, as it were, almost in spite of our-
selves, till the sceptred isle, that " precious stone set in the
silver sea," spreading itself over both hemispheres, has be-
come the parent of new nations. Not from any settled
national design or deliberate public policy, but primarily to
find an optlet for the natural overflow of an energetic popu-
lation-which took with it home ideals as well as the restless
spint of commercial enterprise-we may be said to have
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who «ported to ?h. nom^O "^ "' ""' «"""• ""S""

•oemod » voritable deJrt j['- u ?
Au.trali.n continent

oninh.bit.blo .ndtT'wIi^h .;°" ""' ""'"•'« """"""^
good time. le,t. wortWnl ' °"'"" '° "*««»""' in

celebration of the KinJnLr^":-
"""""""on with the

Paul'. Cathedral Ilongt th the rl'°"'
^ *°."">'PP-' " ««

Awtralian voluntoenVho had
"P'"""""""™ <" the HOOO

the South African war I

°""' '"°"°'"-'y through

coloSatfon'r^achtv:/" '"T'"'
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not wish to ignore the little matter to which Sir Percy
Sanderson has alluded, and as to which he has asked for the
expression of a Canadian opinion. No sensible Canadian
(and there are very few others !) needs to be told that he
ought to have implicit confidence in the Lord Chief Justice
of England. It did not take us long to realize the fact that
the constitution of the Alaska Tribunal was such that the
ease was practically a hearing before one judge—Lord
Alverstone. Hia verdict has gone against Canada, but no
one whose opinion is worth considering would harbour any
other view than that Lord Alverstone did all his work and
rendered his judgment in the true spirit of an impartial
jurist, and with the most perfect fairness. The only diffi-

culty remaining in the situation is that the not unnatural
feeling of disappointment is aggravated at the moment by
two considerations

: first, that Canada's protest against the
constitution of the tribunal (which contained three Com-
missioners who had already committed themselves on the
subject on which they undertook to adjudicate) seems to
have been over-ruled by the British Government; and,
secondly, that the two Canadian representatives have put it

on record that, in their opinion. Lord Alverstone had
changed his mind in regard to the two most northerly
islands in the Portland Channel, and, after first agreeing
with them, had—without notifying them of his intention-
finished by awarding these islands to the United States by
way of compromise. It seems to me at least that the sug-
gestion that Lord Alverstone did not take his Canadian
colleagues sufficiently into his confidence is a personal matter
between him and them. It is, in fact, extra-judicial. Mean-
while the Alaska difficulty no longer exists, and if, as regards
the main issue, our case was really a weak one, we ought to
be as glad as the people of the United States that a settle-
ment has been arrived at.

Even in the face of such difficulties and such misunder-
standings, no one living in any of our colonies can fail to
realize that the march of recent events has drawn us more
closely together than at any previous time. In spite of, or
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my privilege to witness some of these great celebrations, and
perhaps the " pride of empire " conid not be more legitimately

felt than by a humble citizen who belongs to a family of

which one brother served his country in India, another in

Australia, another in New Zealand, another in Canada,
while yet another was left behind in Scotland to attend to

the interests of the Old World ! At all events, when the

Imperial reserves from the " Britains beyond the seas " par-

aded before the Boyal standard, my heart .was full of the

noble lines in which Kipling fancies he hears the old " grey

mother" greeting the children who have rushed to her

support.'

And how fitly has the same poet expressed the feelings

with which sober-minded Englishmen turned away at the

close of such a spectacle as that which we witnessed, for

instance, last summer when the King reviewed the fleet at

Spithead. Shall I quote—especially as thu refrain has been
so often misunderstood and misapplied—one verse, to remind
you that it is righteousness after all that exaiteth a nation?

The tumult and the shouting dies,

The captAins :ind the kings depart,

Ktill stands thine ancient sacrifice

A humble and a contrite heart

:

Lf.rd God of Hosts, be with us yet,

Lest we forget ! Lest we forget

!

Or let your thoughts rest once again for one brief moment
on the union of hearts, which never beat in more sympathetic

accord than on the day of the Queen's funeral. That was
a day of which it might be said that the sun " did not set

upon an Empire's grief : when the mournful roll of muffled

drums, following the orb of day and keeping company with
the hours, circled the earth with one continuous and un-
broken strain of grief ". Truly, sorrow unites as well as joy,

and on that day the Empire stood forth as one household,

mourning the loss of its head !

There remains tlie practical question—the question of

' Quoted ou p. 58.
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the day, of the hour! Is the union of hearts sufficient for
the purposes of Britain's world-mission V Or are any more
binding ties necessary to secure the stability and permanence
of our Empire ';'

Here it seems a duty to avoid rhetoric on either side of
the question. I may be allowed, however, to state my own
conviction that few persons would be found content to re-*m the position that all is for the best as it is, and that absol-
utely no change is needed. The problem rather is, what
amount of change would be possible and judicious. The
student of history knows that the main factor in the down-
fall of ancient Rome was her failure to adapt the constitution
of what was originally a city-state to the changed conditions
of a world-wide empire. The principle of representation
had not been discovered in those early days, and even if it
had been discovered, it could not have been worked without
great difficulty. How stands it to-day with our imperial
inhentance? The population ot Canada is already greater
than that of Scotland, and it needs little power of poUtioal
foresight to see that Canada has in prospect just such a
period of prosperity as this Great Republic had before it, say,
forty or fifty years ago. Australia about equals the popula-
tion of Ireland, and the white population of South Africa
falls httle short of that ot Wales. What would any of these
be without the others, as regards either their separate pro-
sperity or the weight that any one of them could bring to
bear in the councils of the Empire? Fortunate it is for us
that the devoted affection of her daughter-states is the crown
and glory of the old age of the motherland. They know
that they are regarded no longer as " colonies "—though the
word survives—no longer as mere over-sea possessions. We
speak of them now as the " new nations within the Empire ".

I am proud to remember that this phrase was originally
coined in a letter addressed to me by Mr. Rudyard Kipling,
conveying his acceptance of the honorary degree of McGm
University. As regards the essence ot the thing, apart from
the phrase, another poet had been before him. Poets are
often more far-sighted than practical men. If you will look

-11-
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at Lord Tennyson's life, you will see that it is full of pro-
phetic anticipations of the time when England herself would
come to recognize that her future is inseparably bound up
with the strength and prosperity of her colonies. And we
can 3ay now, can we not, that our colonies feel, one and all,

that their best and truest line of national development is

to remain for ever integral portions of the British Empire ?
To me at least it seems that our late successes are but a

summons to more work in the interests of our Empire. We
have the oppcitunity now of adding a fresh chapter to our
imperial annals, of inaugurating a new era in our imperial
history. Of ..ourse we must hasten slowly. But we have
had a long enough period of waiting, and a sufficiency of
moves and counter-moves. I myself have heard a leading
statesman emphasize the point that the first approach must
come from the colonies ; and then the Prime Minister of a
great colouy—in whose hearing this point was emphasized-
says, on leaving for the Colonial Conference, that he is con-
fident that this same statesman would not have summoned such
a conference m Tjondon if he had not something definite to put
before it I And it was in connexion with this same confer-
ence that the Ministers of one of the leading colonies sent
word to London that they would not be prepared to discuss
imperial defence, for the reason that no one scheme of de-
fence could be devi^sed uhat would suit the circumstances of
each and all of our over-sea possessions ! These were lame
utterances—the latter certainly wanting in lomc !

Surely at the least we might manage to institute an Im-
perial Council authorized to represent and to promote in every
possible and legitimate way tho interests of every part of the
Empire. Why should Mr. Chamberlain be able to teil us,
for instance, as he did at Liverpool the other night, that the
real reason why British trade is being displaced by German
trade at Zanzibar is because the Germans are running a
better service of steamers ? True, their steamers are more
largely subsidized than ours ; but it might turn out to be the
first duty of such a council as I am suggesting to ofiend—for
a time—against every law of political economy in recommend-
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ing and secaring such a subsidy as would prevent this in-
junous displacement of former conditions. When they have
captured the whole trade, the Germans will no doubt reduce
their subsidy, and meanwhile we ought to fight them with
their own weapons. They have profited largely by ourapathy and carelessness in the past. It sounds almost in-
credible now that the Home Government bound itself by
treaty some forty years ago to give Germany equal rights
with Itself m the Canadian market. Th-.t short-sighted ar-
rangement lay at the root of the recent difficulty with Ger-
°*?^; J'

''""^"^ * deplorable lack of imagination on the
part of British statesmen. They failed to forecast the growth
of their colonial markets, and they were equally blind to the
possibility that Germany imght see fit to develop-just as the
United States had already begun to do-an industrial policy
very different from their own

!

Such an illustration will suffice to remind you that it is
impossible to go very far in the discussion of imperial ques-
tions at the present time without running up against the
hscal problem. Patriotism and commerce seem destined tomarch hand in hand with equal steps. It is certainly a very
difficult matter, and I doubt if there ever was in England so
great a conflict of opinion on any subject as there is to-day on
this. On aU sides we hear the statement made that we " stand
atthepartingoftheways ". One class of thinkers holds that
the only way effectually to preserve the Empire is to institute
preferential trading; another is equally emphatic in theopmion that this course will shatter the imperial fabric andbnng about an inevitable dismemberment and disintegration
Without going so far as to say that the Empire «-ill fall to
pieces immediately unless his policy is adopted, Mr Chamber-
lain urges It as in the best interests alike of the colonies and
the mother country; to which his adversaries rejoin that
colonial loyalty is not to be purchased at two shillings per
quarter. The sensational picture given in an iUustrafed
weekly paper of a fight between disputants in a railway carnage is typical, not only of the division of opinion which pre-
vails at home, but also of the industrial conflict which the

m
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great nations of the world now wage against each other.
Each of them wants to produce as much as it can for itself,

and refuues to be tied down to the special lines which it found
at first lying ready to its hand. It did not take the United
States long to realize that its true interests were not to be
sought for in the activities which had been marked out for
it by the economists of former days. The great Republic had
a wider destiny before it than merely to dig and delve in
order to ship its raw products to what was, fifty years
ago, the workshop of the world. And so the ideal begins to
float before our minds to-day of a self-sustaining and self-

contained empire. When Mr. Morley and Mr. Courtney tell

us th-.t, even if it could be realized, this would remain a
" barbarous " iden.1, and one not in the best interests of

civilization, it seems to me at least that possibly they may
be taking too little into account the driving force of national-
ity in the commerce of the modern world. Why should it be
right and proper, for instance, on the part of the United
States to institute a reciprocity system with Cuba, under
which British trade and British shipping will be practically

displaced, and wrong for Great Britain even to consider such
a thing in regard to Canada? No; there seems to be no
good reason why we should not seek to place ourselves in a
position in which we shall be at least on even terms with
other nations. Ifwe are told that retaliation is an ugly word,
may we not with truth reply that other nations have retaliated

on us in advance ? I do not think we need to shudder before
the suggestion lately made by Mr. Andrew Carnegie, that
under a system of preferential trading Boston wreckers might
again find something to do in the way of throwing British

cargo into the sea. What surprised me more was that the
same authority, who looked forward gleefully some years ago
to the prospect that the late President McKinley would be
led to " take the necessary steps " to bring Canada to a proper
state of mind, should resent the idea that others might want
to play a similar hand in the same game. The late Chancellor
of the Exchequer's somewhat craven fear that America might
retaliate on Canada may have proceeded partly from Mr.
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turther to probe these commercial mysteries, especially onan occasion like this. But I do not see why the f^ thatno foreign nation would rejoice in Mr. Chamberiain's^uce
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on the s de of gam that notice has been given to foreign
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imperial concern. But let me claim for tbem again that

they are also a fellowship of free peoples, joint heirs with
England in the glorious traditions of England's imperial

history, and that, equally with the motherland, they will

shrink from no sacrifice that may enable them to aid in the

task of handing down to their children's children, unimpaired

and even enhanced in value, the great inheritance they have
received from their forefathers, and of helping to forward and
fnlfil Britain's mighty mission of peace and goodwill, freedom
and justice, in the world. Not without good reason did our
youngestpoet, William Watson, in apostrophizing thecolonies,

exclaim of the British Empire, in words with which I may be

well content to close,

—

Toung is she yet, her wurld-tttsk just begun.

By you we know her safe, and know by you
Her veins are million, but her heart is one 1
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Though the record of the " Deeds th.t won the Empire"may now be considered cIo<«d. Britain has still a greaTCrkn front of her, the work of imperial organization, consoTd.

and to pronounce ,t unrealizable, on the ground that theachievement would be without historic para'Sd. is a ch an

:tio:rth: wan"/ r"^'""'-. "
'"'™^' ">« '-'""- °'

d^fil f r? "nagmation, which is one of the main

Nod uJr "'^'ri'"f''
°f '^-^ Anglo-Saxon characterNo doubt there are difficulties to be surmounted, and adverseconditions to be overcome. It may be true that the Empire

BuHher " *'-'''• '^ '-"«""''-•• «d "amorphZ^'
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unfaP-iliarwith the records

feel conHdent that, if it were possible to forecast the ju^ent
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'"^ '^' '"'"^' " ''' •«"'' *i°k they can

out of ; L'
'^°'"'"«°'"''^<"> '" ' let well alone " seems ^eatlyout of place at present in reference to imperial affairs

In the mission of further consolidation we start with oneSreat point in our favour. It is by no means to its dfsadvantage or discredit that the British Empire is no aUo

fha?o'i/r*",''"P"" '•*™ ^»- I'-- bytheswi^d

won To her modem successor and representative has beenleft the glory o reconciling the two elements, which manyof Bome-s subjects found incompatible. "Empire andLiberty
. A constitution which secures equal rights for
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all under the ample folds of the Britiah Flag has given a new

meaning to the old motto " Imperinm et Libertas ". Never

before in history has the nnique spectacle been presented to

the world of sovereignty wielded by the parent state on the

slender basis of mutual consent. The philosophic spectator

of all time and all existence . aay wonder, perchance, what

changes the future has in store for the teeming millions of

British India, which is still a dependency in the true sense

of the word. Such speculation is equally applicable, on a

lower political level, to the native races of South Africa, and

even to the negro population of the United States. But if

Britain's imperial temper remains as it has been—and there

is little danger of any change—the element of the consent of

the governed will never be lost si?ht of. India is in a state

of tutelage, and for the »eEt. the Empire may be aptly

described as a system of democratic republics under the

gentle sovereignty of the motherland. By the admission

even of those who love it least, it has stood in the main for

justice and liberty, for honest and efficient administration,

for the expansion of freedom of trade, and for a strict and

scrupulous impartiality between races and religions. If

these had not been its strongest pillars, the loosely compacted

structure which we know to-day would hardly have stood

the test of time.

How Canada was Obtained.

As to Canada, whatever her ultimate destiny may be, the

Dominion will never have cause to regret that she grew up

with the Empire. The story of that growth cannot be told,

even in outline, without reference to the history of the two

nations whose friendship is to-day one of our greatest imperial

assets, France and the United States. It was the successful

termination of the long wars against Napoleon that secured

to England her remaining possessions in North America, in

spite of the somewhat unfriendly inroad of 1812, made in the

name of freedom by the youthful Bepublic to the South ; and

the subsequent development of the Dominion is bound up
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tai it ia the belt pcwmblo eTidence of the eHonti*! equity of

the new Britiih »aminiitr»tion thtt theie French Can»diwn

renited every tempUtion to join h»nd» with the rev. Iting

ooloniet. Ai a consequence, C»n»d» came to be soraethinR

of a thorn in the side of GeorRe Waehington. Indeed he

prophc«iod that the country to the North would be a source

of trouble to the Union, and might bring it even to the verge

of war. Waahington'a inability to appreciate the point of

view of the United Empire Loyalista i», perhaps, the only re-

grettable feature in the career of one whom many Britons—

those, at least, who have a wide outlook on history—would be

glad to claim as one of their national heroes. The persecu-

tions which the United Empire Loyalists had to undergo at

the hands of their insurgent fellow-citizens, should not be over-

looked in the story of the early days of what is now the

Canadian Dominion. For conHciencc' sake they forsook all

and fled, making their way, mainly, into what we now know

as Ontario, as well as into Acadia, and the Maritime Provinces.

Those Ontario settlers had the opportunity, however, of adding

a glorious page to their country's annals, by the resistance

they offered to the American invasion of 181ii-1.5. They

were no more numerous then than the French Canadians had

been at the time of the Conquest, and yet they succeeded in

showing that the war party in the United States, with its

raucous cry of " On to Canada," had made as great a mis-

calculation of actual conditions as Carthage, when she

fancied that the invading Hannibal would be able to draw

away the Italian tribes from their allegiance to Bomc. The

story of this short war is full of the record of the prowess of

Canadians—English, French, Scotch, Irish, and Indian. And

as their successes secured the country from further organized

attack, the significance of such engagements as those of

Queenston Heights and Chrysler's Farm, and Lundy's Lane,

and Chateauguay, should be correctly appreciated by all who

wish to understand the story of our imperial development, or

the strain of heroic character which is leavening the

nationality of Canada.

The subsequent history of the country is mainly a record

li
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of the ,to,dy p-owth oJ Mlf-government, interrupted bypenodi o( pol.t.c.1 .trife .nd eT.D rebellion, wbioh only re-
suited in hMtenm^ that coniolid.tion in which the country
rejoicei now. M the joint result of Canadian patience and
the Bnti.h .n.tinct of political wiedom. It i, no longer with
jolated portion, of an undefined territory, but with one of
the most remarkable federations of modem timea, .tretohinij
from ocean to ocean in the shape of the Canadian Dominion,
that we h»»o to do. when we .,k the questions: (1) What is
England domg (or Canada? and (-2, What is Canada doing
lor the P^mpire? °

What Enolani. ts Doi»o fob Canada.
In answer to the first inquiry, the more obvious advan-

tages of the imperial connexion ought not to be overlooked.
There is. to begin with, the beneficial influence of the Crownwhich ha, meant a good deal in the development of the con-
» itution. both in Itself, and also in the succession of able and
distinguished Qovernors-General by whom it has been repre-sented m Canada, Above everything else, however, Cana-dians value, or ought to value, the security conferred on their
trade and commerce, and on their national interests generally.

J^T !f'r
°°"""'""' "' "^« '^'"•- 0" this subject

something will be said later on: meanwhile, the authoritv

^7h r^l"' °\ "Canadian expert. Major William Woodof he 8th Boye^ Rifles, who lately penned the following
sentence: And so whenever Canadians look outward tohose long, open sea-ways, where half their wealth and creditscontinualy afloat among the great mail-fisted nations ofthe world, they still may have the satisfaction of knowing
that they remain secure under the guardian care of that
Bntish Navy, to whose support they have, as yet. givenno singe item from all their national resources-not aship, not a dollar, not a man ". This quotation may serve to

Trr Tk
^1°' hearing for a good deal that L to beentered on the other side of the account

No Canadian, who is not wishful to claim absolute
pohtical equality with England, and to leave nothing to the

'

'J
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|i

"predominant partner," will chafe under the restrictions

implied in the sapremacy of the Imperial Parliament, and

the power to disallow bills which may interfere with imperial

obligations. Even the privilege of appeal to the Privy

Council will sit lightly on all, except those who wish, like a

recent speaker in Toronto, to arrange that " our own men

shall decide our own lawsuits, and command our own forces,

and our own money shall provide for our own defences, and

for such mutual aid as we ourselves may approve". For

there are directions in which England could do more for

Canada than she is doing at present, partly in regard to

feeling and sentiment, partly in more concrete matters. To

take the latter first. The recent exposure by Sir George

Drummond of certain postal anomalies and their effects, is

not considered in Canada to have been adequately met by

Lord Stanley's reply that it would cost too much to remedy

them. For example, the postage rate on newspapers,

magazines, etc., from Canada to England is only half a cent

per pound, whereas that from England to Canada is no less

than eight cents per pound, and the rate to Canada from the

United States is one cent per pound. In view of the flood-

ing of the Canadian market by cheap American literature,

or English periodicals dressed up with American advertise-

ments, it was quite natural that the Canadian Senate should

unanimously agree to " affirm the principle that the con-

veyance of letters, newspapers, books, periodicals, etc., should

be at a lower scale of charges within the empire than at

the time ruling with any foreign country "
; and it may be

hoped that when the British Post Office has had a little more

time to work out the question of ways and means, something

will be done to conciliate Canadian opinion in a matter which

bears so powerfully on the spread of imperial feeling and

sentiment.' Again more might probably have been done

> The taot ought not to be overlooked, though it seems so far to have escaped

notice, that the Canvlian Post Offlee has to carrj its mall matter, on an average,

some 2000 miles, as against at the highest figure an average of 200 miles In

England. Beoeiving nothing for the delivery of the mails from outside, it ihere-

tora performs a more onerous service on every pound of mail matter.
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also by the home authorities in times past to direct the stream
of emigration from the old country to Canada's shores. The
consideration that British emigrants to Canada, besides re-
ceiving substantial land grants, do not need to make any change
of allegiance hardly seems to have been allowed its full force
hitherto. But organized effort is now accomplishing greater
results, and the immediate future will show the extent to
which the old country, as well as Canada, may beneet by the
increased prosperity of settlers who do not go outside the
limits of the Empire. Again, when Canadians note the viola-
tion of the rigid rules of orthodox economics involved in the
subsidy recently voted to Atlantic liners sailing to United
States ports, they are inclined to argue that not much harm
would be done by a further extension of the system to steamship
lines that are British owned, and that ply within the British
Empire.' Even some economic excesses would be pardoned
to the Home Government by way of atonement for the deplor-
able lack of imagination and foresight shown some forty years
ago, as, for example, when British statesmen solemnly bound
Great Britain to give Germany equal rights with herself in the
Canadian market. That may be mentioned here because the
denunciation of the German treaty stands to England's credit
in her more recent dealings with her greatest and most
prosperous colony. Again, it might have been expected, in
view of the close relations between the two countries, that
British capital would by this time have got over its shyness
of sound Canadian investments. Money is needed for the
expansion of industry—for the development of agriculture
and forest lands, of copper, coal, nickel and other mines, of
fisheries, etc. ; and it is matter of regret that, when British
capital could be judiciously expended, Americans should be
getting so firm a hold on the best investments that offer.
Nothing need be said hereabout the possibility that the " old

' Oeneroas mail subsidies, such • the Annuil Reports of the United States
Commissioner ot N.Tig.tioa show to be quite common in the other countries
would enable Canada to put on a Transatlantic service <a,ual or superior to that
ot the United States, and thus secure to her the adrantage ol her geoiraphioal
POSiUOD.

o •• »
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country " m»y be led in some way to reciprocate the Canadian
preference. That wonld lead us into the heart of the fiscal
problem, which would demand a separate paper. Besides, the
almost nnanimons attitude of Canadians is that this is a
question which must be left to Great Britain itself. They
are glad that it is leading their kinsfolk at home to take a
larger interest in the questions of the Empire and the
elements of imperial well-being and progress.

What is sometimes referred to in Canada as British inertia
m the field of action is, however, of little account, after all,

alongside of the increased feeling of kindliness and brother-
hood which is the fruit of closer relations and better know-
ledge. Canada is much more to England now-a-days than
a " few acres of snow "—a land with an arctic temperature
sheeted in perpetual ice ! Improved communications and the
spread of information are doing their work. Eecognition
should be made here of the efforts put forth at home by such
organizations as the Victoria League, the League of the Em-
pire, and others. Under such influences, the type of Briton
will soon entirely disappear that goes on stolidly affixing a
2id. stamp to his letters, with the direction " Canada, U.S.A." I

If this were autobiography, the writer could unfold some
strange experiences. Crossing from New York, he has for-
gathered with eminent English financiers, having interests
exclusively in the capital of the United States, who wanted
to know what earthly use Canada was to England ! He has
conversed even with prominent statesmen who inquired
somewhat anxiously whether the growth of Canadian pros-
perity really justified a second transcontinental railroad, and
seemed to think that here again was a possible cause of
offence to the United States. Two other stories may be in-
cluded, this time from the fertile field of education. At the
Imperial Inter-University Conference held in London two
years ago, one of the Canadian delegates was privileged to
speak m support of the main resolution, favouring the in-
stitution of an Imperial Council, the interchange of students
in special subjects, etc. As to the students (especially the
Rhodes Scholars), he committed himself to an expression
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of the hope that most ol them would 6nd their way back toCanada after getting all the good they could out ofS^or London, or Birmingham. At the close of the proceedmgs, he was accosted by an old friend whom he had knownbefore he went to Canada, and who has done consluous

comolet
°" °1 ''' ^°«"''' U°'^«""y Colleges '"Howcompletely you have caught the colonial point of view • " wa!

jlst iXf """^ '
", ^'- y°" ""' y°" ">«» »"^k again.

Sw'':r,f^r' '^"^' "•«" "" 'he world ove^andaoesn t care whether they come back or no ! The circumstances and needs of a new country seem to have w ghTd

Ztt d'-
'"' ""* ""'^^ °* "*i°''-g imperfally

•' h^not then been mvented
! In an editorial on the same occasion

can perhaps boast to-day-with much praise for th! gene,^

nr."S"' 'm
«°°f--<=-^-e out with theC

orin.f r"'''""°'""'"""y°f^«'"i«'«°t can there befor mstance, between Oxford and Cambridge, with their cen

Si uT"t't^"^'''^^'
"•" --=•> a 'iistUutit as tl"McGill University, Montreal?" The writer had forgottenGlasgow, from which McGiil was founded, nearly a c'ntu y

tokTow?
"""''"^

"i
Birmingham

!
He would be surprised

McS stari^T'. °''r^
"' ^""''"'^ee men are^n theMctTiU staff, m Arts and Apphed Science. And there wassome hilanty up at the British Museum on the day afLThe

of thl^ ? .^ n"' '"'"'y "' ^""^ °° °°« °f 'he new volmnesof the Oxford Ccero
! So true is it that, to get the imZ!

What Cahad* is doino fob the Empibb.

serifs' of Itl^'*!"
^°^" 'J""" ^'^"''^ ""^^^ *is head, a

find a„n T *^ " here made, which it is hoped willfind general acceptance. The important issue of a contribut^, to imperial defence will be dealt with in the concluding

I'

ic3^
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1. It may be said, to begin with, that Canada serves the

Empire by preserving and continuing the tradition of loyalty,

and that her readiness to remain in partnership is an an-

doubted source of prestige as well as of militar}' advantage.

Especially in view of her now rapid growth in wealth, popu-

lation, and national spirit, the Dominion may be said to be

adding daily to the resources of the Empire.

2. As an excellent field for emigration, Canada furnishes

Great Britain with an outlet for her surplus population. A
grant of 160 acres of farm lands is made by the Canadian
Government to bona fide settlers in the North-West. In

this way the Dominion plays a special part in providing

ground for the expansion of the Empire. For without any
change of allegiance the British emigrant finds in his new
home opportunities of improving his condition which he
could never have enjoyed in the land of his birth. The race

is renewed by contact with the soil of a new country, and
the old land profits by the increased prosperity of its imperial

off-shoots.

3. Canada furnishes a field for the investment of British

capital still under the flag.

4. In the Militia of the Dominion, Canada maintains a

force of approximately 40,000 volunteers, of whom about

1,500 are enrolled in permanent corps for instructional pur-

poses. This small permanent force, which is practically

composed of reguUrs, will be increased to 4,000 by the change
to be mentioned in the next section. It should also be stated

that, through the Commissions given every year to the most
successful cadets of the Boyal Military College at Kingston,

Canada has contributed something also to the personnel of

the British Army. This privilege will, it is understood, be ex-

tended in the near future to the Canadian Universities as well.

5. The Dominion Government has arranged to maintain

Halifax and Esquimaolt henceforward at their present

standard of equipment for the use of British ships of war.

The equipment includes unlimited steaming coal, and it ia

understood that the resultant expenditure will be some
(2,000,000 in the coming fiscal year.
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6 Apart from such undertakings and obligations, theCan^ian people showed by their spontaneous action during
the South African War. with all the possibilities for the
future which it implied, that they might be counted on in an
emergency.

*v, n
^'.' °°^' °' ""^'y subsidies, Canada has provided, in

the Canadian Paciao Railway, a transcontinental road that
will be available, when necessary, for the transport of British
troops and munitions to the East. Moreover in the con-
struction of the Grand Trunk Pacific she will have completed
before very long a parallel road sufficiently remote from the
American frontier to render relatively small the risk of its
being cut And as thest roads may become specially valuablem time of war, so also in time of peace they will be increas-
ingly used by travellers from the outskirts of the Empirewho will gladly avail themselves of improved means of inter-
communication to travel by an " all-British route

"

8 In providing five-eighteenths of the cost of the Trans-
i-acihc Cable, a line constructed primarily in the strategic
and commercial interests of Great Britain, Canada paid evenmore than her share. Australia pays eight-eighteenths.

B. Canada has shown her willingness to strengthen trade
relations by granting a rebate of one-third of the customs
duties not only to Great Britain and Ireland, but also toNew Zealand, Cape Colony, Natal, the Transvaal, the
Orange Eiver Colony, and the West Indies. Under this
preference, British imports into Canada have greatly in-
creased of recent years, though it must be remembered that
other nations have by no means stood still. Perhaps the
best way of realizing the extent of the boon would be to
inquire where-in the face of their competition-British
trade would have been without the preference. It maybe
stated here that Canadian opinion seems to be almost solid
in favour of the expediency of a preferential tariff.

10. Last comes the question of a contribution to imperial
revenues, m return for the services rendered to Canada by
the Army, the Navy, the Consular Service, and the Diplo-
matic Corps. This is not so easy a matter as might appear

V
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on the surface. It is generally discussed in connexion with

the Navy only, and here it will be a« well to begin with the

facts.

The following figures are taken from the Canadian " Al-

manac ' for 1905 (pp. 133-4) :—

ConM6ii(to<u (0 Natal Defmee.

£103,400

200,000

40,000

50,000

35,000

3,000

Notiliog

431,400

38,300,000.

India

Aiutnlia

.

New Zeahnd .

Cape Colony .

Natal

Newfoundland

Canada ....
Total Colonial Contribution

Total Naval Kstimatee (1904-5)

These are the facts. What is the explanation? We may

begin by setting aside certain suggested explanations, which

mean nothing. The Canadian Government itself did not reap

great glory when it sent word to London, before the last

Colonial Conference, that its delegates would not be prepared

to discuss imperial defence, because no one scheme of defence

could be devised that would suit the different conditions of

the outlying parts of the Empire. Nor will it d ' to say that

the British Navy is there anyway, and that the expenditure

on it would not be decreased even if Canada did not exist.

Self-respecting Canadians like to pay their way in the world.

They have just heard of an incident in which a Halifax sealer

figures at Montevideo, and which may require the help not

only of the British diplomatic corps but possibly also of a

man-of-war. And not long ago, in one and the same issue of

their morning papers, they read an account of a speech in

which an Irish member took it upon him to declare in the

House of Commons that Canada would never contribute to

the Navy, while in another column they read that the British

Government had despatched a man-of-war to rescue certain

Canadian missionaries from a place of danger on the Chinese

coast. Moreover, Canada has been making strides in ship-

ping, and is quite in a position to appreciate the fact that the
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Navy is a national insurance, essential to the safety and
welfare of the whole Empire.'

In seeking to discover the real explanation of a pheno-
menon which certainly attracts attention and excites surprise
in England, especially in view of Canada's loud protestations
of affectionate loyalty, the following points seem worthy of
some consideration :

—

(a) Notwithstanding the flourishing condition of the
country, it contains as yet comparatively litile realized wealth.
It is potentially rich, but borrowed capital figures largely in
the existing business situation. Moreover it has been accus-
tomed to high taxation, which in new communities tends to
check initiative and to retard industrial exploitation.

(6) Nor is it unfair to remind Canada's critics that the
Dominion has been doing a great deal for the Empire in
helping to build transcontinental railways and to develop a
good canal system. ConsiderinK that his ancestors started
in the wilderness without capital only about a hundred years
ago (with the exception of the Laurentian valley and one or
two smaller districts) the average Canadian thinks that they
and he have done a good deal to improve an important part
of the British possessions.^

' A recant oaloulation shows that our N»v»l eipsnditure involves an onllay ot
£8 28. lor every (on ol mercantile marine. We are spending (190S) less tor tlie
aategnarding ol onr mercantile shipping than any other nation eioept Japan—
the figures being

: Japan, £3 4s. 4d. ; British Empire, £3 3s. ; Germany, £4 18s
aussia, £18 3s. lOd.

; United Slates, £19 lOs. M. Again, we may reject m
meaningless and insincere the statement that anything Canada could contribute
would appear so infinitesimal alongside ol the expenditure ol the motherland
that it would be hardly worth while to offer it.

'This view derives some support hom a passage in Burke's speech on
Conciliation with the Colonies. • But to clear op my ideas on this subjeot-a
revenue from America transmitted hither—do not delude youraelves—you never
can receive it—No, not a shiUing. Wo have eiperienoe that Irom remote
countries it is not to be eipeoted. II, when you attempted to eitraot revenue
Irom Bengal, you were obliged to return in loan what you had taken in im-
position, what can you eipeot Irom North America ? For certainly, il ever
there was a country qualified to produce wealth, it is India ; or an institution
fit lor the transmission, it is the East India Company. America has none ot
these aptitudes. II America gives you taiable objeots, on which you lay your
duties here, and gives you, at the same time a surplus by a toreign sale ol her

if'
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(c) Moreover, it was for long a ruling maxim in the
diplomacy of the neighbouring Bepublic that the American
continent should keep clear of European complicationa, and
the considerations which prompted this policy have always
had great weight also throughout the Dominion. While the
general march of events, as well as the contraction of the
globe through rapid transit, militates strongly against this

view, it is one which many cannut give up without regret.

(d) Then there is the attitude of a large section of the
French Canadians, whose services to the Empire entitle them
to the greatest possible consideration. Their loyalty to
British rule is cordially acknowledged ; it is in fact assured
by the solid advantages which they enjoy under the constitu-
tion. But it is a loyalty to the status guo—a passive rather
than an active loyalty. It cannot be wondered at that their
training and sympathies have not led them, so far, to feel any
great enthusiasm for British political ideals in the wider
sense. Eegarding themselves as a peculiar people, cut off

from France by the religious legislation of the Third Be-
public, and detached to a considerable extent from the English
population of Canada, they cherish local rather than im-
perial ideals, and cultivate a national rather than an imperial
patriotism. For this reason, it cannot be said that French
Canadians as a unit would be likely to favour any movement
in this direction at present.

(«) Apart from this factor, however, there is a residuum
of difiBculty which must be attributed to the Canadian feeling
of nationhood—the desire to be something more than a
"colony," a mere appanage of the imperial system. Lord
Dufferin (than whom no Governor-General ever did more for
the British connexion) became aware of this feeling as soon
as he came to Canada, and discussed the subject in a most

oommoditiei to p«y the dntiea on these objects which you tai at home, she h>e
performed her part to the British revenue. But with regard to her own internal
eBtabllshmenta she may, I doubt not she will, contribute In moderation. I say
in moderation; for she ought not to be permitted to eihanst herself. She
ought to be reserved to a war, the weight of which, with the enemies that we
are most likely to have, must be considerable in her quarter of the globe. There
she may serve you and serve you essentially."

!i':
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intererting letter to Lord Carnarvon (v. Sir Alfred Lyall'.
L.fe, Vol. I pp. 229-31). The sentiment has no necessary

connexion with any vague or premature aspirations for " In-dependence . It rather amounts to a tacit protest againstany action that might tend to stereotype the presentltatu.
of the Dominion as a protected dependency. From thispom of view any taxation for imperial purposes, however
small could hardly fail to raise the difficult Questions of re'
presentation and the claim to have a fair share in the deter-
mination of imperial policy. Its advocates would probably
argue tha it would be better to remain, as it were, in tutefage

Z,^A
]''"'*. °°eer, until the colonial phase of her history

could be quite outgrown, and Canada as a nation could as-sume a fuller partnership than is possible at present in the

a^dTdvantaT"'
"'"^' "' ^""^^ " "'" "' '" '*' P"^"

Meanwhile in spite of the fact that Canada has not yetcome up to the level of imperial expectations in this reg«d.the essential th,ng IS that there never was a time at which the
apintof loyal attachment wasdeeperormorewidelyspread It

Zm V '" ''"'"°8 °"' "" "«"'>"'' »°'»«°° of theproblem under consideration.

What Canada is to the Empire.

exti^'h
^ '"*"T ^'^ D-ff«rin-speaking perhaps to some

extent by way of antic.pation-said : "There is not a mann EngUnd who does not understand, and to whose imagina-

rZ^T.T ^^ ^°"'"''y ^""^^^ ^°'^^- *»' beyond the
circuit of the narrow seas which confine this island are vast

^^ri' "'^''"'^.''y P°-rf°' communities, who "eactuated by ideas similar to our own, who are proud to ownaUegiance to the British Crown, whose material resou^c^
are greater than those possessed by his own country, andwhose ultimate power may perhaps exceed the power ofGiBat Britam". That is certainly how all EngUshmenought to feel towards their nearest, greatest, mostS^

I 1

i
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and molt prosperoni poueuion. And i{ aueh language wa*
no more than the {acta warranted aome thirty yean ago, how
much more appropriate and forcible muat it be held

to-day I

It is a charge againat tranaatlantic habita of thought that

too much ia apt to be made of mere aize. But it will never-

theless bear to be atated that the area of the Dominion ia

thirty-one timea that of the United Kingdom, and twice that

of Buaaia in Europe. It embracea 40 per cent of the entire

area of the Britiah Empire.

Throughout thia vaat territory the ontlook ia auch aa to

juatify the oft-repeated boast that the twentieth century ia

to be with Canada. Last century waa with the United

States. And where the United States stood, aay, forty years

Ago, there stands Canada to-day. Indeed, having regard to

her aplendid resourcea, to her growing population, to the

facilities of transportation by land and sea, and to the

increasing pressure on the mnans of subsistence in European
countries, one is justified in considering it possible that

within the next half century Canada may even outrival the

experience of the United States in the rapidity of her general

development Any reluctance to realize and acknowledge

the extent of the present growth of the Dominion—auch aa ia

occasionally met with south of the " line "—must be aet down
at once as evidence of a wish that she should not falsify

prophecy and disturb settled convictions by attaining to auch

development under her existing political conditions. In the

statement that Canada " would never amount to anything
"

the wish has been, as a rule, father to the thought.

No country in the world has "' own auch increases in its

trade aud commerce during the p^^v 6ve years, in proportion

to the population. Within that period the figures for both

exports and imports have nearly doubled.

Of Canadian produce. Great Britain takes about 60 per

cent, against 31 per cent to the United States. Forty years

ago the figures were the other way. The amount of good

that can be done by a careful fostering of industries—and

here the Canadian Department of Agriculture deserves the
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gr«.tMt poMiblo or«dit-m.y b«.t be ,hown by reference to

veLT?i? M " ""* ''"°°- "'''='' ^'^'^ "ported l-tyew to the old country to the amount of 26 million, ofOoUan for cheeee and 15 million, for bacon.

th^tP "j" °^ ,^°""' " ** '""" K"""*^ o' the Empire
that Canada bulk. mo,t largely, on the material aide, ^th

Itfof^'lr K^r' *"!^"- ^'"' ^' '"" -"""o 250 miUionac«. of the heet agricultural land in the world to be taken

^ ,,•«?." ''*'°"*' <=°°»™'<»°' opinion that it wouldta difficult to exaggerate the future of the Canadian North-we.t A recent writer (Mr. A. Q. Bradley) .peak, of thi.
great region a. "the home of the nece..itie.: not'The luxurie.
Of man, where beef, mutton, and pork, wheat, oat., and them«n vegetable, can all be produced of the highest quaUtyand m the g,«ate.t abundance; where the northern race.!

Z' r"^^ •"" *'"' ^'''"•°' '°' '•»' »»"". Mn thrive

"/our .T/.,'° ^- "'""'P'"" '«"">"<=i^« to their nativevigour and even .timulating to it There are very few.ecfon. of the United State, that ever ha.i .uch a proTpec^
. . .

The northern hmit of the farming belt, and of comfort-ab e haman settlement ha. been indefinitely ei^tended by a^tter knowledge of the country. Edmonton, hitherto a~rt of northern Ultima ThuU. wiU become a di.tributingpomt for va.t region, far to the North and North-west
even to the fertile levels of the Peace Biver, where whelt h

,1T» aT .
^^ *' ""'y ""^ " """"Bly as in Manitoba

Itself. Abundant water power, ample timber, an almost

Tr'/ZJlf
"''

U^'^T'
"'""""y ^ooth-lylng .on ovea region half as big as Europe confronts us here "

,n.I M^**°''*!."'?
°' ""^ "8*°° ^"^ "'«"«! to WiU

inevitably remind the reader of Canada's interest in the6sca^ problem. Whatever may be the issue of the con.^!

eo3 r"''"".^- " r°°°' •>* '^'"""'^ '""t no questioncould be raised hat ,s better fitted to give the mass^ of thepeople an effective training in economic and political pro-

olrtn L'V"/" V'"'"''
""^ i'-P^nal iBsne whichought to be kept outside the range of party politics. Pos-sibly It IS not a Chnstian-for the matter of that, hardly

Mi

I
I
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even « Stoic—ideal th*t nation ihoold be let aRkinit nation

in the effort to make itiielf wiK-iiapFortinf!. Bat the dnring

force of nationality coonti for mncb in the commerce of the

modem world, and if Oreat Britain ahonld be led to depart

from the orthodox principles of Free Trade, the will be able

to console herself with the reflection that she was not the

first. In Canada the prevailing opinion seems to be that

there is really no inconsistency—in view of changed condi-

tions—in holding that, while free imports was the tme

policy for England fifty years ago, something different may
be called for to-day. The British working-man, on the

other hand, both in town and country is obviously afraid of

the dear loaf and of rising prices, whiob will tend to enrich

the landlord and the manufacturer. And it is not easy to

see how a country like Canada can reciprocate further than

she has already done, in advance. The desire of Canadians

to manufacture for themselves, and to enjoy complete auto-

nomy in indastry and commerce, is undoubtedly a great

factor in what has been referred to above as the modem
spirit of Canadian nationality. The present attitude of the

woollen and cotton manufacturers is enough to show that

farther tariff concessions are improbable. And any artificial

attempt to divert, on a large scale, to Britain the trade which

she at present fails to do with the Dominion would, at least

as regards some items, involve a breach of the operation of

natural economic laws. This is one of the most difficult

features of the present situation. Of Canada's imports from

the United States, about half consists of non-dutiable articles

which could hardly come from elsewhere—certainly not from

Britain, no matter how large a preference she might enjoy.

But trade begets trade, and an English manufacturer of a

certain line of machinery told the writer only the other day

that he found it difficult to get orders in the Dominion : in

such matters, he said, the Canadians are imitative, and

prefer to supply themselves from the United States. There

can be no doubt that, in spite of sentiment and adverse

tariffs, a natural affinity in matters commercial exists be-

tween the two neighbouring peoples. This, however, cannot
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he held to invalidate the poiition that, in regard »o the
Colonies generally, it i. the intereit and doty of the mother-
land to make every legitimate eSfort to ntabliah the clowit
poMible commercial union. It itendi to reaK>n that the
Coloniee mnet increaie in popnlation more rapidly than
other part, of the world, and the experience of the next
twenty.five yean is certain to show that it was worth even
some eaonfice now to try to make their trade flow in home
channel.. It i. from thi. point of view that the advocate,
of tariBf reform and revision feel justified in arguing that it
•hould be made an item in a well-considered system of eon-
stmctive and progressive imperial statesmanship.

And a closer commercial union—even if secured by
treaties made with each of the Colonies separately-could
not after all be scouted as a " squalid "

basis for the im-
penal consolidation which is so much in raen-8 thoughtH
to-day. In a recent article in the "Monthly Beview"
(January. 1905). Mr. Solano ably sustains the thesis that
the history of British imperial dominion is practically one
of the spread of civilization through economic expansion
To whatever accident the British owe their descent upon

the various continents of the woi..l, this fact is clear-that
they have remained established upon them ; that they con-
tinue, to-day, to spread over the face of them by the force
and virtue of economic activity. The next chapter in the
history of this economic activity, considered as a dynamic
force for the spread of civilization, may well be an attempt
to consolidate imperial relations of trade." Certainly in
Canada any well-considered policy that will promote com-
mercial and mdustrial development will be welcomed by the
whole body of the people. Reference was made in an earlier
part of this paper to the attitude of the French Canadians to
this and other matters. It is fortunate in many ways that
the destinies of the Dominion should be wielded at the
present time by a French-Canadian Premier. Sir Wilfrid
Launer has spoken in favour of commercial treaties with
the motheriand

:
he is even on record as prepared to con-

template an evolution in which the federal idea will present
4
*
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itseU quite naturally, when " a Parliament will perhaps be

created, in which both the colonies and the mother country

will be proportionally and equitably represented, and in

which common interest will be discussed with full respect

to the interest of each ".

It must be admitted, however, that here Sir Wilfrid

Laurie.- has a more difficult part to play, as any active steps

towards the realization of such an ideal would not be

very acceptable to the general body of his French-Canadian
tellow-conntrymen. This is a subject which is generally

spoken of, as it were, with bated breath. But there seems
to be no good reason why the facts shonld not be staied

—

quietly and dispassionately. They involve no discredit to an
important and highly influential section of the Canadian
people, whose long residence and varied political fortunes

give it a claim to ample consideration in connexion with any
suggested constitutional change. No one who knows the cir-

cnmstances of the Dominion would expect from French-Cana-
dians the same interest in the affairs of the British Empire as

fromtheir English-speaking fellow-citizens. Itis nodisparage-

ment to them to say that they do not " come of the blood ".

They are of another stock, and one well qualified to contribute

to the common fund elements that might otherwise be lacking,

social grace and vivacity, artistic and literary culture, and a

spirit of happy contentment that furnishes a pleasing con-

trast to the rush of life on the American continent Their
position within the Empire is altogether unique and at the

same time profoundly interesting. They own a double

allegiance, on the one hand to the British Crown, as the

power which guarantees them the free use and enjoyment of

their institutions, their language, and their laws, and on the

other hand to the traditions of their race, the memories of the

country from whence they came, but from which they have
long been poUtically separated, and the associations of a

literature which they proudly claim as their past heritage.

And behind, or even above, these allegiances is their devotion

to the soil of Canada—their native land. To the French
Canadians " imperialism "has been made a word of fear, imply-
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ing inilitiiy aggression and the foreefal overlordship of subject

rj^Z'" i i "
" '""''"'''' P-^^POoitio" " for co-operation

S Iw.' "l**"" '^''^"K "pokesmen to regard a closerunion with the Empire as incompatible with nationhood.They are exhorted not to forget that their rights and privi-

^ITl "^""V """"^ ^y "•« "contract" which wasmade at the time of the conquest, and expanded afterwardsm Uter mstraments such as the Quebec Act and the Act of

The separate school question in the new provinces, which
IS absorbing at present so much of the time and attention of

French-Canadian version of the history of " state-rights '.
There was a time when they dreamed of dominating the
North-west, and encircling Britie Ontario by a French
nation on both flanks. That dream has p..sed away, and inhehght of the conditions which have replace,; it we may
feelconfident hat, no matter what it may be fomid pohtically
expedient to legislate at Ottawa, the future of the North-
west will inevitably assert itself. Twenty years will be along enough period to show whether the new provinces will
reproduce the conditions which grew up in Eastern Canada
as the result of specific contract, before Confederation, or
whether wider national ideals shall prevail, such as encourage
Cathohcs and Protestants alike, on the other side of the line
to use the same schools and Universities. This is notably
the case under the liberal administration, for example, of
Archbishop Ireland at Minneapolis. Meanwhile English
aloofness and stohdity are almost as much to blame asCWh
ascendency lor the cultivation of separate interests, and the
slowness of the process of national unification. Both sections
of the population are aware that the development of their

T^T '=°°f'P'
"""^ «''«° 'J-^ integrity of confederation

depend on their harmonious co-operation. But in many
matters they remain apart, and in none more than in regard
to current proposals for imperial consohdation. Mr Henri
Bourassa, for example, is of opinion that while his French

; t
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Canadian fellow-citizen has done his full duty to Great

Britain, " by the Empire he does not feel that he has any

duty to perform " (" Monthly Review," Oct., 1902, p. 59). A
hostile attack on Australia or New Zealand would not neces-

sarily mean anything to him, unless he happened to be in a

mood to allow volunteers to go to the rescue. The pro-

gramme of La Ligtie NaiioTwUitte as published in the

Canadian press has probably never found its way into the

English journals. It would be somewhat disturbing reading

for optimists at home. Briefly, Canada is self-contained, and

it is the peculiar mission of the French-Canadians—at least

as represented by Mr. Bonrassa and La liigue—to keep her

so I They will even discuss the admission of Newfoundland

to Confederation from the point of view of its bearing on

French-Canadian influence in the Dominion I

These are not the ideals which make for future greatness.

At the same time they have to be reckoned with—in a spirit

of sweet reasonableness and calm expostulation, not of re-

sentful recrimination. They are not in accord with the

general trend of political thought at home, as represented by

either of the two great parties. " I believe that if anyone

can suggest a scheme by which our self-governing Colonies

can be brought into closer relationship with the mother

country, in which they can bear their share of the imperial

Defences, and have also a share of consultation in imperial

matters—I believe the Liberal Party would heartily welcome

the proposal." These are the words of a leading English

statesman, the Bt Hon. James Bryce. But the fact has to

be faced that when such proposals come to be made, they

will nowhere meet with greater opposition than in a large

portion of French Canada. That will be the time of difficulty,

so far as regards the application to Canada of that idea. It

will be the time also—if indeed that time be not come—to

nrge, with all due consideration and deference, that the

Dominion which we know to-day, stretching from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, is not the little corner which Britain absorbed

by right of conquest a century and a half ago. The federa-

tion of the Empire, if otherwise desirable and possible, will
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not be blocked by the spirit of racial or religions sectionalism.
And in proportion as Canada can achieve solidarity for herself,

u
^"'1.''^°' "" 8'^°»' suppression of such elements-

whether French or English-as prevent her harmonious and
homogeneous development, in like proportion wiU she 6t
herself for taking the part which belongs of right to her.
the leading part in the working out of a system of imperial
consdidation. She is the 6rst of the "new nations ^thin
the Empire

. Can she wish for a higher or a weightier



THE WAB IN SOUTH AFBICA.

A.'

The gallant soldiers in whose honour we are met stand in no
need of much speaking in order to be assured of onr good-
will. But if I may trespass for a moment, in response to the
Mayor's very flattering invitation, I shojuld like to say that I
am glad, in the first place, of the opportunity of echoing the
sentiments to which the Chief Justice has given so eloquent
expression, and proud at the same time to be identified in
this way with the magnificent patriotism which is being
displayed by one with whom I have the honour to be in some-
what intimate relationa To know Lord Strathcona is in itself

a liberal education. His action in regard to this matter has
challenged the admiration not only of the mother-country,
but of the Empire at large ; and in the coming century,
which is to see—as we s II hope and trust—so large an expan-
sion of the idea of imperial unity, he vrill go down to history
as one of the greatest of Empire builders. Canadians had al-

ready given proof, by their services in the expedition up the
Nile, of their readiness to help the mother-country : but that
was only, as it were, the faint prelude to the grand imperial
chorus that was to be. No more dramatic scenes have ever
been enacted in history than those which have attended the
landing on South A&ican shores of the " Grey Mother's

"

children :

—

Lo, how they oome to me !

Ah, how they turn to me !

East and South my children Matter,

North and Weet the world they wander,

> A farewell to gtratheona'e Hone, 19 Uareh, 1900.

M
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y»t tiwy ooins bMk to m*

:

Coma with their brm hurta hotting
Longing to die for me.

'

Jm™*"*'T ".""''' '" """ ^""^ °* '=«''«'' ProptetB of evil

pomt. has served mstead as an instniment of imperial federa-bon more potent than any paper scheme could Zr be. Inthe hour of her trouble, an immediate and spontaneous re-s^se went forth from end to end of Englan^s wXw^^e
dZ K °°7 "<=''l°°"'l" blood shed in the common

thlT u?
'^ ^°' *" ''"" *« °°*°° *itb tbe old land ofthe daughter-nations of Great Britain.

fi„),!^*
''".,^** '^*'' expressed-in the interests of yourfigh mgq„al,t.es-that even before Strathcona's Horse canget o Capetown an end may have been put to the war WeshalUll welcome peace when it comes : but I greatly mistakethe Boer character ,f m the mountain fastnes^s to the north

^te^l"."' 7u^°
"" "^^ 'o carry on the struggle even

after the mevitable surrender of their capital. For suchWons no body of men could be bet'ter smted thanthe rough-nders of Strathcona's Horse. And in any casean army of occupation will be needed while the work of
pacifying the country is going forward. Gentlemen, starting
as you do to-mght from the commercial metropolis of Canadayou will be able to say to the dwellers in the Transvaal that

T^rhf«1
%""'''•"«'". 'l"*" i« nothmg they need fear.The history of this provmce proves it: it is to British sym-

^^^nT T""'°°« °' self-governing communities
that Quebec owes the mdependence she enjoys, limited onlyby the obligations of confeaeration and loyalty to the CrownWhen that settlement has been eflfected. one more proof willhave been given to the world that it is not the ascendancy ofone race over another that lies nearest to the British heart
but equal nghts for all under the ample folds of the BritishHag Great Bntain has never acted upon the Boman maxim
that empire must be retained by the same forceful methodsby which It was acquired; and the reward of that she is
reaping to-day in the loyal affection and wilUng and enthusi-

4 .y
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Mtio co-operation ol the " new nationa within the Empire,"
imbned with the pride of liberty which she has been snccess-
ful in inspiring in all the peoples under her sway. Gentle-
men, in the name of all who strained their eyes to see your
martial forms to-day—men, women, and children—I wish you
Qod-epeei. Go forth to play your part in the great imperial
drama that is being enacted on the plains of South Africa I

We shall follow your career with affectionate interest.
Mingle your ranks with those of the men from the Old
Country, with the contingents from Cape Colony and Natal,
and from New Zealand and all parts of the great Austra-
lian continent. Never in the history of the world could such
a scene have been witnessed before, and it would be altoge-
ther impossible to-day for any other country to duplicate it.

The thought of it will strengthen and,consolidate the growing
sentiment of imperial unity—the feeling of fellowship with
the old land in common duties, joint aspirations, like sacrifice
and like suffering. That is the gain for all of us. But your
special joy and pride it will be to hear the " Grey Mother"
greet you in heart-stirring words :

—

Truly ye come of THl blood !

Fleah of the flesh that I bred, bone of the bone that I bare I

Stark aa your sons ahall be—stern as your fathen wore.

And then there comes the promise :

—

So long as TBS slooo endurea,

I shall know that your good ia mine ;

Ye shall feel that my strength ia yours.

In the day of Arma^don, at the laat great fight of all,

That OUB HOUSK stand together and the pillars do not fall.

B."

This day witnesses the completion, under happier con-
ditions, of a work which was taken in hand in the middle ol
a great war: a war of which it can be said, however un-
fortunate it may have been in some regards, however sadden-
ing the retrospect now—especially to some on this platform

' The Inauguration of the Btrathooua and South African monument. Mon-
trsal, 94 May, 1907.
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whoee loved oneg have been taken from them—that it did
more than anything in recent history to bind the Empire
together.

The South African War did not arise out of what we call

European entanglements. It was a war of colonial defence,
in which British communities were threatened with military
aggression

; and when the mother-country went to their
rescue, the " new nations within the Empire "

felt that they
had an obvious interest in a struggle which had been under-
taken, not with a view t» the ascendancy of one race over
another, but to secure justice for the oppressed and equal
rights for all.

Our Governor-General, who is so happily represented
here to-day, put this point quite admirably in a letter which
he addressed to me, as Chairman of the Monument Commit-
tee, when he found that his visit to England would prevent
him from being present with us on this occasion. " Had I
been at your unveiling ceremony," Lord Grey wrote, "I
should of course have dwelt upon the fact that we went to
war, and had to go to war, to obtain equal rights for Briton
and Boer, and that, having won, we were not afraid to
achieve our ideals. Besult—Botha !

"

And now let me offer the briefest possible narrative of the
movement which is to culminate in the unveiling of this
monument and its presentation to the city of Montreal.

After the sending of the contingents, Strathcona's Horse,
ideally represented from henceforth in our midst by the
heroic figure about to be uncovered, went out from Montreal
on 12 March, 1900. There had beeasome talk of erecting a
Soldiers' Monument in memory of the brave men who had
already fallen on the battle-fields of South Africa, and
towards the end of the month a meeting was held in the
Board of Trade to promote this object. ^Vhen later on in
the same year Lord Strathcona visited Montreal, pubhc
appreciation of his distinguished services took an even more
definite form, and at an enthusiastic meeting of the citizens
held on 15 November, 1900, an influential committee was
formed to obtain funds for the erection of a statue in honour

w

, : If
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of the Qrandeat of Canidk's Gnmd Old Men I Thii oompli-

ment Lord Strathcona, aftsi due ooniideration, felt oon-

trained to deprecate ; and in a oommnnioation addreued to

one of hii friends here hie Lordship expressed the wish that

the proposed memorial ahonld be one in which his own
personality shoolU be anbordinated to the recognition and
commemoration of broader issoes.

Thereapon it was decided to amalgamate the two move-
ments and to go forward to the erection of a " Strathcona

and South African Monnment" as we are to see it to-day,

with its twofold inscription, and its harmonioas blending

of the personality of one whom we may still call onr leading

citizen with the troopers whom he equipped for the war and
with the general body of the Canadian contingents.

Funds were readily obtained, with the result that the

monument which is to be unveiled to-day represents an ex-

penditure of some 930,000. But it was only after peace had
been happily concluded that the Committee in charge took

the step of calling for competitive designs by public advertise-

ment throughout Canada, as well as in London, Boston, and
New York ; and by the end of 1902 we had over thirty from
which to make a selection. After careful examination, in

the course of which all the conditions of anonymous competi-

tion were scrupulonsly observed, the choice of the Committee
fell on this model of an equestrian group as one which, with

certain modifications, was considered satisfactory ; and when
on opening the sealed envelope, it was foond that the snrsess-

fnl competitor was a local sculptor, Mr. Oeorge W. Hill,

acting in collaboration with the Messrs. Maxwell as architects,

the Committee felt that it had so far every reason to congratu-

late itself on the result of its labours. The contract was let

in June, 1903 ; and since that tim^: the artist has been busily

engaged over his work.

May I be permitted to say by way of conclusion that my
colleagues and I are confident that Mr. Hill has produced,

in this equestrian group, a work of art well worthy of his

subject and of the City of Montreal? When I visited his

studio in Paris last summer, it was a gratification to learn
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of the high encomia that had been pasted upon hit work by
the greatmt of French senlptors, and I know that when it ii
unveiled your applause wUl confirm their verdict. In the
name of his fellow-citizens I congratulate Mr. Hill on his
toe production, and also the architects whose pedestal shows
It off to the best possible advantage. And on their behalf, as
wdl as for the Committee, I beg leave to thank Your Ex-
cellency for coming to Montreal to discharge the duty which
IS now to be entroated to you.

m
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A OUNCE at the list of subjecti dealt with at meetiDgi of

thia Club during the lait two yean made me doubt at fint

whether there wa< anything left that I could tell yoa With
Buch a course of lecture* as has been provided for you, your
education must be just about complete I It certainly has
been varied. Well, variety is what I am trying to cultivate

on this western trip^ I am generally condemned, when I

appear in public, to speak only of McGill and education.

The topic is apt to pall, especially before some audiences,

and so it is a pleasure at times to get away from it. The
other day at Boston, for example, I had the opportunity in

connexion with the opening of the Intercolonial Club there
of discoursing to a large and influential body of expatriated

Canadians on the glories of the country they had left—with
incidental allusions to certain prominent features of the
citizenship they had taken in exchange. What better subject

can I find, here in the very heart of the Dominion—at the
very centre, as it were, of Canadian gravity—than our
country and the Empire of which it forms a part ? Canada
is so vast in extent of territory that the more we avail our-

selves of the opportunity of comparing notes the better it

will be for the upbuilding of our common nationality. It is

tme that, like many here present, I am not a native-bom
Canadian, though for the last fourteen years I have been
doing my best to wipe out that reproach. Some men are
bom in Canada, and others have Canada thrust on them. I

am among the others. I am what is called an " imported
blessing". And that is what enables me to cultivate a
patriotism which, while always putting Canada first, takes

' An tidna deliTerad btlon the "»—"-- Olnb, Wlnnifag, 11 Juuuj,
IMS.
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^f.a '1"°".«"* • '""•der view of onr rel.tions with thaWit o( the Kmpire th.n you .ometimet hear stated by publicmen. Yet, wd I think I know the heart of the people on theotW«de of the water-better, perhap., than^me native-
born Canadian.. Some of my friend. Mem to be unduly
apprehen..ve that our imperial relation, will interfere with
the full and free development of Canadian nationality. I donot ihare that apprehension. Provided that I am allowed to
give a sane deBnition of the term, I do not object to call mv-
self an .mpenalist. For to me imperialism is not militarism
or ,jngoi,m. or megalomania, or flag-wavmg and the beating
of big drum., or the enthralment of other people, by a.upenor power: in it. „ne and «,ber acceptation it i. the

^^k^
o' "" "Piration which may be cheri.hed in full

l^^ I
w,th democratic ideal.-the aspiration, namely,and the deaire that, for the high and noble purposes of iiworld-wide «..,ion, the British Empire may be enabled tohold together in all coming time. The component state, will

vI'^'q ^1, *°. "''""^ •" mdividuality of their own.

le^l-^^^ltT'. '^TP'"' '" """""opolit" by nature
: but

let me add that not even the mo.t complete amalgamation withher richer and more powerful neighbour ha. prevented 8cot-iMid from maintaining throughout her later history aU the
charactenstic. of a proud and self-reliant nationality Theproblem for the Empire to-day is to follow the Scotchman's
lead and get all that can be got out of imperial union withoutsacnBcmg national tradition, and characteristics. In spite
of my Sottish birth, I am able, as I have said, to pulCanada first. When I revisit my native city of Edinburgh-
the most beautiful on earth-I always feel the thrill ofpatnotiKn surging through my soul; but alongside of that
patriotism and pride of birth, when I return to Canada and
pass up the greatest and grandeet waterway in the world anew pn.leand a new patriotism take possession of my heait
I know that I have been privileged to become a citizen of acountry which is destined to play a foremost part in the
evolution of the history that i. to be, and I pray that, in free
and equal co-operation with the other component .tate. of a

•i
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onited Empin, Cuiad* nuijr rnnun trm to the panait of

oommoo intamti, the defence of common independence, md
the lOTe of common libertiee.

If I were to repeat to yon kll the eTldenoee of onr preient

pioeperity which I poured into the eui of the Cuiad.UM who
form the Intercolonitl Clab at Boeton, you would readily

nndentand how eorry I made them feel that they had thrown

in their lot with another country. In addition to the ordinary

tatiitice abuut grain, and mineral), and timber producti, and

fiiheriei, and aheep, and cattle, and manufacture!, and trani-

portation—all of which I had at my fingera' ends for the

oecation—I gare them tome of the cream of recent apeechee

by Mr. Jamea J. Hill, eapecially the one at Chicago on

Canadian reciprocity. I ahowed them, in Mr. Hill'a own
worda, that Canada ia to^ay being re^iaoorered by the United

Statea. And I expect aoon to hear that the memben of that

organization, who are all American citizena, have paaaed a

reaolation faTonring an immediate return to the land of their

origin I

The growth and development of our Dominion ia certainly

one of the moat wonderful phenomena of modem times. I am
not aure that we who are, aa it were, on the apot quite realize

how it atrikea the imagination of thoae who are ftuther away,

especially the people of the homeland. Take some of the

aspecta of current Canadian history. Within the limits

of our own lives we have seen the spectacle of feeble, ill-

compacted, dependent and disunited colonies growing, under

a constitution which has proved itself capable of meeting

every new development, into a great and powerful people.

We have seen two great bnuiches of this people—the English-

speaking and the French-speaking Canadiana—agreeing on
the whole to forget their ancient animoaitiea, and ateadily

approaching each other in the bonds of mutual sympathy and
national fellowship We have compelled our neighbonra on

the other side of the line to recognize that we are in eamrat
about working out our national destiny in the spirit of men
who know and feel that there is room on this vast continent

for the evolution of more than one type of citizenship, and
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lot the rMlintjon of more thu ono political ideal. Our age
will klwayii be remembered h the tge in which men had the
imagination to oonceiTe and the itrength and tenacity of
pnrpoM to execute great conitractive worki which, thrown
aotoea the whole extent of a continent, hare enab' \ ui in very
truth to have " dominion from lea to tea ". Some oriticiim
has come to ai lately abont our alleged want of " aonl ". It
i» wid that our oivilixation ii unduly material : r«, tlio

atmoiphere of the market-place and the counting ' o.. , in

too much with ue, and that we aeem to bt conton t . .

our country " run by a lyndicate ". To all thii w ; , tiUli

.

fully reply that on the basis of our great and -^rw ,... cum
mercial and induitrial prosperity we are endeavor n'lg ti ".uii.".

up other elementi of thought and feeling and ,i,pi,7iti, n -n-
science, politioe, history, art, letters—that will ev.Me is lo
take our rightful place among the nations to which has b.^n
entrusted the keeping of the sacred fire.

But we must not mislead ourselves by excessive Belf-prtt,»c.
It is well at the same time to have an eye for the defects of
our qualities. One of our difficulties arises from the very size
and extent of our country. Conditions are so various, and the
circumstances and surroundings of life in different centres so
highly diversified, that many people seem to find it hard to
realize the indispensable conception of unity. We must rise
superior to any handicap that geography may appear to have
set on our pohtical evolntioa We must seek to foster and
promote every agency that wiU help us to develop ourcommon
citizenship. In some of its aspects Canadian life has been
too much split up and divided, as it were, into different com-
partmenlB. We hear too much of the provinces at times,
and too httle of the nation. Local interests are apt to be too
prominent, and if we are forced to give them undue recogni-
tion we shall always be in danger of suffering from that most
exasperating of all political afSictions, the curse of having
little men to fill our big places. It is said that even in making
appointments to his Cabinet, a Canadian Prime Minister
must have regard to the element of local representatioa We
shaU have to travel a little farther along the path marked out

5
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for UB among the nations before we can realize and act on the
belief that in all 8uch matters it is alike our duty and our
mterest to take the best talent wherever it may be foundEdmund Burkes advice to his countrymen, to exalt the
general good of the nation above every local purpose and
prejudice, may still be taken to heart by vj You will
remember his epigram that by being elected, cay, for Bristol
a man does not become thereby a member of Bristol but amember of Parliament I

No doubt local interests require attention, but they oueht
not to engross it. Something should be spared for the
cultivation of the broadest possible outlook on Canadian
national life as a whole. As time goes on we shall probably
have a arger supply of able men ready and willing to devote
themselves to the public service. That is a matter in regar 1
to which England-England, with all her faults !-has the
advantage over us. We have not yet, as they have there, a
class of men who, secure in the possession of an adequate
basis of inherited wealth, can afford the time and leisure re-
qmsite for a political career. With us the attractions of busi-
ness, where the great prizes are open to all, are apt to c :« t
for more. But it is for us to justify our faith in democrauc
institutions by producing a larger supply of men of the
right stamp-men who will consent to look on public
office as a public trust. Calculations of private advantage
and personal interest should be put far from those who
undertake to serve the public. If the conditions of modem
ife, with Its strong individualism in matters of belief, forbid
them to make a parade of religion, they can substitute for it
in their public acts what a late Archbishop of Canterbury
sa.d would do equally well, a " quiet sense of duty " .—

Some ienae of duty
Something of a faith,

Some reverence for the laws ourselvee hare made
Some patient foroe to change then, when we will,'
Some cirio manhood, firm against the crowd.

These lines, from Tennyson's "Princess," admirably indi-
cate some of the qualities we should endeavour to infuse
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into our ideal of patriotism, and some of the principles on

80 Zt7'^^^' °" '=°"'=^P"°° °' P"*-'- »«"*<=«

for th«?
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and chequered yet progreanTe experience " (Kipkup, " South
Africa," p. 101).

The British Empire is the largest and most notable in the
world to-day, or that ever has existed. It represents three
centuries of patient progressive effort, and now it covers about
one-fourth of the world's surface, and embraces more than
one-fourth of the world's inhabitants. Moreover it may well
be said to be unique in character and organization. It is the
only system that has made good the old motto—Imperium et
Libertas : it has really and truly reconciled Empire and
Liberty. No empire known to history, except the British
Empire, has shown itself capable of containing a variety of
independent or practically independent governments. The
problem before us to-day is how to keep the self-governing
parts in touch with each other and with the centre. If you
are interested in the solution of that problem, you are what
I call an imperialist. Certainly you will want to " go on with
the experiment ". Those who insist on raising this subject
are often charged with an excess of zeal, just as though it

were a culpable offence to be interested in the practical pos-
sibility of some form of federation or alliance among the
various members of the British race, even with the proviso
that such a league, if it can be brought about, must be the
result not of pressure or dictation from the motherland, but
of the wishes of those whom Mr. Kipling has called the " new
nations within the Empire ". The security of the present
position is that we are not likely to agree on any wrong move,
and without more or less general agreement we shall not
move at all.

The caution with which this position is stated ought to
disarm all criticism. In public talks on the subject, I have
been in the habit of remarking that it is expedient in Canada
to spell imperialism with a small "i," instead of with a
capital letter. No doubt there has been in some quarters a
certain excess of statement. There are always some who
want to go too fast, and who have a prejudice in favour of
the particular route by which they desire to reach their goal.
On the other hand, there are others who are too slow, and
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who do not see where they are drifting to. Personally, I am
t further than snch phrases

of opinion that those who (

as " Let well alone !
" or " We are happy as we are I

" have
had the floor long enough. It often looks as if they really
oared less about imperial unity and co-operation than they
do about the separate status of the several nations of which
our Empire is composed. With all respect to such persons,
It IS probably not too much to say that there must be a good
deal of sentiment not always loudly uttered, and sometimes
even mute and inarticulate, in favour of some effort to secure
an imperial unity that shall endure. Perhaps the word
" empire " is in itself unfortunate. It suggests military power,
and holding by the sword that which the sword has won."
But the element of force need have no part in our political
theory. Its place is taken by voluntary co-operation—the
union of u. - ast and powerful aggregate of self-governing
communities, all belonging to the same family circle. The
Kmpire of the future must satisfy democratic aspirations, and
rest on the broad basis of a democratic ideal. Even the old
mother is coming to understand that it is not a question of
sovereignty, but of what will grow to be more and more a
free and equal alliance. The ideal is not one of a " cluster of
subordinate units grouped in deferential pose round an im-
perial centre," for it is now accepted as axiomatic that no
scheme of Empire will be tolerated which fails to take account
of national status. Self-government is the guarantee of
equality in this regard.

Your late visitor, Mr. Kipling, has done more than any
living writer to develop the feeling that the man at the
circumference counts for as much as the man at the centre,
and that they ought to be interested in each other. The
thing IS to develop in the minds and hearts of both the sense
of partnership. From the English point of view, imperialism
was quite adequately defined by Lord AmpthiU, speaking
last month to a sympathetic audience in Paris ; " What the
ordinary Englishman understands by imperialism," he said,
'• when party zeal has not made him unthinking and reckless,
is simply patriotism in a wider sense, patriotism which ex-

it
i
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tends beyond the borders of his cwn country to the countries
which his kith and kin have colonized, and which are
governed by his fellow-countrymen as part of the dominions
of his nation ". And from our side there is surely an answer-
ing note to this definition in the hearts of all who desire that
Canada shall continue t» be part and parcel of our imperial
heritage. No matter what may be the geographical barriers
that separate the component states from each other, no
matter what the differences of race and interest may amount
to, they have—each and all of them—the opportunity of
cultivating the feeling of unity in respect of language, laws,
and institutions, of the honours and privileges of their im-
perial status, and of the inestimable advantages of a common
freedom.

But we are told that while it is all very well to rejoice
in the privileges and potentialities ol our joint imperial
inheritance, the danger for Canada begint ,vhen it is implied
that there are corresponding responsibilities and obligations.
And those /,o dislike the subject are fond of arguing that a
country such as this must not tie its hands in any way, and
that if imperial relations prove to be in any way incompatible
with the fullest and freest development, imperial relations
will have to be sacrificed. Nothing is to be tolerated, they
will say, that limits or prejudices the autonomy of the
Dominion. How is it with business partnerships? The
man who goes into partnership with others is not quite as
free an agent as he was before he signed his articles : he has
accepted in the common interest certain limitations on his
freedom. It is the same with nations. Interdependence is

the ruling principle of all partnerships, not independence

:

but equality of status need not thereby be prejudiced in any
way.

Some anti-Imperialists speak and write as though the
whole thing was a plot to give what they call the " British
element" an unrighteous preponderance. This is a bogey
that ought not to frighten anyone, certainly not anyone
who realizes the meaning of the Roman citizen's proud
boast, " I was free-born ". We have all heard of the " Little

:rr<'mm-
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Englander "
: let us be on our guard against the manufacture

of the " Little Canadian ".

Of course it should not be forgotten that Canada has for

many years been giving assistance to the Empire in many
indirect ways. Apart from expenditure on transport and
administration, she has enforced the fisheries regalations

with the Unite States at a cost of from a quarter to half a

million dollars per annum, she has patrolled the Great Lakes,

surveyed the coasts, assumed the custody of Hulifax (with

Esquimau to follow), Rcd is instituting wireless telegraphy on
both the Atlantic and the Pacific. And not even those who
are most careful to point out these items refuse to look

forward to the day when it may be our pride and pleasure

to do more. On the other hand, persons who ask of what
use the British navy is to Canada stultify themfwlves and
show their ignorance of the teachings of history. The
Pacific, following on the Mediterranean and the Atlantic

successively, may be the next scene in the drama of haman
development, and no one will say that Canada has no interests

in the Pacific. Do not let us conjure up imaginary dangers.

But it must surely be obvious to an impartial observer that

at this very moment it is only the naval power of Great

Britain that can protect our Western coast from invasion

and occupation by an Asiatic power. This is hardly the time

for mean-spirited people to ^o on rehearsing the argimient

that, even without her colonies, Britain would need to keep

up just as big a fleet. It should not \m forgotten that it is

under tiie protection of the Navy that the Empire has grown
up. and IS still maintained and preserved. If Britain had not

had the command of the seas, her Empire would have made
a somewiiat m^kgre show on the map of the world to-day.

What she won for 113 on this North American Continent,

she made a free gift to us. to deal with as we may think best.

I quote Prof. Wrong of Toronto ;
" to her we owe our vast

territory, to her we owe our present security in the face of

what might be an imminent danger; and our people ought

to be told this over and over again until they see what it

really means ".

•jimasE^SiSim-mBSf .
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No doubt there is the fiscal question, and in England thepohcy o tanff reform, looming up behind what so'many ofour people consider mere sentimental talk about imperialismCommerce is cert«nly the strongest of all the bondVof Emi

fT . ^''Z^^^ " *« P'oblem of Defence. Do not let usforget, in thinking of the fleet, that whether trade be free or
preferential It is above all things necessary that it shall be

^Z' "1 ""' "O"""""*! "ecuHty depends on the con-tinued unity of the Empire. It is fortunate for Canada that^ese matters have been hitherto kept outside the domain o

^ol^ r y^'V'^'
•>-« '-^""tified "self with tariff

^Jr A-
"""""^rcial aspect of Mr. Chamberlain'spdicy Canadians are quite willing to leave in the hands ofthose whom it mamly concerns. In spite of the argumen

set to about household accounts "-they appreciate the great

morlZ 'fT^ ''^' ™"'' "" 'he first result to'^themofterland and their own commercial interests are safe, nomatter what the issue may be. The attitude that is mos t^

ar«l/'""'^1:'
'''"' '° ""^ ^•'•"^ '!>'«»'-' i«. "^ I haveal^dy s.id, the complacent view that all is alrekdy for ?hebes

.
that om: relations with the motherland are ideal and^Z m'' "rf

"" '"' *° "" " '^•^"Se in the ^r^ng

in the presence of men who probably care lees about imperialumty and co-operation than they do about the separate sfa^of the several nations of which the Empire is compoerf

practical independence under the Crown " No donhTrwgolden link is a bond of Empire, especially under 1^
circumstances. But when we find m^ ready to pinlT^rm^nal faith to such a phrase, along with suggestions\boundependent treaty-making powers, and the fufher a^ruenthat Ireland ought to have the same status as Can^Tsperhaps p^missible to feel that we are on somewSnge
when he persisted ,n making speeches which showed that he
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did not •ppreotate the difference of conditions as between
India and the Dominion.

The hope of thoae who want to see the Empire evolve

n fl"" k\^?"
harmonious and seU-conscious whole liesm the probability that the "new nations "

will pass beyond

^^tT."'°''u '='"»"'""°«™ into the stage of national
wsponsibihty, as they are now rapidly doing, and that, as

IZ "^P°""'''''ty as deeply as they now feel national
conscionsnass, you will have that condition of mind whichwm bring them to co-operate in all the great interests of theEmpire, make them willing to act together, and constitute
for the purposes of national life the National Government
which will give effect to the opinions of the whole. Whatour busmess ,s, is to find out what is best for the whole, withthe central Idea of the united action of the British people in
all parts of the world for the preservation of peace and the
promotion of civilization."

i,*
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I THANK you (or the kindness and cordiality of your recep-
tion. These visits to the great centres of American life are
always pleasing interludes r\ ,he somewhat strenuous exist-

ence which we lead up in Worfi-eal ; and on the well-estab-
hshed principle of reciprocity, 'appose there are many of
you who can say the same in. > ^ in regard to us. But one
is sometimes rather at a U to know exactly what is ex-
pected of a speaker—one of several who are to address you
at a banquet such as this. As a University Professor I know
what it is to lecture for a solid hour—we can seldom do with
less !—on a definite subject to young persons in pursuit of

knowledge. They have to take what is given them : it is so
stipulated in the bond! But you have come together to-

night in circumstances which hardly lend themselves to

what is known as the "public lecture," and I must try to
take you in lighter vein. Do not let me bore you by being
too long. I have a painful memory of a banquet in one of
your chief cities at which they could hardly get me to stop.

But then I had been asked to speak about Scotland and
the Scotch to Scotch people on St. Andrew's night—and I
hope and believe that I was forgiven !

This is the formal dedication of your new club-house,
and I must first offer my congratulations on the success
which has attended your efforts to establish it. Especially
on their social side, clubs are a natural and necessary part of
our modern life. Apart from the opportunities of relaxation
they afford, they have shown themselves to be distinct factors
m raising the tone and standard of manners in the commun-
ity. Conduct which in England—not much more than a

' An addreBi delivered before the Intercolonial Club ot Boston, 16 December, 1»U7.
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genemtion ago—was not considered unbecoming a gentle-

man, would now effectually secure the exclusion of the
offender, or his expulsion, from any well-conducted club.

And the club has of course its other uses, especially when, like

yours, it is established for the promotion of some definite object
The only trouble is that the object is sometimes too definite,

and then you have to get people to agree about it. On the
other hand you have clubs which expressly prohibit any dis-

cussion in regard to those abiding sources of human harmony
—politics and religion I And there are clubs which tell you
that if yon ever feel impelled to relieve your feelings by
writing to the newspapers you must not use the club note-

paper, or the club address—lest in any way you may seem
to identify neutrals with your partisan views.

In strong contrast to such .jstrictions—more or less in-

telligible when men of widely-divergent views are meeting
from day to day in the same club premises—are the Canadian
Clubs which in recent years have sprung up in most of our
great Canadian cities. These cluba have become an import-
ant feature in our Canadian national life. They are doing
good all over the country—so much so that the women have
come to be envious of the opportunities they afford, and the
first Canadian Women's Club was inaugurated in Montreal
last week by His Excellency The Governor-General. Mr.
Boot, when he was with us early in the current year, spoke
of these Canadian Clubs as furnishing an excellent basis for
" that intelligent discussion and consideration of public

questions which enables men who are not in ofiice to perform
their duties as self-governors ". Certainly they are helping
the average citizen to maintain his interest in public affairs,

and to gain broad views of the various questions that arise

from time to time affecting the life of the local community,
or the wider activities of the State—questions that need all

the light that can be thrown on them by wide education and
paf lent impartial study. Apart from local aims, quite nat-

ural and justifiable in view of the American citizenship to

which you have given your adhesion, I understand that you
have another public object at heart in your gathering to-night.
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which hu been atated to me u the bringing thaat of better
reUtionB between Canada and the United States. That is
an object which should be dear to the hearts of all who are
looking to the steady and harmonions adrancement of onr
common civilization. If I were to take that word "inter-
colonial " it«elf-the name by which you have called your
Club-I might make of it a text on which could be hung
what I have to say on this subject. So far as I am aware
the word "intercolonial" was first used in our literature by
that emiuGnt and far-sighted Canadian statesman, Joseph
Howe, and it was probably the result of his advocacy
of the scheme that this was the name given to the rail-
way that connects the Maritime Provinces with Quebec
and Montreal. But there were days when the same word,
tntercolonial, might have been applied to such reUtions as
existed between the New England colonies and those to the
north, and in that acceptation the name yon have given to
your Club may be interpreted as very fitly indicating one of
the objects you have at heart to-night. Of course, yon will
not get the American people to take kindly to any revival of
the word " colony ". Canada has herself altogether outgrown
the colonial status.

Those of yon who cherish old associations, and especiaUy
the Nova Scotians in your ranks, may care to be reminded
that there was once a " Viscount Canada "—that title having
been bestowed by Charles I on the Scottish Knight, Sir
Wilham Alexander, to whom that monarch, in 1621, made a
grant of land which included the whole peninsula at Fundy
Bay. As a territorial title, the style of " Viscount Canada "

would mean a good deal more to-day than it did then I Wo
are, or are going to become, a nation, and not a colony
It IS one of the sources of annoyance and misunderstanding
that English newspapers still persist in writing about what
tney call " our colonists," and sometimes when the English-man visits Canada, he seemo to , xpect to be welcomed as
one of the owners ". Perhr.ps ihe greatest service we could

render at the present time would be to invent a word that
would nghtly designate those component states which
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Mr. Kipling ttyled the " new nttioni within the Empire ".

Cantds is not » colony ; it ia " detnocrktio repablio under
the gentle aovereignty of the puent-ttate ".

Well, u to whtt mky be called thoie " intercolonial rela-

tione," I am told that in Beaton alone there are at preaeni
over 70,000 peraona who were bom in the Canadian Maritime
Provincea, and it ia probably a oonaerratiTe eatimate to aay
that aome 3,000,000 of our people have fonnd a home in the
Great Bepnblia Such ia the toll that Canada has paid to
her giant neighbour—with incidental conaequenoet that put
one in mind at timea of the anccesaful invaaion of England
by the Scotch I This long-continued drain—which accounta
to aome extent for the alow growth of our population—ia being
balanced now, aa yon are all aware, by the movement which
ia taking the American farmer acroas the border into

Manitoba and the North-west. Canada ia being redia-

covered by tho'United States. As Mr. Choate said at the
dinner which the Filgriras gave Lord Grey, last year, " We've
got a neighbour here to reckon with auch as we never thought.
She is likely tu become a aucceasful competitor. If she goes
on as she has been doing in the last five years, aho will be
able to feed the mother-country without any help from us."

And what an object-lesson it is to the world at large that for

nearly a whole century, along the 3000 mile boundary line

which separates the territory and jurisdiction of the two
countries, there has never been heard the sound of a hostile

gun, no garrison fortress has reared its threatening head,

while on the great lakes we have limited our respective arma-
ments, by a simple interchange of notes happily still operative,

to single one-hundred ton boats, with single eighteen pound
cannon! Along that extended frontier the two countries

face each other, without thought or fear of war, and strong

in the strength of respect for mutual rights.

Gentlemen, I am a sincere admirer of the United States.

Except that he was somewhat ruthless in his dealings with
the Loyalists, George Washington is one of my national

heroes
! Most Englishmen are rather proud, than otherwise,

of the revolt of the American colonies. And they can well

^•f
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afford to express their admiration—not unmixed with a sort
of parental pride—for the political genins which has enabled
this people to extend its national institutions across the
breadth of a vast continent, and to combine various races of
immigrants into one great nation. But to-day the interest
of the old land is centred rather upon Canada. And from
the point of view of material prosperity, as well as in other
ways, the eldest daughter-state is certainly doing a great deal
to repay that affectionate regard. Canada stands to-day
pretty much where the United States stood before the Civil
War. Perhaps the greatest service this country ever did to
Canada was the abrogation of the reciprocity treaty in 1866.
Mistakes in these days were not infrequent. It was about that
time that British statesmen showed so deplorable a lack of
imagination when they came under, an obligation to give
certain European powers exactly the same privileges in the
Canadian market as those which the mother-country enjoyed,
and which it was her interest to develop. In point of
commercial independence, the Dominion has benefited to
such an extent by the ill-treatment she received from the
United States—chiefly on the ground of a mistaken idea that
Canada had sympathized with the South during the Civil
War, and also because of the belief that she was getting the
best of the bargain—that it almost seems now as though we
had triumphed permanently over the conditions, the geo-
graphical conditions, of the economic problem. The trade
relations of the Maritime Provinces should naturally have
been, as I know many of you feel, with Massachusetts and
the other New England States. Western Quebec and
Ontario turn to New York and the Middle West; Manitoba
and the North-west to Dakota and Minnesota; while British
Columbia pays a heavy price for its trade connexion with the
East, rather than with Washington and Oregon. But after
many abortive attempts to secure a renewal of the treaty, in
one form or another, Canada settled down luanfully'to
achieving commercial and industrial independence, and you
all know how well she has succeeded in the task. In the
trade we are buUding up now with the different parts of the
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Empire, our Canadian cities—St. John, Halifax, Quebec,
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria—count
for a good deal more than they would have done had the
boundary line been obliterated, commercially speaking, to the
greater gain of Boston, New York, Buffalo, Chicago, Minne-
apolis, St. Paul, Spokane, Seattle, and San Francisco. The
determination not to be absorbed has resulted in an economi-
cal development that has shown itself to be in a great degree
independent of the United States.

In spite of hostile tariffs, our trade with the United
States has been largely increased, but it is mainly on lines
that do not seem to need any special encouragement. Mr.
James J. Hill, in the remarkable plea he made towards the
end of 1906 for unrestricted commerce, brought out the fact
that the States do nearly as much business with the Dominion
as with the whole of the South American continent put
together. The danger at present to Canada seems to be too
much American capital.

And, perhaps, there are other things which we don't want
to take over in their entirety from the United States. No
features of the American national character command greater
admiration than its resourcefulness, its ingenuity and inven-
tiveness, and its power of initiative. As Milton said long ago
of their British progenitors, the people of these United States
IS " a nation not slow and dull, but of a quick, ingenious, and
piercmg spirit

; acute to invent, subtile and sinewy to dis-
course, not beneath the reach of any point the highest that
human capacity can soar to ". It is in the school of experi-
ence that national character is formed. Speaking the other
day at Oxford of the trpjning which the old country has
enjoyed in the problems of its extended Empire—problems
often arising without warning and requiring to be settled on
the spot by individuals thousands of miles away from the
seat and centre of authority—Lord Curzon drew a parallel
with the similar gain to the American character that had
resulted from the westward march of her pioneers. " In no
land," he said, " and upon no people are the evidences of this
influence more plainly stamped. Not till the mountains (the

M 1 '
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AJleghanies) were left behind and the American pioneers
began to push across the trackless plains, did America cease
to be English and become American. In the forests and on
the trails of the frontier, amid the savagery of conflict, the
labour of reclamation and the ardours jf the chase, the
American nation was born. Thus that wonderful and virile
democracy, imbued with the courage and tenacity of its fore-
fathers, but fired with an eager and passionate exultation,
sprang into being."

That is a just estimate. But now that the American
people has settled down to an assured career among the
nations of the earth, it may be asked whether pushfulness,
and what the average man seems to reverep"e as " smart-
ness," need continue to be such prominent feat e .n Ameri-
can national life. I am not here to assume -ne rflle of a
censor, and so I may leave unsaid some things that might be
not inappropriately stated in regard to the fallacy that in
order to get ahead in this world you must always be shoving
other people out of your way. We had a little talk on Satur-
day night at Harvard about some features of athletics of which
some of us are not altogether enamoured. Then there is

American journalism, which under existing conditions is not
without its influence also on our Canadian Press. Some one
has said, speaking in no hostile spirit, that the three main
symbols of American civihzation are the railroad, the news-
paper, and the school. Without unduly disparaging the other
two, it may be said that the last-named is not the least

promising of the three. For it is in the school that something
may be done to instil in the minds of the young a fuller

appreciation of the good old maxims of morality—" Do unto
others," "Live and let live"—and other sound principles
which seem at times to be in danger of being somewhat lost
sight of in the reckless and feverish haste that marks so many
departments of cur modern life. Independently altogether of
the religious question, we shall have to give more attention
in our schools to etnical teaching—to a training in morals
and manners, in hab-is and conduct, especially as regards fair-

play and what may be called good form. Few can tell what
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aa influence for the exorcising of the unclejn spirit of corrup-
tion ,n pubhc life might be wielded by more systematic
efforts to develop a love even for clean sport in the school
Ihere i= a tendency, in a modern democratic society, to push
the demands of equality so far as to endanger the claims of
discipline. That should not, and need not be. The wise
Greeks knew that of all the evils which may afflict a state
there can be none greater than what they called Animiia or
lawlessness. Perhaps what this people needs most at the
presp-,£ time is that some prophet should arise-some latter-
day Savonarola-who shall set himself to stem the tide that
is setting in the direction of a decline in reverence and
respect for authority, and preach the wider freedom that
comes from obedience to law.

And it is greatly to be desired that in public Hfe to-day
there should be available a larger supply of men who will
consent o look on public office as a public trust. It some-
what shakes one's faith in democracy to find that here in the
Umted States, for example, after more than a century of ex-
perience the responsibilities of public life are sometimes not
fully reahzed, or the need for keeping up the highest standard
of personal conduct. Uprightness and fair dealing, such as
should make it impossible to secure legislation in the interests
of a pnvileged and protected few, are indispensable before the
nation as a whole can cultivate that keen sense of civic duty
and pUriotism that ought to be the foundation-stone of the
Bepubhc. In Canada we have these and other troubles of
our own-difficulties which need not here be specified in detail
Ihe attractions of public life are not sufficient to draw into the
service of the State men of the highest abihty . The material
pnzes to be gained in business count for more. There is no
class such as exists, for example, in England which, with
a basis of hereditary wealth, can secure the time and leisure
necessary for a poUtical career. And with the constant advance
in pnces, and the increase in the cost of living, men are too
busy earning money for the supply of their needs to devote
themselves to the public service. Moreover we hear too
much of the provinces and too little of the nation in Canada.
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Our ftctiviti'is are to a great ex*ent provincial, and one might
think it was a point of honour iT one province not to know
what is doing in the same department on the other side of

the provincial boundary-line. What we need is less concen-
tration on local interests and a broader outlook on Canadian
national life as a whole.

And what of our relations to the mother-land ? Canada
lies, as it were, half-way between the United States and
England, and ought to be very helpful in making each under-
stand and appreciate the other. That was a fine sentence of
Joseph Howe's, in which he spoke of his country " standing
between the two great nations whose blood we share, to

moderate their counsels and preserve them in the bonds of

peace ". Canada helps England to understand the mental
attitude of Americans, especially in the sphere of social and
political thought. And,she helps the people of this country
to appreciate the fact that the last word as to ideals of free

government has not yet been said even in the Great Bepublic,
and that it is possible for a state, though nominally under
monarchical rule, to enjoy institutions fully as free, and liberty,

public and private, fully as unrestricted as anywhere under
the Stars and Stripes. As to the relations between Canada
and England, the chief interest of the situation attaches at

present to imperial conferences and the question of tariff

reform. To take the last first : it was the late Robert Lowe
who made the epigram that Britain had lost one-half of her
Empire trying to tax the colonies and was now in danger of

losing the other half by allowing the colonies to tax her.

But this is hardly true of Canada. For while the present
government has taken over enough of the National Policy to

protect manufactures and to raise revenue, no political party
in the Dominion has identified itself with tariff reform to the
extent of presuming to tell England what is good for her.

The commercial side of Mr. Chamberlain's policy Canadians
are quite willing to leave in the hands of those whom it mainly
concerns. In spite of the argument that it is, after all, only
a family compact, they appreciate the great dislocation of

industry that would be the first result in the mother-land, and
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their own commercial mterests are safe, no matter what the
.ssue may bo. But some of them have more to say as to the
so-cal ed imperialism, a word which, by the way. in Canada
It IS a ways well to spell with a small "

i
" and not a capital

letter I Imperialism has been made a name of fear to some
people, with latent suggestions of militarism and • jingoism "

and overlordship. But there is a growing response to a more
generaus de6nit.on of the word in the hearts of all Canadianswho desire that their country shall remain part and parcel of
the glorious heritage that has been handed down to us in tb«
British Empire. We Lave outgrown the mistakes of the c
colonial system. The sentiment of kinship has taken
place of the idea of ownership and possession, and
daughter-states have the opportunity now of standing out
before the world as a league of kindred nations. The British
are the only people who have succeeded in establishing and
maintaming colonies in every part of the world, and under
every variety of condition, a variety which has, however
this one universal feature, viz. : that their rule iseverywher^
for the good of the governed as well as to the advantage of
the ruling power. And no Empire in the world can ever
surpass the British Empire in extent and area, in population
in wealth, or in the diversity of its resources. An excess oj
zeal IS sometimes aUeged against the so-called imperialists
just as though it were a culpable offence to express one's
behef m the practical possibility of some form of federation
or aUiance among the various members of the British race
even with the proviso that such a league, if it can be brought
about, must be the result not of pressure or dictation by the
mother-land, but of the wishes of our colonial fellow-subjects
themselves.

It !8 some time ago now since Sir Hanj' Parkes, who may
be said to have laid the foundations of the Australian Common-
wealth, expressed the ideal at which we are aiming when he
said, m language which can hardly be improved, that we
should make it our aim that " all the people who live under
the sceptre of Queen Victoria should be brought within the
bounds of political kinship, and made to feel that, however
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divided by the geographical features of the globe, th^v are one
people, not only in lanf^aage, religion, laws, and inotitutions,

but in the privileges and honours of the Empire, and in the

iutercomraunicable blessings of one common freedom ".

But we are sometimes told that we are too exacting, and
that a partnership which involves a share of imperial respon-

sibilities and obligations as well as of imperial rights and
privileges may prove to bo an irksome and onerous partner-

ship. Certainly let us be on our guard against asking for too

much, and indeed against asking for anything at all, especially

at the wrong time. A direct subsidy from Canada, for instance,

to the British navy cannot be unconditionally advocated.

For one thing, the financial development of the country has

not yet reached the stage that would render it possible. And
it is true, on the other hand, that Canada has for many years

been giving assistance to the Empire in more indirect ways.

But in the process of evolution which lies in front of us

the great asset which the British race possesses is patience

—

joined to a certain gift of political wisdom and experience.

We are not likely to agree on any wrong move, and without

agreement we shall not move at all. Meanwhile it is a great

thing that in days when the world is being brought so close

together by the agencies of modem invention we are able to

cultivate the feeling of nearness to the mother-land. I know
how largely that feeling has developed during my twelve

years' residence in Canada. There is more travel to the old

country than there used to be from the Dominion, and we on
the other hand are getting more visitors to Canada. It is no
longer fashionable for Englishmen visiting the United States

to leave the Dominion out in the cold—especially in summer

:

they know better now I And the more they come, the better

they are pleased. A party of British journalists paid us a visi'

this fall on the invitation of the President of the Canadian

Pacific Bailway, and this is what the representative of the

London " Times " wrote about his trip :
" This seems to be the

lesson of a visit to Canada—that it is a great, rich, and
beautiful country, with several cUmates and many kinds of

physical features, but with one spirit animating its people

—

ii.
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a spirit of deep attachment to Canada and of unswerving
loyalty to the Empire of which it forms a part. There is

work in Canada for those who cannot find work in the
mother-country, and a welcome for all who will work and
work hard. Finally, there is a desire among the best ele-

ments of the population to abolish the prevalent notion that
those who come to Canada from the British Isles are thereby
expatriating themselves ; and to substitute for it the idea of
the larger patriotism which teaches that, wherever the Britieh
flag/lie), ami British Comtitiitional Government, British law
and British liberty have sway, there is the true /tome of those
who are the inheritors of these dearly won and priceless pos-
sessions."

Gentlemen, I am one of those who believe that whatever
the nltiinate verdict may be as to tariff reform, there can be
no question of the national and imperial services rendered by
Mr. Chamberlain in quickening the pulse of British patriot-
ism and stimulating a more lively sense of unity and solidarity
throughoutthe King's Dominions. He called on us not only
to provide for our own security, but also to make ourselves a
still more potent factor in proserv'ng the peace of the world
by doing all in our power to improve our communications, to
develop our commercial relations, to co-operate in mutual de-
fence, in short to get together.

And surely on this vast continent of North America there
is room for this ideal, as well as the other to which, aa per-
manent residents in the Great Eepublic, you have not un-
naturally committed yourselves. We have no need to tie

ourselves, or each other, down to the realization of only one
form of political constitution, or the evolution of only one
type of citizenship. In this connexion I am glad to echo the
declaration of the distinguished Head of Harvard University,
who said on a recent visit to Montreal that it was in the
interest of both countries and of civilization at large that they
should not unite their forces, but should continue as separate
nations, seeking always in generous and friendly rivalry
to find the best solution of the problems of free government.
We are following after the same ideals, the ideals of liberty
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ftnd juttice, peace everywhere, good-will to all, and the dif-

fusion of a better and hifiher civilization throughout the world.

Ties stronger than laws and constitutions can create and bind
us to each other—community of race, language, literature,

religion, commercial and social intercourse, and the glorious

traditions of a common history. Here in Boston, where they
may hear the sea calling to them, Americans are never likely

to forget " whence the breath was blown that wafted them
afar ". Let Britain and America, Canada and the United
States go forward together on their mighty mission, over in

the van of human progress, their only strife a rivahy in good
works, an emulation to outstrip each other in the race for

promoting whatever will tend to further the happiness, peace,

and concord of mankind. We have been called the " recog-

nized trustees of the world's advancement and civilization "
:

let us continue to deserve the designation ; let us prove our-
selves to be always and forever

a mighty brotherhood

Linked by a jealous interohaDge of good.

.»'
I
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CANADA AND THE NAVY.'

In my talks to Canadian clubs during the last few years,

from Halifax to Winnipeg, I have had tlio opportunity of

dealing with A considerable variety of topics. Those con-
nected with education have been by no means neglected ; for

that is, after all, the natural r61o of a speaker who for over
fourteen years has had the honour of holding a high place in

one of our leading Universities. But it is sometimes a relief—
for you as well as for me—to get away from education, and I

have now and then digressed. I am going to digress to-day.

The name of your Club invites it, and the surrounding cir-

cumstances are favourable. Besides, I consider it rather a

misfortune than otherwise that our national Universities

should be so largely (divorced from the public life of Canada.
Nowhere more than in these institutions are you likely to

meet with an informed and cultivated opinion on questions
of the day ; and yet the expression of that opinion is too apt,

under existing conditions, to be limited to academic clubs and
coteries, with only a chance outlet for conveyance to the wider
world. Canada is very far from being a " country of d d
Professors " ; though the advance made by Germany in the
period that has elapsed since Lord Palmerston employed that

somewhat contemptuous characterization of the German
people may well excite the envy of other nations, as well as
stimulate them to a careful investigation of the asio causes
of German prosperity and German progress.

When I have digressed in the direction of imperial issues,

I have usually found it advisable to begin with an apology,
or at least an explanation. For imperialism, to my mind, is

largely a matter of definition. And in a general audience

' An addreBs delivered before the Empire Ciub, Toroato, 3 February, 1910.
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there ure always aome who consider it a hackneyed subject

:

to others it is even positive!; distasteful. No matter how
carefully a speaker may explain that his idea of imperialism
IS simply an aspiration that the Kmpiro may hold together in
all cominR time, ho is always liable, in Canada, to have it

pointed out to him that this aspiration may turn out to h,,

incompatible with national aims and ideals. And so, speak-
injr for myself, I always spell imperial and all its cognate
words with a small "

i
"

I

But to-day, and before this audience, I do not propose to
offer any apology or explanation. The onward march of
events, and the circumstances of the present moment, would
seem to render it superfluous. In the year that has so lately
closed, wo have witnessed a marvellous growth of imperial
sentiment—more restrained, perhaps, in its expression, but I
venture to think no less definite and pronounced than that
which was excited all over the Empire by the crisis of the
South African War. And along with it is coming, for Canada
as well as for the other over-sea Dominions, the realization
of the truth that national growth is dependent on imperial
security.

The debates in the British House of Commons during the
spring of 1909 are memorable for the unanimity which pre-
vailed as to the desirability of placing beyond the risk of
challenge Britain's traditional supremacy at sea, and also for
the discovery that Germany is now able to build ships as fast
as England.

Then came the resolution which was unanimously adopted
by our Pariiament at Ottawa on 29 March, a resolution which
seemed for the time, in its general terms, to unite all parties,
though its translation into practice has produced much dis-
cord and division. For now we have the Government's
Navy Bill, which is to be my principal topic to-day. No
more important project, and none with such far-reaching
consequences for Canada, has been submitted to Pariiament
during the period of my residence in the Dominion. By one
who like myself has no very definite alignment, as I am always
careful to state, with either side of politics, the emergence of
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this iune may well be hailed as a (actor of the (jreatest moment,
traincending m vital intorcHt for the whulo community even
the much-di»cu«Kril nubjcct of colonial preference and tariff

reform, I have taken »omn painH to qualify myaolf to npeak
on this (|neatioD. In addition to the careful and diapatsionato
Btudy of Blue-bookK, speechen >>y experts, and leading articles,

I paid a apecial visit to Ottawa on the day the Bill wa« intro-

duced. There in nothing like getting to the heart of things
when you want to make up your mind about a subject, and
I derived a great deal of profit from my visit. I hoard the
speeches, and had some opportunity of studying also the
temper of the House. I admired the evident wish of both
the front benches to keep the question of naval defence as
much as possible outside the sphere uf party-politics. That
is the admirable tradition which governs, or should govern,
the attitude of all political sections to questions of foreign
relations and such-like issues in the old country. Whether
it can be realized in connexion with the Naval Service Bill
depends very much on the rank and file of the House. There
seemed to be a disposition (not unnatural on such occasions,
and noticeable also to some extent at football matches) for
each side to confine its applause to the speakers of its own
particular complexion. And next day it was easy to see that
the newspaper press interpreted what had been said in the
light of its political prejudices and prepossessions. For my-
self, I should Uke to be able to adopt the words of the London
" Times," which said of the debate :

" The speeches of the
Prime Minister and of the Leader of the Opposition show
that in this matter both parties in Canada are agreed. It is

the Canadian nation who have given that momentous
' pledge to the world ' of which Sir Wilfrid Laurier spoke.
They have spontaneously come forward to do their part in the
defence of the Empire, and Mr. Borden has stated the
motives from which they undertake this burden in words
that could not be bettered. It is not, he finely said, so
much a sense of duties or obligations which moves them as
a sense of honour and of self-respect. That is the spirit in
which we desire them to aid us, for we know that to free
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peoples honour and self-respect are the strongest bond of
all,"

There are some simple-minded persons who seem to
imagine that an exception is going to be made in favour of
Canada to the rule that history repeats itself, and that the
future tends to resemble the past. Canada, they say, has
never been at war with any nation, and there seems no
reason why she should look forward to possible hostilities
anywhere. All men are, of course, in theory, on the side of
peace. I doubt whether, outside of Germany, you will find
anyone raising his voice in support of the thesis that war is a
good thing in itself. But while it is permissible to live in
the hope that a day will dawn when men will come to see
the futility—and worse—of armaments, we must regard
them in the meantime (to use Sir Wilfrid Laurier's figure)
as being just as indispensable as policemen.

This is the explanation of the fact that for the year 1909-
10 a Liberal Government in England spent nearly £36,000,000
sterling on the maintenance of the Navy. Of this only about
half-a-million sterling, or less than 1^ per cent, came from
outside the United Kingdom, £304,000 from Australia,
£81,000 from South Africa, £105,000 out of Indian revenues,
and £3,000 from Newfoundland. So far the name of Canada
has not appeared in any list of contributors. And yet every
one knows how well Canada can do at a time of real stress.
That was proved in the South African War and it may be
proved again. There is nothing like a real crisis for bring-
ing out a nation's "grit ". But it seems wise to ponder, in
an interval of peace, such well-considered counsel as the
following which I quote from the "Eeport of the Imperial
Conference "

(p. 36) :—
"It is fully realized that in the hour of danger the ties of

kinship and affection which bind the self-governing Dominions
to the Empire will prompt them to rally with enthusiasm to
its aid. There seems, however, some reason to fear that an
idea prevails that this help may be organized at leisure after
hostihties have broken out. In certain circumstances no
doubt this might be the case, but the conditions of modem
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warfare make it probable that great naval and military events
will immediately follow, even if they do nofprecede, a declara-

tion of war. If, therefore, organizations have to be improvised,
BtafiFs created, transport and equipment provided, and plans
matured, after the outbreak of hostilities, the value of any
assistance, however willingly and enthusiastically given, will

be greatly lessened, even if such assistance be not altogether
belated."

It is not enough, therefore, to say to the old country, as
so many well-meaning persons do, "if you are really going
to be in trouble, count on us to rally to your defence".
Firstly, because in such a contingency we might arrive too
late, and secondly because this is not really a case of " help-
ing the old country "

: it would be only the part of wisdom,
and inJeed of self-interest, to plan carefully beforehand what
we should be prepared to do " in the event of a war in defence
of the Empire," to use a phrase which occurs more than once
in the Blue-book already cited.

But signs are not wanting that Canada will no longer
content herself with abstract professions of loyalty. The
figures from the Navy Estimates already given were supplied
by Sir William White in an address on " An Imperial Navy "

given in London last November : and in view of the strange
misuse by M. Henri Bourassa of the authority of his name,
on a recent occasion in Montreal, it is almost a duty to

quote Sir William White more fully ;

—

" At Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, and Vancouver,
at infant cities on the prairie—Edmonton, Calgary, Begina,
and Moose-jaw ; in conversations with statesmen, politicians,

merchants, manufacturers, men of business, farmers, artisans,

and voyageurs; amongst 'all sorts and conditions of men,"
I have found an intelligent recognition of the principle that
unquestioned command of the sea, uninterrupted intercourse

with the mother-country, and tree access for the products of
Canada to the markets of the world, constitute conditions which
are vital, not merely to the welfare of the Dominion, but to
the continued existence of the British Empire. Everywhere
eager interest has been displayed in regard to the adequacy

1
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of the Boyal Navy as it stands to-day for the efficient per-
formance of the duties laid upon it ; the maintenance of
supremacy at sea, the protection of commerce and communica-
tions against probable or possible attack. It has been recog-
nized generally by Canadians that, in future, the Navy must
be regarded as the common possession of all parts of the Em-
pire

: that the immense outlay now required for the construc-
tion and maintenance of a supreme Iwar-fleet ought no
longer to be borne by the mother-country alone, but
should be shared by the great self-goveroing Colonies."

It is presumably owing to the fact that argument® such
as these have now permeated the whole imperial fabric
that the Canadian Government has resolved to take action
in the matter of naval defence. Let me say, to begin
with, that for this they are worthy pf all praise. The
attitude at Ottawa now is a great advance upon the quite
recent past. I need not remind you that in 1902 the Dominion
Cabinet sent word to London that it would not be prepared
to discuss imperial defence at the forthcoming Conference
for the somewhat curious reason that no one scheme of de-
fence could be devised that would suit the circumstances of
each and all of our over-sea possessions ! And in 1907 no
further headway was made with the subject. To-day our
rulers have done well to recognize the advance that has
taken place in public sentiment Perhaps the most notable
mcident in the recent debate at Ottawa was when, in answer
to a question, the Premier of the Dominion used these words

:

"When Britain is at war, Canada is at war. There is no
distmction. If Great Britain is at war with any nation. Canada
becomes Uable to invasion and Canada is at war." And there
was fortunately no sign that Sir Wilfrid would wish it other-
wise. I have a friend in Montreal who stoutly denies
that any such entity as the British Empire exists, and Iam engaged at present in commending the latest utterance
of the Canadian Prime Minister to his careful consideration I

What ther are the proposals which the Government at
Ottawa 18 seeking to embody in an Act of the Legislature ? For
an outhne of the circumstances in which the new policy
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originated we mnst go back to the report of the last Imperial
Conference. It was on 16 March, 1909, in connexion with the
introdaction of the Navy Estimates, that authoritative state-
ments were made in the British House of Commons, by Mr.
Asquith and by the First Lord of the Admiralty, as to the
growing strength of foreign navies. On the 22nd of the
same month New Zealand telegraphed an offer to bear the
cost of the immediate construction of one Dreadnought, and
of a second one later on if necessary. That was a good lead.
It represents at least teven times as much, in proportion to
population, as is proposed by Canada. It was followed by the
resolution unanimously adopted at Ottawa on 29 March, re-

cording approval of the " speedy organization of a Canadian
naval service in co-operation with, and in close relation to,

the Imperial Navy ". In April the then Prime Minister of
the Australian Government telegraphed that "whereas all

the British Dominions ought to share in the burden of main-
taining the permanent naval supremacy of the Empire, so far
as Australia was concerned this object would be best attained
by the encouragement of naval development in that country ".

A further telegram was sent by Mr. Deakin, the new Premier,
on 4 June, offering an Australian Dreadnought, or such ad-
dition to the strength of the Imperial Navy as might be de-
termined after consultation in London.

The Conference which resulted from these and similar
communications met in London on 28 July. In addition to
the offers aheady made—with a bias on the part of Austiaha
towards a fleet of its own—it was intimated that the new
Union Government of South Africa would take over the
obligation to continue the existing contributions to the navy,
which are paid by the Cape of Good Hope and Natal, while
Newfoundland also indicated its readiness to maintain its

present rate of subsidy.

The first thing to be noted about the matured and de-
veloped proposals now submitted by the Canadian Government
is that they do not conform—as of course there was no neces-
sity that they should—to the suggestion made at the outset
of the proceedings by the British Admiralty. Looking merely
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to the strategical question that confronted it, the Admiralty
Board expressed its opinion in the following weighty terms
(p. 23):-

" If the problem of imperial naval defence were considered
merely as a problem of naval strategy, it would be found that
the greatest output of strength for a given expenditure is

obtained by the maintenance of a single navy with the con-
comitant unity of training and unity of command. In
furtherance, then, of the simple strategical ideal, the maximum
of power would be gained if all pa. 's of the Empire contri-
buted, according to their needs and resources, to the mainteu-
ance of the British Navy."

Failing that " counsel of perfection," which was considered
on various grounds to be unrealizable in practice, and still

with the idea of one navy comprising a number of fleets, all

flying a common flag in each of the seven seas, it was
suggested that Canada might furnish a self-contained unit,
capable of offensive as well as defensive action, and so able
to take its proper place in the organization of an imperial
navy distributed strategically over the whole area of British
interests.

It is suggestive and illuminating that the Admiralty
obviously intended this Canadian fleet-unit to operate on the
Pacific Coast. Students of history know that the Pacific is

not unlikely, so far as naval warfare is concerned, to become
ere long a great theatre of international developments. The
story of the world can be told in terms of sea-power. The
.<^ o'ean, the Mediterranean, the North Sea, the Atlantic-
each of these connects with a cycle of events. In the future
the Pacific will have its turn. And it is just in the Pacific
that the sea-power of Britain is now a more or less negligible
quantity. Half-a-dozen years ago, at the outbreak of the
Busso-Japanese war, it could have stood up against either
Bussia or Japan : to-day the Japanese Fleet is overwhelm-
ingly superior. And yet the Japanese alliance is terminable
in 1915. The old " China squadron " is gone—the chances
are that it may be needed nearer home waters : but it could
be replaced, with the help of Australia and New Zealand, if
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Canada oared to assume lesponsibility for one " unit " of an
Imperial FaciBc Fleet.

As a matter of fact, the Canadian delegates at the Con-
ference preferred one—the more expensive one, it is true—of
two alternative and cheaper proposals that wrere put before
them by the Admiralty. After intimating that the Fleet
Unit on the Pacific would have to stand over for future con-
sideration, they undertook to explain " in what respect they
desired the advice of the Admiralty in regard to the measures
of naval defence which might be considered consistent with
the resolution adopted by the Canadian Parliament on 29
March, 1909". Here was a limitation! The Admiralty
Board was asked to advise, not on the whole situation, but
only on the points on which their advice was wanted. The
practical outcome is the Naval Service Bill now before the
Canadian Parliament. As already stated, it is good so far
as it goes, though it does not amount to much aiore than a
measure of coastal defence. Canada is being praised for what
she has done, even by naval experts in England : but it is a
question whether their commendation does not proceed to
some extent from a feeling of gratification that Canada is at
length doing something I There is nothing to make the blood
tingle in the formula adopted by the Conference according to
which our representatives signified their concurrence in the
proposition " that each part of the Empire is willing to make
its preparation on such lines as will enable it, should it so
desire, to take its share in the general defence of the Em-
pire ". This phrase " should it so desire " occurs too often in the
Blue-Book to suit thf views of those who believe that our
ii_t/erial security and the best method of maintaining it are
the primary factors of the present international situation.
" Should the Dominions desire to assist in the defence of the
Empire in a real emergency." There is nothing in that to
stir the blood like the sound of a trumpet ! Why surely, if

the British Empire has any real existence at all, there should
be a desire to defend it on the part of all its component states.
If you have something you don't want to lose, surely you will
be ready and willing to stand up in defence of your rights !

fii
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Of course there are conBtitutional qaeBtions involved, and
certain featnres of the Naval Service Bill mark a real ad-

vance, a step forward in the solution of these questions. The
main difficulty has been the bogey of " taxation without re-

presentation ". We are told that anything more than what
is now being offered would be " inconsistent with the policy

of Canadian autonomy ". To me it has always appeared, in

regard to this and similar issues, that the main consideration

is or ought to be the following : Are we, or are we not, in

partnership with the j '"nt-state ? If we are not, we can

have all the autonomy that is insisted on by some : if we are,

then our liberty and complete freedom of action must be to

some extent limited and circumscribed by the very fact of the

partnership. Business men will understand this. An in-

dividual who is in business for himself can have all the freedom

that he wants. He is his own master, 'and does not need to

consult with others in attending to his own interests. But
when he forms a partnership of any kind, he limits ipso facto

his individual freedom. We cannot have it both ways. If

we are to remain in partnership with the other component

states of the Empire, we cannot be so independent as we
might be if we were not in partnership. It seems to me
that the recognition of this simple truth would do a great

deal to prevent misunderstanding and to clear the ground for

future progress.

I do not wish to advance the argument that a permanent
and unconditional contribution by Canada to the Imperial

Navy would be better than what is bc'ng offered by the

Dominion Government. There are many who would con-

sider that to resemble too closely an annual tribute from a

subject-state. And there is another objection which was
well expressed in a recent number of the " Spectator," where

it was said that the British tax-payer might incline to regard

over-sea contributions to the navy as so much relief to his own
pocket instead of a method of " making assurance doubly

sure ". Moreover, on any scheme of annual and permanent

contribution, besides the risk of friction and controversy as

to am'~'unt, the Dominions would forfeit the opportunity they
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might otherwise enjoy of taking a reaaonable interest in
problems of naval defence. An inteUigent opinion on snoh
problems may now be looked for, which conld not so easily
be developed in any other way. And in the time to com»-
unless navies are to disappear along with other armaments—
our total naval strength will be largely increased by such an
extension of the shinbnilding resources of the Empire as
Australia and Canada may ultimately be able to supply.

It should be noted, however, that these arguments do not
apply to an initial contribution for a period of say three or
four years. There is nothing resembling tribute about a
voluntary offer, made under certain special circumstances
and revocable at the end of a stated period. Nor need such
a temporary contribution be described as unconditional.We might retain control, by simply stipulating that at the
close of the stated period value be receivable, up to a certain
proportion of the gift, in the form of ships assignable to a
Canadian fleet unit of the Imperial Navy. In the interval
we could as a people be studying the whole question of naval
defence and getting ready to build. Everybody knows that
it will take us several years even to set up a ship-yard, and
no one can say how long it may be before Canadian-built
ships are ready for effective service.

The propriety of immediate action in the way of contri-
bution for a stated period becomes all the more obvious when
we consider the existing international situation. By the
time the Canadian navy is ready, there may be no need for
it. On the one hand, progress may have been made—under
the stress of ruinous and suicidal competition—in the direc-
tion of general disarmament : on the other, something may
have happened in the interval that may render the Empire
a " back number ". Britain is threatened to-day, for the
first time in a hundred years, with a serious maritime
collision. She has been threatened before now, in various ways,
but has somehow won her way through it all. You all know
the story of the crisis in South Africa, where for two years a
sort of guerilla war was carried on, with very varying success.
Victory inclined for a time now to one side, now to the

7
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other. Bnt at aea, and nnder modern conditions of naval

warfare, it will be altogether different. Ijet a hostile power

gain but one victory in a battle fonght between capital ships

in the North Sea, and our Canadian navy will no longer be

of any nse whatever.

I am no alarmist, and I have ever^ reason for speaking

with the greatest possible appreciation of what Germany has

done for the world both before and since the consolidation of

the German Empire. Bnt we must face the facts, both as

they are understood by experts, and as they may be appre-

hended by the common man. To me personally, it is one of

the greatest pnzzles of life that two reasonable human beings

should be capable of taking entirely opposite views of the

same set of facts. In Ottawa the other day we had, on the

one hand, Mr. Borden's careful and guarded exposition of

what I may call the " German peril " : on the other hand Mr.

Monk told his audience that it had been manufactured, in

March of last year, for political purposes, and that the whole

" panic " was " more designed than people generally knew "
I

Mr. Monk has had an able seconder in Mr. Henri Bourassa,

who tried later on to quote Sir William White in support of

bis view that by the attention she was giving to the German

peril, Britain was " making herself ridiculous in the eyes of

the world ".

What are the facts? It was in the year 1900 that there

was passed in the German Beichstag a Navy Law which has

changed the whole situation as to sea-power among the

nations of Europe. The preamble of the Bill has often been

quoted, but not always in a correct translation. It is as

follows :

—

" Gen .any must have a fleet of such strength that, even

for the mightiest Naval Power, a war with her (Germany)

would involve such risks as to jeopardize its (England) own

supremacy." There is a certain force and emphasis even in

general resolutions, and it is a pleasure to set against the

above the words of the Canadian deliverance of 29 March,

1909 :
" We recognize that the naval supremacy of Britain

is essential to the safety of the colonies, to the greatness of
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th« Empire, knd to the peace of the world ". Here ii » pretty

qourel h it atanda I

Bnt the German policy, ateadily developed daring recent

yean, and pushed even beyond the limits o{ what waa an-

nonnoed in 1900, sufficiently accounts for the fact that even

a Liberal Qovei-nment in England, officered by men who
were the colleagues of the late Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-

man, has found it necessary to spend aa much as £36,000,000

last year on the Navy. Statesmen who love peace just as

much as anyone in Canada have done this in the face of a
crisis which some woul^ have us believe has been invented

without reason. And th.i student of recent history knows
that this is not all. Qennany has " held up " be ::h France

and Bussia during recent years, and there is no saying whose
turn it will be next. " It was her military preparedness " (I

quote from the " Times " of 11 January the statement of a fact

which was communicated to the French Chamber by M.
Clemenceau himself in the course of a recent debate) :

" it

was the military preparedness of Germany which enabled

her in 1905 to secure the downfall of M. Delcass4 and to

impose the Algeciras Conference upon France, and again,

last year, to impose upon Bussia, with every profession of

friendship, an extremely distasteful solution, to put it mildly,

of the Servian difficulty." There is another fact that comes

even nearer home to us. How would it have been if we had

had to encounter Germany as well as the Boers in the South

African War? I have known for some time past that

English authorities regard it as an established fact that

Germany would have taken the opportunity of intervening in

that war if she had not had the British Kavy to reckon with.

The same statement is made now in Germany itself.

Take the book " Das Kranke England " ("Diseased Eng-
land" or, like Turkey, if you please—" the Sick Man "), and
what do you think of the following ? (During the Boer War)
" we stood immediately before the abyss of an Anglo-German
war, and every sincere person must admit that the danger,

then with difficulty averted, may return to-morrow and pro-

duce far worse consequences. The greater danger lies not
7 *
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Ii> honntly raoognizing, but in hiding thia troth." The
kuthor, Dr. Curt Abel-MotgnTe, write* in the intemtt o(

peace, and m one who ii friendly to England, hot who would

like to tee her, lor the uke of the Teutonic race ai a whole,

gird up her loini in the {ace of danger and prepare to repel

strength by itrength. His countrymen, he uyi; or at least

their rulers, regard Oermany as the " heir of a feeble Eng-

land," and the moral of the paot, according to him, is that

Oermany understands only strength, respects only strength,

and that peace will be assured in Europe and in the world

only when England i^ strong and efficient enough on land

and sea to defend her own interests and liberties. Until then

friendship between Oermany and England—the goal of every

honest friend of the two countries—must be idle and pernicious

talk.

Tou often hear uncritical and irresponsible persona say

:

" What nonsense I Oermany has not the nlightest intention

of attacking England." Perhaps not: br .he future is apt

to have a disagreeable way of resembling the past, and ii any

complication should develop itself in any part 'if the world

Oermany will now have the big ships, in addition . o her army,

that will enable her to speak to even more purpose than for-

merly. If England is prepared to take the Oerman view of

things, good and well : there will certainly be no attack in

that event : but if not, England will have to be ready to face

the consequences of her actions.

That eminent Berlin historian. Professor Hans Delbrlick,

has lately been explaining in the " Preusaische Jahrbticher
"

that the great motive for Oermany's recent activity in the

matter of naval armaments has been her desire to exert a

potent influence over England's foreign, and particularly her

Eastern, policy. He has seen a vision of the whole earth

becoming British within thirty years, unless there is a Oer-

man fleet at hand I The dismemberment of Turkey is to lead

to an English occupation of Syria and Mesopotamia, as well

as Arabia, and an unbroken dominion from Alexandria to

Calcutta in the East, and from Alexandria to Cape Town on

the South. England has been the bully of the world, but
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Oermany will now keep her in check. The EMt ii to be en-
couraged, uyi this ProfenoT, " under Qermui »uipicei, to
eek the enjoyment of independence "

t

Everybody knowi wh»t Mtounding progreH Germany
hM been making in recent yeare. In the all-important matter
o( population the hai now 63 millioae of people, ai againit
48 millioni in the United Kingdom, and a white population
ot 67 millions in the whole Britiib Empire. No wonder
that she (eels the need of an outlet for her iurplui people.
It is not a question of hostility or friendship on the part of
the great body of the German nation. For myself I Uke to
believe that the great heart of that nation beats soundly, and
is in the right place. But the bureaucracy of Berlin is not
the German nation, and the experience of even the last few
years show? that it is capable of doing a great deal, almost
without discussion, in order to gain a desired end. It is sig-

nificant that while political parties in the British House of
Commons will wrangle over the spending of sixpence, the
German Naval Estimates are adopted in the Reichstag almost
without debate.

And what is our relative naval strength at present ? I
take the words of Mr. McEenna, the First Lord of the Ad-
miralty in the Liberal Government (8 January, 1910) :

" At
this moment Great Britain baa seven Dreadnoughts in com-
mission, Germany has two. . . . When Germany has nine in
commission Great Britain will have fourteen, and when Ger-
many has eleven in commission, Great Britain will have six-

teen. When Germany has thirteen in commission, Great
Britain virill have twenty. This carries us up to 31 March,
1912." Moreover " in two years Britain will have sixteen
Dreadnought docks as compared with Germany's nine ". But
let us supplement these somewhat cheering figures by Sir
Edward Grey's admission that two years later Germany may
have as many as twenty-three Dreadnoughts, while we do
not know as yet the time iu which we may have completed
our new ships. Obviously the two-power standard will go
by the board—and even the single standard may come to be
in danger—unless tbe efforts of the old land to keep up in the

:
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nc« are ucondcd snd iupplsmentcd by TolunUry o0an c i

the port of the over-iM Dominioni.

Thii then ii the "German peril," which Mr. BonruM
Utely told > Montreal audience had been invented by the

Canadian Qovemment (ur the purpoaei of their Naval Service

Bill! I wieh to upeak with all reipect of one vhoie on-
doubted hone°''' merit! recognition at the handi of all Motioni
of hii fellou ^. -ene, and whoee great gift of eloquence it

likely to remain a factor in the public life of Canada. Mr.
Bouraaia deierred well of the whole Dominion by hie recent

effort>B to promote the came of good government in the city

of Montreal. Moreover, he n going to be one of cnr national

leaden, and he derivei hii present strength from thi unani-

mity of thoie for whom he undertake! to epeak. But 'n hie

recent addreu in the Monument National in Montreal, Mr.
Bouraisa really accompUihed nothing but the npaniion,
during the. IonJ period of two and three-quarter houn, of the

utterance whicn he once net down in cold print in the pagei
of the "Monthly Beview". It was in October, 1902, that

Mr. Bouraasa penned this sentence :
" the French-Canadian

does not feel that he has any duty to perform to the Empire ".

This Wks the text from which he preached once again to his

Montreal audience. He is not to be moved by sentiment, or

even by interest. You may speak to him in vain of the finan-

cial loss which would result to Cani>da from any interference

with, or interruption of, her ocean-borne trade, which now
amounts to over 63 per cent of the whole. He will tell you,

in reply, that it is mainly to piotect her own commerce that

England needs a navy I To most of us, on the other hand,

it is obvious that, patting the matter on the lowest plane of

material interests alone, some action on the part of Canada
at the present time has become indispensable. If the ships

of the Boyal Navy happened to be detained elsewhere, four

insignificant cruisers, operating each at a given point, could

choke up our whole Atlantic trade. It may interest Mr.
Bourassa to know that at a meeting of the Navy League held

the other day at Kiel specific reference was made to the

"exposed situation of Canada". No doubt there is the

nil
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Monroe doctrine, but if Mr. Bouthh ii relying on that to

Hve him in the hour of dinger, ought we not to begin to

think of offering voluntary contribution to the navy of the
United Btetai?

Of course there are conititntional question! inTolved, and
Mr. Bourassa is naturally prepared to make the most of them.
He is much disturbed to find that, according to the provisions

of Article XVm of the Navy Bill, the Oovernor-Oeneral in

Council may place the Canadian navy or any part thereof

at the disposal of His Majesty for general service in the Im-
perial Navy, as well as all officers and men. This goes beyond
the regulations of the Militia Act, under which the Qovem-
ment has no power to employ military forces outside their

own territory. Mr. Donrassa no doubt fails to share the

aspiration expressed in the report of the Imperial Conference,

in which " it is hoped that it may be within the power of the

self-governing IV-ninions so to organize their forces as not

only to provide local defence, but also to be in a position to

share to the extent of their will and resources in the defence

of the Empire as a whole ". Nor v ould he accept Mr.
Haldane's comment, that " to organize local forces so that in

a time of supreme emergency they may concentrate and act

together as one army in any part of the Empire dors not

lessen but actually tends to increase the efficiency of these

forces for the local defence of their homes". But naval

warfare differs from war on land ; and some persons seem not

to realize that the best way to rnpel invasion is to get at the

invader before he has time to reach your shores. He ought
to recur to the study of history, or if he can't do better read

the " University Magazine," where Mr. Hamilton remarked
the other dai referring to tho Napoleonic War, that " A series

of battles fought at tho month of the Nile and off tho coast

of Spain saved England from invasion, and protected the

utmost confines of the far-flung British Empire. So in like

manner, in some future war Canada may owe her safety to a

victory in the Mediterranean, in the North Sea, or off the

coast of Australia."

But apart from this conundrum, I think it may fairly be

i n
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argued that, according to his attitude in regard to such isBues

as these, you may judge whether a particular person has the

independence of Canada in the back of his head or not. Some
of our friends are very outspoken on this subject. A writer

in the "Canadian Times" recently penned these words:
" The founding of a separate fleet for Canada is breaking the

last bond which united her with Britain. As the fledgling

becomes stronger and can fly for itself, it leaves the old nest.

So it will be with Canada. As she gains strength from the

conscionsness of power, as her people see the steam-leviathans

plough vne deep, carrying the Canadian flag aud manned by

sailors bom and bred in the Dominion, a new era in the

history of the world will have come. No one takes seriously

the belief that a secession of Canada would inconvenience

Britain. . . . The pretence that Canada is essential to Britain

and Britain to Canada is farcical. It is only hampering

Canadian legislation to consider such an efiete factor." I

am not sure that the production of tiiis sort of stuff is not

somewhat stimulated by the desire to say the same thing in

different words from those which Mr. Bourassa uses.

On the other side of the question we ought to be able to

get a clear declaration from all who are our friends ; and as

regards the integrity of the Empire it should be an axiom

that all who are not for us are against as. Enough has been

said by tl 'ihalf-hearted ones about the indefeasible privileges

of self-government, and the need for asserting our individual

and separate existence, also about the " truest imperialism

being to build up our own portion of the Empire ".

When the late Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman used to

urge the Liberal party at home to attend to the problems that

are crying for solution in the great centres of population, and

not to trouble about what he called the outskirts of theEmpire,

he laid himself open to the Unionist retort that there might

soon be no outskirts left. And so it is with us too. When
some of our leaders tell us that we are free to do as we like,

and that the best thing we can do is to go on bailding up
Canada, it is time to point out that if each of the over-seas

Dominions were to >. jnfine itself to this rather selfish and
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short-sighted policy, all hope of strong and solid co-operation

would be lost.

Our present and future relations with the old land and

with the Empire at large are really, for all sections of our

citizens, a topic of transcendent importance. Dr. Macphail

wrote a fine paper the other day on the "Patience of Eng-

land ". If we want a paper on the " Generosity of England,"

I think, after reading his speech delivered here about a month

ago, that we might well apply to the Hon. George E. Foster.

The part of Mr. Foster's speech which I specially admired

was that in which he reminded you that Canadian self-govern-

ment, with all that it implies, was not wreated from unwilling

masters, but was freely and ungrudgingly given, as the result

of a definite policy pursued by the home authorities through-

out the period of growth and adolescence. Some of onr

Quebec friends do not think we have much to thank Britain

for. But is not the gift of half a continent something, to

begin with? And have we not had for 150 years the free

protection of the Army and Navy, and the full use of the

consular and diplomatic service ? Moreover who is it that

has supplied Canada with the capital necessary for her

development, preaching at the same time by practice the

doctrine of commercial integrity and high business standards ?

I am told that in 1908 " out of total bond issues of more than

$200,000,000 Canada sold 84 per cent in Great Britain . Is

there no connexion between that fact and the flag that waves

over the Dominion ? Surely there is, though Mr. Bourassa

may have failed to note it. So when he tells his hearers

that if Britain is going to be in trouble now, it will serve her

right and Canada needn't worry, let us see to it that our side

of the story be told in no faltering accents—though always

with the modest reserve that befits those who do not vrish to

boast.

The fact is that if we can get through the next quarter of

a century with our imperial assets unharmed and unimpaired,

we shall be able to snap our fingers at all envy, malice, and

uncharitableness. The daughter-states, the new nations

within the Empire, will by that time have grovm up to their
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full BtatQB. Listen again to the words of the Imperial Con-

ference Blue-book :
" It seems almost certain that if the

United Kingdom, with the aid of her daughter nations, can

snocessfully maintain her maritime position, if the Empire

continues to increase in military strength proportionately to

its growth in wealth and population, and if we can organize

some comprehensive system of imperial strategy based upon

the idea of mutual support by land and sea, the time cannot

be far distant when we shall be practically unassailable ". If

we stand together, we shall be so powerful that even a com-

bination of great nations would hesitate to attack us. This

is the part of Six William White's teaching that Mr. Bourassa

seems to have altogether overlooked. Let me give it in

Sir William White's own words (" Times," 18 Nov., 1909)

:

" The full effect of the new departure and its future possi-

bilities can only be made apparent by the speeay translation

of the agreements reached at the Imperial Conference into

the form of actual warships, manned by high-trained officers

and crews, and made ready for service. Other countries will

then realize that future competition for naval supremacy will

involve a contest not merely with the resources of Oreat

Britain but with those of the whole Empire, and the fact

may well give them reason to pause. The sooner that fact

is established the better it will be for the peace of the world

and the welfare of the people in maritime countries upon

whom expenditure on naval armaments has long pressed

heavily, while the burden is becoming harder to bear as the

years pass away."

That is the practical outcome of my argument to-day. I

praise our Qovemment for what it is proposing to do, all the

more sincerely because, as resident in the Province of Quebec,

I know something of the difficulties that have to be en-

countered there. What is proposed is good, but it is not

adequate to present circumstances. Let Canada and the

other over-sea Dominions take steps to show Qermany that,

if she will insist on building ships with the declared intention

of rivalling British sea-power, she must reckon with the

daughter-states of the Empire, as well as with the motherland.
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Poets often see foithei than ordinary mortals, and have a

way of patting things that remains in the memory, I am
going to finish in Swinbnme's words :

—

So from England wMtwud let the mtohword fly,

So to EngUmd eutward let the mm reply ;

Praiee^ bonoor, end love everlaating be sent on the wind's wings, wett-

werdendeaat.

That the pride of the paat and the pride of the future may mingle aa

friends at feast,

And the sons of the lords of the world-wide seas be one till the world's

life die.

11
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THE TRUE IMPERIALISM.'

TasBE are many among na who say that they dislike the
word " imperial " and all its derivatives, because of its as-

sociations. They think that it implies subjection. Even in

the sounding phrase " Dominions over-seas," they persuade
themselves that they hear the rattle of chains and slavery.

Purple is not their colour. Perhaps they know too much
Latin, or too little. Bui in deaUng with problems of empire
it is not words that count We must get down below the
words to the realities that underlie them, to the facts as

they are and to the conditions that we should like to see

realized. We are face to face with a stage in our imperial

history that will probably be recognized twenty years from
now as having been the most important and the most critical

in all our political development What do we want to work
for ? What aims ought we to endeavour to carry out ? If we
are agreed in the main on what we want, we need not waste
time over words.

We seem to be pretty fully agreed as to what we do not
want. We have no wish to be annexed to the United £ ates

on the one hand, and on the other we have very little thought
of trying to set up for ourselves. There remains therefore

some form of what—with apologies for the insufficiency of

language to express our great and glowing thoughts—we may
call the imperial connexion. When we get to this point in

the consideration of possible alternatives, some of us are

inclined to call a halt, and to cry " Let well alone I

" But it

is becoming increasingly doubtful if that will end the matter.
Unless we are content to drift and take chances, it is not
clear that we can go on as we are. In Imperial Conferences

* *' Tbe Unirenit; Maguine," Deoember, 1910.
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and saoh-like gatherings, matters of high policy are under
adjustment which bare an important bearing on oar national
status: even as regards Great Britain herself the whole
political constitution, since the late King's death, has been
and still is literally in the melting-pot. Now if we can't

stand still, it is obvious that we must go forward : and the
question at once arises, along what road ?

Now that we have prevailed on the Englishman to abate
his patronage of ns poor " colonials," and to understand that

he does not "own Canada," and that we are not to be
treated like pawns on a chess-board, may we not turn to

some of oar own doughty champions and ask for a little

more of the spl ''^ of sweet reasonableness? Some of them
harp on our mere colonial status, and our political semi-

servitude, in a way that makes one incline to think they
rather like having a grievance, and would be sorry to get
redress. They speak of our subordination to a Parliament
in London where we have no representation, though we may
be pretty sure that if representation were offered to-morrow
they would feel like running away from the offer. They
profess to believe that the British ideal is one dominant state

with a group of subordinate nnits clustered round it in

deferential pose, instead of a free and equal alliance among
partners. They will even look on the Union Jack as a badge
of servitude. One of them is reported to have taken offence

at the spectacle of the " Niobe " coming into port with the

British flag flying at her mainmast, in spite of the fact that

she is Canadian property. To ordinary persons surely that

is the most reasonable thing in the world. The substitution

of the letters H.M.C.S. for H.M.S. on the " Niche's " flag might
in themselves be made the text of a discourse. Are they not

symbolical of that wonderful feature of the British constitu-

tion, 80 often eulogized by after-dinner orators, which has

always enabled it to adapt itself progressively to the changing

conditions to which it has to be applied? And why t is

constant differentiation between what is British and what is

Canadian ? " His Majesty's Canadian Ship "—sorely that

is good enough for most of as, including even tho»e who say

m
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they would like to have nothing except the golden link ot

the Crown to keep U8 together. Of coaiae it will not suit the

independents—including the young Canadian professor who
recently disappeared from one of our Universities and just

when we were trying to get up some sympathy for him on
the ground of the shocking treatment he said he had received

from what he called the " British section " of the staff, had to

admit, among other offences, that he had appended the follow-

ing note to a student's essay :
" I for one am not (willing to

have a King in London) : this is a democratic country ".

There is a good deal of loose thinking about, and I am
not sure that it is entirely on the side of those who were
described in the last issue of the University Magazine as the
" complacent souls who talk wisely of Canadian nationality

and imperialism in the same sentence, nay, in the same
breath ". Why not ? It is clearly understood, I think, among
us all that no scheme of empire will be acceptable that fails

to take account of national status. Of course I am aware
that the real native-born Canadian is the truest type of all,

but why is he rubbing it in so hard ? What ails him at

"British"? Are we not all in the business together?

When I am told that it is the British nationality that is to

be exalted by imperialism, that Canadians cannot be im-

perial unless they bow the knee to British ascendency, and
that no man can belong to both the Canadian and the British

nationalities at the same time, I feel that there must be a

verbal juggle somewhere.

The Quebec problem may be left out of account for the

present. If it is merely a queiition of words, let me oppose

to what I am quoting Mr. Kipling's well-known phrase, the
" new nations within the Empire ". Is there anything wrong
with that ? Or if we want to have it put more explicitly, let

us take what Mr. Balfour said to the Imperial Press Confer-

ence (10 Jane, 1909): "Bemember that no statesmen have
ever had before them the task with lies before the statesmen

of Great Britain and the self-governing colonies. No other

Empire has ever been based upon the foundation upon which
ours is and must be based—namely, the common action of
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different members, none of them sabordinate, all of them
equal, but in their very equality ready to co-operate for a
single objeot. No political theorist has ever contemplated, so
fa' as I know, that problem in the past. It has never been
accomplished or begun to be accomplished at any period of
the world's history. It is our business to see that this great
experiment shall in our hands succeed."

These words might be paralleled from the utterances of
more than one political leader on the other side of the Atlan-
tic. They are alive over there to the importance of the issue
that has to be faced. And it will not be their fault if the
need for some new formula is not clearly put to the partner
nations. The British genius for political organization has
not exhausted itself yet. Look at what has been accomplished
in South Africa. The constitution of the South African
Union was drawn up and agreed to by the contracting parties
after earnest consideration had been given by experienced and
practical men to the important question of the functions of
government,—what should be reserved to the central au-
thority, and what entrusted to local legislatures ? The work-
ing of thi system, in the face of great difficulties, one of which
is the existence of a huge native population, will continue to

be watched with the greatest interest. Onr empire problem
is of course a different one, but perhaps something may be
learned in regard to it even from this South African Union.
At the least it is encouraging—so encouraging that it was not
long, I think, after its consummation that a Canadian speaker
before the British Empire Club in London (Mr. Willison of
Toronto) seemed ready boldly to face the problem of institut-

ing an Imperial Council, containing representatives from
Canada and the other British Dominions. " In that way,"
he is reported to have said, "Great Britain might gain
strength from overseas ; in that way the colonies might gain
wisdom and prudence and steadiness from contact with world
afbirs, and from common responsibiUty for the dignity,

the power, and the security of our great imperial common-
wealth."

In the meantime the great thing is to go on cherishing in
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our hearts and developing, where it is wanting, the lentiment

of oommonity of interest. Political ezperimentB do not thrive

in oncnngeniol soil. And we mnit be thankful tor ooniider-

able progress made in the past If we are sometimes inclined

to think that things might go taster, let as have patience.

Canada's attitude to the various Imperial Conferences, for

instance, hae never been quite so enthusiastic as some of us

would have liked to see. But recent, events in Quebec have

shed a lurid light on the difficulties by which Sir Wilfrid

Laurier and his colleagues must have felt genuinely em-
barrassed. Even in the west the Premier received a petition

praying that nothing more be done about the navy " at least

"

till such time as Canada had representation. I liked those

little words, " at least ". It seemed as if they might meun
" or for a good long time after ". That is what they mean in

Quebec, though the Nationalist (T'rovixcialist ?) leader pro-

tests that he will accept the verdict of the whole Canadian

people, even if in the end it should pronounce against him.

Quebec is ready to shed the last drop of its blood in defence

of Crown and Empire t» Canada, but it is not interested in

what might happen to either outside its borders ! This re-

minds one of how one of our Cabinet Ministers at Ottawa
deprecated the addition of any Canadian ships to the imperial

navy if they were liable to be taken away to the other side

of the globe and never seen again I The world is bigger now
than it was then, bat were such battles as those of the Nile

and Trafalgar Bay fought within sight of Britisb shores ?

We are told by those who may be called the "little

Canadians" that our first, probably our only duty, to the

Empire is to go on building up our own country, developing

its harbours and canals, improving its transportation system,

strengthening its defences and making ourselves responsible

for its general administration. The awkward feature of the

present political situation is that what has been advocated

in this way by certain ministers at Ottawa is exactly what
Las carried Mr. Bourassa to victory at the polls. But is this

really a generous attitude to the troubles and perplexities

of the country that has made a free gift to Canadians, to be
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dealt with u they might aee fit, o( what she won for them on
the North American continent? And even as a matter of
buunesB, is it altogether safe to assume that national growtha awured for Canada, quite apart from the element of imperial
security ?

'^

Political education along such lines as these is nowhere
more mdispensable than in the province of Quebec. Making
aJl possible allowance for the strong colouring of excited
rUvitoncians, it is obvious that the sectionalism that is now
rampant m our midst derives its strength mainly from misre-
presentation and ignorance. Both these factors are at work
when, for instance, a speaker asks his audience why England
shoold expect ships and service from Canada any more than
France from Belgium, or why the English-Canadian should
want to do anything for England that the Frenoh-Canadian
would refuse to do for France. Since the Athabasca election
Mr. Bourassa has protested too much . It was he who, writingm the " Monthly Beview " for October, 1902, said that " the
French-Canadian does not feel that he has any duty to perform
to the Empire "; and in the interval he has been doing his very
best to strengthen this sentiment in the hearts of his com-
patriots. In the contest which has just been ended it availed
the Launer Government little or nothing that its head has
^ways been careful to say he is " not an imperialist ' Mr
Bourassa man^.ge,' to mix the Premier up in the minds of
the electors with the imaginary persons who are supposed to
have been plotting to tear the youth of Quebec frota their
mother s arms and make them food for cannon. His formula
of taxation without representation " is another bogey that
must be made to stand and deliver. It is Uke the " republic
vtrma monarchy" view that did us so much harm in the
United States and elsewhere, at the outbreak of the South
African War. When people had time to think, and to learn
the facts, they became aware that it was not a case of king-
ship against democracy, but a case of oligarchy against
constitutional rule. Unless we are to adopt the referendum
as a regular instrument of government, the next general
election wUl be the time to pronounce a verdict on the
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naval policy o( the Cabinet Ai things an, thii policy

cannot be spoken of as a hole-and-corner affair, carried out

without reference to the people's representatives. It is the

final outcome of Imperial Conferences held in London, in

which the Dominion Glovemment took a volantary part.

The situation as regards imperial defence was fully disclosed

to them, and various alternatives were carefully disonssed.

On returning to Ottawa, the Canadian delegates reported to

the Cabinet and to Parliament, and the Navy Law is the

result. One does not need to be a partisan supporter of that

Law to hold that within the practice of the constitution, the

representatives of the people have been consulted, and that

the formula of taxation without representation does not as

yet apply.

At the same time it must be admitted that behind all

current political discussion the Navy Law looms large, and

that it is likely it will hold the field till the next general

election. And behind the Navy Law is what is called the

German peril. Here it does not suffice to say, in words

which I regret to say I once heard a distinguished Canadian

use in addressing one of our Canadian Clubs :
" Germany ?

What is Germany to us ? Why, we could dump Germany
down in one of our big lakes, and you would hardly see a

ripple." That sort of talk does not meet the situation.

Who can say what the future has in store for us ? I am
not one of those who believe that Germany is deliberately

preparing to attack England, that is to say the Empire. But

I say that she is strengthening her position at sea so as to be

able to deal with any situation that may develop. On land

she has within recent years held up both France and Bussia,

not by declaring war, but by pointing to the big stick. And
Canadians must not deceive themselves any more than

Australians. The next great war, if there is to be one, which

Heaven forfend t will place the whole Empire in jeopardy,

not Great Britain alone. It will be what is always referred to,

very significantly, I think, in all the blue-books relating to

the Imperial Conference, as a " war in defence of the

Empire".
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Bo lat Canadiuii pat out o( their heads the Met that what
they are aiked to do i» to " help the old country ". The mue
ii a larger one than that. Our own welfare ii bound up with
the continued exiatence of the British Empire. The existing
situation was accurately described the other day by Mr.
Alfred Lyttelton, in the coarse of a lecture given at Birming-
ham University

:
" So long as this country could maintain

undisputed command of the sea, it was possible to wait in
case of need for the aid of the over-seas dominions, but recent
eventa had shown, what was pointed out by Sir Michael Hicks
Beach in 1904, that this country ought not to be called upon
to attempt to provide /rom its own resources for the naval
defence of the whole Empire, and that in a gnat naval war
there might be no time to call up the ultimate or potential
reserves of men and money from all comers of the earth".
If anything were to happen to the British flag elsewhere, the
Nationalists of Quebec would not need to make good their
generous promise that they will shed their last drop of blood
in defending it on the North A meriean continent. What they
need to learn is that the Empire cannot bo ran on the principle
of limited liability. We are trying to develop in Canada a
truer sense of nationalism than it is possible for any one
section of our people by itself to cultivate. But national con-
sciousness is not everything, unless it be accompanied by the
sense of national responsibility. Our obvious duty at present
as a nation, and our interest too, is not to cherish separate
interests and to go on insisting only on our separate rights.
We must co-operate in all the great interests of the Empire,
the chiefest of which is, of coarse, the preservation of peace.
No one of us is worthy of our imperial heritage if we pereist
in looking to ourselves alone.

Expression has been given by more than one writer and
speaker in recent years to the wish that we may produce in
time a man, or a body of men, who will do for the Empire
what Alexander Hamilton did for the United States, when
after the War of Independence he induced them to sink their
differences and join hands in the effort to work out> common
constitution. Hamilton's latest biograp jr, Mr. BVederick S
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Oliver of London, whom muiy of nn in Oansdft an pmod to

clsim H a triend, cloaei hia (aacinating volame in word* wit i

which I may very fitly conclade my preaent argument :
" The

meaning ot Empire to a free people ia not a itunting and
ovenhadowing growth but a proud and willing Bubordination.

It! aim ia the security of a great inheritance, and while it will

augment the reiouroeB and the power ot every member of the

union, it will aliio touch each leparate atate and private

citizen with a firmer courage and a finer dignity."

If the great problem of imperial unity ia the reconciliation

of the apirit of nationality with the idea of a United Empire,

that ia die line along which we ought to look for a lolution.
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WrPH the pablication of the Minatea o( its Prooeeding»,
tapplemented by the isiue of the Naval and Military Agree-
ments more recently arrived at between the Home Govern-
ment and the Dominions, it ought to he possible for impartial
students of empire politics to gain a clear idea of what has
actually been accomplished by the Sixth Imperial (n/e
Colonial) Conference, held in London from 23 May to 20
June. For such a purpose it is well to stand apart from the
extreme views of party politicians. The " don't talk to me
of empire " school may plume its«lf on its belief that " im-
perialism is dead," but when one finds, on the other hand,
r,:. ultra-imperialiitic Premier like Sir Joseph Ward assuring
th« National Liberal Club that the Couference just concluded
" has done a great deal more than all previous Conferences
put together," one does not feel quite like weeping over an
open grave.

For over twenty-five years we have been engaged in dis-

cussing the organization of the Empire, and it would indeed
be strange if no progress at all could be recorded. The old
ideal was ;:hat there should be as little formal connexion as
possible between her colonies and the motherland, and theo-
rists looked complacently forward to the time when the
former would drop off like ripe fruit from the parent stem.
But the logic of events has been too strong for them. Partly
drawn, no doubt, by the attractions of Jubilees and Corona-
tions, the children have been glad to gather from time to
time round the family hearth, and they were never less
minded than they are to-day to cut the connexion and set up
in business for themselves. They have "got the habit" of

' The " Unitmlty Msgazioe," October, 1911.
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coming together, and of trying to formulate their common
interests as well as to recognize, at the same time, their

joint responsibilities. Some people have been afraid of going

too far in the direction of imperial nnity. On the British

side the perversity of party politics still leads a certain school,

which need not here be defined or designated, to look for

every sign of the process known as "hiving off," in order

that they may tarn round triumphantly and say " I told you
so !

" On the other hand every one knows the strength of

the feeling for autonomy in the Dominions. But if you will

only substitute the phrase " voluntary co-operation " for

"unity" or "concentration," aud make as sparing a use as

possible of the word " imperial," it is astonishing what results

may be obtained in both quarters. There are, of course, some
who will not allow you to speak of " empire " or " imperial

"

matters, unless you are using these words to designate a

hotel or an exhibition. But the fact remains that, whereas

in former days all that the Colonies had to do was to attend

to their own local affairs and behave themselves properly,

they are now of their own accord and free will entering the

sphere of imperial interests—notably those of defence and

foreign policy. The Naval and Military Agreements, just

published as a most important addendum to the Minutes of

the Conference, are the answer to the statement that the

Dominions overseas " refuse to enter into any closer bonds

of formal union, either for military, political, or commercial

purposes" ("The Nation," 17 June, 1911). These epoch-

making contracts help farther to emphasize the fact that,

apart from the change from " Colonial " to " Imperial " Con-

ference, the meetings periodically held in London go forward

now for the discussion of questions of common interest no
longer as between " the Secretary of State for the Colonies

and the Prime Ministers of the self-governing Colonies," bat

as between " His Majesty's Government and His Governments
beyond the Seas".

The most favourable omen that heralded the assembling

of the Conference may be said to have been the non-party

memorial signed by some 300 members of the British Honse
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of Commons, and presented to Mr. Asquith towards the end
of April. The intention of this memorial wds iv 'jtgc that
practical steps should now be taken, possibly ly tho establish

ment of a "representative council of anadr wr.; charaitei,
in touch with public opinion throughout tie .'impi.-e," o
bring the over-seas Dominions into closer contact with the
management of those imperial affairs which are at present
mainly in the care of the Mother Country, though they affect

the Empire as a whole. In the speeches made in support of
the memorial may be found anticipations of proposals made
at the Conference itself, including at the one extreme an
Imperial Council with an executive controlling the affairs of
the Empire and, at the other, a non-elective Commission
which could serve as a link between the quadrennial Con-
ferences, and help to prepare and digest the material to be
submitted for consideration. The importaut point to note is

that it was the expressed wish of this variously composed
delegation to keep matters affecting imperial unity outside
the domain of party politics, and also that its members seem
to have realized the essential difficulty of the whole problem
—how to reconcile any such forward step with the autonomy
of the self-governing Dominions. In undertaking to bring
before the Imperial Conference a petition which he admitted
was " more variously supported than any he could remember
having seen in the course of his career," the British Premier
sagely, reminded the deputation that nothing of a practical

nature could be done without the fullest concurrence and
consent of the over-seas Dominions themselves.

If the 300 British M.P. 's of every sort of political complex-
ion may be said to have anticipated the proceedings of the
Conference, they were themselves anticipated by one of

the Dominion Premiers. Before leaving Sydney, about the
middle of March, Sir Joseph Ward, the Prime Minister of

New Zealand, made a speech—apparently unheralded and
unpremeditated—in which he undertook individually to settle

the whole question of the organization of the Empire. Start-

m: from the need for systematic co-operation for defence, he
proposed to constitute an Imperial Parliament, to which
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Bhonld be committed all questions involving defence, along
with kindred subjects such as foreign policy, foreign treaties,
and international agreements. There was to be an Imperial
House of Bepresentatives, returned upon a basis of popula-
tion, and an Imperial Senate, to which each portion of the
Empire would elect an equal number of members : the result-
ing Parliament to be strictly limited to imperial questions,
and to have the power of determining the contributions re-
quired for defence from each Dominion represented. This
scheme would have the further advantage, he thought, not
only of relieving an already overburdened House of Commons,
but of securing concurrently internal autonomy and Home
Rule for England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales.

How did the Conference, when it assembled, deal with
these and such-like suggestions? Both Lord Salisbury in
1887 and Mr. Chamberlain in 1902 had put the need for co-
operation in defence alongside of the need for an improved
political organization such as wonld enable the Empire to act
together as a unit in foreign affairs, and the desirabilit yof
better commercial relations. But when it came to the sugges-
tion of an Advisory Council, the Colonial Premiers would
give no countenance to a body which would obviously dero-
gate in theory from their position as heads of responsible
governments, and which might be found to be in practice
distinctly embarrassing. The same story was repeated in
1911. For while much was accomplished in the way of co-
operation for imperial defence, the suggestions for improved
methods of political union resulted in practically nothing.

It is obvious from the record that the leading part in re-
jecting the somewhat crude and immature proposals for con-
stitutional changes made at the Conference was taken by the
Canadian Premier, Sir Wilfrid Laurier. His attitude from
first to last has been one of vigilant and vigorous assertion of
Canadian autonomy and ministerial responsibility. In 1897
he joined with others in recording his opinion that "the
present political relations between the United Kingdom and
the self-governing Colonies are generally satisfactory under
the existing condition of things". In 1902 he was the only
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Colonial Premier who refused to accept the principle of in-
creasing the defensive strength of the Empire by contributing
ix> the cost of the British Navy, either in cash or by the
estabUshment of "local naval defences" in consultation with
the Admiralty. Though his scruples seem more recently to
have been somewhat overborne, it is important to recall the
fact that he was not willing that even in time of war the
local naval forces of the Dominion should come under the
general direction of the Admiralty. It is probable that to
Sir Wilfrid Laurier the possibility of war was for a long time
unthinkable. His well-loved native land was—in Sir Wilfrid's
thoughts and imaginings—to enjoy an experience that would
be unique in history, that of growing up beyond the reach
of aggression from any quarter whatever. When we are
summing up the results of the Conference, in the light of
the Naval and Military Agreements already referred to, we
should not omit to note that as recently as last year (29th
Nov., 1910) Sir Wilfrid Laurier declared in Parliament that
" under present circumstances it is not advisable for Canada
to mix in the armaments of the Empire ". His formula of
voluntary co-operation is so much respected in London that
official draughtsmen never fail to include in their documents
such phrases as "should any of the Dominions desire to
assist in the defence of the Empire at a time of real danger ".

Even in the latest Agreements it will be found that the word-
ing is carefully chosen to guard against the possibly un-
warranted assumption that any part of the Empire would
" desire " to take its share in general defence.

With such a record behind him, it must have been obvious
that the Canadian Premier would not be at all likely to fall

in with the views of Sir Joseph Ward. Sir Wilfrid had
gone to the Conference " with very few suggestions to make,"
and in the spirit, no doubt, of one who desired to maintain
the status quo. So when the Premier of New Zealand came
on with his proposals for an Imperial Council of State
advisory to the Imperial Government, Sir Wilfrid would
have none of it. In very trenchant language he pointed out
that "what Sir Joseph Ward proposed was not an advisory
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Coancil, but a legislative body elected by the people of the

United Kingdom and the Dominions beyond the Seas with

power to create expenditure, but no responsibility for pro-

viding the necessary revenue to meet that expenditure.

Such a system was indefensible. The body might say that

five, ten, or twenty million pounds were necessary, so much

for each of the different portions of the Empire, and then the

respective Governments would be dumb agents in carrying

out the decision. They would simply have to provide the

money asked for. Such a proposal he thought was absolutely

impracticable."

The commanding influence wielded by Sir Wilfrid Laurier

at the Conference uiay be estimated from the fact that it was

in deference to objections made by him that a much more

modest proposal put forward by the Home Government was

also withdrawn. In order to bridge over the intervals be-

tween the meetings of the Conference itself, Mr. Harcourt

proposed to so* up a Standing Committee, without either

executive or legislative functions, consisting of the Secretary

of State, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary, the Permanent

Under-Secretary, the High Commissioner or other Eepre-

sentative of the Dominions, and a Representative of

Newfoundland. Sir Wilfrid Laurier, however, stated that

" he would view with serious apprehension the interference

of anybody whatever between the Home Government and

the Governments of the Dominions. He adhered to the

position he took up four years ago, that the relations between

the Dominions and the Mother Country should be carried on

by themselves. The organization of the Colonial oiSce had

given ample satisfaction, and he thought they should leave

matters as they were at present." In spite of support from

some of the other members of the Conference, Mr. Harcourt

intimated that he would not proceed farther with his proposal.

The Conference is therefore left without any Standing

Committee to prepare business in the intervals between its

meetings, and to put things in proper form for discussion.

This is one of the points to which Mr. Lyttelton, a former

Colonial Secretary, referred to in the House of Commons
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when he spoke of certain important proposals as having

been " asphyxiated in an atmosphere of bland inaction ".

Let us hope that the next Conference may not have a

repetition of this year's experience, when in response to a

long-neglected dispatch asking for suggestions for the agenda

paper, our own Dominion Government sent in the end a

reply to the effect that it had nothing of sufficient importance

to put forward but would join in discussing any points raised

by other governments.

The need of a better organization within the Conference

itself is illustrated in the discussion which took place over

the Declaration of London. Members had evidently for-

gotten the resolution passed in 1902, " That, so far as may
be consistent with the confidential negotiations of treaties

with foreign powers, the views of the Colonies affected should

be obtained, in order that they may be in a better position

to give adhesion to such treaties ". Otherwise they might
have shown more surprise when the Canadian Premier stated

his view that " it was a very far-reaching proposition that

the Dominions should be consulted in regard to treaties

negotiated by the Home Government. ... If a Dominion
insisted on being consulted in regard to matters which might

result in war, that would imply the necessity that they

should take part in the war." The English newspaper press

seized on this pronouncement as an indication of the

approaching dissolution of the British Empire ! It was

argued that it is uot open to any of the Dominions to regard

itself as a part oi the Empire merely when it suited its

convenience. " Either it flies the British flag or it does not.

There is no middle course. To make war in common and

peace in common is the ordinr,ry undertaking of any two

Powers which enter into an offensive and defensive alliance.

It mudt be manifest that imperial partnership can have no

stability if based upon a weaker sense of mutual obligation

than that which binds two allied peoples, however remote

their systems and their race." In the general chorus of

disapproval which followed the Canadian Premier's utterance,

statesmen like Lord Selbome, and jurists like Sir Frederick

i '.:
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Pollock took an active part. Befeiring more directly to

South Africa, the former stated the somewhat obvious truth

that " there is only one way in which any part of the British

Empire can make sure of remaining neutral when the British

Empire is at war, and that is by severing its connexion with

the British Empire in time of peace ". In a legal deliverance

on "neutrality," Sir Frederick P Jlock said: "The law of

nations knows nothing of an International unit, whatever its

internal constitution may be, making war and peace in

sections ". In Canada, Mr. B. L. Borden did not fail to

improve the situation. He protested against the idea that

Canadians would " desire to enjoy the prestige and advantage

of the British connexion and the protection of the British

flag antil trouble comes, and then to reserve the right to

remain neutral," and poured ridicule on the suggestion that,

while in peace we should be part of the Empire, in war we
should " find botli honour and safety in a happy neutrality,

which will permit our forces to maintain a glorious inactivity

while our flag is fired upon by armed foes ".

The Canadian Premier had in all probability nothing

more in his mind than the formula of " voluntary cc-opera-

tion," and the need for observing the procedure prescribed

to the Parliament of the Dominion before any overt act of

war is committed. He was simply giving its full interpreta-

tion to the little phrase " should it so desire," which has

been incorporated, as already stated, in all the documents
that govern and regulate the partnership of each of the

Dominions with the Motherland. Messrs. Monk and
Bourassa—and the Province of Quebec generally—would not
have Uked to see that little phrase left out ! An attempt
was made, however, to indicate that South Africa and Can-

ada had common interests in pressing the point, and that

General Botha would be foimd to be in full agreement with
the attitude taken up by Sir Wilfrid Laurier. This turned

out to be a misconception. General Botha is a soldier, and
knows too much. No doubt he fully reahzes the significance

of the words used by Lord Selbome :
" If South Africa lost

command of the sea, either by the destruction of the naval
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power of the Empire or because South Africa had separated
from the Empire, South Africans would no longer have it in
their power to develop their South African nationality as
entirely free men and without external interference ". General
Botha knows that South Africa has no Monroe Doctrine to
help it out at a pinch I It was quite natural therefore that,

in spite of certain articles in the " Volkstem," his friends

should have at once protested against the attribution of any
" neutrality " views to the South African Premier, while he
himself, on his return to London from the Continent, re-

pudiated such views categorically and without any reser-

vation.'

So far as imperial defence is concerned the great advances
made by the recent Conference will best be understood from
a study of the new Naval and Military Agreements. The
tenor of these documents, now that they have been given to
the public, seems fully to justify what Mr. Asquith said to
the Conference, by way of forecast, in his closing speech

:

" Our discussions, conducted also, and necessarily, under the
same veil of confidence in regard to co-operation for naval
and military purposes, have resulted, I think, in a most satis-

factory agreement, which, while it recognizes our common
obligations at the same time acknowledges with equal clear-

ness that these obligations must be performed in the dif-

ferent parts of the empire in accordance with the require-

ments of local opinion and local need and local circumstances ".

Take the naval agreement. Every one knows what the com-
mand of the seas means for our widespread Empire. Hence-
forward in time of war the navy is to be kept for strategic

purposes one and indivisible, and even in time of peace, with
uniformity of discipline, find arrangements for the inter-

change of officers and men, the advantages of unification

will to a great extont be secured. For the sixteenth clause

of the Naval Memorandum runs as follows :
" In time of war,

'"Qeneral Botha does not agree with the 'YolkBtom' artiole. and oon-
ideie that for Sonth Africa or any other Dominion to be neutral, while the
Mother Qoontry is at war, la an ImposslbUity. There can b« no qoeation of
optional i»nti»U»y."—B«(«r'« Agtncy.
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when the naval ucvice of a Dominion, or any part thereof,

has been put at the diaposal of the Imperial Government by
the Dominion aathoritiee, the ahips will form an integral

part of the British Fleet, and will remain under the control

of the British Admiralty daring the continuance of war ".

Under snch conditions, the old theory of local defence will,

with the consent of the Dominions, be abandoned, and we
hall hear no more of the " iniquity " of proposing that Cana-
dian battleships shall go away across the ocean,—never per-

haps to be seen again

!

The next thing is to get the battleships. The change
which has been brought about is probably due to the infor-

mation given to the Colonial Premiers in the joint sittings

with the Imperial Defence Committee. What was put before

them must naturally be only a matter of speculation, but the

renewal of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, announced shortly

after the Conference adjourned, is a step which the Home
Qovemment is not likely to have taken without first secur-

ing the appreciative assent of the Dominions. Probably
a great deal more was pnt forward that would help to show
the essential inter-connexion of foreign policy and defence.

And no doabt the spirit which animated the deliberations

held at these joint-sessions, with the assistance and advice of

the expert members of the Committee of Imperial Defence,
was that which the Prime Minister of England described in

the speech with which he prefaced the proceedings of the
Conference :

" Everywhere and throughout, the object is not
aggression, but the maintenance of peace, and the insurance
against loss and destruction of the vast social and material
interests of which we are the trustees. It is in the highest
degree desirable that we should take advantage of your
presence here to take stock together of the possible risks and
dangers to which we are or may be in common exposed ; and
to weigh carefully the adequacy, and the reciprocal adaptive-
ness, of the contributions we are respectively making to pro-

vide against them."

As to commercial relations, it will not be expected

—

especially in view of the great Beciprocity issue now before
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the oonntry in tho Dominion eleotiora—that in the pages oJ
this magazine more than a passing allusion shouM be made
to the action of the Canadian Premier in securing from the
Conference a resolution drafted with the objeci of enabling
any of the Dominions which may so desire to withdraw from
the operation of a (commercii!) treaty without impairing the
treaty for the rest of the Empire. Though no previous notice
seems to have been given of this motion, it obtained a very
general assent, and was accepted by the Home Government
as inevitable, in all the circumstances. Whether it will make
for "closer union," as Sir Wilfrid Laurier argued, or for

disintegration, remains to be seen. In another resolution,

equally unexpected, but probably the result of conference
with the Home Government, Sir Wilfrid Laurier asked for,

and obtained, the appointment of a Commission which is to

visit all the Dominions and to collect all possible information
that may be of use in stimulating and developing trade co-

operation. It is expressly stipulated, however—and the
point was much insisted on by the Secretary of State—that
it is not to be in the power of this Commission to make re-

commendations as to the 6scal policy of the Dominions or of

the Mother Country. In regard to such policy the United
Kingdom and the several Dominions are, and ,aust remain,
as Mr. Asquith said, " each master in its own house, and
every self-governing State in the Empire must pursue such a
fiscal policy as in the opinion of the majority of its citizens

is for the time being best suited to the requirements and
conditions of their own country ".

Aside from these grave issues, it is almost superfluous to

chronicle the fact that the Sixth Imperial Conference, in the
course of its sessions, occupied itself with the discussion of

other matters of " common interest " to the Governments
concerned. Among these may be mentioned the Imperial
Court of Appeal, naturalization, emigration, improvement of

cable, wireless, and steamship communication, labour ex-

changes, Indian immigration, uniformity in the laws relating

to trade-marks, and patents, copyrights, etc. These and
such-like subjects were found to be admirably suited for dis-
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oauion on the buis of the oo-operative principle. And
effective action u to some of them ia likely to be taken at

once—as, for example, the matter of jadicial appeala, where
the changes about to be introdaced are largely the reaalt of

Lord Haldane's broad atateamanahip and wide judicial ex-

perience. Bnt in importance none of these iaanes can com-
pare with imperial defence and foreign relations. Within a
few weeks of the adjonmment of the Conference we had the
spectacle of a European continental power " trying it on " to

see how far it would be allowed to go. And ao far as we can
forecast the future, the aame thing ia likely to happen again.

On thia occaaion conaiderable effect waa produced in the
various Chancelleries by the firm utterances of the English
Prime Minister, backed as he was not only by the Leader of

the Opposition but also by a repreeoiitative of the Labour
Party. Perhaps the day may con.a "'idn the Colonial Pre-
miers too, speaking for the great democracies they represent,

will have the opportunity of ranging themselves alongside of

the officers of the Home Oovernment at auch a time of stress.

Then would the British Empire speak with one voice, and the
peace of the world would be secure. Meanwhile, instead of

shouting that " imperialism is dead," let us rejoice that the

Conference held this summer was able to do so much to

strengthen the relations between the Dominions and the
Mother Country, and in Mr. Asquith's words to " make the

Empire in all its activities, and throughout all its parts a
more complete and effective instrument for the furtherance

of our corporate unity and strength ". We have now had
twenty-five years of discussion : in the next twenty-five we
may again have to realize the mea- ing of the ancient motto,
" United we stand, divided we fall ".
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Wheh I inyented the title of thi. ^ire,, I wa. quite pleased

V ; T^^"^ ^"""^ '""' "'°"«''« 'here wa, a timewhen It would have seemed possible to keep the subject out-
side the sphere of party politics. That is more difficult now
Personally, I am much moi« interested in the imperial pro^blem than in any party issue. And if what I have to savseems to reflect on one of the two great parties in the statemy audience must be asked to believe that I shall feel myself
quite free to deal with the other with equal frankness if oc-
casion should ansa I make no secret of my regret for the
untoward turn which events have recently taken. I had
thought It would be possible to reconcile the policy of the
Government m regard to a temporary gift with the main
features of the Launer Act, when the time should come to
enter on procedure involving a permanent policy for the Do-mmion m regard to naval affairs. But now the proposed gift
has been robbed of all its gracioosness. The person I am
"m !^"^u

""^ " ""' P°°' Englishman, who is more be-
wildered than ever as to what Canada reaUy means. He is

Zm °?i^
"" Ti"*^ ""'' °' "»? ""^ "'^^e whether itwould not be possible for Canada to do something as a united

I'^i'^' AiT '"'"' ' '^ ^^ '*"»' ''"^ Englishman had
swallowed the phrase used at the Imperial Conference of 1911which reappears in all the Blue Books on the subject : " Shouldany of the Dommions desire to assist in the defence of theEmp«e at a time of real danger ". That, we told him, wasan indispensable concession to omr " autonomy, "-ahnost as
blessed a word as "Mesopotamia" was to the pio,^ old

" a1^, «Jr
**""* '""' *• '^*'" """'' «""*• "^ o-""».
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womkn. I p to thkt time he h»d mwg>°<<l ^^*^ ^^' Smpi"
would be well worth fi(;hting (or, bat now he ii told in to

m»ny words that the Dominion! muet be allowed to take

their deciaion at each aucceedrng criiii, never beforehand.

Now, ii there anyone in Canada who really and in hia

heart believea that the timely gift which Mr. Borden'a gorem-

ment proposes has any principle underlying it that offers a

menace to Canadian self-goTemment ? Is it not obvious that

the idea of " danger to our autonomy " is one that has been

suggested by the exigencies of political partizanship V It is

not BO long ago, is it, since a great Canadian statesman said

to England " Call us to your councils "
: and is it possible

that this is the same statesman who has lately been crying

out " We don't want to be consulted, for that would imply

responsibility " ? Surely it won't do just to go on singing

"God Save the King," and make eloquent perorations in

after-dinner speeches, while leaving the main burden of re-

sponsibility in difficult matters to the " chief partner of the

family". As for " Bule, Britannia," that is a categorical

imperative that we Canadians have no right to utter!

Nor will it do for party politicians to try to make out that

Britain will take our ships or onr money, and give us

nothing in return. That argument was disposed of in

advance by Mr. Asqnith's speech in the House of Commons

last July, and by the arrangements for the Imperial Com-

mittee of Defence. Moreover the ships are not to be given

outright, but are subject to recall and can be made return-

able, if desired, in the shape of smaller vessels more adapted

when the time comes to the purposes, say, of a fleet unit

on the Paci6o coast. The time, however, for that is not

yet. When the peril in the North Sea has been dispelled

by the exhibition of unchallengeable superiority, and by

the moral effect which the co-operation of the Dominions

will secure, it will be soon enough to think of the Pacific

coast. Meanwhile a great responsibility is taken by those

who flout the recommendations of the British Admiralty.

It is recorded that one of our politicians at Ottawa read ex-

tracts from the American Declaration of Independence on the
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rapeatad the Ten Comin»ndmenta,-which, by the way per-
fennd ontor once referred to in my he«ing at a DnimHity
gathering in the United BUte., along with the Declaration
of Independence and the Sermon on the Mount, aa the three
fDDdamental docnmenta in hnman history I

One point gained i. that both political parties are nowcommuted to domg something. The Nationalist, of Quebec
alono remam, along with those who keep saying that Canada
owes nothmg to England. Fortunately these last do not
seem to be very numerous. There would be a certain obvious
want of magnanimity if many Canadians were to join in the
cry that nothmg the old country ever does is right And
the British Foreign Office, whose masterly control of affairs
under Sir Edward Grey is winning the admiration of the
world hardly needs to be exhorted and moralized by » group
of little Canadians," as happened recently in Toronto

It IS not the case that our political association with the
United Kingdom is a danger to the Dominion. Canadians
ought to have sufficient insight to see, and enough generosity
to acknowledge, as in fact they mostly do, that this is the
very opposite of the truth. And the phmse which is so
often used in the Blue Books. "A war in defence of the
Empire, should remind them that in any emergency thatmay overtake us it is not " to help the old country" that
they are summoned, but, as I have often said, to show
whether they want to remain part of a going concern. Wemay find a certain ground of conHdence and security-mav
wcnot?-in the obvious fact that of all the world-powen
Britain is conspicuously the one which does not want anv-
thing from anybody. Canada is not likely to be embroiled
by any lU-considered policy of imperial aggrandizement

I have thought it frank to say just so much by way ofm reduction to the address I am about to give. My own
be lef about Canada is, as I have often said before, that her
national growth is largely dependent on imperial security

Now let us go back to the words that form the subject ofmy address, '• Dominion and Empire ". The problem is how
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to combine local {leedom with imperial anity. Ib there any-

thing leally ineconoilable between the two, or any Bane

theory of what is called imperialism? Depend upon it, if we

want to, we shall find a way. If the question is only one of

method, there will of course be ample room for discussion,

and even for difference of opinion. But the aspiration for

unity must be there to begin with. And we must get out of

our heads the notion that imperialism necessarily means

militarism, and entanglements, and a permanent condition

of what has been stigmatized as "British overlordship

and colonial inferiority ".

Our Dominion is rightly regarded as the keystone of the

imperial arch. It is needless to rehearse all the evidence of

her great and growing material prosperity. We own a vast

territory in which there has literally been given to us

" dominion from sea to sea ". We have immense resources,

with an unexplored area more than ten times that of the

United Kingdom. It is more important for us to give heed

to the reproach that was lately made against us by

Mr. Harold Begbie : the training and culture of our people

need more and more attention, and the development of

their moral spirit and tone and fibre. And some of us need

to cherish broader views of our relations with the rest of the

Empire. Canada holds the strategic position of the future

between the Atlantic and the Pacific, vrith great highways to

the ends of the earth. A mighty future lies before us. As

Lord Grey said at the Guildhall, when they gave him the

freedom of London on his return to England: "Canadians

are not only conscious that it is in their power, they are also

determined to fulfil the inspiring r61e of their splendid des-

tiny "
: and again, " The day is approaching when Canadians

will be ready, as selt-goTeming subjects of the Crown, to

assume the full status of partners in the responsibilities and

obligations as well as in the privileges of Empire ". The pro-

blem still remains, however, and cannot too soon be under-

taken of " how to combine the unimpaired enjoyment of

autonomous rights by each self-governing portion of the

Empire in its own local affitirs with the duty of sharing the
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bnrdens and the privilege of taking part in the deliberation of
matters common to the whole ".

Who gave us the comitry as a free gift—no doubt alter
learning the bitter lesson taught to her in the American
BeTolution ? And not only so, but it is not too much to say
that the necessary condition of the success we have had
in building up the Dominion has been the "moral and prac-
tical support given us by the imperial connexion ". The
sheltering arm of Great Britain has been ever around and
about us while we were moulding into an organic whole the
various scattered communities that now make up our
Canadian nationality, binding distant territories by a great
transcontinental railway system, developing water transporta-
tion along the Great Lakes, fostering immigration, founding
industries and manufactures, in the face of geographical
difficulties, and on lines that seemed to lay themselves out
to oppose the natural channels of trade. Yet for all that, we
sometimes hear a certain type of politician saying that " we
owe nothing to England "

I

Fortunately the heart of our Canadian people is sound
at the core, though we have our work before us in assimilating
the somewhat heterogeneous elements that are finding their
way to our shores. It would be a crime to indoctrinate
them with the idea that the imperial connexion means jingoism
and the beating of the big drum. Malevolent critics teU us
that our empire is something on which we have stumbled by
accident, and that if there has been any settled design or
policy about it at all it has merely been the selfish wish to
extend trade relations. And now that these have been sue
cessfully established, they go on to say, the next stage of the
game is for the mother-country to demand naval and military
aid from her over-seas possessions. Surely that is not the
spint that will help us to remember that we are all parts of
one whole. Just look at the other side of the picture. Think
of the responsibilities and the opportunities of an empire
comprising upwards of four hundred millions of human beings
divided by every degree of race, colour, language, religion,
and stage of civilization. There should be no temptation to

;;U
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jingoiBm here—to shonting and flag-waving. Bather the

tbonght inclines one, as Lord Milner said, to " go into a cor-

ner to pray ". What chaos would resnlt from the destmction of

our imperial fabric I It would be nothing short of a world-wide

convulsion, and one that would rob us of many precious

privileges and opportunities, such as the task of training

up towards self-government millions of the more backward

races at present entrusted to our rule.

Set against these reflections the utterances of some little

Canadians who seem to me to have a positive ill-will at the

very thought of the British Empire. According to them it

simply does not exist, and it it does Canada is no part of it

in reality. I think they would even like to take the map,

and pamt all the constituent countries of the Empire in

different colours, just to show they really do not belong to-

gether. To them the very word " Empire " necessarily im-

plies domination on the one hand and subordination on the

other, and they would accordingly restrict its use to the

" aggregate of subject territories " ruled by the Colonial Office.

In their eyes nothing that has ever been done for the Empire

has been rightly done, and things are always going from bad

to worse. The Boer war, the Japanese treaty, our dealings

with Germany—all these are glaring examples of British

bungling, and Canada's only safety lies in keeping out of the

mess.

It is a curious anomaly that these same theorists are often

heard to speak ghbly of what they love to call the " golden

link of the Crown ". And yet in the same breath they will

boggle at the use of the word " subject " instead of " citizen ".

Are not all citizens subjects ? Even in the Oreat Republic

they are " subject " to their constitution. And when the

Crown appears in Canada in the shape of a Boyal Governor,

these critics suspend their judgment : at least some of them

do, others speak out at once the thought that is in them.

Their declared ideal for the future of the Empire is that of

a group of " Associated Kingdoms " under the sovereignty of

the Crown—so long as the Crown vrill undertake to remain

overseas in England! This is the system by which they
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hope to remedy the " defects of the existing colonial status,"
which is said to " deter the growth of true Canadian patriot-
ism and encourage a servile Colonial loyalty that can never
be consistent with colonial self-respect ".

But is the golden link of the Crown likely to be binding
enough in all coming time? It sometimes looks as though
the advocates of this plan would not mind in the least if it

should snap some day : then they would have the real inde-
pendence which even now might seem to be their goal. The
scheme of subjection to the Crown while independent of any
Imperial Parliament reminds one of what Goldwin Smith
said of Samuel Adams, and his attitude in the stiuggle for
American independence

:
" his Puritan conscience must have

felt a twinge when, in the very time at which he had devoted
himself body and soul to breaking the link that bound America
to England, he was coining for this and that body phrases
full of reverence for the King and rejecting the thought of
independence ". To quote to us England and Scotland before
the Union, or England and Hanover when these two countries
were united under one Crown, is, as it seems to me, to read
history backwards. Lord Milner puts an appropriate question
in this connexion when he asks " whether it would be a de-
sirable result that the United Kingdom and Canada should,
while remaining subject to one King, become in all other
respects separate countries pursuing independent and perhaps
jarring policies, represented by different Ambassadors work-
ing independently of one another, and possibly against one
another; countries which in any international complication
might or might not find themselves on opposite sides, which
in the extreme case of war might or might not stand to-
gether " ? In the face of world-conditions as we see them
to-day it is vain to imagine that the King's head on our post-
age stamps, and the presence of a Gtovemor-Qeneral, would be
a sufficient recognition of common interests.

Then there is Mr. Bourassa, of whom I desire to speak
with the utmost respect, but about whom I cherish the hope,
inspired by his own explicit undertaking, that when he comes
to recognize that the verdict of the Canadian people is against

ii;
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him he will cease from tronbling. He is quite right, of

ooune, to remind as that the insular traditions of the English

people cannot be allowed to govern the complex problem now

in front of us. But he is wrong, as it seems to me, when he

preaches the doctrine that the French-Canadian owes no duty

to the British Empire. That is a topic to which I shall re-

vert when I come to speak of the urgency of imperial de-

fence : meanwhile let me repeat the words of Prof. Cappon,

referring to the French-Canadian in general : "It is even

possible that when he comes to recognize the fact that only

in a widespread imperial system is there any assured future

for local traditions and detached racial fragments, he will

support it with enthusiasm. Continent^ism, as it is called,

tends inevitably to a different and opposed ideal, that of

miiformity, homogeneity, and centralization."

The Nationalist ideal contains, of course, some elements

of which account must be taken. There can be no doubt that

the Nationalist leaders have helped to make it clear that

imperial unity is as likely to take the form of alliance as of

federation. It "cannot be inspired," says Mr. Cahan, "by

the idea of a common nationality : it cannot consist of an

organic political federation of different nationalities, or of

widely scattered stai«s: it must, in fact, resemble more

closely an alliance of independent nationalities for the joint

direction and protection of their collective interests : the

objects and organization of such an alliance must be such as

to satisfy nationalities jealous of their present political

autonomy and independence in the administration of their

internal affairs ".

But the best way of securing a solid basis for such a system

will be frankly to recognize the fact that nations which form

alliances—even non-permanent alliances between two foreign

countries—voluntarily agree to limit and circumscribe their

separate and individual freedom in respect of the matters

that are made the subject of contract.* Even in the busi-

1 •• As to 11m Mnoant ot ooiio«a8ion with mpeot to foreign ftnd eztwiud altain,

UTMlgcmentl regarding *jnperial defence or tarifli which the imperial ejritem

might imply, I do not lee that theae involTB more inirender ot fnedom of action
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ness world, as I have pointed out elsewhere, partners are

not so free and unhampered as are individuals. It is neces-

sary to insist on this point for the reason that we Canadians
are not bad bargainers, and in matters like the present

those whose voices are raised most londly seem very anxious,

if I may say so, to make the best of both worlds,—the best

of our remote geographical situation on the one hand, and
of our connexion with the mother-land on the other. Enough
has been said to show that a Canada outside the Empire
would have her work cut out for her. When she began
to exercise a detached diplotji<u:y, she would find things

very different from what they are at present. Certainly

the terms of any new arrangement will have to be very

carefully scrutinized ; but can it be doubted that if they are

drawn so as to secure joint alliance and co-operation against

foreign aggression on the one hand, and on the other so as

to facilitate the solution of inter-imperial problems, and the

utilization of the incomparable forces which we have at com-
mand for the advancement of the peac^e, prosperity, and pro-

gress of mankind,—can it be doubted, I ask, that it the right

spirit is within the organization, the mechanism will work
of itself?

I am one of those who incline to think that Canada has
lul now not been unduly forward, to say the least of it, in

this importmit matter of inter-imperial adjustment The
attitude taken by the Lanrier administration at successive

Imperial Conferences is too well-known to call for anything
beyond a mere reference. The cry of "Call us to your
councils," was practically accompanied by the statement that
" If you do, we may not want to go : we are happy as we
are, and are quite content to leave the main burden of re-

sponsibility in difficult matters to the chief partner of the
family '.

This attitude on the part of Canada has been to a great

extent acquiesced in, and even reciprocated by the present

British Qovemment, and Mr. Asquith's statement at the last

thin U implied in an; tlUipMs or tuia amngementB shioh >U nations in the
condition of the world find it neoesMrf to make " (Prof. Cappon).
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Conference that the responsibility of his Cabinet for foreign

relations cannot be shared by others, was seized upon fur a

time as patting an end to all hopes of improved inter-imperial

relations. Bat what else could one rightly expect under ex-

isting conditions ? To me the most significant evidence of

the attitude of the Dominions, accepted by the British

authorities, is the introduction of the words "should it so

desire " into several documents that have recently emerged

from the deliberations of more than one Imperial Conference

—

" should the Dominions desire to assist in the defence of the

Empire in a real emergency ". Voluntary co-operation is, of

course, to be the note of the future, and no one has suggested

that there has been, up till now, any legal or constitutional

obligation on the part of the Dominipns. But as Prof.

Leacock has said you will want to have something better in

the future than " a so-called Canadian navy loanable at will

by the Cabinet and Parliament of Canada, on exactly the some

terms as those on which the Brazilian navy might be put at

the service of the British Government". As to the sugges-

tion of neutrality, or at least the possibihty of refusal to co-

operate in a really big war, that involved the disruption of

the imperial tie, and had a good deal, in my judgment, to do

with the result of the Canadian elections lost September.

It is not settled yet that our Empire is fated to go the

way of all those that have preceded it in history, i^^yria,

Babylon, Egypt, Greece, Bome, all have had their day and

ceased to be. Is it not interesting to reflect, in view of ex-

isting conditions among the nations, that the stoiy of the

world can be told in terms of sea-power ? The ./Ggean, the

Mediterranean, the North Sea, the Atlantic, each of these

connects with a cycle of events. In the future the Pacific

will have its turn. Australia has a population of only

4,500,000, though it is practically as large as Canada and

larger than the United States. Within a week's sail of that

island-continent are 400,000,000 of Chinese. Japan has 300

men to every 640 acres, whereas Australia can only number

one man and a half I Canada one man and a five-sixth. In

the great awakening of the East, let these peoples lift np their
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eyes and see that there are these rich and fertile territories,

unprotected from aggression ; what will the seqnel be ? The
oice of Britain has been powerfnl in the world till now be-

cause of her Navy. Unfortunately, it is jiut in the Pacific

that her sea-power is at the present moment a more or less

negligible quantity. It may be part of Canada's mission in

the coming time, in concert with other Dominions, to assume

responsibihty for one unit of an Imperial Pacific Fleet, and

by so doing she would effectively remind Oriental and other

nations of the existence of the " United States of the British

Empire".

It is this urgent question of imperial defence that has

brought to the front the problem of such a political recon-

struction as shall enable the " new nations within the Empire
"

to go forward hand-in-hand with the Motherland for the at-

tainment of common aims. If the Empire is to take a fresh

departure, and to endure as a political organism, we must ad-

dress ourselves to the need for a constructive policy. The
British instinct for political organization has stood us in good

stead, in spite of some blundering in the past ; and it is not

going to fail us now. Some method must be found for giv-

ing outward expression to the underlying unity of interest

and sentiment. The naval issue is the touchstone by which

our spirit is to be tested. We have been harping long

enough on our separate rights, our autonomy, and our prac-

tical independence, while at the same time we have plumed
and prided ourselves overmuch on the privileges of Empire.

It is time now to take more thought than we have done of

the corresponding obligations and responsibilities.

Theie should be little difficulty in accepting the funda-

mental principles on which at a lecture given before the Boyal

Colonial Institute (14 November, 1911) Dr. Parkin said that

onr democratic imperialism is founded—principles for which

in my judgment the support of every patriotic British sub-

ject may fairly be claimed. They can be outlined, he said, in

a few sentences ;

—

"What were the fundamental principles on which our

democracy and, he believed, true imperialism were founded ?

rv!
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They were these : (1) That the pemiuient and effective

union of the varioai British communities scattered through-

out the world was a vital necessity to the highest ultimate

welfare o( each and all, and should therefore be the first aim

of all national statesmanship ; (2) that each self-governing

community should be permitted free development in regard to

all matters which concerned itself alo. e, while providing for

united action in matters of common interest; (3) that the

heavy burden of protecting the commerce of the whole

Empire, hitherto borne entirely by the United Kingdom,

should gradually be shared by the Dominions and Colonies,

and tb<>t each should provide at least adequate means of de-

fence tor its own part of the national system ; and (4) that

some means should be devised by which all units of the Em-
pire contributing should have in the council of the nation and

the control of the expenditure such a proportionate voice as

would justify the contribution under the recognized principles

of representative Government."

It is this matter of defence mentioned in the third

section of what has just been quoted, that I want to say a

word or two about before I dose. There are those who take

the view that the best way of serving the Empire is to look

after ourselves. They affect to believe that the coast defences

of Canada are of more importance than a naval victory on

the high seas, forgetting all the lessons of history, and how

it was at the mouth of the Nile and in Trafalgar Bay that

England was saved from invasion—jast as in time to come

Canada may owe her security to a victory in the North Sea

or off the coast of Australia. It is in this spirit that Mr.

Bourassa tries to make the most of the Memorandum of

1896 which contains these words (Par. 19) :
" The develop-

ment of their own vast territories in time of peace, and the

effective protection of them in time of war, is undoubtedly

the best contribution the colonies can offer to imperial de-

fence ". Founding on this he puts the question triumphantly

in 1912 :
" Can there be a more explicit acknowledgment of

the principle invariably propounded by the Nationalists, to

the great scandal of imperialist doctrinaires and hypocritical
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politiciuiB, that the primary duty of the ooloniei ii to look

after their own defence?" All went well with ni, Mr.
Bonraasa holds, ao long ai we acted on that principle—op to,

in fact, what he oalli the "nefariona daya of the South

African War". And ao it was that in the Dmmmond-
Athabaaka election he and hia fiienda put it on record that

they considered " aa contrary to the principle of Canadian

autonomy and to the real unity of the Empire any policy

tending to impose upon Canada, that has no voice in the

government of the Empire, any ahare in the external reapon-

aibilitiea or in the military defence of the Empire, oataide of

Canadian territory, the only portion of the Empire upon
which the Canadian people may exerciae any political or con-

atitutional action ".

But let us set against the statement made in general terma

as far back as 1896 the much more weighty delivriance

uttered by the Britiah Admiralty, in the face of conditiona of

actual and concrete difficulty, at the Imperial Conference of

1909. " If the problem of imperial defence were considered

merely as a problem of naval atrategy, it would be found that

the greateat output of strength for a given expenditure is

obtained by the maintenance of a single navy with the con-

comitant unity of training and unity of command. In further-

ance, then, of the simple strategical ideal, the maximum of

power would be gained, it all parta of the Empire contributed,

according to their needs and reaourcea, to the maintenance of

the Britiah Navy."

I know too well the extent of prejudice which may easily

be excited against the mere suggestion of such a "contiibu-

tion " on the part of Canada. But there may be reasons why
the Borden administration has done well to go back, pro-

viaionally at leaat and for a limited period, to that auggestion.

It may look like " tribute," and " taxation without representa-

tion," and other bogeya and bugbears which have till now
kept us from doing anything at all, to speak of, in the way of

recognizing our unquestioned responsibilities. But there is

nothing that would have so strong a moral effect as this in

quarters that may be threatening mischief to the fabric of our

S
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Empiie. I am not inseniibla o( th« kdTtntogei that would

aocrae from the polioy of a Canadian-built navy. But lo far

as we have had any opportunity of judging thii woald take

time, and time is an essential element in the proposition now
before us. It may well be that there is at least one foreign

power that would hear with satisfaction that in these days of

ruthless and regrettable competition Britain was to have no

material assistance from her over-seas dominions. On the

other hand, there is the obvious fact that if with such assist-

ance Britain and the Empire at large can be enabled to

weather any storm that may be brewing, our future is secure.

After we have weathered such a storm, we shall be able in

comparative security to take up the policy pf fleet-units, should

they be required, for each of the several Dominions or for more

than one conjointly. And in the interval the ships built with

our money could be understood to belong to as, and to be re-

payable after a certain term of years, either in money or in

kind, to the contributing Dominion, less depreciation I

It is a favourite method with those who are out-and-out

opponents of such a policy to make out that the so-called

" Oerman scare '' is groundless,—a panic, in fact, " manufactured

for party purposes," and altogether unworthy of the people

which has so long enjoyed the unchallenged and unchallenge-

able dominion of the seas. That is not how the matter

presents itself to careful students of world-conditions at the

present moment. Only a short time ago Mr. Bourassa gave

it as his opinion that by the attention she was giving to the

" groundless " Oerman peril, Britain was " making herself

ridiculous in the eyes of the world ". I have a great respect

for Germany, and freely concede that ' uch of her soreness

against England may be due to the f>... that on the other

side of the North Sea they have shown an inadequate ap-

preciation of all the wonderful progress Germany has made
in the last forty or fifty years. But Oerman ways are not as

our ways, and it may be doubted wnether if the offer had

been frankly made Britain would have done well to stand in

with Oermany and agree to rule the rest of the world between

them. As things are to-day it must be obvious from the
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eooTM of recent eventt, and (rom certain documentf published

with Oeiman unction, that Oeimuiy ia bent on a definite

effort to neure lor benelf the leadership and the headship o(

the nations.' It is all very well to boast that you have kept

the peace ; bat what if it can be proved that yon have known
how to get all you wanted by merely rattling your sabre?

Germany has in recent years " held up " both France and
Bassia, the former in 1006, in connexion 'with matters that

issued in the Algeciras Conference, the latter in 1909, in order

to effect a settlement of the difficulties in the Balkans. And
even when we were asking whose turn it would be next

came the Morocco imbroglio.

It is a fact of history now that nothing but British inter-

vention—quiet and restrained, but none the less effective

—

prevented Qermany from imposing ber will on France. In

the words of a well-kr.own publicist it reduced ber striking

efficiency by about 60 per cent. But Britain will have to

pay the penalty. Her traditional policy of having an ally on

the Continent, chosen from the states that are in danger of

falling under the heel of a stronger rival, is gall and worm-
wood to Germany. And so it would appear that—perhaps

after strengthening her army to a point that ^^ould make
French resistance futile—Germany will increase her naval

efficiency to an extent that will justify her in seeking to

oppose Great Britain. It is highly significant that the

Liberal Government now in power in London some years

ago formally notified the world that if Germany persisted in

her intention of increasing her Navy Programme, Britain

would feel compelled to build two keels to one. Otherwise

she offered to take a rest from shipbuilding for a year, if

Germany would do the same. And in the interest of peace

she was willing—though to her the fleet is everything—to

let the Two-Power Standard go, and be content with a

margin of 60 per cent superiority over the next strongest

European maritime nation. This ODght to have put ber

right in the eyes of our little Canadians, one of whom was

> The lerriblfl dnma which iB now (Angnit, 1914) bflginning to ODfold itlelf

ia Eonpe lonni a itrlkloc jiutifleation ot ihe above atatemeiit

m
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good enough to tall me onoa Ihftt he ooneideced the Two-
Power Standud m nothing but an impartinenoe in the

altered condition of the world to-d»y.

Do we on thii tide of the Atlantic folly appreciate what
all thii meant? We are apt to regard and to speak of the

British Navy ti all-powerful and inTincible, juit a« in my
boyhood we were taught to believe that one Britisher could

easily dispose of three Frenchmen. And some of us are

mean enough, as it seems to me, to say that if it is not, its

relative strength as compared with possible opponents is no

affair of ours. Thus Mr. Cahan :
" Any weakening (of

England's navy) would be fatal to Great Britain, though it

might not necessarily prove fatal to colonies which are pro-

tected by adequate coast defences. ... If every British

Colony should separate from the Emt>ire, England would

need not one man, nor one gnn, not one ship less." And
Mr. Ewart, who says he is one of the " No-navy mon,"

quotes with apparent approval the view that "in British

wars—wars in which Canada will have no direct interest . . .

the obligation to protect the trade routes would rest upon

the United Kingdom ; and that whether or not that obliga-

tion is acknowledged, her necessities would compel her to

protect wheat ships, whether they sailed from Canada or

Argentina
!

" The argument seems to me as contemptible

a* that other argument, viz. that Canada should rely on

the Monroe Doctrine and the protection of the United States

for defence against any foreign aggression. Is this all the

return we have to make for all the privileges and advantages

of our imperial connexion, commercial, 6nancial, administra-

live, and diplomatic, together with the protection of the

British flag?

The attitude of Mr. Borden's cabinet, which is shortly to

be discussed in the Senate, gives promise of better things

than we have been accustomed to of late. We have been

made to say to England, " If you want our aid call us to your

councils," though I fancy there are still some little Cana-

dians who would not want to go if they were called. And
as Professor Leacock puts it, in dealing with the argument
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U»t we oaDDot tct oiitil we get repreMntation, "People
with 150 yun of back-tuei •till to pay need not talk of

taxation without repreaentation ". In reeponae to onr mei-

•age England is undentood to lay, " If yon wish to enter

oar conncils give na yoar aid ". 80 there the puzzle stands.

It is Mr. Boaraasa's opportunity. " If Canada contributed

in any form whatsoever to the general defence of the Empire,
what aathority will she exert on the Government of the

Empire, on ita foreign policy, and in the general control of

its fleet and army?" Why even in England theae thinga

are not controlled by the man in the atreet. But it is none
the less a fact, as stated so grandiloquently by Mr. Bourassa,

that in the Parliament of the United Kingdom, as at present

conatitnted, " the people of Canada, although they will have
lent or given their sailora, ahipt, and cannona or their money
contributiona, in order to increase the naval forces of the

Empire, shall not count one single repreaentative, they ahall

be debarred from expresaing in any manner, ahape, or form,

their approval or their condemnation of the war in which
they will have shared, of the policy through which that war
will have been prepared and aubsequently settled "

I

But still there is hope. For Mr. Bourassa aolemnly

undertakes that if the statesmen and people of Great Britain

will unite to show him how they propose to divide the exer-

cise of imperial authority as well as the burden of imperial

defence, how India and the Crown Colonies and protect-

orates are to be dealt with in the joint-partnership, how our
" untouched autonomy " is to be preserved on any scheme of

imperial unity, he will get all Canadians—to do what?
Why, to "give an attentive hearing to all arguments that

may be brought forward, whether in support of or in opposi-

tion to those magnificent projects "
I (" Imperial Problems,"

March, 1912).

Truly a splendid offer, especially at such a time of per-

plexity as the present : and one I am iiure to the consideration

of which any potentially hostile power like Germany would
like us to devote all our energies for an indefinite period I

Certainly do not let us, as Mr. Bourassa says, " rush head-
10
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long into a policy of participation in the general naval

defence of the Empire," bat do not on the other hand let

UB believe him when he says that till now England has

wished to reserve this as her own task, " to be performed

nnder the exclusive responsibility and undivided control of

her own gcvemment ". Why, the most important feature of

the Imperial Conference of 191^. was the secret session in

which the British Foreign Secretary is nnderstood to have
onfolded to the Dominion Ministers the whole poUcy of the

British Government in regard to the nrgent matter of im-
perial defence. I hope there is nothing in the rules to

prevent Sir Wilfred Lanrier handing on to his successor iu

office the knowledge which he thus obtained under seal of

confidence. Perhaps Mr. Borden will be able to make a
better use of it If on the other hand tl;ie late Government
still keeps these diplomatic secrets locked up within its

breast, the sooner we have another Imperial Conference the

better for all concerned

!

It is of coarse a serious proposition to draw up a new
constitution for the British Empire, and it often seems to me
that it is precisely those politicians who do not want one, or

who would welcome the failure of any effort to get one, be-

cause failure would lead to the independence they seem to

have at heart,—it is just these persons, I repeat, who make
so much of the alleged "obvious unwillingness of the

Ghivemment of the United Kingdom to admit the Qovera-

ments of the Dominions beyond the seas to share in the

responsibility of advising the Sovereign in matters of ex-

ternal policy, including the negotiation of political treaties,

the declaration of war, and the conclusion of terms of peace,

in refusing, in fact, to share with them the responsibility of

advising the Sovereign in all matters relating to the foreign

policy of the Empire " (Cahan). Surely it would be about as

mijust to accept as final that description of the attitude of

the old country as it would have been to take Sir Wilfrid

Laurier's arguments at the late Conference as truly repre-

sentative of Canadian opinion. Why, Sir Wilfrid actually

and openly objected to consultation on matters of foreign
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policy, lest by consultation the Dominions should share the
responsibility.

It is an nndoubted fact that we are getting at present all
the adyanteges of the Pax Britanniea, though we have re-
frained so far from making the offer of free co-operation in
the event of a great war. We want to go on arguing about
It, while Britain is left to carry the overwhelming burden of
imperial defence. I see more than I want to of the kind of
Canadian who is always asking what will happen if England
undertakes a war of which Canada cannot approve! We
ought to let the hundredth chance alone, and think rather of
the ninety-and-nine

!

It is through our inevitable connexion with important
world-issues that our Canadian patriotiam will be made in-
telligent, and comprehensive as well as fervent and strong.
This is the true imperialism, the spirit hat would remind
us that we are aU parts of one whole, just as anti Imperialism
18 the spirit that would lead us to for'ret it. It was .a this
spirit that the fathers of confederation did their work, in
spite of recent argument that what they aimed at was the
creation of separate kingdoms, each claiming equality with
the other, and connected only by the golden Unk of the
Crown. " To see Canada, Australia and South Africa," says
Joseph Pope, the biographer of Sir John A. Macdouald,
" united by ties of loyalty and material interest, ranged round
the mother country as a protection and a defence, to see the
dear land of England secure and prosperous and strong
ruling m every quarter of the globe, mistress of the seas,'
with the waves rolUng about her feet, happy in her children
and her children blessed in her, such was the dearest wish
both of Macdonald and Brown, as weU as of those associated
with them in the great work of Uying the foundations of
this Dominion." And Lord Grey, in accepting the freedom
of London, took occasion to point out how indispensable
to each other the Dominions and the United Kingdom must
ever continue to be. On the one hand, the old country may
not be able to go on for ever alone and unaided, while on the
other the Dominions " cannot hope to develop the strength

I
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of their free and aspiring nationalities except under the

sheltering protection of the British flag". The United

Empire " represents an ideal of high import for the fature of

civilization, the attempt to assemble in a higher nnity even

than that of nationality the forces which maintain and

advance the white man's ideals of civilization, his sense of

justioe, his constitutional freedom, his respect for law and

order, bis humanity" (Professor Cappon).

liet us nnite to cherish their ideal, one of the noblest and

most inspiring that could be put before so considerable a part

of mankind as the Empire undoubtedly represents. liet us

merge—so far as may be possible—all our different interests,

and combat the prevailing spirit of indifference and ignorance,

critical and questioning aloofness. Let us enlarge our

political perspective, and not shrink from any new responsi-

bilities that may come therewith into view. I close by

quoting a passage from one of Lord Milner's published

addresses, in which he set the danger of our weakness as

isolated states against our enormous strength and security as

united states, and hoped that this feeling would continually

grow and "that thronghout the Empire there would be a

constant accession to the number of those who regard it as

the first and highest of all political duties to seize every op-

portunity of multiplying the links which bind them together,

and of fostering and developing all the forces, material and

moral, which make for the maintenance of a common
citizenahip and tot the strength of a United Empire".



MB. BORDEN'S NAVAL POLICY.'

PWNOIPAL Petebson of MoOiU University, Montreal, ad-

dressed the Clab on Saturday night on tlie snbject " Empire
and Dominion". He said it was important for every one
ooncemed, thronghoat the whole British Empire, to take

note of the fact that daring the last few months they had
been making history np at Ottawa, through the long-con-

tinaed debate on the Navy Bill.' It marked another stage

in the line of advance that had been began by Canada, as

the first of the "new nations within the Empire," at the

time of the South African War. The imperial problem

—

how to combine local freedom with imperial onity—was a
continnous and a growing problem, and from the clash of

contending parties under Borden and Laurier England coold

learn much, while the other overseas Dominions of the Empire
ought also to be deeply interested spectators of the combat.

Under existing conditions a resident in the British Isles

contributes five or six times as much as a Canadian for

naval and military defence. Mr. Borden had begtm by pro-

posing that Canada should put up $35,000,000 to pay for

the construction of three first-class battleships, to form part

of the Imperial Navy. In doing so he expressly stated that

this was not to be taken as a permanent policy : it was only
a temporary measure, called for by the urgency of the inter-

national situation. Much of the trouble at Ottawa has come
from the fact that Mr. Borden's political opponents, in spite

of his express disclaimer, have insisted on treating his proposal

as though it were a permanent policy. They have invoked
against it all the prejudices that may be made so easily on this

8immiU7 of u •ddren deUvercd betors ths British Fnblia Schools •nd
UninnitiM Club, New York, 34 H>7, 1S18.

'"It is qaestionftble whether it (the Imperi&l Fftrlisment) has ever at-

tempted, on ftnj oocftBion ginoe the debfttes which piecedad the AmerioiD Wu
of Independence, to entern thoroughly and esmeatlju the Canadian Parliament
in now doing into the political meaning of the bond between the mother
oouQtrj and its daughter commmiitiefl " ("The Times," S Majr, 1918).
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oontinent to centre round " taxation without representation,"
or even " tribute ". Some of them seemed to think they had
a right to expect that a brand-new constitution for the whole
Empire should be devised and adopted before there could be
any jostification for voting a single dollar for such a purpose.

Throughout the debate in Parliament the attitude of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier has been the key to the whole situation. He
too had passed a Navy Bill, but he went out of office

without taking any final steps to give it practical effect.

In all the circumstances he could easily have concurred
in Mr. Borden's proposal, while taking security that it wm
to be followed in due course by such more permanent action

as he himself had contemplated. The advice of the British

Admiralty was all on the side of the Canadian Government,
and in view of the situation in £nro|)e it was obvious to

most people that the mother-land needed to have her hands
strengthened in every possible way.' While Englishmen
may well be proud of the record of the British Foreign Office

during recent European troubles, it is no reflection or dis-

paragement to say that England Tould have been stronger

to-day, botn morally and materially, it Sir Wilfrid Laurier
had agreed with Premier Boiden.

" But the party of Sir Wilfrid Laurier," Dr. Peterson con-

tinned, " has never resovemd from the surprise it felt at the re-

sult of the elections in 19'il, and its one prayer is that it may
be given aiiother chance. So the Laurierites took it into

their heads that they could force an appeal to the country by
resisting Mr. Borden's policy, and for over five months they
have been attacking it with every conceivable weapon.

What they have pat forward as an alternative is that Can-
ada should at once proceed to build a navy of her own.
They do not seem to be troubled at all by the knowledge
that the process would be a long one, far too long for any
speedy results, and that before it could be carried to comple-
tion the whole European situation might have suffered a dis-

astrous change. And the expense would be much greater.

Docks and shipyards would have to be specially constructed,

1 Cp. " Iha Ulinnitr Ibguine," Fabniuj, 1911, pp. M-29.
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and no one can say how long it would be before the first

hip was launched. Still there is somotbing to bo said for
all this, considered as a permanent policy, and Mr. Borden's
temporary measure was never intended to exclude it. All he
has said is that if Canada wants to get a quick return for her
money, she had better act in the meantime on the advice of
the British Admiralty, and not make so much at the start of
the formula of "building, manning, and equipping" a Cana-
dian fleet in Canada. After providing the three battleships
for which he asks, the country could settle down (Mr. Borden
thinks) to a discussion of the whole question of a Canadian
navy, of which these ships might ultimately form part, and
also to a consideration of the constitutional problems which
the possession of such a navy would force on us, as one of
the over-seas states of the British Empire.

The case of the Liberals is somewhat prejudiced by an
obvious suspicion of insincerity. They are shouting now for
two rieet-units, one on the Atlantic coast and the other on
the Pacific, though this was the second of two alternatives
presented to them by the British Admiralty, both of which
they rejected when they were in power. In these days the
" local navy " was the only thing they cared about, rather
than the " local unit," and they practically told the Admiralty
that they knew what they wanted much better than any
expert advisers. But it is sufficiently clear that the Atlantic
fleet-unit may be most needed, for a time at least, in the
North Sea, and that a permanent policy on the Pacific ought
to be worked out in co-opeiation with other Dominions.
It is a great advance, however, that such emphasis should
now be laid by Sir Wilfrid's followers on the essential
feature of close co-operation with the Imperial Navy. That
IS a point in regard to which the Laurierite policy is

showing the results of education. There was a time when
the party refused to interest itself in the matter of imperial
defence. It declined to discuss the subject at the Imperial
Conference in 1902, for the somewhat curious reason that
no one scheme of defence could be devised that would be
suited to the conditions of all the overseas Dominions.
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Down to 1910 Sir Wilfrid Lanrier was dead against any-

thing that might lead Canada to get mixed up in the arma-

ments of the Empire. His attitude at the conference of

1911 is too recent to need any description. The British

Government was to take nothing for granted : the qnestion

of whether a Dominion woald desire to take part in any war
waged in defence of the Empire was one exclusively reserved

to the Dominion in qnestion. In spite of his previous utter-

ance that " when England is at war, Canada is at war," he
even went so far, probably in an unguarded moment, as to

suggest the possibility of neutrality. This is of a piece with

his statement that Canada did not wish to be consulted about

defence and foreign policy, for that would imply responsibility.

No wonder that such words sounded strange in English ears,

coming as they did from a statesman who had exclaimed not

so long previously " Call us to your councils !

"

It is this vacillating attitude on the part of the leader of

the Liberal party towards the imperial problem that has

done so much to cast a doubt on the sincerity of the opposi-

tion to the Canadian Qovemment in the matter of the Naval

Defence Bill, and it is not too much to say that it serves to

account, fully as much as the unpopularity of his Reciprocity

policy, for Sir Wilfrid Laurier's defeat at the polls in Septem-

ber, 1911. Voluntary co-operation is a good formula for the

relations of Empire and Dominion, but after all it is possible

to ride a formula to death. And there is a further insincerity

in the constant endeavour to make light of the European

situation. Sir Wilfrid probably knows the true facts of the

case just about as well as Mr. Borden himself. Yet he tried

to make out only the other day that the suggestion of a naval

squadron at Gibraltar should be taken as positive proof that

there was no real danger in the North Sea I

One point remains. Mr. Borden's opponents have done

their best to prejudice his proposal by suggesting that while

Britain will take our ships, or our money, or anything that

may be ours, she will give us in return no voice in the direc-

tion of affairs. There is more than insincerity here : there

is positive disingenuousness. It is true that the Harcourt
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Memomndum (10 December, 1912) lays stien on the fact

that the Committee of Defence is a purely advisory body,
and that the decision of policy ip the sole prerogative of the
Cabinet, subject to the support of the British Honse of

Commons. No other statement conld be made of the con-
stitutional position as it stands to-day. But it should be
recalled that Canada is now offered continuous and permanent
representation on the Committee of Defence, with full and
free access at all times to the leading members of the Cabinet

;

and also that there is real power involved, even as things
stand at present, in representation on a body which comprises
these leading members. They may be in session immediately
afterwards as the British Cabinet, dealing with the very issues

that have been under consideration in the Committee of

Defence. But there is mote than that. I have noted with
great regret something that seems to amount to a sort ol

conspiracy on the part of certain spokesmen of the Liberal
Party to snppress and ignore a very important speech made
by Mr. Asqnith in the British Honse of Commons on 22 July,

1912. When I have made a quotation from this speech I

think I shall be entitled to ask how anyone can be justified

in the assertion that Oreat Britain will refuse to consider the
possibility of giving the Dominions a greater amount of say
than they have at present. I fear the answer must be that

there are men who would greatly prefer that Mr. Asquith
should not have made the speech which I am about to quote

:

they would otherwise have been able to continue airing their

imaginary grievance, and carrying on the congenial industry
of stirring up ignorant prejudice. They do not want to be
called into council, and so they invent the statement that
Britain will never give us an invitation I

" I will add—although I will not make any detailed state-

ment upon that point at this moment—that side by side with
this growing participation in the active burdens of the Empire
on the part of our Dominions, there rests with us undoubtedly
the duty of making such response as we can to their obviously
reasonable appeal that they should be entitled to be heard in
the determination of the policy and in the direction of im-
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penal aSiin. I do not My—it woaU be wrong to itkte—o(
oonne Mr. Borden and hii ooUeagnea woold be the first to

diiolaim any desire for any snob declaration—but I do not
say in what shape or by what maohinery that great purpose
is to be attained. Arrangements like that oannot be made in

a day. They mast be the result of mature deliberation and
thought ; they will probably have to develop from time to
time ; but withont ooaimitting onrselTes in any degree to
particular forms in the matter, we share with our great
Dominions the feeling which has become more and more
conscious and artic alate as years have gone on throughout the
Empire that we have a common heritage and interests, and
that in the enjoyment of that heritage, and in the discharge
of the duties which those interests involve, we ought more
and more to be conscious partners with one another"
(" Hansard," Vol. XLI, 22 July, 1912). '

Alongside of this extract may be placed Mr. Secretary
Harcourt's words when he said, quoting in the Naval Memo-
randum (December, 1912) from one of bis own speeches:
" Speaking for myself, I see no obstacle and certainly no ob-
jection to the Governments of all the Dominions being given
at once a larger share in the executive direction of matters of
defence, and in personal consultation and cooperation with
individual British ministers whose duty it is to frame policy
here". Such utterances dispose effectually of the view
that no matter what Canada may do, Britain will make no
concession. They certainly strengthen our expectation that
the claim so opportunely advanced by Mr. Borden will be
met in good time. The country is undoubtedly with him in

the opinions which be expressed in the Naval Debate at

Ottawa (March, 1913), when he nsed these words : " No man
need disguise from himself the fact that if the various Domin-
ions do enter into a system of naval defence, which shall con-
cern and belong to the whole Empire, t'^ose Dominions, while
that system continues, cannot be very well excluded from
having a greater voice in the councils of the Empire than
they have had in past years ".

Again I repeat, if we have the will we shall find the way I



PART SECOND

INAUGUKAL ADDRESS AS PBINCIPAL OF
McGILL UNIVEBSITY.'

It is fortnnate for me that the asage of the UniTersity per-
mitted the delay which has taken place this year in regard
to the delivery of the annual University lecture. The feel-

ing of strangenesB which marked the early days of my arrival

among you has now, to a great extent, worn off and disap-
peared. I have had time to accustom myself to the idea of
citizenship in what was, to me, a new continent. Ample
opportunity also has been afforded me of acquainting myself
with the nature of the conditions under which my work here
mnst go forward. I have learned to appreciate the magni-
tude of the operations that are carried on in the name of the
University. I have been able, also, to take the first steps in
the policy of earnestly identifying myself, so far as my poor
ability may serve, with each of the various manifestations of
our academic activity. In the four months that have elapsed
since my arrival I have learned a great deal : for there was a
great deal to learn. Above everything else I have realized
the high character of the traditions that pertain to the office

of Principal of McGill. It is an office which it is altogether
unnecessary for a bumble individual to magnify ; it magnifies
itself. Whether it be considered as gathering up the results
of strenuous activity and princely munificence in the past, or
as reaching forward with hopeful endeavour into the future,
the position of Principal of this great University is a position
of which any man may well be proud. It is a position which,
with its far-reaching opportunities for usefulness, ought to
call forth the very best energies of which an individual may
be capable. I feel this honestly, sincerely. The feeling has
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been growing in inteniity, day by day, ainoe I began my work
at McOill. And, in the presence of this great aodience, 1
renew the vowi made to the repruaentativee o( the Univeraity,
ataembled in Corporation, when I dedicated to their aerrice
whatever qualificationa I can bring to bear on the work of
consolidating and advancing oar common academic interesta.

After the oontinnoaa activity of the past few months, I
feel that I am no longer a stranger addressing stnngers.
And I am reminded that, for the comfortable aenaation of
familiarity with my aorroundinga which it ia now my pleaaant
lot to experience, I am indebted to nothing ao mnch aa to the
uniform courteay and kindneas with which I have been re-
ceived on every hand. I have not been ailent aince coming
among you ; indeed, a great part of my activity aeema to have
been taken up with the making of speeches on numerous
occasions, in every kind of circumstances, formal and in-
formal But nothing that I have succeeded in saying yet
has conveyed an adequate expression of my appreciation of
the cordiality which marked my reception in Montreal. No
experience conld have been more grateful to one who had
literally " torn himself up by the roots " from the position
which he had been honoured by holding in the home-country
than the experience which has been mine during these short
months of initiation in your service ; and it becomes me to en-
deavour, once more, on thia great occaaion, to find worda which
shall aerve to expreas—ao far aa it can be expreased in words
mydeep sense of gratitude to all theconstituent members of the
University, whether governors, fellows, professors, or students,
aa well as to the general body of the community, for the en-
couragement which I have been able to derive from their
kindly and sympathetic attitude towards me. I recognize in
that attitude the surest evidence of the interest which is

shared by all classes here in the welfare and prosperity of our
University, and of the wish to secure that prosperity, and
advance that welfare, by lending the support of solidarity to
the individual who has been called, under yon, Mr. Chan-
cellor, and your colleagues on the Governing Board, to pre-
side over our high academic destinies.

To the labours of Sir William Dawson as Principal the
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mo«t Btting refennee tint I oan nuke, (peaking in bii
preeenoe, ii to My thtt he bu rendered it hard, even doubly
hurd, tor wjyone to tollow him. In the year 18S6, before an
audience that was, no doubt, the prototype o( thii. Sir
WiUiam pleaded hia youth and inexperience as disqualiBca-
tiona for the office to which he had been called ; to-day, in
1896, full o( years and honours, he still holds incomparably
the foremost place in the hearts and affections of those who,
in more than one country and on more than one continent,
are watching with interest the progress of acaujmic develop-
ment in Montreal. To the work that has been accomplished
during these long years of strenuous and unsparing activity
I bring, to-day, the tribute of a most respectful homage. I
know, and can appreciate, the intensity of purpose that can
induce a man to merge his own interests, almost his very
existence, in the advancement of a cause which may seem to
appeal to him most when it is, in a measure, helpless and un-
progressive. To Sir William, and his colleaguea of the early
days, difficulties would appear to have presented themselves
merely as incentive to further progress. And, in the end,
earnest and unremitting effort won the victory, which was
potentially its portion from the first. It becomes us, now
that we are basking in the sunshine of assured suocess, to
remember what we owe to the great leader whose name will
always be inseparably connected with the story of Old McGill.
It is no mean record of achievement to have consolidated a
University and to have made at the same time a name in the
scientific literature of two hemispheres.

And if the forecast should prove correct—as in the early
days of my appointment Sir William, writing to me in my
old home, most generously expressed the hope would be the
case—that *,he futare of MoGiU is to be " even more success-
ful than the past," I for one shall never forget the obligation
which is owed to him by all of us alike for far-sighted states-
manship, for ceaseless activity, and for whole-hearted
devotion.

The world is older now than it was in the days when
Universities first were founded, and the forces on which they
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depend in oor time meoifeit themnlTei in forms which it

m*y lometimei »ppaw hard to identify with thoie th«t led

to the inititntion of the ewliett lekti of leetning in Europe.

The inevitable Uw of ohenge he* Mierted itielf conipiotioaely

in the iphere of higher education. But though conditions

have become Tery different from what they used to be, it is

not diiBonlt to trace something at least of the same spirit

continuously operative through the centoriea McOill is by
no means the newest University on this continent ; but even
between the most recent foondation and the old nniversities

of Bologna and Paris there is an inner bond of union which
difEsrence of external cirounutances cannot avail to weaken
or annul The earliest Universities werq the nurslings of

the Church—the Church which, after fostering learning

through the darkest of the Dark Ages, had now become the

great centralizing and unifying agency of mediaeval Europe.
Princes and people had combined their efforts with those of

learned men to develop them out of the old cathedral and
cloister schools, where the only teachers were the monks.
They aimed at being cosmopolitan in character : the Studium
OeneraU, as its name implies, had nothing about it that was
merely local, and the Univerritat Litteraria wag the first

concrete embodiment of that community of letters which
has since grown to greater things. And yet there is a sense

in which the early nniversities were the models also of those

technical schools which in our day have found shelter—and,

let us hope, inspiration also—under the broad egis of our
academic establishments. For were they not professional

schools, and—where they were not foimded expressly in the

interests of one Facolty, such as Law or Medicine—were not

the subjects which they taught mainly such as were intended

to prepare priests and monks for their work in life?

The march of time has brought with it many changes in

the aim and methods of education. Bat identity of spirit is

traceable in the spontaneous and enthusiastic desire for the

advancement of knowledge which has always asserted itself

—in all ages, and in nearly ever country. This desire it is

that is the mainspring of the activity of the university which
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oUimi our honuge to-d.y. It is gnnd ideal that there
•honld exiit, in the Tery midtt of • oommunity naturally and
n«)eMarily much occupied with other things, an inititr in
which aimi at reflecting—no doubt, with many imperfeebont
—the highest culture, and the greatest scientific triumphs o(
the age m which we live. I have referred to the earliest
univenities as, in a mum, technical schools ; but it is mop
important to realize that, if we claim to be their linr.l
successors, we must keep well to the front that oonoer.i .

:

of the unity of learning, and the inter-dependence of st jditr,
which, in their different circumstances, they found it m.'-
paratively easy to foster. There is a greater variety cf .liic

among our students now. We train not only those who ai
to be clergymen, but those, also, who are to become lawyers,
doctors, teachers—all, in fact, who are to do the work that
the world cannot leave undone. But a certain unity of
purpose ought to inspire our whole activity, though, at
times, we may be somewhat apt to lose sight of it. Even
amid the diversity of modem conditions, we ought to keep
alive our consciousness of common sympathies and a common
inspiration. After all, the true position of a university, as
such, is not to turn out recruits for the professions, but to
prepare men and women, by the discipline of study, for the
whole of their after life. It is necessary to emphasize the
word "whole". For there is a narrow view which Umits
life to busmess-life and occupation, forgetting that the leisure
of life also needs to be prepared for, if it is to be used and
enjoyed aright In the ideal of university teaching, subjecta
are not ranked low on the ground that they are of Uttle or
no practical value. The standard by which they must be
lodged is their effect on the mental training of the individual.
Again, it is true, no doubt, that universities exist in order
to extend the bounds of human knowledge, as weU as for the
training of the average man; and no university can be in a
healthy condition where the spirit of original research is not
Ktively at work. But, after all, a university can do no
greater service to the community than is implied in the turn-
ing out, year by year, of a number of young men—and young

rl;-i
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women—who have received the beneBts of a soand and
comprehensive education, and who have -become fitted

thereby, with whatever of special study they may have been

able, individually, to add, to take their place worthily in the

arena of life.

If I seem to be digressing to the well-worn theme of the

true purpose of academic pursuits, it will, I trust, be pardoned

to me, inasmuch as the broad view of the case may well bear

to be re-stated in McQill. We must never lose sight of that

aspect of the functions of a university according to which it

seeks to give a structural unity to the various constituent

parts of knowledge. To do so would be to check the develop-

ment of what we may call the university spirit. No mere
aggregation of professional faculties, however well equipped

they may be—no groups of departiental schools—can

suffice of themselves to form a university. This is only the

counterpart of the statement that, for the individual, the

worst possible attitude is to regard his own studies and

pursuits as the only ones worth consideration, and all others

as of little account. Specialized activity is, of course, a

necessity of existence in days when the field of human know-
ledge has become so vast that many subjects must practically

withdraw themselves beyond the ken even of earnest workers.

It is better to know some things well than to have a mere

smattering of a great number. But there is such a thing as

a sense of the whole, a consciousness of the proportion of the

parts, a reaching forward to the full amplitude of knowledge,

a feeling of the onity which—revealed as it often is in

similarity or even identity of methods and principles—knits

together branches of study which may seem at first sight to

lie apart We must endure to be in a great degree practi-

cally ignorant of what lies outside our own immediate studies,

bat wo need not be indifferent to it. An intelligent and en-

lightened sympathy with what others are doing is the best

counteractive to the tendency towards that contractedness of

mental view which is often the penalty of absorption in some

particular pursuit

This obvious truth is reflected in the constitution of our
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anivenitiet, and in the intardependenoe of the various
facnltieB of which they consist. Take, for instance, the
Faculty of Medicine, which represents what is, perhaps, the
most indispensable of all the practical sciences. It is a well-
known fact that the status of medical schools which carry
on their work in isolation—as is the case with some of the
great London hospitals—is not so high as that of schools
wUch enjoy the benefit of "lose association with a teaching
university. In such institutions there is apt to be a pre-
mature assertion of what, for the purpose of my present
argument, and without the slightest disparagement, I may
designate the professional spirit ; and even the great sciences
which ought to lie at the very foundation of a medical cuiri-
culum—physics, chemistry, botany, and zoology—are in
danger of being regarded in their practical and professional
aspects merely. Fortunately, we have the oppori;unity, in
McGill, of making these very sciences the bridge to secure
an even closer union than exists at present between the
Faculty of Medicine, which has done so much for the Uni-
versiiy in the past, and the Faculty of Arts, of which so
much may be expected in the future. And I may say,
incidentally, that the friends of both faculties—and all who
aim at the very highest attainable results—ought not to rest
until biology (including botany and zoology) and chemistry
are as well housed and as adequately equipped and provided
for as the sister department of physics. Take again the
Faculty of AppUed Science. It could easily exist, apart from
the university altogether, as a weU-eqnipped technical school.
But what a limitation of aim would not this involve I To say
nothing of the severance that would thus result from the other
university studies which go to the making of an educated man,
(studies which the students of the Faculty of AppUed Science
are well known not whoUy to despise), the very subjecte which
underUe the whole work of the department—mathematics,
mechanics, and physics-would be m danger of assuming,
more or less prematurely, a rrofessional colour. However
tempting and attractive tbc offer of a definite and independ-
ent cumcoium might be made to youthful entrants who are

m
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hMtemng forward (or whose parents wish them to hasten)

to the goal of their aspirations, it must be lemembered, on

the other hand, that there is such a thing as what the

Germans call the " ideality of the scientific sense, the interest

in science not dependent upon, nor limited by, pracHcal aims,

but ministering to the liberal education of the mind as such,

the many-sided and broad exercise of the thinking faculty ".

I must not attempt, within the limits of this address, to

cover the whole ground of university education ; but I may
venture one more reference, this time to the faculty of Law,

which we have recently welcomed inside our College buildings.

The excellent syllabus of the work of that faculty, which ap-

pears in the " University Calendar," shows the comprehensive

nature of the aims which it cherishes. It offers the oppor-

tunity of a systematic study of law, not only with a view to

its practice as a profe&sion, but also " as a means of culture,

and as a qualification for the discharge of the higher duties

of citizenship ". When the philosophical department of our

Faculty of Arts has been opened up so as to embrace—in ad-

dition to chairs of Logic and Moral Philosophy—a chair of

Social and Political Science, including Economic Theory, we
shall see more clearly than we can at present how close a

connexion there i'. between such subjects (along with History)

in the Arts curriculum, and the studies which it is desired

to foster and encourage in the Faculty of Law.

The sum and substance of what I have been endeavouring

to state is, firstly, that we must do nothing to obscure the

fact that knowledge is valuable even apart from its practical

applications; and secondly, that there is a vital interdepend-

ence among all studies. An excessive devotion to the isolated

applications of science must tend to obscure the broad

principles on which all science rests ; and a proper apprecia-

tion of the educational value of science is apt to be endangered

when scientific knowledge is looked on mainly as a concrete

means of profit and advancement in connexion with some

particular profession or pursuit Again, studies throw light

on each other ; and even when the relation is least obvious,

it will generally be found that some deep-lying principle
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exirtB, which, when diecovered and applied, will bring into
the closest onion with each other branches that may appear
to be totaUy unconnected. It is by apprehending the similar-
ity of the methods that run through aU the sciences that the
student will be enabled, amid the multiplicity of subjects
which stram for recognition, to hold fast to the ideal of the
unity of learning, to keep the parts in due subordination to the
conception of the whole, and to bring himself into sympathetic
contact with the comprehensive circle of human knowledge

In fostermg and developing this faculty of viewing know-
ledge as a whole, a great part must be played by the Depart-
ment of Arts, of which I must now proceed to say a few
words. I have no wish unduly to exalt the studies to whichmy own teachino activity has been devoted, though my
coUeagues m '^e Fao-Uties of Law, Medicine, and Applied
Science could well afford-now that they are popularly sup-
posed to have had their every want supplied-to listen with
equanimity to such a eulogy, even if it were to take the
practical form of an exhortation to all intending benefactors
of the University to concentrate their attention during the
next few years upon the Faculty of Arts. If I were to make
such an appeal, I do not know that any particular Faculty
could object, except, perhaps, that of Comparative Medicine
whose wants are well known to all of us. Comparisons are
invidious

:
they are sometimes even stigmatized as odious

It IB, however, no disparagement of other work to say that
there is still a virtue in the old ideal of a " Faculty of Arts "
that was to precede-and, fortunately for us here, does often
still precede—the special study of Law, Medicine, or Theo-
logy. It is thus at once the pledge and the expression of the
umty of learning, the connecting link which unites academical
and professional study. It projects into outlying regions
and ends common ground everywhere. Law and Theology
rely on history and philosophy, Technology on the mathe-
matical and mechanical sciences, Medicine on physics
chemistry, zoology, and botany. Let us hope that we shaU
always have in McGill a large and ever-increasing body of
students who will aim at acquiring, in a more fully devoir j.. i

I
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Alts cnrricolam, a truly wide and liberal coltore before they
seek to superadd to their previous studies the professional

training that may be requisite to fit them for their work in

life. There is an old maxim that a liberal education consists

in learning something of everything and everjrthing of some-
thing. The field of human knowledge has in these latter

days become greatly extended, and perhaps somewhat un-
wieldy and unworkable. But so far as this maxim is still

applicable to the multifarious subjects oi which education

must now take cognizance, it finds its best realization in the

Faculty of Arts. Even in these times of specialized activity,

a truly comprehensive education may still remain a realizable

ideal for those who have adequate leisure and opportunity.

For such students it is attainable within the limits of school

and college life, provided they do not begin to apply them-
selves to some snecial training in the very first year of their

collegiate course. A really liberal education must therefore

still include, whatever else it may embrace—as conspicuously

a sympathetic acquaintance with the literature of the mother
tongue—some knowledge of the language, the literature,

the art and the !ifn of the great nations of ancient times, that

the student, besides undergoing the discipline of linguistic

study, may learn to know and value his intellectual ancestors

—the Bomans, who imposed their language and their law on

a world they hadibound fast in the fetters of their imperial

sway, and the Greeks, from whom have emanated the crea-

tions that will remain for ever the patterns of art and the

models of literary excellence. It should include a training in

mathematics, for the cultivation of exact habits of thought

and consecutivenesB in our reasonings ; and in some branch

at least of natural science, the study of which will fosi;er the

faculty of observation, and will enable the student, by induc-

tive processes, to develop order and law out of the multiplicity

of phenomena that meet him when be surveys the realm of

nature. Lastly, not nature only, but man—his mental and
moral constitution, and the obligations and responsibilities

which rest upon him in virtue of his position as a mem'.r' of

society and of the state.
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This is not an impoBsible eonise tor those whose edacation
IS earned on under ' vourable conditions and who are not
mider the necessity c harrying on to what the Germans call
ttieir Brcditudtm. It is certainly an ideal on which it be-
hoves ns in MoGiU to keep our eyes steadily fixed. A com-
plete and comprehenaive education is a more or less constant
factor

:
it aims at the culture of the entire self, the hamonious

development of all the faculties, that so their possessor may
be able to keep pace with all that is highest and best in moral
and inteUectual aspiration. The character of specie training
on the other hand, varies in different circumstances and unda
different conditions, and the demands of one age are »ot the
demands of that by which it is succeeded. Our ideals m &e
Faculty of Arts are a standing protest againrt m exclusivelT
utilitarian theory of education, if any such theorr anywhere
exist.. The studies which it o&n are not intended to be
Rel«!ted with care and calcutation, on the ground of being
profitable for som* special profession or purswt On t^
cootrary, it is here that the wummg al the greatest of the
early Greek theoriHts on education may still come home to us
when he said that education " must not be undertaken in the
spint of merchants or trader,, with a view to buying or seU-
ing, but/or the mke of the $oul hertlf'.

The old antagonism between Arts and Staence, of which
one hears so much in the popular talk of tlie day may be
partly resolved and reconciled in the tme conception of a
Faculty of Arts, such .8 it hM been attempted to realize in
McQill, though with very inadequate resources. To a great
extent, it arises from a misapprehension of termn. The word
Arts Itself is a misnomer

: it makes one think of the fine art.
and of elegant accomplishmeiits generally, if not of the black
arts. The wore Science again, which is merely an equivalent
for knowledge-organized kn„wledge-cannot properly be
imited to any special department of study. The antithesis

rr"!!! ^^ .'''''"° '''""*"" *» P'"«J against science,
the knowledge of the best thoughts of mankind, worthily ex-
pressed, against the knowledge of the laws of the external
nniversc. But science and letters are not mutually exclusive •

1 1 ^'"1
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there is a, literature of science, and scientific method is applic-

able to the study of language and literature. Everything in

fact depends on method. It is absurd, for example, to regard

physics as scientific and philology or history as non-scientific

;

jast as though the study of these subjects does not call for the

application of method, does not offer a sphere for exercising

the faculty of analogy, for reasoning from evidence towards

law, from distinguishing between the rale -ind the exception,

the esaential and the accidental. In so iar as they are dealt

with on scientific principles, all departments of human
thought, all manifestations of human life may be regarded as

falling within the sphere of science. It will continue, there-

fore, to be the aim of our Arte Faculty—I hope under im-

proved conditions—to harmonize the clain^s of literature and

science, so as to render unnecessary, at least in the earlier

stages of the curriculum, any rigid choice between the two.

We recognize that it would be the proof of an incomplete

development if a man were able to read the classics, but

remained grossly ignorant of the physical universe
;
just as,

on the other hand, we should regret the emergence of a fully-

titled science graduate, say, an engineer, who was unable to

clothe the results of his work in tolerable English. Eminence
in either branch need not be attained at the cost of one-

sidedness. The crown and flower of all education is that

philosophical spirit which Bacon spoke of as Universality,

the enlargement or illumination of mind, the mental breadth,

the sanity of judgment that come from an all-round training.

To general considerations such as these it may not be

inappropriate to append an attempt to forecast how, when ad-

ditional endowments are forthcoming, the existing curriculum

in Arts may be strengthened and extended. My apology for

presuming to refer to such a subject, after so short an ac-

quaintance with the University system is, in the first place,

that I understand the need for some forward movement is

fully realized by all the friends of McGill, and nowhere more

fully perhaps than in the Faculty of Arts itself ; while, in the

second place, che conditions of Arts teaching here bear a

strong family resemblance to those of the country which I

!:|;-'
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hare juet left, where we have all quite recently been engaged
in giving a Commission appointed by Parliament our best
asaistance in the work of re-organizing the whole teaching
system of our national Scottish Universities. Nothing that
I may say in endeavouring to anticipate future improvements
need be taken as implying the slightest disparagement of the
work that has been accomplished in the past—often in the
face of grave difficulties, and with very inadequate resources.
It was expedient in the past that the generosity of bene-
factors should be guided to flow in channels which have
raised some of the other Faculties to a level on which they
can challenge comparison with similar institutions anywhere.
That the ideal of completeness was never lost sight of is

evident from the following passage, which I wish to give
myself the satisfaction of quoting from one of Sir Wm.
Dawson's pubUshed papers: "I would wish the student to
have before his mind an ideal university—one complete and
perfect in all its parts, with every subject, literary, scientific,

or professional, adequately and uniformly provided for ; with
every professor at once a model as a man, and a perfect
specialist in his subject, and suppbed with all the means and
appliances for his own progress and for teaching what he
knows

;
with all facilities for the comfort and progress of the

student
;
aad with all its regulations so framed as to afford

the greatest possible facilities for higher culture, both in
general education and e»ery useful department of study".
The ideal of a nation's culture is that all branches of valuable
knowledge, all departments of intellectual activity, should be
fully represented in its national Universities. In the course
of progress towards this ideal in McGill it seems now to be
the turn of the Faculty of Arts, of which we may say at
present, in the words of the poet, that like man himself, it
" partly is and wholly hopes to be ".

One of the first necessities of the situation, as it presents
Itself to me, is the need for more tutorial instruction in the
Kieat disciphnary subjects which ought to form the staple of
the earlier portion of our Arts curriculum. At home, the
Scotch univwsities have been making an earoegt effort to

I I

n ''IH'
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taiae (he standard of admiuion required from all atodents
who intend to proceed ^<> a degree ; bnt they have been nn-
able to Bhnt their eyes to the fact that, till the achoola
throughout the country can riao to auoh a uniform atandard,
it will be expedient to continue those junior classes in Latin,
Oreek and Mathematics, in which—though they are now
outside the regular Arts cnrriculoj. -tutors and proteaaors

unite to work up, by vigorona teaching, the somewhat crude
material out of which they hope to ,> '''>p the—more or
less—finished graduate. A similar c .n ,on of things seems
to me to exist in Canada, whore, c < ecially in country dis-

tricts, the lack of previous opportunity for adequate prepara-
tion for university work is, of course, much greater than it is

in Scotland to-day. Next, I venture to think that we have
need of greater concentration, where that can be secured,
throughout the whole curriculum. The conditions that are
natural and necessary for the work of the school are too closely

reproduced in a university where candidates are sometimes
occupied with as many as seven or eight subjects at a time.
The intellectual maturity that ought to be the mark of the
university student can hardly be attained to under such con-
ditions as these. If he has to apply his mind to languages
and literatures, ancient and modem, mathematics, history,

physics and natural science, surely we must endeavour so to

divide his work that he shall be mainly occupied with one
aet of subjects at one time, and with another set at another.

It may be of interest to indicate briefly how this problem
has been dealt with in Scotland. The old system was beauti-
fully simple, if somewhat limited in its scope. It implied for

all but the best students a four years' course in Classics,

Mathematics and Philosophy, During the two first years of
the curriculum, a student might occupy himself exclusively
with Classics and Mathematics, and he would then pass, say,

the classical part of the degrea In his third year he would
take up the study of Natural Philosophy, which he would
combine with his mathematical studies for the purpose of
passing in that department. But as a subsidiary subject he
would also take Logic and Metaphysics, which would lead
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him on to tpm^te in Philosophy during the fourth or l».tye« of h« course, at the close of which he would graduate inth^department (with English Literature throw in as „extra subject), and then be dubbed Master of Arts

.„^ T?.' "''T "''''=•'^ •" ''^ ™"'» of simplicity
«.d stra,ght-forwardness, and which may still be favoLb y

TI^':^ Tw °'r,P"'*°''°"' 'y''*""- "'""here. Its

jecta Aocordmgly, when the Commissioners came to re-

«^tf'^ l^''^^'^'^"^
o" th« plan of taking the two

cE M 1 ^."' """^ ""^ """' ''P '•>« ''apartments of
Classics, Mathematics and Philosophy, and offering them a.

r^h' ,1' ^r'^
'^''**°* ^^''«°'=o °' good "'anOing inh^.«!hoo subjects (evidence that is obtained through themedium of a University Preliminary examination, which hasnow been made identical for all Scotland-just as it has some-

^ri^^fT'*'' ^r"'""« "" i-J^n'ical examination for

il,!^^* • ""','»L°'''^»*« '<" " degree is invited to choose
between Latm and Greek, between Mathematics and Physics

1'1'thh ^*'k 'At
**,?'^ Philosophy. Along with the

seventh branch of the old curriculum-English Literature-
is conjoined Modern History, or French, or German. A
choice of one subject out of each of these departments will
yield our m all

;
and for the additional three subjects that

are still required to make up the " sacred seven," a candidatemay take any of those which he has rejected, or Political
Economy or Chemistry, or Zoology, or Botany, or Geology,
or Education or Archeology, or Hebrew, or Sanskrit and
Comparative Philology. To guard against excessive disloca-
tiOD, it has been enacted that the whole subjects taken shall
ncluda at least one special department of allied subjects : i e

M K 1 1"" °""* ^^ '"•'*' (") hoth Latin and Greek, or

low n T ""^.""^ I-hiloBophy, or (.) any two of the

»SL1^ "''""^^ Mathematics, Natural Philosophy

of o!^r "1'
"T"'

'^"^^ " '^" "^ =««° that the principle
Of options, already recognized to some extent in McGiU hasnow been introduced into the Scottish Dniv.rsity system-
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«nd it ii a prinoiple which, in my jndgment, ii o»p*bIe of »n
atmoit indefinite extension, provided cerikin preliminuy

oonditiona are realized. I do not ipeak at preient o( the

liberty the itadent enjoys of beginning his stodiei at once in

one of the profeaeional Facalties, without any previons train-

ing in Arta I applaad the efforts which have been made to

lay down a conrse in Arts, which shall bo preliminary to the

professional stady, for example, of medicine ; and it seems

obvions to me that if the full Arts course cannot be taken by

medical stndents, they should have the option of studying in

the Arts curriculum, along with literary subjects, especially

English, the great underlying sciences of Physics, Botany

and Zoology. But in the Arts conrse itself—given a satis-

factory Matriculation examination, and also an Intermediate

which shall represent proficiency in the disciplinary portion

of the curricnlum—I should not object to seeing the student

receive full latitude to pass on to more specialized study in

one or more of certain related groups. For there does seem

to be a point in intellectual development after which the

learner may be left to choose judiciously between Language

and Literature, for example, whether ancient or modem

;

Philosophy in its widest applications ; Mathematics and
" Physical " Science generally ; Chemistry and " Natural

"

Science. There is a period during which one may be helping

to mould one's mental constitution by bestowing attention

even on subjects for which one may feel little or no natural

aptitude ; but that period cannot profitably be made to last

for ever. And there is even a virtue in the exercise of the

faculty of choice. " The new obligation," to use the words

of the late Prof. Seeley, "which Mis npcn the student of

deciding for himself between several '.ourses of study, calls

him to make an effort which may certainly be very bei^eficial

to him. The old uniformity which was so tranquillizing to

the mind . . . deprived the student of one of the most

wholesome of mental exercises—the exercise of appraising

or valuing knowledge." And again :
" The student should

be always considering what subjects it is most important for

him to study, what krowledge and acquirements his after-life
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II lilwly to demand, what hii own intelleetut) powers *nd
deteota we, and in what way be may beat develop the one
and correct the other. Hie mind shonid be intent npon hii
fntnre life, hie ambitioni should anticipate his mature man-
hood. Now, in this matter the basiness of the University is
by a quiet guidance to give these ambitions a liberal and
elevated turn." ... "If by the new variety of our studies,
and the new difficulty of choosing between several courses,
students should be led to a habit of inteUigently comparing
the dilTeient departments of knowledge, a great gain would
sccrue from a temporary embarrassment."

But it is comparatively useless to speak of the further
extension of the principle of options in the Arts Department
of McOill, so long as the curriculum remains incomplete, and
so long as the work undertaken is hampered by insufficient
resources. The vast subject of Philosophy is represented at
present in the person of a single professor, with a lecturer
attached. And there is no provision at all for that teaching
of Social and Political Science (including the Theory of
Economics), which is so living a force in most modem uni-
versities. The development of political theory, the compara-
tive study of constitutions, the origin and functions of the
state, modem municipal systems and administration—the
study of topics such as these could not fail to create a better
informed public opinion in regard to snbjects that are of the
highest importance to our common citizenship. Sociology,
Economioa, and Political Science—taken along with History
as a living study—would form the best possible training for
those who may, in after life, be called upon to take some
part in the administration of social afeirs, or the direction of
social thought, or the improvement of social conditions. These
subjects would be a training in themselves for journalists and
members of the Civil Service ; in a young country such as
this, they might even prove a very school of statesmanship.

Again, we have no properly endowed Chair of Zoology
;

and, though excellent work is being done in this department,
the appliances and accommodation for practical teaching can-
not be considered adequate. The Chair of Botany is also in

Hrl.
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need of additional endowment and equipment ; and I look

forward—aa I have said already—to the day when the two

departments shall be housed together in a Biological Institute,

which shall loom as grandly on the campus as our present

Physics building. Chemistry, too, has long been in want of

additional accommodation and equipment for practical work
;

by migrating to new laboratories of the approved modern

type and provided with a sufficient staff, it would not only

relieve the pressure on the old buildings, but would also be

enabled—in association with Mining and Metallurg)'—to

stretch forth helping hands to the work of the Faculty of

Apphed Science. The interest of modem languages and litera-

tures might also be further secured by the extension of the

teaching staff, regard being had, in the appointments made,

not only to practical skill in teaching, but also to evidence

of special research in the literature and philology of the

Bomance and Germanic tongues. Lastly, I will venture to

record my conviction that the equipment of no university is

complete which does not make some provision—though not

necessarily as an integral part of the regular curriculum—tor

the study of Art and Music. These subjects ought not, in

my judgment, to be relegated to establishments for the higher

education of young ladies. They are as necessary, as counter-

actives to the exclusive cultivation of the intellect, as are the

indispensable exercises in which nerve and muscle are

strengthened and developed on the campns. Our function

as educators does not stop short at the accumulation of

knowledge. We must strive after beauty as well as truth
;

we must cultivate imagination and sympathy as well aa

intellect. Otherwise, how shall we realize that ideal of

spiritual culture that was sketched for us long ago by Plato,

when he prayed that the youth of his Republic, gifted with

the faculty of discerning the "true nature of beauty and

grace," might "dwell in the land of health amid fair sights

and sounds ; and beanty, the effluence of fair works, will visit

the eye and ear, like a healthful breeze from a purer region,

and insensibly draw the soul into harmony with the beauty

of reason ".
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The mention of Plato reminds me that I have omitted tospeak at any length of the place of classical studies in our

heart but because it might seem to deserve a lecture in itselfThough I am a Professor of Classics, I do not hold the view
that Greek and Latm have still a paramount-far less an ex-
clus.ve-claim to dominate the whole field of education

anotntTT^
'"'""^'^ '° '^'"^ "^ "^ht in the days whenancent literature was the main storehouse of human wisdom

InM K r' '^^"'^''^ «« containing the best things thatcould be known at the time-what will always be valued asimpenshable thoughts expressed in noble language". The

rflh^ ,'L'''
classics-though they s«ll'retain althe freshness of their onginals-have naturally become ab-^rbed in modern literature, and have passed into the generalbody of our common inheritance from the past. I still main-

tain, however that Latin and Greek are unsurpassed ardU-cphnary studies, and that they hold the key to one of the

And that ,s why I hope, m directing the work of the classical
department, to be able to give effect to broad views of clas^i
cal teaching, so far as these may be realizable in the cond
.ons under which the main body of our students come up tohe University. Parents and guardians, who are inclined to
^volt agamst what they consider as the Imnber of deadearning, ought to remember, with regard to the discjlina^

trri K*"";
"•'' " '"""'^^ee of that ancient lang^Z

.s accepted by cultivated opinion everywhere as affording^
highest guarantee for a proper understanding of the scion-

abihty to use one's own language intelligently, and the fittestntroduction to the study of any other". But the study ^the classics. :n a broad sense, ought to mean a great de^more than that It ought to embrace, not the langCon^
Ls itutioi' 7 r:

'•'^ ''"'°''- "'^ "^^ ''^^ "f' -<J thenstitutions of the two greatest nations of antiquity It is ini^ aspect of the subject that-even on a comparison withother departments-the truth will still hold tbat'^n Casslal

f !

Mt
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\^l Btadies the educated world will never be able to tarn its

back.

The Imgaistic side may not attract the sympathies of

every student : some may even be repelled by the compara-

tive study of grammar and syntax, thongh it is here that

recent advances have given classics their greatost claim to a

place among the exact sciences. But there will always remain

the human side of the subject, that which justifies the grand

old title of "The Humanities," in which the learner may

look out on the whole field of ancient life and thought, moral,

philosophical, religious, Uterary, social, and political. To

those who will follow this leading, and who will patiently

provide themselves with due equipmen' 'itp'ature may come

to take the place of grammar, poetry oi ^sody, reading and

appreciation of translation and composition—the spirit, in

fact, of the letter. And it will be here, in my judgment, that

classical studies will continue longest to assert their vitality.

The idea of Bome has impressed itself too deeply on the fabric

of our common civiHzation, and on the onward march of

history, ever to be lightly effaced—especially, if the word may

be said, among the people, and the offshoots of the people,

which in the arts of government and law may claim to be the

lineal successor of the old Senatus Populusque Bomanus

;

and the literature, the art, the philosophy of Greece will for

ever remain the clearest expression of the whole spirit of

classical antiquity, and the most perfect intellectual product

to which the world has ever attained.

I end where I began. In a harmonious development, the

enthusiasm for scientific discovery will be reconciled with the

spirit of reverence that loves to dwell on the thoughts and

literary achievements of the past. Those among us, whether

teachers or students, who are engaged in following the

triumphs of physical science, may let their imagination rest

at times on the patient labours of scholars who busy themselves

with decipbering from new discoveries fresh lessons in the his-

tory and the '.fe of the nations of antiqnity ; on the other hand,

the scholar will do well to learn to appreciate the methods

and results of scientific research. While we cultivate each
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our little corner of the fruitful field, we may all look out withsympathetic mterest on the ample prospect which Lids.tself to our vew. This attitude of mind will be thTbesguarantee of that catholicity and universality which is the

ttme^,^""
°'"''"' """' ™"«^ '''^ Un'versi y piftIt will enable us to realize in some degree that sen^ of the

T^r^::;:::^ l^z^:^^^ ^r-^^^
be a rule th/t all partitt^;^^^L^^ ."ttfor hnes and vems than for sections and separations " Thevanous departments which claim our intellectual energies do

Th V 'Itth.
'"' T> '"' "" """'"""y interconnectedThey re emble a vast forest "-to use an image employedby the historian Gibbon—" everv tree of wKi^if

'"P'^y^"

fi«t sight, to be isolated and sT^tlTb ol'd^i grnerh
the surface their roots are found to be all inffrla'edTtheach other." In all the various forms of intellectual acti^tv
It IS one and the same human spirit that is endeavouring to
s ert Itself; and in proportion as we sympathize with our
ellow-searchers after truth and knowledge'shaU we be su"
cessful m realizing the idea of that community of letters, that
U,nvers,tas LUterarum. of which here in Montreal our Uni-versity IS mtended to be the concrete embodiment and ex-
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OUB 8KVENTY-8IXTH ANNIVEESABY.'

Members of Convocation, Undergraduates, Ladies and

Gentlemen

:

The arrangement by which the Annual University Lecture

is henceforth to be delivered on our Founder's Birthday marks

a new departure in the internal economy of the University

;

and it may be expedient, by way of introduction, to set forth

in a few words the reasons for the change. For several years

past this lecture has been given at almost any time of the

year that happened to be convenient to the lecturer. He

was usually one of the considerable number of niw professors

who have recently enriched the teaching staff, and, though

sometimes pleading for a few months' grace, he was nrt at

heari unwilling to avail himself of so conspicuous an oppor-

tunity of Betting forth, before an audience intended to represent

the whole University, the special importance and attractive-

ness of his particular subject. With the growing solidarity

of the Faculties, and an increasing consciousness on the part

of all of us that we belong to one common whole, the view

has been expressed, and has found very gratifying support,

that the proper way for a great University to begin its annual

operations is for all its members to meet together with one

accord in one place, and to signify by such meeting their

acceptance of the watchword " unity amid diversity ". Every

year that adds itself to our history witnesses an ever-growing

complexity in our academic machinery. But it is easier

now, perhaps, than it haa sometimes been—even notwith-

standing the fact that the Molson Hall has become quite

inadequate to our needs—to cherish the feeling that we are

1 The Annniil Onivoraitj Leotore (or 1004, Hontraal, 6 October, 1904.
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all members one of another, and that nothing can happen many sect.on of the University that is not of int.reTand
importance to the whole.

This being so, the suggestion was received from theAcademic Board that our Founder's Birthday, which falls
so fitly almost at the beginning of the session, would be the
proper occasion for the holding of such an annual celebration
James McGi 1 was bom on 6 October, 1744. It may be said
that he bmlded moxe wisely than he knew " wher e made
provision for the foundation of a college which- jugh it
has reached a development surpassing, in all lik ,od, his
fondes dreams-is still content to bear his name, xu reading
recent y Mr. Morley's " Life of Gladstone '-a work which, in
view of the author s approaching visit to McGill. had for me
a double interest, and which has just been characterized by
Dr. Goldwin Smith as the most notable event in the publish-
ing world^ smce the issue of the fir.t volumes of Macaulay's
History -m reading Gladstone's life, I was much struck by

the way m which, under fortunate circumstances, individualsmay Imk the centuries together. Mr. Gladstone's father

hmiself hved to .ee his 88th birthday before his death in
1898. James McGill was born twenty years earlier than Mr
Gladstones father, and, dying in 1813, he might have left ason who could have been with us down to quite recent
memory. What changes have taken place within the span
of two such lifetimes! It would have been altogether im-
possible for our founder, when in 1813 he laid down a life full
of high purpose, public spirit, and honest industry, to forecast
the future which we are privileged now to read Uke an open
book. The pohtical destiny of his adopted country must
often ..ave seemed to him full of dark and well-nigh insoluble

found, by the aid of Government grants, a Provincial
University, of which McGill College should be a component
part, was only an augury of the unfortunate dualism whichhas smce prevailed in regard to educational interests in the
province of Quebec. At the time of James McGill's death
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the population of Montreal was Bcarcely 15,000 : the extent

of its foreign trade may be measured by the fact that nine

ships, of an aggregate of 1589 tons, are reported as having

come up from the sea in the year Ifiia Our founder's heart

would thrill with patriotic exultation it he could come back

to earth and witness the gigantic strides which Montreal and

Canada have made in all that pertains to material progress

and advancement; but may we not well believe that the

moment of his greatest rapture would come when he turned

to look on the noble pile of buildings, reared by the munifi-

cence of others of his own race and speech, and standing on

what is, architecturally, one of the finest University sites on

the whole American continent? Conspicuous in the very

centre of our common collegiate lite is the spot where now

his honoured bones repose : placida compoatus pace quiescit.

The steadfast purpose which he had at heart has been realized

increasingly with the lapse of years, and his memory will

ever be cherished by a grateful and appreciative community.

Becent research in the Matriculation Begister of the

University of Glasgow has brought to light the fact that

nearly a century and a half ago James McGill, along with

his brother Andrew (with whom he was afterwards in

partnership in Montreal), entered as a student at that famous

seat of learning, as you are students here to-day.' It was

the custom in those days to enter young, and James McGill

matriculated at an age (12) at which we should hardly

welcome accessions to the college which now bears his

name. But the emergence of the date, and of the fact of his

connexion with Glasgow University, gives additional point to

a passage in the Latin address which was forw'tded by

Corporation to Glasgow for the celebration of its ninth

jubilee, with the acknowledgment that it was from Glasgow

that Montreal had received, by the hand of James McGill,

" that glowing torch which is never to grow dim or to be

'The entriB! In the MatricolatiOQ Album of Ohugow University are u
under :

—

1756 " Jacobas McQill fllinenatu maiimuB Jaoobi mercatoris 01asgi:ensia ".

176l> " Andreas MeOill filins nlta quintns Jaoobi meroatoris aiasgnensiB ".
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extinguished in thin land'.' This sturdy son of Glasgowknew what .ts school and college system had done for his
native land and he wa. anxious to secure to all time thesame advantages for the country of his adoption. It is nottoo much to say that the McGill bequest has proved the
real centre and rallying point" of English education

throughout our Province.

An important stage in the history of the McGill founda-
tion IS marked by the session on which we have just enteredWe can now look back on seventy-five years of teaching

ect of James McGUl's will, the ceremony in connexion withhe openmg of the new college was held in Bumside House
the former residence of the founder. The institution started
with a Facu ty of Arts, consisting of the principal and two
professors

,
but on the very day of the inaugural ceremony

i acuity of Medicine, composed of the four professors whohen fonned the Montreal Medical Institute. It was mainly

Its professors had already achieved, that McGill College wasable to make any progress at all during the next twentv
year.. What its later history was after the new char er wis
received m 1862, .nd under the long principalship of the lateMr WiUiam Dawson, it is needless here to recall. And now
a new quarter-century is opening to our view. In many
centres this would have been made the occasion of aScelebration, attended by distinguished representatives hZ

itrr;:.rrr ':::rjr'°"""^t' '°---™>-«.n

19*
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other -eats of learning, and by Rraduate, from e«"y P*^ of

the country. Thank-offerings in the shape of large add.t.ona^

Indowm nl would have poured m '-m apprec.afve .up-

^rters. and some return in the shape of h-orary deg^^s

might have been made t.. visitors from s.st.r «" ™ »'''^;-

But though a repetition of the University dmner at cele

brated in 1896, is still within the range of possibility, the

general Lling seems to be that McOiU has not acoompl.shed

111 she would like to do before inviting the learned world to

"':;\olding high festival. Those
o'
J- who -ay

find it convenient to attend in the year 1929 (or perbaps

1921 when we received our Charter) will probably en,oy an

;;nr.nrtunitv of witnessing something on a scale adequate

Tthf00 asion ol what will then be a centennial celebration 1

On the flyleaf of an old book I find the following Greek

verse :

—

Below it the scribe has obligingly furnished a Latin trans-

U 0^: Consule vir, fac vota senex, iuvenisque labora. The

meaning is that youth is the time for work, manhood for

Tun el and old age for dreaming and praymg. Personally,

T have no°yet begun to dream, or to hmit myself to prayers.

Butls to session marks the tenth year of my residence in

Montreal t has occurred to me that it might not be con-

Sed p^Bumptuous it I were to venture to take a forward

Tw and to forecast the conrse of the next twenty-five years

InTh'e light of the past decade. It is here that wise counsel

^il he n^ded and prayers as weU. I might have chosen a

^ Breaof this a'ddress some topic remote from current

^£ qnestionB. Like other University !«;*"-". "^^

^V favourite studies, the fruits of which, so far as they can

^ mlde of general interest, might not unfatly be served up

^ n^d^ence on an occasion such as this. But the prin-

Ul "a-orn -d progressive University has to hve very

much n the concrete. Wherever he may go he takes hi

Target thought along with him. And when he has the

From Beiiod : v. Hyperides, ed. BlW, p. 81.
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opportanity of addressinR aach an audience, and throagh it

a wider public, he may as well try to turn it '- ,ood account,
for the advancement of the common cauHo.

Nearly nine years ago, after but a tew monms' experience
of conditions at McGill, I ventured to embody in a Rimilar
lecture, delivered before the University, my ideas of what we
should mainly aim at in what was then the mimediate future.

Will you allow me first to take a backward glance, and by a
kind of academic stock-taking endeavour to ascertain how
far the aspirations then set firth have been realized in fact?
This will probably be the best possible introduction to any-
thing I may feel impelled to say of what is still before us as
a University.

The main subject of my paper was the " Unity of Learning ".

Even its title may recall some of the associatioiis of former
days, and lead to some congratulations among the friends of
the University on the fact that things are not now as they
may once have been. McGill is "more together" to-day
than it used to be. If I have been able to contribute in any
way to this desirable end, it has not been only because my
instincts pointed in that direction, but because I did not fail

to take to heart the wise words of my venerable predecessor
in office, when, in his " Thirty-Eight Years of McGill "—the
University lecture delivered by Sir William Dawson in 1893
—he spoke as follows :

" The operations of McGill are now
so extensive and complicated that the dangers of disintegra-
tion and isolation have become greater tlan any others, and
the Principal must always be the central bond of union of
the University, because he alone can know it in all its parts and
weigh the claims, needs, dangers, difticu-ies and opport-mi-
ties of each of its constituent faculties and departments"
Perhaps it was mainly with this thought in mind that I made
the main burden of my own inaugural address, in 1896, an
appeal for a greater degree of that recognition of the vital
interdependence among all studies on which the feeling of a
true University brotherhood must ever rest. Only in pro-
portion as we sympathize with our fellow-seekers af'ir
knowledge and truth, even while cjltivating for ourselves

1 1'M
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each hit little comer of the fruitful field, do wo realize the

attitude of mind that ouRht to be the diitinRuishinf; mark of

an academic community. There ii n certain unity of purpoae

running through our divene operation! that ought to inspire

in all of us a coniciouaneiMi of common »ympathie». If, on

the other hand, we lo»e ouraelves in our apecial preoccupa-

tions, holding as of little account all other studies and

pursuits, we shall pay the penalty in a limitation of mental

view that will debar us from enjoying the troe communion

of spirits. Borne degree of specialization is of course a

necessity of existence in days when it ia no longer poasible

for a single mind to " take all knowledge for ita province ".

To a large extent we must endure to be practically ignorant

of much that lies outside the range of oar own immediate

studies ; but we need not be indifferent to it. A sympathetic

appreciation of the spirit and aims of workers in other fields

than our own is quite within the range of every one of us—

even the youngest I And it is only by cultivating this frame

of mind that the individual student can make his own special

pursuit a humane study, a collaboration towards universal

ends, inspired with the feel-ng of ideality, as well as with the

needed sense of the proportion of the parts an related to full

amplitude of knowledge.

Such an attitude on the part of individuals is the beat

possible guarantee for the maintenance and development of

that which is so often on the lips of all of us—the University

spirit. May I refer to two concrete manifestations of that

spirit which are among the novelties of our recent history,

and which have not yet attained, perhaps, their full effect

and potency 'i" Though blessed otherwise with an excellent

constitution, MoGill did not possess, until recent years, any

organization through the medium of which the collective

wisdom of its professorial staff could be brought to bear on

current problems. The individual professor could make his

voice heard only in his own separate Faculty or through tho

mouth of the delegate of that Faculty to Corporation. And

so it was open to him to take just as much interest, and no

more, in questions of administration as bis comparatively
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limited opportunitie. allowed of, and at the name tiino con-
veniently to diwjwn all responsibility for any mistake, which,
in hii judftiuent, might be committed by the University
acting in its corporate capacity All thin has been chanijed
by the institution in 189H of the Academic Board, charged
with the duty of " coniidering such matters as pertain to
the interoati of the University aa a whole, and making re-
commendations concerning the same ". I do not know of
any more important step in the direction of solidarity than
thia And we have not far to go in seeking for an illustra-
tion of the opportunities thus afforded. Undoubtedly the
greatest boon that has come during recent yean to the
University, as a whole, is Sir William Macdonald's gift of
the McGill Union. There is not a member of the permanent
«taff who ought not to be interested in the affairs of is
institution—whether they concern its constitution, its int al
arrangements, or the regulations for it« maintenance and
administration. The Union is bound to play a most important
part in the future in the development of student life at
McGill. Well, the Academic Board provides a free outlet
for the frank expression of any views or criticisms which
may be entertained by any member of the teaching body on
this or any other topic'

' Oomp.ro tho (ollowini! 'ram the Keport of th> Pre.idenl ol y»lo Unim-
sitj, 1008-4 :—

••Ih. growth ol th« ipiril ol oo-opention bolweoD Iho uver.l d<|artm<nt<
h.! bMD r«a<ot«<l in lh> inorMMd InlerMt ind ImportaDoe ol the m«ling> ol
th6 Vmnrtitj Oounoll. The hi.tor; ol th.t bod, bu been • little dUerenl
Irom wh.t wu eipected >l the time ol its lound.tlon. It hsi leu import»n<ieM > pUoe lor legislative xstloni it h>s more importunoe as a place lor the
interchange ol ideas and the lormation ol pnblio opinion. As lar as the aotnal
workol the government ol the University is coneemed, the different laeulties
can meet meet ol the problems as the; arise ; and whenever anything eomes up
«here serious oonBists ol interest between different laenlties are involved it
o«i»lly has to go to the Corporation or to one ol its committees lor settlement
rsthsr than to a body lilce the University Council. But this very absence ol
legisUtive power has increased the Conooil'e nselulnese as a field lor the Inter-
oliange ol ideas. Numbering as It does on its roll some ol the most influential
members ol the different departments, it gives to each ol them the means ol
•«emg matters ol University Jnanoe or ol interdepartmental co-oporalion
•pproaohcd Irom more sides and looked at Irom more standpoints than would

' (

.
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Account has also to be taken of the collective wisdom of

the undergradnates themselves. They are, of course, not so

permanent an element in the constitution as their teachers

:

nothing but failure to pass the statutory examinations could

retain many of their number in the service of the University

beyond the usual four year limit I But their views and

opinions on matters of current interest are always entitled to

a sympathetic and respectful hearing. The difficulty as to

the expression of these views—for " mass meetings " of so

large a body are not always an easy or effective or convenient

method of giving utterance to permanent policy—has been

eliminated by the institution of the Alma Mater Society, cor-

responding to the Students' Representative Councils of the

Scottish Universities. This body, on which personally I

rely very greatly for the possibility of keeping in touch with

student feeling, is invested with just as much authority as

the general mass of the undergraduates may care to give li

Whether that be large or small, there is surely a great ad-

vantage in having an accredited medium, within the limits

of the constitution, through which may be expressed any

well-considered opinions that mi ^ be held by our under-

graduates on any topic of current interest.

There remain only the graduates. McGill is rich in the

affectionate loyalty of her sons, organized as they are in the

various graduate societies which flourish in all the large

centres of the Dominion, and also in the United States. We
see too little of them here in Montreal. Perhaps, if in con-

nexion with onr annual convocation at the close of each

session, a Graduates' Day could be organized, they would

have better opportunities of maintaining their local connexion,

and also of offering suggestions for the advancement of

McGill interests in the various districts they represent.

be possiUe within the limits ol a »ingle facult;. The Connoll hu a tanctien

analogous to that exercised by the English PailiameDt in the earl; days of its

history—where the delegates from each part of England presented their views

to men from the other parts, and were able to report baok to their own con-

stituents the judgments which they had thus been able to form oonceming the

Interests of the commonwealth as a whole."
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It is not without mnch giatiBcation that I find, on refer-
ring to the Inaugural Address of nine short years ago, how
much of the progress then foreshadowed has been already
realized. Perhaps no more important issue was raised in
that Address than the necessity for the extension and re-
organization of the Faculty of Arts. If this Faculty receives
the foremost place in what must be a very rapid review of
our recent history, I am sure I shall have the approval of all

who recognize the importance of the Arts curriculum as the
essential basis of the whole University fabric. Not only have
we received from three different sources the three endowed
professorships to the need for which I called attention in
1896—Economics, Philosophy, Zoology—but our generous
supporter, Sir William Macdouald, has greatly relieved the
finances of the Faculty by providing endowments also for the
already existing Chairs of Botany and History. Moreover,
Arts shares with the sister Faculty of Applied Science the
gratification that another aspiration uttered nine years ago
has been fulfilled in the most magnificent way possible, viz.

:

that the Department of Chemistry should be provided with
new laboratories of the approved modern style, and a suffici-
ent staff to run them. Concurrently vrith this strengthening
of its staff and equipment, the Faculty took in hand the re-
organization of the academic curriculum ; vrith the result that
we may confidently assert that there is nowhere in Canada
a stronger body of teachers in this department, or a more
satisfactory and " up-to-date " course of study. In this refer-
ence I must not forget the organization of the Koyal Victoria
College, which engrossed in the earlier years much of my
time and attention. That it is an important factor in the
prosperity of the Faculty of Arts, which it has greatly
strengthened, goes without saying. I may be allowed to
recall in partiicular the fact that it was in the Boyal Victoria
College that a new branch of study, prophesied in my
mangural address, had its birth—a department destined to
grow to great proportions in our future work—the Depart-
ment of Music, represented now by the new Conservatorium
on Sherbrooke Street. Of the significance of this new part

ll
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of our educational programme there is much that I should

like to say, but it may be well to reserve farther comment
for the opening ceremony to be held on the 14th of this month,

under the illustrions auspices of His Excellency the Oovemor-
G^eneral and the Premier of the Dominion.

The phenomenal success of the Faculty of Applied

Science, which nine years ago was still a comparatively new
foundation, is one of the brightest pages in our recent history.

In a department which owes a'most everything to a single

giver, aa regards both equipment and endowment, it is super-

fluous to enter into any detail ; it should be stated, how-
ever, that the complete establishment of the Chairs of

Mining and Metallurgy, as well as of that of Architecture,

falls within the period now under review. Sir William

Macdonald has bis reward—if indeed he looks for any re-

ward—in the unstinted praise which is everywhere accorded

to the work of this Faculty, and most recently in the re-

ports of the Mosely Commission. For a time it seemed as

if Canada were in danger of being altogether overlooked by

Mr. Mosely's Commissioners, and it is a personal satisfaction

to me to recall the part I took in bringing about a visit which

resulted in the admission that McGill " possesses material

appliances for the development of scientific knowledge at

least not inferior to any that can be found in the United

States " (Report, page 164). And again : "While thoroughly

equipped and doing excellent work on the literary side,

McGill is particularly rich in science and applied science,

and possesses in physics, chemistry, engineering, and mining

a staff and laboratories which are unsurpassed by those of

any American University " (page 303). The commissioner

who was specially charged with the duty of reporting on

Canadian institutions was particularly impressed by the

proposal to open a Department of Bailroad Engineering,

which he characterizes as the most remarkable instance that

camL under his notice, in the course of his whole American

tour, of the growing belief in the value of a college training.

" It is significant," says Dr. Beichel, " that the most remark-

able token of confidence in the value of academic work to

iili
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mduBtrial development has been furnished in connexion with
Mo6,ll Un,ver8.ty The decision of two great railway com-
pan.es to estabhsh and equip a department of railway en-pneenng at McG.U .s one of immense importance to CanadaNo only wiU the new school enable these companies to push

fnr!trwl '1 *^%N°rth-west Provinces, but it will alsofurmsh m the staff of officials of real scientific attainmente

Tf ^1 ,""
.'"'f • * ^^^ °^ """' ''^° ^'" »«"« »« <=»t™s

"pa^eS °^""'°' °' '^' ^°^' '" *« ''^^ districts"

When I came to MoGiU the Faculty of Law had only
quite recently abandoned its former status as a proprietary
professional school, and taken rank as an integral part of the
Umversity. For this welcome transformation we know whatwe owe to our never-failing friend and supporter. Sir William
Macdonald. It may be of interest to state that at Yale
University a similar improvement was effected only last year

u'V^'l^f'^"' ^^ °*" ^^ ^« ""^^ '"°™ than a decade
ahead of Yale. The control of the University over the affairs
of the Department of Law is now as complete as in the case
of the other Faculties, and the change has been accomplished
with the happiest results in the way of the consolidation of
mutual interests. Moreover, the successful organization of
the Faculty, under a new Dean, has widened the outlook of
Its members and friends, and should result ere long -n jeciu-
ing some enlargement of the sphere of its operations. Till
quite recently we have all felt compelled to acquiesce in the
view that local conditions naturally and necessarily restrict
our Law Faculty to the task of training lawyers for the
Province of Quebec. The appointment of one of its bestknown graduates to a Professorship at Cairo was regarded at
the time as a quite exceptional occurrence. In this respect
he Faculty of Law has certainly stood in a somewhat
different position from the other faculties-say, of Applied
Science or Medicine. The young engineer or doctor who

whl^r"" "' "T" "*" "''"'y' "y •>' ^"'"'>« "broad,
whereas the young lawyer who has learnt the law o' Quebec
ouly cannot expect t» have more than one market for his

' ^1
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wares. That market ia, of course, the Province of Quebec
itself. And when we consider how large a portion of the

Quebec Bar is French-Canadian, and how natural it is that

all but a handful of them should get their Uw at Laval, we
shall not be surprised that—under existing conditions—the

number of students in our Faculty of Law is not likely to

receive any very large increase. It is true that a few find

their way to us from British Columbia, Manitoba, and the

North-west Territories, where there are in the meantime
no organized law schooN But on its present footing the

Faculty of Law may be said, speaking broadly, to be a school

of law for the lawyers and notaries of the Province of Quebec.

This, of course, need not be understood as conveying the

slightest disparagement or depreciation. If we confine our-

selves in this department to merely provincial aims, so do

three-fourths of the law schools on the American continent.

We know how thoroughly our Law Faculty enjoys and
deserves the confidence of the profession, which regards it as

an efficient and well-organized school, conferring a degree

that ranks second to none. But uiay we not hope in any
way to extend our present boundaries ? Not to any great

extent, I am afraid, under existing conditions. And yet it

is desirable that Canada should porwss a law school which
shall be a Dominion and not a Provincial Institution. As
we grow in nationhood, we shall need more and more trained

publicists and civil servants and statesmen. Where are

they to get their training ? If our Law Faculty is to aid in

this work, she will have to add to what she has at present a

good deal that she has not. By way of making a suggestion,

let me say that she will need, to begin with, a chair of Eng-
lish Common Law. The possession of such a chair would

enable us to attract more students from the West, and would

show that the ambitions of our School of Law are not limited

by the boundaries of our Province.

I come now to the Faculty of Medicine. The reference

made at the outset of my remarks to the inaugural ceremony

held in 1829, at which the ah-eady existing School of Medicine
joineu hands with the infant college, will have sufficed to re-
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mind you of the fact that the history of thia Faculty reachea
farther back almost than that of MoGill itself. And in the
early years of stress and struggle, when McGill College seems
to have been the wrestling ground of denominational factions.
It was the efficiency and prestige of the Medical Faculty that
kept the College alive. Let us never forget that much of the
progress of this Faculty has been due to the unselfish effort
and the devoted sacrifices of many who have been at various
periods associated with its teaching. Since 1896 it has
seemed to have reached the high-water mark of its prosperity.
It has had as many students as it could easily accommodate,
and the two great hospitals with which it is so closely as-
sociated have stood forth to the world with ever-increasing
efficiency as models of what such hospitals should be. Many
of you will be surprised, in these circumstances, if I here re-
cord my conviction that no department of our work requires
more strengthening at the present time f ..n the Faculty of
Medicine, and that no claims for large endowments ought to
take precedence of those which might be urged by the mem-
bers of that Faculty.

Why do I say this of a Faculty one of whose proudest
boasts is that it has always been able to hold its own and to
manage its own affairs without being beholden to anybody?
Because the facts warrant the statement. In recent years
the Faculty has been fortunate in receiving a considerable
sum of money from Lord Strathcona and the members of
his family, given mainly for the highly desirable and, indeed,
ahuost indispensable purpose of extending and improving the
Medical Buildinft. Apart from this, however, and some as-
sistance in the departments of Pathology, Physiology and
Pharmacology, the Medical Faculty has in the last nine years
received nothing at aU from the general public, for which it
does so much. If the prevailing impression is that it has no
needs, or at least none that it cannot itself supply, the sooner
that idea can be dissipated the better. The demands made
by the vanous branches of medicine at the present day—
always increasing with the constant advances in medical
knowledge—the crying need for more specialized instruction,

.'ji
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and for the displacement of the large lecture by the divisional

or unit system, with a greater amount of detailed teaching

and more personal supervision on the part of the instmctor

—all this combines to render the further and fuller endowment

of our Medical School one of our most pressing needs, perhaps

the most urgent of all. Prom the very earliest days of its

foundation, owing to the excellent clinical instruction pro-

vided m the hospitals, our Faculty of Medicine has been a

standard-bea <r among the schools of the whole American

Continent. We want to keep it in the van. That ic the motto

—agmina ducens—which its patron and friend. Lord Strath-

cona, has chosen for his coat-of-arms in the peerage of Great

Britain. We want to have it also for the motto of our

Faculty. Though Montreal is not quite so big a place as

New York or Boston, or Philadelphia or Chicago, we must

not stand idly by and see our great school of medicine lose the

lead which it once obtained over the schools which are com-

ing now to be so lavishly endowed and so magnificently

equipped in those important centres. Nor do we wish to see

our Canadian students of medicine tempted across the line

to these or any other schools. That is why it is incumbent

on this University, in view of existing conditions, to aim high

in what it seeks to do for medicina It is not enough to turn

out each year a stated number of men, who are likely to be-

come thoroughly sound and experienced general practitioners.

That is highly important, even essential, for a young and de-

veloping country like Canada, bnt it is not the whole duty of

a medical school which aims at first rank. The reputation

of such a school must be more than merely local. It will

remain comparatively unknown in the greater world of

scientific medicine, if it does not train a considerable propor-

tion of men >. ipable of making their mark in other schools,

and of becoming leading authorities in some branch of med-

ical work. This is only one aspect of the admitted fact that

nowadays a university takes rank, not as a teaching machine,

but according to the measure of its achievements in the higher

field of research ind investigation. And so the training of

the scientific physician, qualified to make additions to know-
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ledge as well as to impart it to others, must continue to be a
lewlmg feature of our school. Here comes in the need for
well-equipped laboratories, giving a thoroughly sound scien-
tific trammg in medicine preparatory to clinical work. This
is a costly business, and it will become even more costly than
It 18 at present, with the larger number of classes that will
result from .^e extension of the medical curriculum from four
years to five. It is quite conceivable that this forward step,
when it comes to be taken, will lose us some students. One
of the disadvantages of the present situation is that we have
to think too much of that not unimportant factor. About
five-sixths of the gross evenue of the Medical Faculty are
derived from students' fees ; not much more than a paltry
»8000 comes from interest on endowments. This is a by no
means secure, far less an impregnable, position and, in my
judgment, it should be remedied at the earliest possible mo-
ment Endowments should be sought for to provide, apart
from fees, the salaries of the professors who occupy the purely
scientific chairs in the faculty-beginning with anatomy, and
including physiology, pathology, pharmacology, hygiene—and
sslanes large enough to make certain that these chairs shall
always be filled by the very best men obtainable. Then it is
not quite creditable that lecturers and assistants should be
asked to work for practically nothing. How can a young
physician be expected to give whole-hearted service to the
work of teaching for a few hundred dollars a year ? And how
can his chief exact from him even the routine duty required in
his department, to say nothing of co-operation in research ?
iiverybody knows that to become a first-class physiologist, or
anatomist, or pathologist, or pharmacologist nowadays it is
essential to devote one's whole time for many years to the one
subject. Unless we can encourage our younger men to do
this where are we to look for successors to the present holders
Of chairs, and how are we to avoid the reproach of going
abroad for them? ^ ^

There is no need of the Medical Facnlty-or, so far as Iam aware, of any other Faculty-that cannot be supplied by
money. Probably over half a milUon of dollars would be

i'iiii
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nocesaary to overUke the object! to which I have referred

;

and the completion o( the bnildinga—with new diuecting

rooms, library, museum, etc.—as well as an adequate fund

for maintenance and equipment, would call for as much again.

Do not let us be dismayed by the 6gures. Within this last

year Harvard has been assured of no less than ten million

dollars for the building and fuller equipment of her medical

school, and Chicago, now that the Bush Medical College has

been joined to the University, is promised as much and more.

There is no department of our work that has greater claims

on the good-will of the public than that which centres round

the art of healing. It is not more doctors that we aim at

turning out, but better doctors—men who have had the best

available advantages in equipping themselves for the practice

of the most honourable and the most onerous of all professions.

The McGill Medical Faculty has done noble work in the past,

and I am confident that, as soon as its needs are properly

understood, it will receive such a degree of support from an

appreciative community as shall enable it to keep pace with

the ever-growing demands of medical teaching and medical

science.

When I say that there is no McGill want that money will

not supply, I do not want to be quoted as implying that

money is everything. Dollars will not create the spirit that

ought to animate our work—the spirit of earnest devotion to

the highest interests of the cause we serve. It is because that

spirit already exists in McGill that its friends and supporters

may confidently appeal for further financial aid. Gratitude

for past favours need not debar us from cherishing a lively

expectation of favours still to come. The present administra-

tion of the University has received some signal marks of trust

E id confidence. In looking back on the nine years that have

passed since 1895, I cannot forget the kindness of the late

Mr. John Henry Molson, who was Chairman of the Board of

Governors when I came to McGill. As Chairman also of

the Finance Committee, Mr. Molson had a very heavy load

to carry. He knew the needs of the University in all its de-

partments, and was greatly oppressed at times—as all finance
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cWrmen mn,t b«-by the con.twtly recurring difficulty of

that he hirf g,™n the admmi.tr.tion a moit .ignal m«k of
confidence by bequeathing the .urn of one hmjdred thowand
dollars for the General Endowment Fund of the Univenrity.
Some of the greatest gift, he made us daring his lifetime
were marked by the game spirit of self-effacing devotion to

Bedpath Library stands, and (in 1893) he gave «60,000 for

plTorj!,
"'<'/<'• WWi'-gB and equipment for the

Faculty of Med.cme. If h>s name is not connected with
either of these gre«t donations, his memory remainR none the
less deep-graven in our hearts It is on a portion of the lots
he acquired on McVavish Street that Mrs. ?eter Redpath's
most welcome and valuable extension of the Library was
erected in 1900. ^

Permit me now to indicate very briefly the lines on which
the consolidation and extension of our work as a University
Bhould, according to my best judgment, be made to proceed

I believe, in the first place, that if the time is not yet come
u will soon be at hand when McGill ought very seriously to
consider whether it will allow boys to go direct from school
mto any of the professional faculties without taking at least
a partial course in Arts as a preliminary. In Medicine thecumcu um haseverything to gain by having physics, chemistry
and biology ehminated, and taken in the Faculty of Arts as
introductory. The best preparation for the law course is a
Ffehminary study of such subjects as History and Political
Science. As for the Faculty of Applied Science, if the needs
of a developing country have been calling out for youne
engineers, the dignity of the engineering profession no less
demands that they shall be as fuUy educated as possible. An
utterance may be cited in this connexion which I once heard
rom the hps of President Eliot, of Harvard ; " When all the
lesding Universities of the country require a degree in Arts
or Science for admission to their professional schools-of law
medicine, divmity, teaching, architecture, and applied science
-an effective support; wiU be given to the Bachelor's degree

1! ' i
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in Art! »nd Science inch M h»i never yet been given in the

United 8t»te» ; end the higher walki of M the profewioni

will be filled with men who h»ve received not only a itrenuons

profeseional training, but a broad preliminary culture ". So,

too. President Butler, of Columbia :
" For a Univeraity to

admit profeseional students direct from the secondary scboola

is to throw the weight of its influence against the spirit and

ideals of college training, and to prepare for the so-called

learned professions a large body of very imperfectly educated

men ".

This takes me back to the Faculty of Arts, in the recent

reorganization of whose courses we had ever in view the aim

of making an organic connexion with the several departments

of professional study. One link is still wanting—the Chair

of Education that is to lead up to the activity of teaching.

When that has been supplied, '. .e holder of the Chair—with

the Normal School as his lab ..atory—wiU l'> able to impress

himself upon the whole education of the province, if not of

the country at large. Meanwhile an> prospective donors who

may prefer to help us to strengthen and to consolidate work

already undertakun will allow us to remind them that the

Department of Modern Languages is utterly without endow-

ment of any kind. We ought to have two chairs here, one

of Teutonic and the other of Bomance Languages and Litera-

ture. The energy which Dr. Walter devoted this year to the

successful organization of a summier school of French may be

expected to draw fresh attention to the needs of this most

important department. I say nothing of classics ; that sub-

ject would need a lecture in itself. It is possible to obtain

that "reasonable tincture of letters" for which Professor

Maonaughton pleaded last year without any excessive devo-

tion to classical study. But the friends of the classics may

refer, with pardonable pride, to the "rush back to Latin"

which is going on at present in the United States, and

which seems to amount almost to a rediscovery in that

countrj' of what I have elsewhere called the logic of grammar.

Another sign of the times is the establishi. jnt of two flourish-

ing Classical Associations, the one in Scotland and the other
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in Englud, the memban ot which propoi« not only to giveWMOM for the hitb thtt ii in them, but aiio to queitioo
othen H to thein. PenonaUy, I .hould be the lait to ad-
Too»te the claims of oluucal itudy if these claims necessarily
mvoWed ignorance of the world we live in and of the natural
phenomena that are about and around us. Kducation is
meant to lead us into active life, not out of it. At the same
time the brilliant discoveriea of natural science, which have
taught us much that our grandfathers did not know, need
not induce the rapid inference that what our grandfathers
did know must necessarily have been useless knowledge. If
my own connexion with the classical department at McGill
has resulted in any broader views of classical study—such as
I

I
leaded for nine years ago—then in this department also

we may claim that some progress has been made.
The fortunate settlement of the long-standing controversy

with Ontario, on the subject of the recognition of MoGill de-
grees for certain purposes in that province, induces the hope
that we may witness in future a greater amount of recipro-
city among Canadian Universities. In early days it was per-
haps not altogether unnatural that our great educational
institutions, separated from each other by immense distances,
should have lived apart as it were, and should have been
tempted to cultivate separate interests. This has not made
tor unity, either of methods or of feeling and sentiment. Now
that we note some slight disposition to lower the provincial
boundary-fences we may perhaps hope for better things
The Universities in various parts of the United States can
agree to act togetuer, when expedient, on matters of common
interest

;
why should not we ? It is not necessary or even

advisable that all our Universities should be moulded after
the same pattern. They have all their own proper work to
do. Each will in all probability develop on the lines that are
most suited to its circumstances and its situation. There
should therefore be less rivalry, less jealousy in the future-
less belittling of each other and a greater effort to present a
muted front la what is after all a common cause. Some
people make a great bugaboo of the British North America

13 *

•H
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Act, which commHted the intetmto o( adoMtion to tha

tenni proTinoai. In tboaa auly dajra that wm probably

altogether a wiae meaiara, aod the Federal Qovernment matt

often haTe had oocaiion ainoe to congratulate itieK that—«o

(ar aa education ii concerned—it conlo keep ituU in a largo

t ire outiide the arena of provincial itrife. But the edu-

cation that wan mainly thought of at the time of theframiuR

of the Act waa echool education. The great tubject of tech-

nical education, for example, bad icarcely been heard of.

Thia haa been brought home to ui in connexion with our

new tchool of BaiUoad Engineering, ^'hich ought to be

thoroughly national in character. There i certainly nothing

provincial about it» origin or iti aim«. Vgain, when last

year we were forced by circumitancee to abandon our Faculty

of Veterinary Science, it waa not without the hope that it

might one day be revived on a larger scale. In view of

the bearing of the teaching given ;n that Faculty on the

greatest of all our national interests—the interests of agricul-

ture it is a matter of great regret that we should have felt

obliged to relinquish it. The whole Dominion might profit

by the institution, in connexion with one of our leading

Universities, of a great national school of Agriculture, or

Agronomics, one branch of which, as at Cornell, would be

veterinary science. I am one of those who believe that it is

the duty of a University to make itself of service to tht

country at large by associnting itself with all its leading in-

terests. In so wile a 6eld as that there is room for all who

will co-operate—room for the Federal Government, too, if it

can be induced to come in.

Meanwhile we ought to cherish, in r11 that concerns

University education, the spirit of co-operation and mutual

helpfuhiesB. The need for that in Canada was very much in

my thoughts last year when I sat as yout lepres-mtative st

an Imperial University Conference which met in London.

High argument was addressed to the audience by various

speakers on behalf of imperial unity in education—the dis-

semination of a better knowledge of what is going on in our

Universities throughout the length and breadth of the Empire,
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the oaltivation o( matu*! intonHiti. the furtherance of eom-mon >ime, » lort of federttion of the Empire, is f^t, through
eduction. I could not help thinking, u I li.tened. that hen
>n C»n.d. we h«J better begin .t home. The timeem not
unf.your.ble for luch . r.pproohement. We muit not let
the Empire get .he.d of the Dominion. Here in McQilJ
we h.ve Mcu.tomed ourieWee to t^e wide u>d bro.d Tiew*
Th»t • why we h.ve ipeci.! reiton to rejoice in everything
h.t tend, to promote the uniBction of our n.tioniU intereete.

K /'l."*.!^^
'" ""»''"»»• There h.ve .Iway. been .ome

who felt . dijaculty over the f^t th.t the educ.tionsl in.titu-
ion. of the Colonie. have been manned to a large extent
rom the groat Bntish Univemitie.. Now the ti.1e i. beginning
to flow the other way. Only a few month, ago the RoyiU
Sonety of London came to McGill to borrow Prrfe.«,r
Rutherfr I for the pm-po.e. of the Bakerian Lecture. And
along with the fir.t flight of Rhode, wholar. to Oxford goe.
our mo.t illu.triou. alumnu. Dr. William Osier. Thi. pro-
C6., of interchange will doubtluM go on increa»ng « the
years roll on. " The result," a. our friend Dr. Parkin write,m a paper which he ha. ju.t forwarded to me, " the reault

i„T V .fT^f """ '''"'"'y "^ ^'Pn'-g- Able menm the Motherland will go abroad more readily when they
know that demotion won there counU at the centre. Ablemen born abroad in the Colonie. will know that the pathway
to rwognition is freely open to them in whatever clmet of
the Empire they may happen to be. Everything of thi. kind
counts for the unification of the nation, in work, in interestm sentiment. It make, for continuity a. well. The dis-
ting jhed Canadian man of science, coming to hold up at
Oxford hiB lamp of knowledge lighted there in the thirteenth
century by Roger Bacon, is a t.iier prophecy of the future ofte Empire, we may fairly hope, than Macaulay's New Zea-l^der contemplating the ruins of St. Paul's from a brokenMch of London Bridge."

Members of Convocation, Ladies and Gentlemen -I
Of our recent past, and o estimate the educational position

iM^

iiii

I
I
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which wo find MoGiU occnpying after three-quarters of a
century of almost uninterrupted teaching. We have much
reason to rejoice together over what has akeady been accom-
plished, and also to go forward with good hope into the
future. In point of solid progress we could hardly wish the
record other than it has been. McGill stands deservedly
high among the learned institutions of the Dominion and of

the Empire. la this respect it ne'er stood higher than it

does to-day. But it is a trite remark that learning is not
everything; not all knowledge is power. Perhaps in the

time to come, with the greater social advantages that are

now to be at the command of the student body—with our
Union, and let us hope, soon too, our Halls of Eesidence

—

the imiversity may come to be as widely known as a school

of manners, in the broad sense of the terfai, as it is at present
for learning and solid work. You know the old motto of

William of Wykeham, who founded Winchester and New
College, Oxford: "Manners makyth man". Too little at-

tention is paid in our educational programmes to the upbuild-

ing of character. When we think of the unspeakable im-
portance of the years which our young men spend at college,

"a a preparation for their after life, our hearts must yearn to

do more for them than under present conditions we are able

to accomplish. Manners are formed and personality is built

up in the school of life—even the student school. Honesty,

purity, reverence—all the moral virtues, in fact, are just

as important for the youth of a country as are learning and

scholarship. " Manners makyth man." We want to have

a hall-mark for McGill men, by which they may be

known and recognized all the world over. It lies with

on. students themselves to set the standard. What we wish

to do is to give them all the help we can to make the most

of their advantages while they are with us. College days are

soon over, and they leave with the individual either the satis-

faction of LTenuous effort or the memory of neglected

opportunities. " How truly it is in man," as Mr. Gladstone

said to the students at Edinburgh, " in man, and not in his

circumstances, that the secret of his destiny resides. For
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most of you that destiny will take its final bent towards evil

Z^"*^ I ?°r
• ?' ''"^ *" '"'""""tion you imbibe, butf^m the hab.ts of mind, thought, and life that you halacquire dunng your academic career Could you, with the

or ,t may be with the menace, of the future. In man^thinp It ,s wise to believe before experience; to beCe
t"h? h'°f^ ?:^

'"""^ '""' "^"^^^ -« -^™ I tell youS
of ?t l^r f ^""'T''

""^"'"^ '^'«'«°^' "-d 'hat the wTsteof It will make you dwindle, aUke in intellectual and in moraJstature, beneath your darkest reckonings "
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This meeting ia intended, as has been the custom for

some years past, to mark the beginning of a new academic

year. We come together to inaugurate it as it were ; and I

am expected to give an Inaugural or Opening Address.

Some people don't like the word " inaugurate ". Perhaps

they think it savours of superstition. It is certainly one of

those words which contain within themselves something of

what has been called fossil history I For it reminds us, does

it not, of what was a settled custom, a fixed habit, with the

ancient Romans—something that was, in fact, so customary

and habitual with them that in the end it degenerated,

like many other outward observances, into a pure formality.

The Bomans never entered on any serious undertaking with-

out first taking the auspices, in order to ascertain the will of

heaven. They consulted the omens, and " auspicated " all

their proceedings—an even more classical word than "in-

augurate ". Academic practice varies in different countries.

On this side of the Atlantic it is usual to select the close of

the session for giving what are called " Commencement

"

Addresses. For that also there is said to be a reason in

history. And so, though I can scarcely presume to consult

the omens as to whether the football team is to retain the

championship this year, or as to the probability of some
windfall coming our way that may enable us to begin the

construction of a gymnasium and student residences on the

new campus, I can proceed to inaugurate, in my own way,

the session 1913-4. After all, the skill of the lioman augur

consisted not so much in managing to see things as in inter-

preting what he saw.

' Delivered at the epening of the HcOUI Session, 1 October, 1918.

300

fl'
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Well thiB opening talk is something that I have often

oZ s
" "."' ''\''''*' '° '"" ^'''^•""y Hall or in so^eotoer surroundmgs the scene begins to have quite a familiar

look. Let ns hope that what I have to say to you will not
appeaj- unduly stereotyped, or too much after the pattern oa hardy annual. Most of you have been with ufin^as

Z what?"
""" T' '"^''' '^'"=''«" ""^ ''"''^"'^ "C

Z, . T ""/ ^ """y '*" '^« =''«'""'"« *'»«''«»' of theong vacation to a further period of work -vnd study. Even
.f I have sa.d .t before, believe me that I speak with equal sin-

ri ; 7 Z ^
'P"'' *^ """P^ "''" yo» -""y «il findthe greatest possible satisfaction in the work of yoii several

departments. I had almost said your " self-appoin'ertasks

«rhlt r^ "'r'"'•"' -"^ '" "^y * -'^'J. -I'ich oughperhaps to be specially addressed to new-comers, as to The

nrm'fr°''\''^"'^^" ='='"'°' ^"'J -"«ge work, I isnot all that I may have to aay to the freshmen, but it wiH

we follow ^r"'"/--
'^\«y'^°°^-'h what anxious heartswe follow their doings, both in and out of college, in the

earlier part of the session. Our thoughts are witl 'them day

Gass thl^'^'^'n ?
'°"''"'"'' "' °'S"' T»« ^'«*>n«n

M.a'7 , \

^^ '"'• "'"^'"''« *"' *»"« good name

titl '" T f
;" ''''" ''^^P'"^, and will carefully re-

r/b .^ ebulhtions outside the limits of the campus,
either by day or by night, that may interfere with the com-fort or convenience of their fellow-citizens. Of course ittakes a httle time to get accustomed to the full Maze ostuden greatness. You come up from school where dTs^ip!me rules supreme, and obedience to authority, to find your-selves suddenly in the enjoyment of a full measure of whatwe may call ordered freedom. The remedy for any inciSnawlessness is, I think, to be found in reflection on the

^Z2 ''r" l"'""'
'"^ '=°"^^«' ^™- "-"g pupiland wards you have become partners. You are responsible

the slnd ""V"'
""* ""''' °' *« fi™- And not 'only fo^the standing it may enjoy in the community, but also for theprogress it may make with the special busin'ess entrus eS to" I always like to think of students and professors in a

i
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University—certainly in the higher stages of the curriculum

—as joint-partners in a common enterprise. They are heirs

to the learning of all the ages, and they co-operate in a united

effort to make it their own.

McQill has a great asset in its staff as well as in its

students. The trouble at present is that owing mainly to the

great advance in the cost of living we cannot always keep

the good men who come to us. I hope you all shared

the pride I felt on reading the other day that Madame Curie,

whom Sir Oliver Lodge described as the greatest woman of

science in all time, had exhorted the British Association to

keep its eye on our late colleague Butherford, as the physi-

cist from whose laboratory wonder-working discoveries were

most likely in the near future to proceed. It is a great thing

tor McGill to have had Butherford on hei; staff, even if only

for eight or nine years. And I was glad to see that Dr,

McBride, who left us still more recently, has obtained a well-

deserved promotion in the Imperial College of Science. I

make the confident statement that one of the elements in the

recent progress of MoGill, and one that, as much as anything

else, has attracted attention to her as a great University, is

the fact that it has boen known all over the English-speaking

world that, when there was an appointment to be made at

McGill, the Board of Governors could be relied upon to make

it vrithout fear or favour, and after a patient and painstaking

investigation of the claims and qualifications of possible can-

didates on both sides of the Atlantic.

I need not attempt to enumerate here the new appoint-

ments which take effect this session, and which have been

filled in each and every case by men well qualified to do good

work in their several departments. » * * *

The mere mention of these departments may serve to

remind us how varied and how widespread are the operations

of a great University, and how essential it is that they .le

held together by a consciousness of common aims and a

common purpose. We are all members one of another, and

it ought to be a source of much gratification that the feeling

of inter-dependence and community of interest, in the different
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faculties and departments, seems at McGill to be steadily
on the morease. Let us strive to do everything in our power
still further to strengthen and develop that feeling. For only
thus can we become colleagues, in the full and true sense of the
word; and only in this way can we present a united front to
the community on whose interest and good-wiU we are so
dependent for further progress and future success.

There is general agreement to-day that the aim and
purpose of a University may be fitly described under three
heads: fint, teaching; second, research and investigation;
third, mfluence on the community in which it does iis work.
The first is of supreme importance—as every undergraduate
knois If we failed to teach, and to teach well, we should
be tuimng our backs on what is, after all, the main reason
for our existence. It follows of courae immediately from
this that our students, on whom we exercise our gifts of
teaching, are—along with ourselves—the most indispensable
element in the whole make-up of the University. This
n»eds no argument. The only extension of the statement
that might seem to be called for is that by teaching we do
not merely mean the pouring of information down open
throats, but the disoiphne of learning. And even outside our
lecture-rooms and laboratories, there are various agencies,
including student activities themselves, by means of which
much may be done in the way of building up character and
strengthening personahty. " tet character grow with
knowledge." But—to return to the second point—teaching
is enlivened acd informed by the spirit of original research
and the habit of investigation ; and one of the ideals of the
McGill administration is that the leading positions on the
teaching staff shall be in the hands of those who have shown
themselves capable, by such research, of advancing our know-
ledge of their subject and of taking rank, in this way, with
fellow-workers all over the world.

What I have described as the third of the fu-ctions of a
University is for McGill and Montreal at the present juncture
of ahnost equal importance. We are carrying on our opera-
tions in the midst of a large centre of population with which

iV'i
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it is at once onr duty and our interest to cnltivate the closest

possible relationa For from such relations much benefit
may be derived by both. It is an interesting feature of the
growth of English democracy that larc[e industrial centres
like Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield, and Bristol
have insisted—practically within the last generation—on pos-
sessing each a University of its own. The civic University
is, in fact, a new birth of these later days. If anyone is in
doubt as to the explanation of this phenomenon, he has only
to ask himself what these cities would be without their
University. They would of course be great in commerce
and industry, in manufacturing enterprise and material
prosperity

;
but they would lack the institution which is the

centralized expression of their aspirations after things that
are higher than these, and which enables them to rank with
worid-famous centres of learning. IJ each of the cities I
have named the local institution is an object of civic pride,
and systematic efforts are made, even to the extent in some
cases of an addition to the rates, to secure that adequate re-
sources shall be forthcoming tor its mr.intenance and develop-
ment. It is recognized that the University will give back to
the community, in ever-growing measure, as much at least as
it receives from it. For not only does it increase and en-
hance local prestige and dignity, but it guarantees equality of
educational opportunity to all who are born within its sphere
of influence. And it helps to enlarge the number of those
who are the best products of busy and populous centres—the
men of affairs who, while strenuously engaged in their
special avocations, yet feel the impulse to cnltivate other
tastes and interests.

McGill has largely profited in the past not only by the
generosity of our great men of business, but also by the
practical sagacity they have shown in the direction c* its

affairs. We are not so homogeneous a community as those
which exist in the English cities I have named, and we are
debarred by obvious reasons from actually claiming to be the
civic University of Montreal. But MoGill is by far the most
important and the most valuable asset in the common life of the
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English-speakinR element id onr DoDnlatinn .„j

prove it-that the alli.„„e betwLTcu'a^d UniZt
°

Rrowing oloBer and stronger. Aa McOm Jl ^
-rviceable to its Wends and supporters and ^T"' T"
get to be more conscious of comTon"^rld iSe's Z
spirit in MontC J^nrtT^.^'^XC^l''' Z"'"

rapidly passing beyond nZal Hmits t'ha it'''^
'7'' '^

afficulty in realising its corport^ being
'

Th^'t S'

pnde" about us now. T.Yle^'^J:,^^':: I'Z
maite it more than ever proud of Mcfiill Tf ». ,
thing for the reputation and a"so to the Ite^al weirh^°°'

university is now comp ete. What «hn„f h,

Terrrsr^r^'^'''/-^'--^^^'^^^^^^^

Sg L^rlM'''"^' "" addZn^°^5„ee^:

enumeIternfh:iraS;;r ^^^ ""'"^^ "'^
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But even after three oentcries of growth Harvard is itill

developiDg, and never before in its whole history has it had

o many bnildinga under way at once as it has at present.

Apart from unconsidered trifles in the way of gifts last session,

amounting to over one million dollars, it was put in a posi-

tion to undertake new construction to the extent of more than

four millions, as follows ; Library, 82,000,000 ; freshman-

dormitories, 81,500,000; stadium bridge, 8200,000; music

building, 8100,000 ; museum extension, 8100,000 ; engineer-

ing laboratory,8100,000; herbarium, 8S6,S00 : total, 84,066,600.

We may well be proud to have McOill mentioned in the

same breath with an institution which can command material

resources such as these. McQill spent last year on all its

various operations, including Macdonald College, about

8700,000, while Harvard was able to dispose of a revenue of

about two and a half millions.

But we have much to be thankful for. After all, size i'

not everything : the greatest thing is to keep going on the

highest attainable level. And Montreal is showing an ever-

increasing tendency to be generous towards works of charity

and philanthropic effort. Though confined perhaps to a

relatively small circle of donors, subscriptions to such ob-

jects are always readily obtainable, and are generally ac-

companied with a measure of persoual interest that doubles

the value of every gift. It is true that during my eighteen

years' residence in the city I have noted a long succession of

vast estates passing from hand to hand, on the death of a

testator, without much thought of the public need that

furnishes—or ought to furnish—^the private opportunity.

But there have been exceptions. I had the pleasure of

informing you last year of the bequest by which the late Mr.

B. J. Wickstead had left his whole estate to his Alma Mater

for the endowment of physical education. His generous

example was followed by another lawyer—the late Mr.

Cramp, who acted so long as the College notary. Mr. Cramp
put McGill down in his will for a third of his estate. And
only the other day we were greatly gratified to learn that a

member of the Board of Qovernors, the late Mr. James Boss,
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h«d remembered MoGill University in hi. will to the extentof one hnndred thousand dollar, Mr Z. w« o^l o

Uni/rtt'haa^rr°° ^"^ ""> •'^-^^""^"nTth

^e dZlltv^,^ ° ^'^ """^ opportunities of .ppreciating

the ve^ IL '
T:1°«

°° "" ''"'"'""°'' whose needs, ifthe very nature of thmgs, are always outrunning its r.

Tou^hea" th:t'"\^'''""^'''
°' us'hasto^l'lhoM

oThos^^I T "'r '"*^*'" '"''° '" '"« well-being01 our hospitalf; »nd as they are in a sense University in

Host°l""'r"'' '° "•« ^^y*' Victoria «„dMatL"yHosp,t^s may be cted here as additional reasons for^
w bolt t

'^1?.?°"!" «° '^""'""y "• Mere BplendoL

rtihaps his best memorial, apart from the magniBcent colfc^^cnon of pictures which he got together wit^such c?rl and"dismmma ion. and which was the joy and pride of his v^de

llt'hom^^^l^th^^-CS:^ '° *"«^'^ " ""' ««'

Such men "end valuable aid in the way of enabling

l»«,i ^ functions of » civic University, as has been

beTn thei,° "f
^°'' ^^^^^ ^"eressed individuals may

calW int V'^ "^P'y "P'y ""o""""' « I were

concentrateTpffrr I
°"^'' *° "''"^^ "^« monotony of

of ou^^a^d^l'
s'

'"r'r '° ""^ "-^ """^ °' *« branches
™^'""* '''=''°°'> »' present wholly without support

t' P
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and yet capable by further deTelopment o( conlerring the

higheit dirtinction on both the UniTenity »nd the city.

You all know how »ome of the greatett triumpht of modem

invention have owed everything to the patient and un»elfl»h

research-work of the profeetor in hia laboratory. And yet

reuarch ia quite the moat unremnnerative department of

profe»«)rial effort. It etandi greatly in need of generous

patronage if it is to be put on a sound basis. In comment-

ing on the fact that the State spends no more than £200,000

per annum (one miUion dollars) on University education in

England and Wales (outside Oxford and Cambridge)—an

amount only slightly in excess of what is devoted to a single

University in Germany—Principal Griffiths, of the Uni-

versity College of South Wales, went on to tell the British

Association the other day how greatly this militated against

the possibility of sufficient provision for research.

" When you reflect," said he, " on the magnitude of the

results which would inevitably follow an ade(iuate encourage-

ment of research, the irony of the position becomes moto

evident. It is stated on authority that Pasteur daring his

lifetime saved for his country the whole cost of the Franco-

Prussian War."

"It should be our mission," he went on to say, " to make

evident to the working-man his indebtedness to the pioneers

of science. Demonstrate to him the close connexion be-

tween the price of his meat and the use of refrigerating

processes founded on the investigations of Joule and Thom-

son ; between the purity of his beer—this for the English-

man I—and the labours of Pasteur. Show the coUier that

his safety is to no small extent due to Humphrey Davy
;
the

driver of the electric tramcar that his wages were coined by

Faraday. Make the worker in steel realize his obligation to

Bessemer and Nasmyth ; the telegraphist his indebtedness

to Volta and Wheatstone; and the man at the 'wireless'

station that his employment is due to Hertz. Tell the

soldier that the successful extraction of the bullet he received

during the South African War was accomplished by the aid

of Bontgen. Convince the sailor that his good ' landfall

'
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upon .11 w»ge.e«,er. the probability th.t had it oo7bZ

ra™ t7
°°'

M ^'"« '" «°'°y '»"' ""i" 0' the r

vo^e« to
.1.'"'

"^'k"'^
1°' ''"''« """" » P" ««"' <" oj

h«h^ ^ 'L*"' ""''' "'"™"'y' 'heir comfort, their

no untrthe: "^"V '"™"'''= "-"i^"""-. the^-ba"

!^al ? '.^" «"'* ''"'""°° "' ">« encouragement of

thi^~ t . '"'''^f*-
^''*° '« ">"" o-JncoteJ the man in

.tk-^hltJ'r".""
""" ""'"'^ '"="-'' -««' h^de^^task—that of eduoatmg our legislators

"

Here in Canada we are barred from looking for so large

io what w "f"": ".'" ''* ""'"' ^"^''"y t '»t we snoufd

«n.7 °'"' ^ """* "^^ i"'»gi'"'tion. as I have said, ofndmdual supporters, and to enlist the general good-will ofthe commun,ty Principal Griffiths is a man of fcienci andh approaches h>s problem from the standpoint naturki to

not to forget the other manifestations of the human fpiritWe c^not turn a dull ear to the mighty voices that spTakus from the pages of the past, or ignore the messagesThatrea h us from poets and bards, singers and seers, orato™
philosophers, dramatists, and statesmen. It is char«d'
against our present stage of civilisation that it is und^y

Pher!^fM : "l
'^' railway-whistle and the atmo-

« a conL '=°°°'"'t'"'"''
"' '°° '""'^^ ''''•' «»' "nd thatas a consequence we have no song to give the world Per

21 '
^''u'

"^'" '"--S' "« «^«»tly improvTng in tht^ard. and that for the improvement 'we have to^thank, in

insist, m every department of work, on that adequate founda-
14
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tion of general cultnre which ii io deiir»ble not only in itaelt,

but alio H meant o( co-ordinating and co-relating the

epecial itudief which iuccoed it. Some of it ought, of

coune, to be acquired at ichool. But I do not Uke to hear

of boy« of tender yearn pauing itraight from ichool into the

profeeeional itudy of law and medicine—to lay nothing ol

applied ecience.

Time I know ii abort, and opportunity i» waiting ;
but if no

further training ie aeoured, before the apecial study i» begun,

in iuch lubjecti ai Engli»h, hiitory, economic!, logic, and

modem languagei, it will never be lecured at all. If one

subject ha« to be chosen out of many, let it be hiitory
;
there

is nothing that will lo effectually counteract any narrowinj!

tendencies in tho profeisional career of lawyer, doctor, ot

engineer as to have a wide outlook upon history. And this

remindu me to commend to those who are responsible for

the general course given in our first year a little book just

published at Oxford, entitled "The Living Past". The

author, Mr. F. a Marvin, has been specially succeesfu! ui

drawing from each of the periods that he passes in brief and

picturesque review those lessons that ought to be impressed

on the minds of all. The book gives, in fact, that sense ol

historical perspective without which I have always contended

that no one can claim to be properly educated. Sir Oliver

Lodge said at Birmingham the other day that he " saw the

whole of material existence as a steady passage from past to

future, only the single instant which we call the present

being actual ". And surely without taking geologic time into

account—compared with which historic time is but a point

or a dot—the most interesting part of the whole process is

for us the Ascent of Man, now the heir of all the ages, but

discovered at first, long before historical records begin, mak-

ing his way painfully upwards, by the help of stone, and

bronze, and iron, from childhood to adolescence, and then

emerging after tens of thousands of years into the light of

history as we know it to-day. Every educated man, and

woman too, ought to know, at least in outline, the story of

the early Empires of the East, and of the Greeks and Eomaus,
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the l««,n. of tb. Middle Age., of the B«n«««,c. .nd th.™. of modern wienc, of th. indn.tri.1. «x,i.l..nd politickchMge. which were afterward, brought to p„,, .„dof «,.
n.»in lm..of progrew thieved during th. iMt hundr«l ywr.

«.UJnd m th. httle volam. I ,« commending to your

briefly to touch if it wm. not for th. f..r of tr«pM.ing un-

u. thr„r".'*"*?~
"^"'° " ""^ ^"'"^ Hi:id^,\ith

u. th. other d.y-along with our venersbl. CbMclIor Lord
8t»theona. uid a group of di.tinguirfied m.n th. like ofwhich bai •.Worn been Men on this or any Univenity plat-form-I could not help remembering that, «,m. year, before
he berame Lord High CbanceUor, Vi.count Haldane hadmade himself responsible for the .chern. we are tryine to
reproduce here in our Officws" Training Corps. If we hadbeen m session at that time, and your Corps could have
a^rtied out to gn»t him. I am sure th. former 8«=retary ofWar wouldbav. beamed on it with a certain amount c whatmay be called paternal pride. Those who understand this
movement, based as it is on the most scientific methods of
mihtaiy training, will be gUd to see it taking its place more
and more within the sphere of onr University work, which
It, m fact expands and supplements. If discipline is a good
thing, and the habit of obedience to authority, the student
will get It here in acceptable form, and physical exercise as
well I have always thought that it was a great compliment
to the University when Lord Haldane brought forward his
project for securing a reserve of officers by drawing on the
splendid material provided by large bodies of educated yonne
men. who could be trained under proper direction and super-
vision to take command as officers in any great emergency
uur Corps made a highly satisfactory beginning last yearand with the new Drill Hall promised for its exclusive use I
look forward to a considerable development in its numbers
and usefulness.

On aU other recognized forms of student activity I should
14 *
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like to bestow a similar blessing, both those which care for

the body and those which look after the things of the mind.

The want of a gymnasium will, I fear, be greatly felt by many,

and we must just keep talking about it till we get one. The

Canadian Club speaks of holding its first meeting in connexion

with the University Lecture, which is to be delivered by Sir

Gilbert Parker on Monday of next week. Then there is the

Mock Parliament, which has done so much to stimulate in-

terest in public affairs. I am not sure that I do not like it

much better than I hke your Liberal and Conservative Clubs

;

Aristotle held that young men were not fit students of moral

philosophy, and I am sure he would have considered it need-

lessly precipitate for undergraduates to range themselves on

all questions under opposing banners.

I need not tell you how heartily we wish you all success

on the football field and the hockey rink. My only regret is

that the lookers-on at those games so greatly outnumber the

players, Do not be satisfied with merely looking on, but

contrive to -get a certain amount of regular exercise yourselves

on each day of the week. The healthful habits you may form

now will stand you in good stead in after life. And the same

thing should be said of the cultivation of intellectual tastes

and aptitudes. Eemember that the higher you aim in life

the better your educational preparation should be. Join vrith

us in trying to make Montreal prouder than ever before that

she should be able to furnish such a preparation within the

halls of " Old McGill ". And bear yourselves while you are here

in such a way that you may be able to look back with satisfac-

tion hereafter on the institution which helped to mould your

Uves, giving you not only that knowledge which is power, but

the impulse also and the inspiration that will set your feet in

high places.
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The friends of education and (so far as it shows its interest)
the general public have frequent opportunities of admiring
he spint in which teachers devote part of their hardly won
leisure to reunions such as this. It might be thought that
you would be only too glad to get away from the somewhat
wearing associations of your daily work. But the feeling of
brotherhood is strong in your hearts-the feeling which was
referred to this morning as that which inspires the "goodly
fellowship of teachers "

; and it is the experience of all
countnes that so long as these meetings are held with the
smgle-mmded aim of advancing the interests of education
and not for the purpose of providing what has been called a
"dumping ground for the faddist and the axe-grinder," they
will always continue to prove a valuable source of etimulus
and inspiration.

The pressure of other engagements has been so often my
excuse for declining your invitations that I was almost shamed
mto accepting the one which reached me this year And I
had besides another motive. It is very often imputed as a
fault to Umversity men that they hold themselves aloof from
the work of public schools, and that they are either ignorant
of, or mdifferent to the conditions which obtain there For
myself, I cannot plead guilty to this charge. If there be one
truth that seems to need more emphasis than another
especially at the present day, it is the essential unity of all
education. A good deal of mischief has been done in Eng-
land by the hard and fast line that is drawn, with consequent
social cleavage, between the elementary teacher and the

1904.*°
***"" ^"'"^ '"'°" "" °°''"° ^-'""•"'""J Aa««i»t;on, 5 April,
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teacher in a secondary echool. But even in England this

prejudice is tending to disappear, and it will disappear all the
sooner if (he nation can be roused to a consciousness of the
far-ieacbing opportunities of national service that lie within
the reach of the primary teacher. In the colonies, less

hampered as they are by social traditions, (here should be no
room for such a prejudice. But it is unfortunately just here
in Canada (ha( I have found, in my own experience, evidence
of a desire to set one department of education against another,
to stir up class feeling, to trade on (he diversity of interests

that separate rural schools from city schools, and to unite all

alike in somewhat unintelligent and uninstnioted criticism of

our Universitiea That is certainly not the direction in which
things are moving in the Old Country, where there is a
growing conviction—both in England and in Scotland—that
there should be no impassable gulf between the Universitiea

and the elementary schools, and where, through the medium
of their Day Training Colleges, the Universities are getting

a larger share of the business of turning out fully equipped
teachers of all grades. It will not do our elementary teachers

any good to encourage them in a low estimate of the value of

University training, or to praise a condition of things in which
the large mass of pupils whose education finishes in the

public schools may get a great part of (heir teaching from
persons whose quahfications are little in advance of their own.
Probably you will at once make up your minds that I am a

reactionary ; but I want to record my conviction at the start

(hat in a well-ordered system the University ought to have
the opportunity—if only it will use it wisely and well—of
associating itself with the whole scheme of national education,

and of giving all the light and leading which it may be capable

of supplying.

Take, for instance, the question of the school curriculum.

It would surely be a remarkable discovery for the twentieth

century to make that the subjects to which Universities attach

importance in their entrance examinations, as indispensable

(0 sound education, are not, after all, the subjects which
should occupy (he largeB( place in the programme of the
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eehool.. Such an attitude-assuming that the Universities
are not entirely astray as to what constitutes sound eduoa-
tu.n-would seem to render impossible of realization the
continuous and well-graded scheme which should be the aim
of all our educational endeavour. The fact is that two
opposing forces are here at work. There is a party-strongly
represented, I understand, in Ontario-which aims at assimi-
latmg the higher reaches of school education to the lower by
giving less weight to languages, as weU as to algebra and
geometry; while others would lay a better foundation fc
the study of these subjects in the high school by making
some provision for them also in the later years of the ele-
mentary course. For myself, I am at a loss to see how the
' career open to the talents " can be secured to the children
of the poor as well as of the rich without taking account of
this latter view. Apart altogether from the consequent
ennchment of the public school curriculum, and from the
additional inducement thus offered to continued study in the
high school, I do not consider it wise to draw so hard and
fast a line between the upper and the lower reaches of school
education, and in this way to segregate, as it were, in separate
departments those who for one reason or another desire to
carry their work beyond the ordinary public school course
It may well be feared that under new conditions we shall see
an increase rather than a decrease in the number of those
pupils who present themselves for matriculation at a Uni-
versity without ever having studied any language except
Enghsh, and of whom we have found by actual experience
that they " ask for special consideration because they were
actually debarred by the conditions of the school they attended
-otherwise excellently well-equipped—from taking up any
language save their mother-tongue ".

The fact that so great a bone of contention should offer
Itself ahuost at the outset of the inquiry may well suggest a
doubt as to the wisdom of my choice of a title for this paper
For how can there be such a thing as national education so
long as those most concerned have no agreement amongst
themselves? Especially here in Canada it might almost

^^
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appear as though to speak of national education would be
a contradiction i i terms. For is not Canadian education
necessarily provincial, and might not one dispose of the
whole subject of my paper within the limits of the celebrated
chapter " On Snakes in Iceland " ? When I say "provincial

"

I hope no one will imagine that the term is necessarily a
disparaging one, or that I wish to imply that any one part of
Canada is more " provincial " than another. I am glad to
know that you have your Dominion Educational Association,
which is to meet this summer at Winnipeg. There you have
a much-needed opportunity of comparing tho different con-
ditions under which you teach in the several provinces, and
of considering the points of contact and contrast between
those conditions and true educational ideals. But we all

heard what kind of a reception was given at the 1901 meet-
ing—notably by an oflBcial representative of my own province
of Quebec—to the proposal that the proceedings of that
association should be crystallized, as it were, in a Dominion
Bureau of Education. Those who are afraid of overcen-
tralization may continue to feel the comforting assurance
that, under the British North America Act, there can be no
danger of having any artificial and uniform type of education
imposed on the whole country, such as is complained of, for
example, in France at the present day.'

Even apart from that constitutional difficulty, there will
be no possibility of reaching any dead level of uniformity in
a country where the opinion of the average parent on edu-
cational issues is advanced just as confidently as that of any
expert. This phenomenon is not altogether unnatural in a
new countiy; but it must work woeful havoc with the
theories of those who seek to prove that there ia a universally

' It U intereBting to compare tLe ideal which is eherished in the United
States

:
" In tiie United States tliere is, broadly speaking, nnitormity o( tradition,

ol government, ot oiviUzation, and the educated joath ot San Francisco bears'
aboot the same relation to the world as the educated jouth ot Boston ; hence, so
far as elementary and secondary education is pursued, there is no reason why it
shoold not be subsUntially the same in various schools—not in details belonging
to the individual teacher, but in paper requirements and iniportonl features ol
methods ".—Baker, " Education and Life," p. 68.
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n.e high.K>unding phrases about "relating the work of the

olasB-room to the work ol life ". This leads to the introduc-

tion into the curriculum of stenography and typewnting,

which are hailed as being much more " vivid and vital than

any " dead languages ". But should we not lay to heart the

warnings addressed to ns by those who are entitled to speak

with authority on the subject?
,, .. i

Let me quote two from England and one from the United

States "Do not overload the curriculum," said Sir Joshua

Fitch " by multiplying the number of necessary subjects but

hold fast resolutelybv the recognized and staple subjects which

experience has shown to have the best formative value

;

secure a definite proportion of hours to those subjects, and

for the rest of the available time provide as. many forms of

intellectual and other activity as your appliances and teach-

ing staff have at command." And again: "The mental

Bvmnastio afforded by a complete devotion to one chosen

subject, which taxes all the powers o? the student to the

utmost, ib far superior to that furnished by a halt-hearted

study of a dozen incongruous things. When the traimng has

once been received, the mind, strengthened rather tha-

cramped by the limits within which it has been workinR,

may expatiate with profit over a wider field ;
but thetraming

is the m.in thing
" (Professor A. S. Wilkins). Or take this

from a report of one of the American Committees of Twelve:

" (The tendency to lengthen the Latin course by extendmg it

down into the elementary schools) had its origin in a grow-

ing conviction that the ends of education, at least in the

earlier stages, are best subserved by the concentration of

effort upon a limited number of leading studies, properly cor-

related, rather than by the scattering of energies over an in-

definite range of loosely related subjects ".

The view thus set forth should, I take it, be accepted as

one of the fixed principles of national education everywhere,

and it may confidently be set against much current talk

Making every allowance for adjustment of details in different

localities, and for different classes of pupils, there is surely

an a priori probability that the subjects which modern Uni-
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venitiea require {or entrance are, in the main, the sabjcctB

which oaght to form the staple of a good general education.

But, say the critics, this is to assume that " what is good
preparation for entrance into the Freshman class in College

is equally good for the boy who is to be a farmer, or the girl

who is to manage a farm-home. ... To teach in the elementary

schools what is simply taken up in College or University is

not sound in principle. The old academic methods are out

of place with young children." ' This is only partially true.

Special teaching must, of coarse, be provided in connexion
with special courses, but farmers need, just as much as others,

training in habits of accuracy, and much of what is valuable

in the traditional curriculum will be quite as valuable for

them as for others. There are some subjects that must be

adhered to for all pupils ; it is the methods of teaching that

will always afford room for improvement. We can all sub-

scribe to the definite and concrete recommendations made,
for instance, by President Eliot, of Harvard, when (in his

little book entitled " More Money for the Schools ") he pleads

for "more observation studies, less arithmetic^ and a little

more geography; less spelling and grammar and more
literature ; wiser teaching of geography as a natural-history

subject, and not on account of obsolete or trivial political

divisions and a list of names of bays, capes, rivers, mountains
and capitals ; a better teaching of history as a story of dis-

coveries, industries, commerce, peoples and institutions, and
not of battles and dynasties '*.

With much that seems somewhat more vague and incon-

clusive. Sir Oliver Lodge makes similar criticisms in his

recent paper on " School Eeform " (" Contemporary Eeview,"

February, 1904). His main subject is the English public

schools, which, while admitting their achievements in

producing that mental and moral balance which we know as

' Report of the MiQister ol Edaoation (ODtario), 1903.

*I Bhould be inclined to say much Itst ftrithmetic, which ie said to take up
sometimes as much as one-third of a teacher's whole time. After a certain stage

this subject is apt to degenerate into vain repetition, bat it is persisted in—to

the pre'adice of higher subjects—because it is easy.

''
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oharaeter, he aeeins to conaidei a contemptible training groand

for a boy's intellect. They tarn ont boys, according to Sir

Oliver Lodge, of whom it can be said that they " neither

possess linowledge, nor do they know how to acquire it, nor

do they as a rule feel an interest in it, nor do they respect it ".

It is obvious that the writer is thinking here mainly of

scientific knowledge. He laments in more than one passage

the gross ignorance which prevails among average persons of

the " fundamentals of natural knowledge ".

Apart from a comparison of the efficacy of ancient and

modern languages as teaching disciplines, his paper is mainly

taken up with suggestions for the remedy to be applied to

this deplorable state of things. Incidentally, it is instructive

to note that he thinks that a knowledge of the facts of

nature is " so easy that some acquaintance with them can

be got even through the medium of an occasional popular

lecture ". Nor is he at all in love with what are called

" modern sides ". The teaching he advocates should not be

given on a modem or any other side ; it should be put along

with the three B's and the mother tongue, as something

that everybody ought to know, if the average man is to be

enabled to understand the great applications of science and

to follow the trend of modern discovery. But it is not

enough merely to " superimpose on what is already taught

the facts of science," though this is what Sir Oliver else-

where (p. 154) refers to as " real education," viz., what can

easily be now taught about the world and the forces oE

nature ; what enables a man to " think and ascertain truth

for himself". If this were all, it could readily be shown
that, while avoiding the pretentious sham of undertaking to

teach at school all the known sciences, physics, chemistry,

zoology, botany, physiology, and the rest, few modern

centres of school education are content to ignore the im-

portance of elementary science teaching.* It may well be

1 " Tha teaching of acienoe ahoold not . . . for the majority of boya be a

teohnio&l drill in detailed facta and modea of meaanxement, which may be aa dull

and onremanerative as waa a grind through the Latin grammar of my youth.

The science taught to all the children should be of a stimulating and invigorat-
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tha enough ha. not been done in this direction ; and theremu8tbe some quarter, where more heed should be paid toSn: Ohver Lodge ,oritici«n that ., a rule no attempt i.m«le first to awaken curiosity r,:.d hunger for knowledge,

iTk knoirr*^,^ ?J
"'' '"""P' *' "^^ '" eet children toBeek knowledge for themselve. and snow them how to do it,es^.ally how to glean facts from nature at first hand ; howget mto contact with real and vitalizing sources of supply
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^
*at spirit which

hereafter may lead some of them, as it has led many self-taught men, to the discovery of truths new to the world "

Elsewhere, however, Sir Oliver's paper seems to be a

attention to those whom you in Ontario call the " Latinists " •

Listen to what he says of mathematics: 'A dreary laying
of foundations and grinding away at tedious details of un-

waste of time
;
it covers the subject with legitimate dislike. Ifatoy IS going to be an architect, every detail of joint and tenonand mort.se and cement and foundation must be known tohim but the average citizen wishes to know enough archi-

tecture to realize the beauty of old hurches, the intfrest and

.p.,JIu«, .?!h,oh """.f"","'
>' '""ll"'" "hioh „„ one n«d know eioept

n>»»t.rotlM«„.ii!L ^°' '°"" "" '-'i'snaMon I Ml when the head
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meaning of • modern building, to be able to appreciate the

skill o( conitmctioD ani. the meaning of the ornamentation

and design. All thii ia better (or him than a perpetual

grubbing away at foundations without lifting his eyes. Let

the solid ground be reserved (or specialists with special

aptitudes, and let others know enough to be able to consult

a specialist hereafter and understand his answer. So with

mathematics—let us give to children some beauty and range of

this mighty subject, ana cast our hogsheads, our furlongs, our

poles, together with our scruples and our drams, into the depths

of the sea, there to remain till by old age they have become

interesting fossils, whereas now they are disgusting corpses."

In common with every educationist who knows what he

is talking about. Sir Oliver Lodge protests against the notion

that there is any training of faculty in giving pupils a

smattering of many things. On the contrary, he ia all for

thoroughness and effici.m y. "Someone subject," he says,

"should be taught thoroughly up to the capacity of the

youth to receive it, so as to show what strenuous study and

real knowledge really are." But just when one is expecting

something definite,' he goes on :
" I am not prepared to say

:?hat that subject is which would best suit the majority of

average boys, nor even whether there is one subject that

could be generally utilized for that purpose". And in

another place, by way of a sort of reluctant tribute to the

classics, he admits that it is the consciousness of the need

for such a subject that is " the excuse, no doubt, for the ex-

cessive attention paid to the dead languages," but qualifies

the force of the admissior by going on to say that " an effort

should be made to give in some other way the same intellec-

tual drill and command of language which is fostered by
"

classical studies.

< Cp. the langnnge ot >n addrasa b; th> Fmident o( the Bo;ml Sooiatji (Sir

William Hoggins), on vhich has been baaed a reeent memorial from the Bojal

Sooiet; to the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge :
" The direction in which

ohangee should be made [in the studies ot onr higher soboola and in secondary

edncation geneiaU^] is in that ol the development o( sell-helpfnlness and a

spirit of free inquiry as opposed to the traditional teaching of the past ".
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ii n«Kl«oted. I am one o( thow who believe that the itndy

of an inflectional langnage in neoeuary tor the acoarate uie

of the mother-tongue, and (or a proper appreciation of

literature. It may be a qneition with iome whether French

or Latin ahonld be studied firat. But one (oLsign language

ii certainly indiipeniable for all who are to be well equipped

(or the uae and undentanding of their mother-tongue. I

aid on another occasion that it ii often preciaely thoae who

are loudeat in their profeaaion of aingle-hearted devotion to

the study o{ Engliah who contrive to write Engliab juat

about aa badly as it can be written. " What should they

know of Engliah who only Engliah know? "

I do not wish to interfere unneoesaarily in the diacuasion

of the vexed questions of Ontario. And no one need imagine

that I hold any briol for this or that language. I am no

bigot, for example, on the classical question. It was not

long after my settlement at Montreal that compulsory Greek

disappeared from the entrance examinations at McOill.

But I am astonished to find that so little recognition is given

here to the (acts of experience, one of which certainly is that

pupils who have acquired a foreign language poaaess, aa a

rule, a greater mental development than those who only

have their mother-tongue.

In this country, nothing aids so much the efiforts of

thoae who are bent on disparaging the value of language

study as the tone adopted towards it in the home. This

attitude springs from the excess of the sentiment which has

lately declared that education in the past has been too

" bookish," and that children should be instructed in " things
"

rather than in " words ". With ua it is regarded as a sign of

alert and up-to-date intelligence to proclaim that one has

" no use for Greek ". But do not let us ignore the views of

others. In England, the new committee which regulates

the conditions of entrance into the Navy is enacting that

Latin shall be obligatory on all candidate!—i.e. that boys of,

say, twelve and half, shall be examined in Caesar and in the

translation into Latin of short compound sentences of every

type. And yet I don't suppose they speak Latin in the
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of being a learned subject; one in which the Universities

have the leading interest ; one vfhioh will help to keep the

children away from the farm. Latin is, of course, anything

but a "soft subject". But the phenomenal revival of this

study in the United States, after a certain period of experi-

menting in other directions, is probably to be accounted for

by the consciousness of how greatly English would suffer by

its suppression, as well as by what a member of the Mosely

Commission (Mr. Fletcher) refers to as the " disgust at the

disappointing results of the smattering of many subjects

offered in its stead ". Listen to the words of a Harvard

Committee, reporting on English in the secondary schools

:

" The study of Latin Grammar may be so conducted as to

render the formal study of English Grammar superfluous in

the high school ; and it may, by virtue of the singularly

logical character of Latin syntax, help to train the pupil in

expression as well as in thought. Through the study of

Latin, moreover, the pupil may make himself familiar with

many of the common English prefixes and suffixes, and with

the derivation of many English words ; he may enlarge his

vocabulary and learn to use it with finer discrimination.

The advantages of oral and written translation as a means

of training in English need not be dwelt on." The pupil is,

in fact, learning thereby to write and speak his own language

all the time, and constantly increasing his stock of English

phrases, constructions, and idioms. With modern languages

it is apt to be more a matter of vocabulary only : cast in the

same mould as English, they do not supply, equally with

Latin, the mental gymnastic of a close logical training in

language. It is Latin that, above all other languages, imparts

what may be called the logic of grammar.

I have ahready admitted that something remains to be

done to simplify the study, especially in a country which is

hurrying on to meet the practical needs of life. We ought

to throw overboard a great many of the minutiss of scholar-

ts better to make & new will and bnrn the old one." There ia no greater enemy

ol illiterate and nnf^mmatioal Englieh than an elementaiT knowledge of the

phneipleB of grammar, such as may be obtained from Latin.
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pupil as an ally in the process of learning j which sympathizes

with the curiosity natural to aU children, and knows how to

transmute it into sound and reasoned knowledge ;
which sti-

mulates imagination and arouses interest, effort, the desire to

know more. In a word, stimulus is needed as well as disci-

pline. The average boy who spends nearly his whole school

time in wrestling with the rudiments of three foreign lan-

guages, or with the dry rules of mathematics, never sees the

wood for the trees. He does not feel that growing and en-

couraging sense of power which comes from having his goal

well in sight, pressing towards it, reaching it. What he

needs is a richer curriculum, one that appeals to other than

the merely linguistic faculties ; one which, while not losing

sight of discipline, shall at the same time appeal to other

sides of boy-nature ; discovering and developing aptitudes

which now languish for want of opportunity ;
giving him less

booK-work, and teaching him how to use his eyes and hands

;

training memory less and intelUgence more ; in a word, mak-

ing education a less mechanical and a more vital thing. It

is
' more life and fuller that we want '. The teacher's aim,

it has been admirably said, 'is to help the pupil to live a

fuller, a richer, a more interesting and a more useful hfe'."

This is why, while there are some of us who look with

suspicion on such a subject as " Book-keeping and Commer-

cial Transactions," we should all welcome an improvement

in the methods of teaching, say, commercial geography, to-

gether with everything else that vfill give pupils an idea of

the natural resources of their own and of foreign countries.

Along with that as much " nature-study " as anyone could

wish for; provided, that the teacher in charge of the subject

has a sound hold on the general sciences on which "nature-

study " must rest, and can, as it were, " sow from a full sack

"

in deaUng with it. Nor do I need to commend manual

training and instruction in the mechanical arts—a subject

which the efforts of one man. Sir William Macdonald, have

sufficed to place on almost a national basis already throughout

the length and breadth of the Dominion. The immense field

of technical education in goneral would require a paper to
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itself. H it is to be adequately dealt with in Canada, the
provinces will have to come to some arrangement with the
Federal Government, which is in the meantime barred from
all the good works in education that seem almost to lie

ready to its hand. It is just in regard to professional train-
ing generally, including Art and Music, that the intervention
of an extra-provincial authority could do the greatest good.
The Dominion Government, as such, has a real and practical
interest in the existence of high-class Colleges of Agriculture
all over the country, as well as in provitl-ng adequate training
for Doctors of Veterinary Medicine. But all this comes
onder the head of education, and must, according to our con-
stitution, be left to the separate activities of the provinces.
How difficult any proposal for concerted action may prove in
such matters, when there is even one dissentient, we saw
lately in connexion with the discussion of Dr. Boddick'g
Medical Begistration Bill.

Meanwhile, as regards our schools—including those of aU
the provinces, from the Atlantic to the Pacific—the key to
the solution of every present and future problem is to be
found in the adequate training and the sufficient remunera-
tion of the teachers. We must get rid of the absurd idea
that all the situation calls for is to have the services of a body
of persons who have learned just a little more than they may
be required to teach. That is a bad English tradition which
would be laughed out of court in Germany. I sometimes
wish there were even a greater dearth of public school
teachers than there is to-day. Nothing short of a general
stoppage in the supply will suffice to call attention to the
altogether unsatisfactory nature of present conditions. But
the only result of an actual scarcity is that the powers that
be are forced to go still lower down in the scale and grant
certificates to unqualified persons, with consequent prejudice
alike to salaries and to status.

The report of the Mosely Commission, which wiU shortly
be issued to the public, will probably be found to state that
the facilities for training teachers in Canada are by no means
all they might be. This reminds me to say that at Montreal

II
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one of these days we shall have a thoroughly-equipped Train-

ing College in close connexion with McQiU University, the

work of which it will be impossible for any province in Canada

to ignore. We know that we have to do more than immster

to the local needs of our immediate neighbourhood, and that

is why we are so much alive to every opportunity of national

usefulness. At Montreal we shall want to have our Traming

College as closely connected with the University course as

are our existing professional schools of Law, Medicine, and

Applied Science. It is just as good for teachers as it is for

lawyers and doctors and clergymen that up to a certain point

they should obtain the same liberal education as other

students, and have their technical and professional traming

afterwards. In our existing Normal School may easily be

found the nucleus of an institution which shall place McG.ll

on the same level as the most advanced Universities of the

United States-Columbia, with its Teachers' College, and

Chicago, with its School of Education, the Professor of

Education in the University acting as responsible head also

of the Normal College. Meanwhile, to show how deeply we

are interested in the better training of teachers we have

decided to start, without delay, a Summer Schoo
,
the first

contribution of which to their better equipment shaU be made

in the neglected department of language-study. Montreal is

an ideal centre for the teaching of French ;
and for a month

or so McGiU will welcome all teachers who desire to profit

by the opportunity offered for the study of this subject. They

vrill be Itoarded in one of the affiUated colleges, and every

attempt will be made to establish and maintain an exclusively

French atmosphere from the beginning to the end of tne

course. The leaflet which I have handed to your secretary

details the methods by which this desirable end is to be

secured, and I shall only add here that asnothmg of the kind

is offered in your own province-your Bummer School a

London being limited, I think, to manual traimng. domestic

science, etc.-I hope some of you will take advantage of the

invitation we extend to you to come to Montreal for this pur-

pose. The course will be given in July.
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That remiuda me to refer to the regrettable fact that there

may be some people here who profess to believe that McGill
is not quite good enough for Ontario. In the recent discus-

sion as to the qualifications of specialists, nothing surprised

me more than the amount of argument and the length of

time required to bring home to those who did not want to

admit it the fact which stares every one in the face who is at

all conversant with your provincial regulations. The worth
or the inferiority of McGill courses has at present nothing to

do with the question. You might have a University manned
by angels and archangels, and yet if that University were
situated only a mile or two beyond your provincial boundary,

its honour graduates could not obtain the standing of specialists

under your regulations. Such a condition of things is ob-

viously the negation of " national education ". I took the

liberty of raising this question after reading the account of a

speech in whica one of your most distinguished fellow-towna-

men, speaking in well-deserved praise of the University of

Toronto, had made it a boast that " while the University of

Toronto has of graduates teaching in high schools 283,

Trinity College has 1<, and McGill has 1 ". That was in 1900,

and your Education Department is still in travail with the

issue to which I have referred. It sees on the one hand
that education is the most highly protected industry of this

province, and that the admission of competition from the out-

side might spoil the market ; on the other hand, it is probably

aware by now that, equally with Toronto, McGill University

is glowing to be a national force which cannot be conveniently

ignored. It is certainly in no sense a provincial University.

It is as free from party politics as it is from denominational

infiuences of any kind, and it owes no allegiance to any pro-

vincial Department of Education. Its Faculty of Arts will

now compare favourably with that of any University in the

country, its standard for honours is fully as high as that

which obtains elsewhere, and it is gradually extending its in-

fluence all over the Dominion, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

It ought not to be left to me to say such things of McGill,

but if no one else will, in Ontario, why of course I must

!
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I am one of thoie who think it is somewhat vain to speak ot

Canada as a nation so long as such a state of things con-

tinues to be possible. And if the argument is used that " to

allow McOiU graduates to take certain scholastic positions

in other provinces would deprive those who belonged to such

provinces of the chance of earning their bread and butter,"

the answer must be that this ia a question of efficiencr. If

Ontario is to continue in the educational van of Canada, we

ought to be able to presume that what it wants from its

teachers is the best possible service. Will it get this if it

insists on ranging itself alongside the craftsmen of Efhesus,

who had no better argument to advance than, " This our

craft is in danger
;
great is Diana of the Ephesians " ?

But I must not close with any reference that may give rise

to a difference of opinion among you. We are all agreed that

the discovery of the supreme importance of education is one

of the greatest achievements ot the nineteenth century. And

not least on this American continent, where the watihword

has ever been, and will continue to be, equality of opportun-

ity for all. In former days in Europe education was a class

privilege. But now we have to think no longer of the pro-

fessional classes only, but of the masses of the people, in

regard to whom it is our interest, as well as our duty, to east

the net wide, so as to get the greatest '^ ossible return from

the available brain power of the whole community, by briig-

ing the benefits of a liberal education within the reach of all.

With such a task before us, it will be strange if we do not

see before long some sort of awakening as to the status and

remuneration of the teacher. Otherwise the condemnation

of posterity will assuredly overtake us. At some future stage

in the development of human civilization, the wonderment

will be great that there should have been a time at which

nations were content to pay elementary school teachers at a

rate not much above that which could be claimed by unskilled

labour. No expenditure is considered too great to be grudged

on war and armaments by land and by sea, on constructive

works such as railways, bridges, harbours, and naval stations

;

but the needs of the common school rouse little, if any.
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interest or enthumMm. And yet it is there that those are
being trained who are to form the manhood and the woman-
hood of the nation in the years that are to come. It is there
that the national character is being moulded, even though
some of those who are engaged in the work may not be fully
alive to the magnitude of their opportunities. Think for amoment of what it ought to mean-this chance of having all
the children of a nation together up to the ages of thirteen
or fourteen I Not merely for the acquiring of knowledge-
that IS by no means the whole of education. Success in
examinations is something, but it is by no means everything.
For instance, it cannot be regarded as furnishing a complete
and satisfying test of character. I was so much impressed
by what was said on this subject by an Inspector of Schools
in the West' that I wrote down the words of his report:
Unless the pupil leaves our schools with refined and gentle

manners
;
with a self-control sufficient to free him from then^ of external restraint and guidance ; with clear know-

ledge of his duties and sound views of the worth of life and
Its prizes; with a power of growth and a thirst after know-
ledge; the schools have not done their best work for him
however broad and accurate his scholarship may be " Good
manners, courtesy, consideration for others, respect for
seniors, fnendly politeness towards all-a time may come
when It may be superfluous to speak of the need of caring for
such things

: but meanwhile we must look to the school to
make good whatever deficiencies may exist in the home

It IS to enable them to meet these and other demands
that we want the best possible training for our teachersWe want to complete the transformation of what used to be
considered a sort of refuge for the destitute into a profession
that shall be recognized as ranking among the noblest and
most honourable of all. If in the course of progress we lay
increasing burdens upon yon, and make demands of you that
become greater from year to year, we ought to honour you
all the more when you successfully fulfil the duties assigned

' Dr. Ooggin.

If
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to yon. Meanwhile you should have every opportunity of

comparing one let of teaching condition! with another, and

exchanging notes on educational experience. That you will

never have if yon shut yourselves np within the narrow

limits of any single system, cultivating self-complacency in-

stead of broad-mindedness, and refusing to see good in any

subject except the one yon teach, or efficiency in any institu-

tions except those of vour own parish. Education may

become the greatest ftderating force at work among the

various provinces of our vast Dominion. The influences

which it wields will act more potently than the provisions

of any paper constitution in the direction of unity of interest,

thought, feeling, and aspiration. That is why I should like

to see, if it were possible to realize it, a great national

training centre, which would serve as a'sort of rallying-point

for teachers throughout the country, to which they might

return from time to time to replenish their stores, and

so qualify themselves for advancement from a lower to a

higher grade in the profession of their choice. Would that

it might become to many—men as well as women—a lite

work, instead of a convenient way of spending a limited

number of years of active service I It is the best brains of

the country that are needed for this onerous and responsible

but noble and dignified field of work, and the time is at hand

when the nation will be content with nothing else.
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The Canadian University which accredited me as a delegate
to this jubilee and inauguration is twenty-five years older than
the University of Wisconsin : as for Oxford, which I have
the honour also to represent—Oxford does not really know
her age. She is past the time of life when it is easy or con-
venient to recall the date of one's birth. Unlike your Univer-
sity, MoGill in Montreal is of private foundation—owing
little, if anything, to the State. Such institutions exist for
the purpose, speaking for the moment only of Hnance, of
enabling wealthy givers to escape the epitaph which might
otherwise record the bare, naked fact that " the rich man died
also and was buried ". How different is your case ! I have
never heard the points of contrast between the two types—
the State University and the private foundation—put so
cogently as by those who have already addressed you. We
may well envy you that wealth of pubUo appreciation which
takes the form of a large annual subsidy—paid, I have no
doubt, with the regularity of clockwork—and which operates
at the same time as a guarantee that your work shall always
keep in touch with practical and public aims. The beautiful
drives which your visitors have been privileged to take in the
neighbourhood have impressed on them the fact that the
State has encouraged you to annex a public park and call it a
campus. You do not permit any other University institutionm this State to approach the legislature : you have it all to
yourself. No two State Universities, as was said yesterday,
are supposed to ask for appropriations from the same common-
wealth. How different are our relations with the private

'An Addnn deUvind •! U» Jnbilte ot the UnlTOnity ol WiMomln 9
Jane, 1904.
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donor I He ia distracted by rival claima and conflictiog io-

tereiti, and cannot lavish all his affections on the college of

bis choice. There are the Churches, (or instance I

0( Oxford it might be difficnlt to say whether it is, on the

whole, a public or a private (oundatioa Bach State recogni-

tion as it enjoys does not carry with it any great increase of

the material resources of the aniversity, and as to private

donations, it seems a long time since the pious founders went
to their rest. There is generally, in all private foundations,

a long wait between the gifts I The reason why Oxford re-

ceives no endowments now from private sources is possibly

the mistaken idea that a University which has been going for

BO many centories must surely be complete.

Neither McOill nor Oxford definitely authorized me to

in6ict in its name on this large and repqesentative audience

any expression of academic views. But I am quite at home
in such cdebrations both in this world and—what some of us

call " the old country "
; and it is therefore a pleasure to re-

spond to your new President's invitation that I should say

something on the subject of our mutual interests. A great

part of the activity of a modem college head is, in fact, taken

up with attending such celebrations as this. My apprentice-

ship began thirty years ago—as far back as the great Edin-

burgh tercentenary in 1884. Though it has fallen to my lot

to attend similar festivals at various points on this continent,

I have never yet been quite so far west—or rather let me say,

quite so near what I am told is to be considered the centre of

American gravity. I think it was that spirited writer, Dr.

Conan Doyle, who spoke so feelingly of finding all the com-
forts of civilization in the course of a lecturing tour which he
made through the United States—in the hotel, for example,

where the barber's shop ovided him with attendance from a

hairdresser on the very spot where in recent memory the

original inhabitants of the continent might have left no hair

on his head at all I But, however appreciative such a stroll-

ing lecturer may show himself, he cannot experience those

feelings of gratitude and satisfaction which fill our hearts

to-day when, as the invited guests of a great American Uni-
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tbu educstion. It miy inteiwt you to know th»t »t a (n»»t

imperial Univertity Conference which I h»d the honour of rt-

tendinR in London iMt ye«, »nd which wai preeided o»er by

Mr J»me« Bryce, more thui one .pe»ker expreMed the »iew

thit if we only had reprewntativee from American nniverei-

tiet with ui, we should hare been quite complete. In default

of any tuoh larger federation, it ii at leaet open to cultivate

the cordial relationihipe which are implied in the exchange

of visiti on the occaeion of intereating ceremonials inch ai

the prenent I do not know that either Engliehmen or

American, are .ufficiently conMiou. of the amount of fusion

that is going on around and about us, at shown especially in

the results of the silent processes by which our common Un-

KuaRe is asserting it. supremacy not only on this contment

but in far-off Asia, Australia, and Africa as weU. It is a good

augury for the future federation of the wprld that America as

a whole, speak. English, and is content to call it English

still I . . ^ u- iu

When your President asked me to furniBh him with some

title for my address this forenoon, I felt inclined to suggest

that I might be allowed to discourse on what 1 should have

liked to call
" standing imprewions". For such a talk I

should have been glad to draw inspiration merely from the

various speeches which I knew were to precede mine. But

something more formal was required of me, and I have been

at some pains to comply with the demand. No one can take

part in such a ceremonial as this without realizing the degree

of identity, as well as of difference, that will be found to exist

on a comparison of British and American university mstitu-

tions. Identity there must ever be amongst the universities

of all countries, centering as each does in the common con-

stitution of chair, faculty, and senate. (I leave the queation

of business administration out of account, as that is cared for

in many different wa/s.) All American universities are demo-

cratic, some more, some less. Those who still imagine that

a democracy prefers to be governed by ignorant persons ought

to have had the opportunity which your visitors have en-

joyed, of listening to the speakers whose eloquence, as is
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niaally the cue tt *noh gktberinKi in the United States, bM
been k remtrkable featon of your feitiral. It ii not the

(act that a democracy would obooae, if left to itielf, to remain

ignorant. It want* rather the beet gnidanoe that it can get.

That i« why it ii that, no matter what coune a itodent may
follow, hit univenity training ii not coniidered to have done
much for him if it fails to make him more fit than he other-

wise would have been, to lead bis fellowmen, and to take a

uaeful and a creditable part in the conduct of public affairs.

Preparation (or citizenship and for the public service has

rightly been made the basis of much of your work in the

realm of hijher education. There is a passage in one of

President Elliot's recent reports which may well be cited in

this connexion :
" Since wise and efficient conduct of Ameri-

can affairs, commercial, industrial, and public, depends more
and more upon the learned and scientific professions, the

universities owe it to the country to ;<rovide the best possible

preparation for all the professions. This best possible pre-

paration can only be given to young men who, np to their

twenty-first year, have had the advantages of continuous and
progressive school and college training." • * *

After all it is the spirit which makes us one, no matter
what differences may exist as regards external form. Our
universities need not all be fashioned in the same mould.

Here in Wisconsin, with your State patronage and your
mutual understanding as to the advantages which both parties

to existing contracts may hope to reap, it may surprise you to

realize that questions are still raised elsewhere as to the pro-

priety of including in the university curriculum the industrial

applications of science. To me it seems to be the natural

consequence of the rapid growth of science in recent times.

The earliest universities were eminently practical. Bologna
was founded for Law, Salerno for Medicine. The distinction

between what we call pure and applied science is a natural

and necessary distinction, and though the former now comes
first in the order of teaching, it was not so in the order of

historical development. It was the practical needs of life

that gave rise in the first instance to the science of astronomy.

m
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for example, and geometry ; and as for ohemiBtry, in the hands

of the alchemists, its essential motive was the persistent en-

deavour to transmute the baser metals into gold. On the one

hand, the practical applications of science lie at the founda-

tion of all science : on the other, it may be truly said that all

the marvels of modem scientific activity rest on the basis of

the abstract and theoretical learning which was fostered by

the universities, and which, as has been rightly insisted on

by previous speakers, it is the duty of the State, as weU as its

privilege, to develop and encourage in such a University as

this. What we have to do is to seek to minimize the danger

and disadvantage of the separation of the two spheres by

giving practical men a sound training in theory, and also by

keeping theory in touch with practice.

There are, in fact, obvious advantages in the association

of technology with the university curriculum. The univer-

sity alone can adequately cover the higher parts of technical

instruction, safeguarding the disinterestedness of science and

keeping in due subordination to the search for truth the

material advantages and " bread-earning " potencies that may

be involved in any particular branch of study. And by so

doing—by throwing its ffigis over technology—the university

learns the lesson that the day is long past and gone when

it might be content with being a mere academic ornament

instead of striving to make itself a centre of practical use-

fulness in the community. The word has gone forth over

aU the world that learning and science are and must ever

remain incomplete and unsatisfying unless they can be adapted

to the service and the use of man.

The danger now rather seems to be that the needs of

practical and professional training, and the pressure of com-

mercial interests, may tend to depress the standard of liberal

education and the old traditions of culture. We hear much

now-a-days of proposals to get the universities to shorten or

out down the academic and hterary side of their training.

But if we foUow our best counsellors, we shall not want to

do so many things in so great a hurry. Bather we shall

stand by the sure foundation which a university training
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ought to guarantee. This has been well described by one ofyour own authorities. Prof. Andrew West, of Princeton, in
his reference to the college department of a university asaat which furnishes "the one repository and shelter of
iberal education as distinct from technical or commercial
troimng

;
the only available foundation for the erection of

umversibes containing faculties devoted to the maintenance
of pure leammg, and the only institution which can furnish
the preparation which is always desired, even though it is
not yet generally exacted, by the better professional schools ».

we aU know when it becomes our duty gently to combat,
for example, the wishes of the parent who says: "My boy
wants to be a chemist or an engineer

; put him through his
studies in the shortest possible time ". A year or two's delay
will make all the better nan of him. Not that we do not
beheve m specialization, bu. we also believe that the student
makes a mistake when, in his haste to advance himself in
some special field, he turns his back on the advantages of a
broad general education. Let him have an opportunity of
developing an interest also in other subjects, outside his own
partjcular sphere: so shall we secure that he shall rise
su^nor to the temptation of acquiring the mere knacks of a
trade, and that those who may become the future leaders of
grait mdustnal undertakings shall have a mi-Btery of prin-
ciples as well as that faculty of well-balanced judgment and
careful discrimination which, as distinct from the mere
acquisition of knowledge, is the mark of a sound and compre-
hensive education.

It is by giving emphasis to this argument that we may
avoid any reasonable censure from those who wish to warn
us that It IS no part of the work and office of a university to
teach the students how money may be made. Apart from
ail thought of "getting on in the world," the benefits of acoUege trammg should be made to stand out as solid advan-
t^es for the betterment and enrichment of the individual
ue. It IS a trite remark that business or professional avoca-
tions do not make up the whole of existence for any one r^'
us. The leisure of life has to be provided for, and as was

16
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lately remarked by one of my colleagues in Montreal :
" Every

one should receive an equipment such as shaU enable him

even to get through his Sundays with credit".

I have referred already to the great expansion in modem

days of the field of university studies. Law, medicme,

theology are no longer the only technical applications of our

academic work. The modem type of coUege professor can

make his views heard, not only about raUroads, bridges, and

electrical suppUes, but also about public finance and currency

and banking—even about an international dispute over a

boundary Une I And it is good for the university thus to be

brought into close touch with the actual needs of Ufe. No

one believes nowadays that a sound training in classics and

mathematics is enough for a student, whatever may be the

line of life he may intend to enter on. But in adapting our-

selves to the new, we need by no me^is part wholly with the

old Do not let us forget that, while it is not beneath the

dignity of a university to take an interest in practical matters,

such as the problems of banking and finance, sanitary reform,

water supply, taxation, charity organization, and mumcipa

questions generaUy, there is such a thing as the uphftrag o!

professional interests and pursuits by association with an m-

Btitution which is above and beyond them all. The path of

progress in the professional faculties is now marked out on

the lines of an ever-inoreasing identification with the aims

and ideals of the university. Instead of separation in m-

dependence, what we work for now is the co-ordmation of

subjects «id departments, the inter-relation and inter-depen-

dence of the faculttes. the unification of the separate and

segregated parts in one systematic and consistent whole, in

which each branch, while distinct in its own weU-defined

sphere, shaU yet contribute to the common strength of all.

Upon such a scheme mining may quite well go hand in hand

with metaphysics, Hebrew with hydraulics. Take mmmg,

a branch of which the importance can hardly be over-esti-

mated, and which we have fully instaUed at one of the

universities which I represent to-day-I need hardly say I

am not referring to Oxford I It may serve to illustrate the
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wide interest that may be cultivated in a university of the
kind I am describing, if I recall the fact that I know also
another type of miner, different from the one who is trained
in schools of mining engineering.

Some of my friends are digging at this moment—not on
virgin soil like the Klondike, but in countries like Egypt, and
Crete, and Asia Minor, whose hills and plains are gray with
hoar antiquity. What is the object of their search ? Not
the shining nugget or the ore which will yield its hidden
treasure only to the pressure of machinery, but the mould-
covered and musty papyrus—some buried and long-forgotten
manuscript that may seem to bridge again the gulf which
separates the old world from the new. Perhaps there may
be some here who would not give much for such treasure-
trove, but none the less is it true that the explorers in Egypt
and elsewhere are adding, like the mining engineer, to the
sum of the world's wealth : to its opportunities of knowing
itself, its past history, and the story of its previous intellectual
efforts. And so room may be found under praoticaUy the
same roof for science on the one hand, and also for literary
studies, those branches which make it their business to
mvestigate the origins of things—of languages, of religions,
of national customs, ideas, and institutions. AU nations have
need of the " scholar class "—the men who stand for ideas
and ideals, who are eager to join in the search for truth and
to proclaim it fearlessly. The one thing needful is that aU
investigations, literary and scientific alike, be carried on in
the spirit of the maxim laid down by Monsieur Gaston Paris :

" I profess absolutely and without reserve this doctrine, that
the sole object of science is truth, and tmth for its own sake,
without regard to consequences, good or evil, happy or un-
happy. He who through patriotic, religious, or even moral
niotives, aUows himself in regard to the facts which he in-
vestigates, or the conclusions which he draws from them
the smaUest dissimulation, the slightest variation of standard'
IB not worthy to have a place in the great laboratory wher^
honesty is a more indispensable title to admission than ability
Thus understood, common studies, pursued in the same spirit.
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in all civilized ooontrieB, form—above restricted and too often

hostile nationalities—a grande patrie which is stained by no

war, menaced by no conqueror, and where our souls find the

rest and communion which was given them in other days by

the City of God."

And now, as specially representing Oxford, I should like

to say a word or two of the feeling of unity which may well

bind universities in other parts of the English-speaking world,

to that which may be called the " old grey mother of them

all ". There is a popular notion on this continent that Oxford

is an anachronism, used up and out of date, and that it exists

only for the purpose of providing the sister university of

Cambridge with a partner for the boat race and the university

cricket match. Much of this is due 'to the gentle irony of

Matthew Arnold, who spoke lightly (knowing that he would

not be misunderstood by hia friends) of Oxford as being

"steeped in prejudice and port"; and who apostrophized

the university as the "home of lost causes, impossible

loyalties, and forsaktn beliefs ". The current view is, how-

ever, sorely a heavy penalty for Oxford to pay for not giving

special prominence to those branches of technical or profes-

sional study which are so greatly praised in America, on the

ground not only of their intrinsic excellence, but also for the

practical reason that they afford a speedy means of obtaining

a livelihood, and that they contribute also to develop the

material resources of the country. It is no reproach to

Oxford to admit that her chief glory centres round those

Uterary and humanistic studies of which it may be said, in

brief, that their main value lies in the fact that they are

followed not only for their own sake, not only as ends in

themselves, but also because they enter, and must ever con-

tinue to enter, into all the other branches of a university

curriculum. Oxford does not neglect science, although

circumstances prevent Oxford from cultivating all ranches

of science. What she recognizes is the fact that letters are

as necessary to civilization as science, and that science will

only thrive and exist in an intellectual atmosphere where

Uterature also flourishes. For these two grow from one root
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I listened with interest to what President Van Hise said in
appreciation of the advantages of the residential system at our
great Enghsh universities. There are many who would ac-
knowledge their indebtedness to that system for a degree of
what I may call tocial experience to which they might not
otherwise have attained. But, besides being a great school
of manners. Oxford has realized the ideal which your own
Mr. Lowell set before American colleges in his memorable
oration at the Harvard celebration, when he said that he
" would rather the coUege should turn out one of Aristotle's
four-square men, capable of holding his own in whatever 6eld
he may be cast, than a score of lop-sided ones, developed ab-
normaUy in one direction "

; and when he defined the general
pulses of college education as being "to set free, to supple
and to tram the faculties in such wise as shall make them
most effective for whatever task in life may afterwards be
set them-for the duties of life rather than for its business-
and to open windows on every side of the mind where thick-
ness of wall does not prevent it ".

October of this year will see the first additions from
American colleges to the ranks of Oxford students under the
terms of the Bhodes Bequest. It may be in order to offer a
word or two on that much-discussed topic. Let me first re-
call the words of Mr. Bhodes' wiU. He states in express
terms that his desire was "to encourage and foster an ap-
preciation of the advantages which will result from the union
of the Enghsh-speaking peoples throughout the world, and
to encourage in the students of the United States of America
Who will benefit from the American scholarships, an attach-
ment to the country from which they have sprung without
mJMramng them or their sympathies from the land of their
adytum or birth ". It is probably the fear of something of
tluB sort that has given rise to certain criticisms of the
Bhodes Bequest. The most acrimonious that I have seen
comes from a journal that calls itself the "Cosmopolitan,"'

hr«„t^ tl^^l '
""' '° ""'"'' "" ""»' "™' to 8">" »™r what

uxmopolitu," M«7, 1904.
'
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the editor of which and» fault with Dr. Parkin for claiming

(u reported in newspaper interview) that " Oxford during

three centuries has turned out literary $tate,7nen for England

as regularly as clockwork, and gives to students the kind of

world-wide knowledge that will enable them to stand among

the great ones of the earth". The literary roll of honour

among the statesmen of this country is undoubtedly growing

in distinction; it contains names like those of your great

President of the United States, the strenuous Theodore

Boosevelt, John Hay, and others ; all that Dr. Parkm meant

to assert was that England has never lacked statesmen who

were also eminent in literature. But what says the editor

of the "Cosmopolitan"? "Seen through American eyes,

Oxford has not turned out two great statesmen of high in-

tegrity, broad conceptions, and personal courage to each of

these three centuries."
, j j j„iu„

Then he proceeds to offer a prize of one hundred dollars

to anyone who wiU name such statesmen. I should hke to

enter this competition and found with the proceeds a prize

in the history department of the University of Wisconsm

Mr. Walker's remarks are practically an indictment, not of

Oxford but of English statesmanship for the last three

hundred years. For it is true that a very grest proportion

of England's public men, during that period, were educated

in Oxford : the rest had mostly the advantage of a Cambridge

training. In our own day there have been from Oxford

Gladstone, Morley, GoBchen, James Bryce, Asquith, and

many more. A century ago, there were Chatham, Fox,

Carteret (the first Lord Granville) ; two centuries ago, John

Hampden, Lord Clarendon, Sir Harry Vane, Sir John

Eliot That some of these not merely passed through

Oxford, but retained her teaching in the deepest substance

of their minds, may be inferred from the famous anecdote of

Cariieret told by Eobert Wood, the author of the Essay on

the Genius of Homer. Wood caUed on Carteret a few days

before his death with the preliminary articles of the Treaty

of Paris He found the statesman so languid that he pro-

posed postponing the business. But Carteret insisted that
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he ihoDld stay; "it could not prolong hia lite," he said, "to
neglect his doty ". Then he repeated to hit visitor, in the
original Oreek, the immortal hues which Sarpedon in
Homer's Twelfth Iliad addresses to Olaucns, the son of
Hippoloohus :—

" Friend of my soul, it we might escape from this war,
and then live for ever without old age or death, I should not
fight myself amid the foremost ranks, nor would I send thee
into the glorifying battle : but a thousand fates of death
stand over us, which mortal man may not flee from nor
avoid

:
then let us on, whether we shall give glory to others,

or obtain it for ourselves."

It was the spirit of Oxford and of an Oxford training that
spoke in these words of a dying statesman. Carteret may
have had his faults—such faults as were common in that
age. But this story from his very death-bed will ever hallow
his memory in the minds of those who know what an Oxford
training means.

It was certainly Cecil Bhodes' intention, in addition to
improving the relations of the English-speaking peoples, to
help to enlarge in America—what has been the glory of

England—the class of really cultivated statesmen, capable
of a broad and generous view, free from all parochialism and
crudity. Of course Oxford cannot create men of genius:
nature must do that. Neither can she create heroes and
saints, men with a burning passion for humanity. But she
can leaven all the human materials sent her with a certain

oivihzing inflnence, a certain softening power of beanty and
of thought. Her very walls will do it. Most of you know
this very well. I appeal to my friend President Harper.
What greater compliment could Chicago have paid to our
English universities than to imitate their buildings in struc-

tures which recall—in what I was glad to find last week are
really no uncongenial surroundings—the stately associations
of the college gardens I

We must not expect statesmen—men of action—to be
representatives of ideal perfection: none of them ever has
been. Ctssar, Cromwell, Bismarck, have many obvious

Pim
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(aulte. It ii high pniu for them if they see the thing

which has to be done, and can be done in their age, and get

that thing done. If they were votariea of abstract perfection,

and would not move till that coald be secured, they would

do nothing at all. Why then should Oxford be discouraged

by the fact that the editor of the " Cosmopolitan " holds that

Cecil Rhodes " did not propose to send American youths to

Oxford to be educated, but American youths to educate

Oxford in the ways of a great Bepublio"? Or, again

—

" Oxford annually puts forth a group of parliamentary

mediocrities, or literary jingoes, of political make-shifts, of

legislative dilettanti, of conservatives, of opportunists, of

men who sweep with the tide, and never put forth a fearless

effort on behalf of improved government ". And once more
—"Has Oxford," cries J. B. Walker, "sent out within fifty

years a single great figure who can be spoken of as having

a splendid courage, a high integrity, a clear intelligence, a

comprehensive grasp of improved governmental methods, and

at heart tolely the interettt of hit feUowment No. Glass

favouritism, social kotowing, cowardice in opposing popular

measures " (whatever may be the meaning of that), " disciples

of the has-been and commonplace, these are her graduates."

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am a graduate of Oxford, which

I am proud to look back upon as my Alma Mater, and I must

confess that I do not recognize my mother in this travesty

and caricature. Mr. Walker states it as a fact that while

Oxford-trained statesmen " follow in a p'^ntlemanly way
along the channels of personal advantage, of social success,

of universal respectability, London has 22,000 homeless ones

in her streets ". He does not mention the number for New
York. And he fails to recall—probably because he did not

know it—that it was Oxford that first, in the foundation of

Toynbee Hall, made the attempt to carry the influence of

university men out among the masses of a great metropolis.

If I may mention the name of one more Oxford man of the

last generation—Lord Shaftesbury, that will be enough to

complete the refutation of the charge that English statesmen

neglect the interests of their fellowmen.
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I am sure there must be very few in this kndience who

h«Te any sympathy with the statement! I have quoted. But
I cite them with a purpose. I have derived, on the other
hand, some relief from the information that this sort of trash
comes from the same omniscient editor who once stated in
the pages of his magazine that in his judgment the late
Queen Victoria was a much overrated woman, who wasted
great opportunities for usefulness upon trivial matters of
routme and ceremonial; and who, in his desire to belittle
everythmg that connects with the old country, also came oat
with an article making the British Government responsible
for the loss of life in India, by taking such steps as would
develop rather than suppress the plague and famine and
pestilence that from time to time unhappily devastate the
teeming millions of that great continent. Criticism of all
new schemes, such as the Bhodes Bequest, is right and
proper

:
it is even open to anyone to have misgivings as to

the practical benefit that is to accrue from the operation of
Mr. Bhodes' wiU. But the man who makes it the opportunity
for trying to stir up ill-feeling between the English-speaking
peoples should meet with the reprobation of aU right-minded
persons. In my judgment Mr. Bhodes' main purpose wiU
be amply fulfiUed if the American students at Oxford not
only bring back from that university a better knowledge of
the real friendUness which is felt towards Americans in the
old country, but also if the monetary inducement which he
offers should attract more of them than might otherwise be
the case, to delay that rush into professional work which has
been so natural in the early days of a new country, and to
spend some of the best years of their lives in getting out of
Oxford what Oxford is so well qualified to give—the inestim-
able advantages of an all-round education.

I had intended to refer also, did time permit, to another
topic of present-day interest, the report of the Mosely Com-
mission, some members of which recently visited this Uni-
versity along with others in the United States. In reading
the volume which has been issued in the name of this com-
mission, I am deeply impressed by the sincerity of the
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complimenU and oongratuUtioni which the oommiMionert

offer to the edno»tor« of the United Statei. On »U huidi

recognition is given to that wonderfal enthoeiMm for ednca-

tion which inspires everything you are trying to accomplish

in this department, to yonr " absolute belief in the value of

education, both to the community at large, and to agriculture,

commerce, manufactures, and the service of the state "
.

The

" femininization
" to which Dr. Oilman referred as something

which had appeared to excite apprehension on the part of

the Mosely Commissioners, is by them connected—as I read

their reports—not with the troublous question of co-education

(though I do not know that any one of them would be ready

to go to the stake for co-education as a principle), but with

the great and increaiing preponderance of women teachers in

your public schools. But however th^ may be, the Motely

Commissioners are well aware that in the United States you

have been foremost in realizing that one of the greatest dis-

coveries of the nineteenth century has been the discovery of

the value of education. You know that it is the best educated

nation that vrins in the race vrith others. Take the foUowing

:

" There is in America a more widely-spread desire for the

education of the people than in England, and it is generally

recognized that education is to be given to every citizen

as a matter of right. Kach chUd is brought up on the

understanding that it is the duty of the state in which

he lives to give him the best education he is fit to receive,

and the community understands that the public funds ue to

be drawn upon to provide such education " (p. 361> "The

whole people appear to regard the children as the nation's

best asset, whilst the children themselves seem to be animated

with the desire to cultivate their powers to the fuUest extent,

because they realize that they can only hope to occupy such

position in life as their education has fitted them to fill with

credit " (p. 376). .

More than one of the Mosely Commissioners quote with

approval President Roosevelt's utterance, when he said that

while education would not make or save a nation, the nation

which neglected education would be assuredly undone in
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the tong rnn. With yon ednoation hw come to be • " prime

necenity of national life, for which hardly any expenditure can

be too great," and the opportnnitiet for which are being widely

diSnied, and made generally acceuible, in all its branohei, to

erery teotion of your great democracy. That ii a reeult on
which I aak to be allowed to join my congratulation! to thoie

of my fellow-countrymen who, in the pagei of the Moiely

Commiuion Beport, have enshrined so appreciative and to

illuminating an account of your educational lystem.

Let me close by offering a word of congratulation on the

uccen which has attended ynur present celebration. I am
sore I am speaking for all yoar guests when I say that it

has been an occasion of great enjoyment and much edification

to the whole body of your visitors. Especially to those of us

who represent other countries, you have given one more
illustration of that spirit of whole-hearted enthusiasm which
pervades all your work as a nation. It was greatly to the

credit of those who settled the Western States that, in the

days when their thoughts must have been occupied with what
many would consider more pressing problems—in a time of

huny and bustle such as marks the birth of a new community
—they pAve their best energies to the organization in your

midst of an institution of the higher learning.

Fifty years may seem a brief space if compared, for ex-

ample, with the antiquity which Oxford boasts, but the true

standard of comparison is the interval of time that has elapsed

since this territory was organized into a state of the Union.
That was, I believe, only a few years before the University

of Wisconsin was launched as a state institution upon its re-

markable career. However gratifying may be the retrospect

as it was sketched for us in the interesting address of President

Van Hise, the representatives of sister universities feel every

confidence that your outlook for the next half century is still

more hopeful and promising. Those who may assemble here
to celebrate your first centennial will look back upon a period

crowded with achievements even more glorious than those we
celebrate to-day. Meanwhile the festival in which we have
been privileged to take part will stimulate the staff of this

hi
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oniTenity to nta grottar tod won itrcnaooi Mrrica, It ii

on them, »long with the new Preiident, th»t the boiden

mainly f»ll«. I »m oertwn that they wiU realize the fact

that after all a nnivenity ii what iU teaoherk make it ;
that it

ii (or them to keep it a liring and active force in the com-

manity, which tball not be content only with teaching science

and learning, a» it were, ready-made, but ihall alwayi en-

deavonr to contribute to the making o( them. May thii

Univenity remain through all time a centre of American

national life, aeeking to influence at every point not only

education, but also social progress and the public serrioe I
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the convenation for a time to-night, you know > ' hnw only

yonnelvei to blame.

And on kmking at it again I find the title—since there
had to be a title—a rather pretentions one for such a talk

as I am about to give. But after all it only conceals one's
natural inclination to speak to others about what interests

one most. The Place of The Univeriity in a Commtrcial
City. I know that University. There is no deception. They
asked me to go down to St. Louis last year to give a ten
minutes' talk on The Univertity, meaning the ideal University,

the pattern of which—as Plato would have said—is laid up in

Heaven. I couldn't go, but in replying I assumed—with a de-

liberate and calculated faoetiousness—that theymeant McOill.
There—the name will out I I understand that at your

last meeting Mr. Hays was discoursing to you about the
Qrand Trunk Pacific. He couldn't keep away from it either I

If you had got me to speak about railroading, and Mr. Hays
to speak about McQill, I am sure yon would have added to
the gaiety of your evening's entertainment. You all know
that our great railroads have lately become—through the
action of Sir Thomas Shaughnessy and others—mere depart-

>Aii AUna dtUnnd baton the Ouudln Clob, UontiMl, M Huoh.
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menta of McGill. We are talking now about getting a

new building up at McGill tor the Transportation School,

and we shall easily be able to provide accommodation for the

Head Offices of both roads—the Grand Trunk and the

Canadian Pacific Eailways—under one roof! I ought to

have brought a map with me. I am told Mr. Hays had one.

It would have been quite the thing to take a pointer and show

you McGill as it is to-day, and as I hope it will be, say, ten

years after date. The only difference between Mr. Hays and

me is that he has got all the money he wants for his new

road, and I don't know which way to turn to keep McGill

going even on present lines.

Well, as I said, I know the University ; sometimes I am

inclined to think that I know a good deal more about it than

I want to. And you know the Commercial City, so between

us we ought to be able to hit it off. I have done ten yeara

now of life in Montreal ; and all the time I have tried to keep

in view that somew4fat obvious fact that if university people

have much to teach such a community as this, they have

also something to learn from it. When we began work in

the University College of Dundee, good old Principal Tnlloch

addressed us in words which I have always lik' d lo keep be-

fore me : " Nowhere does the schoui of hfe afford a better

training in the qualities of prudence, good sense, sagacity,

keeping your own counsel and doing your own work without

too much fuss than in a thriving mercantile community.

No qualities can be more useful- or wear better than these,

and I fear it is possible to pass through any oollfge, or even

to teach in a college, without sometimes having a conspicuous

share of them." You know too how Cecil Bhodes gently

satirized the Oxford dons when he said that college people

know nothing of affiurs, and are " as children in finance ".

Well, that is not the danger from which we suffer up at

McGill. We have to keep a pretty sharp lookout on our

finance up there. What Sir John A. Macdonald called the

two worlds of LL.D.'s and L.S.D. are not so far apart from

each other up at McGill after all. For myself I can say that

my activities are so varied—I deal in so many different Unes

lil
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of goods—that I consider myself thoroughly qaalified to be-
corie the managing head of any great departmental store.

There is no fear of anyone in my position, or with my duties,

becoming what Lord Falmerston contemptnonsly called

(speaking, by the way, of Germany) merely a "d——

d

Professor ".

If I know the University, you know the City, and it is

this that lends such a piquancy to our meeting here to-night.

We Professors live up on the heights, and seldom find it

necessary to ^o down town at all, except in the course of the
arduous and unequal struggle to pay our monthly bills.

You are down town all the time, engaged in acquiring
a snperabimdance of dollars such as may set you free from all

these anxieties. And then we meet. You have made your
pile and you want to consult me as to what you shall do with
it, or some of it—what channel of benevolence and public
spirit you should select in which to cause the golden shower
to flow. Can there be any doubt as to n-y reply ?

One of my colleagues who recently left Montreal to re-

turn to Kingston spoke, with much praise for McGill itself,

of the " depressing unsympathetic plutocratic atmosphere "

with which it has to contend in the city of Montreal. What
can he have meant ? Montreal prides itself on what it has
done for its English-speaking University. Our existing
prosperity is the result of the benefactions of various Mon-
treal famiUes and individuals, whom it would be superfluous
here to mention. On the other hand, I could cite you the
names of many citizens who, dying within the last ten years,
have left millions of dollars behind them, without appearing
ever to have given much thought to the higher interests of
the community in which they had amassed their wealth.
And what of the rank and file ? Perhaps Professor Mac-
naughton meant that the rush of life and the scramble for a
bare existence is so great in this city that many people have
hardly the time to think o! higher things. You know how
powerfully he preached the gospel of culture, and how he
protested agaimit the view that the true end of education is

to make money. Such a view cannot be accepted even for
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the profeBsional departments which it is our duty as well as

onr interest to foster in a commercial commnnity sach as this.

Perhaps all that Professor Macnaughton meant to plead for

is a little more sympathy—on the part of all classes of

society—with the work which McGill represents and with

the workers who are carrying it on. On their behalf I shall

venture to assert—and the future will prove my statement

true—that not the least of the obligations which this com-

munity is incurring in connexion with higher education to-

day is towards that body of men who, with next to no

margin of profit, after providing themselves with the neces-

saries of life, are content to toil on from year to year at the

subjects with which they wish to have their names identified.

College work, as we know it in MqSill, is just about the

most unremunerative service of modem times, 1 sometimes

tell my coUeagnes that the one reward they are sure of
'-'

that—if everything goes well—they may have their names

mentioned in the evening paper thirty years after date I A
recent writer—who can speak with some authority on the

subject—has gone so far as to say that the great fabric of

higher education " owes its existence in great measure to the

willingness of college professors to bear a great part of the

cost". Their salaries, small enough to begin with, show

little disposition to keep pace with the increased cost of

living and with the higher standard of attainment that is

now-a-days required of anyone who offers himself for col-

lege work. " Preparation for college teaching," says the

same writer,' " is more exacting than that for any other

profession, medicine not excepted. The prospect of spend-

ing seven years in preparation, of working afterwards as an

assistant for several years at a salary of $703 or $800, for

several years more at a small advance, and of attaining at

middle age a salary not much greater than the wages of a

switchman in an eastern railway yard ... is by no means

allnring to a man onwilling to remain celibate through life."

1 FrofeMor John J. StevenBOD, on '* The Stetiu <

" PopoUr Boieoee Monthly," Deeember. 1904.

Amerioan ProfeMon,"

b!! i
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It seems to me that this is a condition of things which
needs a little ventilation and discussion, especially in a com-
mnnity which affects to believe that its University is rich
beyond the dreams of avarice. I do not know what harm
may not have been done by the oft-repeated statement that
McGilI IS amply provided for out of the abundant means of
her wealthy benefactors. Individuals cannot be expected to
do everythmg, no matter how wealthy they may be and it
IS a very poor form of gratitude which suggests that they
should be called on to do more. I look for an alleviation of
present conditions in a more widespread appreciation through-
out the community of the needs of our University, and a
bridging of the gulf which sometimes exists between pro-
fessors, as men and as workers, and the citizens among
"• -.1 they are hving and working. Meanwhile, it is well
thf.t I should take this opportunity of stating the fact • so far
from being excessively rich, there are many departments, as
I could easily show you in detail, in which Old McGill is at
a standstill—for want of money.

The explanation is, of course, to be found in the manifold
vanety of our present operations, and also—paradoxical as it
may seem—in the very success which has attended them.
That success itself creates new necessities. There never was
sny need for regarding universities as fashioned in the same
mould, and tho university in the commercial city has long
ago overpassed the limits of the old Arts college. So much
18 this the case that our enterprising American friends have
actually sought to establish a new connotation for each of
the words college and university, different from that which
has been in use in other countriea In caaes where the
designation of university is something more than merely a
" majestic synonym " for coUege, it implies in America the
presence of professional faculties. And the tendency in
these professional faculties is to foUow the example of Ger-
many, and to insist on a college degree as a prerequisite for
entrance. We have not got that length m McGill yet,
though a growing number of our students voluntarily take
the Arts course first. But it has come to be the established

17
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Bvttem at Harvard for Law, Medioine, and Theology; at

Columbia for Law ; and at Johns Hopkins for Medicine.

The great danger at the present time is that the pressing

demands of commercial life, and the intensely practice atti-

tude which is forced as a consequence on American higher

education, may interfere with the natural course of devdop-

ment along this line, and may result in an excessive curtail-

ment of the period of academic training. Few who know the

conditions of our own country will feel any surprise that so

many of our young men have been in the habit of hunying

at once into the professional faculties without over-much pre-

liminary education. The country had need of them, and they

made haste to reach their goal. But there is less reason now

-especially with a well-developed Faculty of Arts-why

McGiU should continue to run the risk of turmng out un-

educated specialists. Those of you who know our medical

student, for example, will no be sorry if he takes to heart the

advice he is likely to get from Dr. Osier next month, and

devotes a little more time than has been altogether usual

hitherto to the needs of preliminary traming.

But I must not be understood to be saying a single word

in disparagement of our professional faculties. It is one of

the great discoveries of recent years that there is no reason

in the nature of things why chemists and miners and engin-

eers of aU kinds should not be just as cultured as doctors and

lawyers And so their training has now a defimte place in

all broad university systems. Take our own FacuUy of Ap-

plied Science, and the splendid record it has achieved within

comp^atively few years. We are looking for a great develop-

ment in the prosperity of this department of our work. If it

could be properly cared for now, it would become one of the

greatest centres for such teaching on the whole American

continent. With adequate accommodation it could easily

double the numbers of its students. As regards medicme, 1

am not sure that we have not already just about as many

doctors as we want. What we need is a better traming tor

the best of them. But there is practically no limit to the

number of young men whose services will be called for by this
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great and growing country in the field of indastrieg and manu-
factures. It will be with us just as it has been with Oermany
and the United States, where the phenomenal increase in the
number of s' lents enrolled in schools of technology and in

university faculties of applied science during recent years is

a good index of the marvellous development of the scientific

and industrial activities of both nations.

And yet there are some who profess to fear that we are
over-edacating our people. There might be some ground for

this if we were seeking to drive all students into what used
to be called the " learned professions ". But, as to over-edu-
cation in general, let Germany give its answer. It is calcu-
lated that in Oermany during the last thirty years the number
of men of university training (including schools of technology,
mining, .agriculture, forestry, and veterinary scieoei* has
doubled itself. The industrial life of this cooBtry has gone
on developing in close contact with its academic life. The
practical undertakings of GermaD cmptains of industry rest on
a solid basis of scientific training. Nowhere has the trwh
more fully emerge* that Law and Medicine and Theology are
not now the only technical applications of academic studies.

Germans recognize the iact that it is the abstract and theo-
retical laaming forteied by the university that supplies the
baajt on which rest all the marvels of modem scientific

activity. And no expense is spared to carry out the work.
You have heard how the gran railruads of this country have
recently combined to found, ib connexion with our Faculty of

Applied Science, a department of Railroad Engineering.
But in Oermany this sort at thing is going all the time.
Take the manufacture of explosives. Bival concerns com-
bined some year ago, knowing how much they depended on
high science, to subscribe about half a million dollars, and to
toaiid close to Berlin an institution which they called their
GentraltteUe

.
This establishment, " maintained by subscrip-

tion at a cost of about £12,000 a year, is premded over by one
of the most distinguished professors of chemistry in the uni-
versity, with a staff of highly trained assistants. To it are
referred as thtiy arise the problems by which the bubscribers

17*
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in their individual work are confronted, and by it is carried on

a reguUr Byrtem of research in the field of production of ex-

plosives, the fruits of which are communicated to the sub-

scribers." (Bt. Hon. B. B. Haldane. M.P.)

But with all this Germany does not make the mislalce ot

forgetting the things of the mind. To show you where the

danger lies here, I want to read you somethmg which recent y

appeared in a Canadian journal. True, it has reference only

to school education, bti. after hearing the extract you will

ask yourselves what we may look for later .f such things are

done in the green tree. "I visited once, some years ago, says

a writer in Canada First, " a high school m a little Ontanan

country town, situate in the midst of a great stretch of beauti-

ful and fertile soil, all of it arable, much of it wooded, and

bordering on a bountiful and navigable lake. Its head-master

told me, evidently with pride, that his upper classes were

reading Plato's 'Laches,' and Tennyson's 'The Princess, a

Medley
' Some day. perhaps, some one will have the sense

to substitute for Plato and Tennyson tuition m intensive

farming, scientific dairying, stock-raising, horse-breeding,

poultry-keeping, fruit-growing and preserving, bee-keeping

pisciculture and fish-curing, and forest-conservation. I

should think the sooner that day comes the better.

In opposition to this, let us not forget that mtellectua

advancement may well go hand in hand with pnctical

activity. In Germany the appUcation of the highest know-

ledge to commercial and industrial enterprise is not flowed

to obscure the claims of pure culture. That is an end n- it-

self and if it is to be realized in its greatest perf^tion it

must be sought in and for itself. In the schools of our Pro-

vince, conditions would be worse than they are at piesemt if

the writer of the extract just ro^d were allowed to have

his way What we need in ou.- schools is not a longer hst of

subjects but some method which shall secure th&t the pupi.3

know a few things well. The instruction given should be

more thorough and less diffuse. It saddens me to «ahze at

times the contemptuous attitude of persons who thmk they

know what ought to be taught in schools towards some "f ub
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who are professionally identified with teaching interests. The
conntry districts, for instance, are jealoas of the control which

the University rightly claims to exercise over the whole

lichool system of the Province. Not more than 5 per cent

of the pupils, they say, are going to the University ; therefore

the University should leave the 95 per cent alon";! Two
points of view occur to me here: first, that so lur as true

education is concerned, the needs of the 95 per cent are not

really so different after all from the needs of the 5 per cent

;

and, secondly, that the University which would seek to set

up an impassable barrier, as regards entrance, between the

majority of the scholars and the smaller remnant, in esti-

mating the results of efficient school-teaching, would stamp

itself as hopelessly out of date. But this is a subject WQich

is more proper to the atmosphere of teachers' conventions

than to this. I shall only repeat that the infiaence of a

modem and well-regulated University ought to be allowed to

permeate all strata of the educational fabric.

This reminds me to refer to the new outlook that has

opened up for common school education in Quebec since Pro-

fessor Robertson was authorized to make the announcement

of Sir William Maedonald's benevolent intentions in regard

to it. Let me here quote what has been appropriately said

by one of my University confreres—Professor Cappon of

Queen's College, Kingston—in praise of our greatest educa-

tional benefactor: "His name will remain honourably identi-

fied in the minds of his countrymen with educatiokial work in

Canada when that of many a politiciau now occupying much
of the public attention will be mentioned only to illnsirate

the corions psycholo^ncal features of the political corruption

of the age" ("Queen's Quarterly," January, 1905, p. 315).

Not the least important feature ol the new order of thinps is

the proposed transference of the McGili Normal School to

Ste. Anne ; and with the guarantee of continued University

supervision and control of the work of training, I am sure

that this change to improved conditions will be hailed with

the greatest satisfaction by all who are interested in the

educational progress of our Provmcs. As to tha new College

I ^
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of AgricaltDTe, I csnnot clum to ipeak with th« same an-

thoritv. It had always been one of my pions a«piration«

that 'he MoOill Faonlty of Comparative Medicine and

Vetennary Science should rise again, as it were, from its

ashes, and recommence work on a larger scale ; and this need

will, no doubt, not be lost sight of by the new foundation.

It used to be said in Scotland that the path was well-trodden

from the Univer-i to the farm-house. Sir William is en-

gaged in building a road back to the farm, and when agricul-

ture has been renu ' increasingly proBtable by the larger

use of scientific mt a > j, farming ought to become as attractive

to our young mt \ is other avocations are at present.

I had almost lorgotten to say a word on another subject

which has been recently much in my thoughts—the possi-

bility of instituting a commercial course at McGill for young

men who intend to follow a business career. Provided the

standard of entrance could be maintained, it would be com-

paratively easy to add to the subjects of the first two years of

the Arts course, which already includes such essentials as

history, modem languages, and mathematics, teaching in

commercial geography, descriptive economics, and so forth,

leading to a diploma conferred in connexion with our present

Intermediate Examination. With the co-operation of em-

ployers, hours could also be arranged for further study in

the succeeding years of the curriculum—including political

economy, economic history, accounting, mercantile law and

practice, banking and insurance, and the principles under-

lying successful business management. Such a depart-

ment, centring around our School of Economics and Political

Science, might provide more or less systematic training also

in the methods of government and administration, in statistics

and social investigation, in the study of the municipal system

and the legislative control of industry and commerce. I am

a believer in the possibility of inspiring, through education,

that feeling of unity which is so indispensable in members of

the same civic community, citizens of the same state, joint

heirs of the same imperial heritage. Who can doubt, for

example, that some of the problems that confront us in re-
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gud to imperial qaestions at the present moment, as well as

those likely to develop nnder the snrprising changes that are

going on in the Orient, might be more efficiently solved if a

greater proportion of our people were bronght into intelligent

toach with the interests which snch problems represent 7

The self-government on which we rightly insist should

have a sonnd basis of education to support it. The relations

of the British Empire to its colonies, and its best methods

of dealing with foreign countries—such subjects are best

understood by those who have made a special study of them,

and especially those who have had already the advantage of

gaining some instruction in snch branches as economic

science, political rnd commercial history, and commercial

law. Such a stari aas lately been made in the University of

Birminghun, although that University is still without the

two Chairs of History and Economics of which McGill can

boast. It should not be above our capacity to organize some-

thing of the same kind for Montreal. There are in this city,

as in most other citieaof the same size and importance, "men
of business skilled in finance, in banking, in exchange, great

organizers and administrators, experts in various lines of

commerce," who might be willing perhaps, as visiting

lecturers, to devote some portion of their time and energy to

the training of our youth. Where that has been attempted

elsewhere, the process has been found to be mutually bene-

ficial, for those who undertake the task of instructing others

soon realize that there are few things more truly educative

than the attempt to put one's own ideas into conscious order

and expound them to others.

To concluda Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the

Universities on this side of the Atlantic is their breadth of

aim. They train for citizenship. They are not a thing

apart as Universities were in former days, remota from the

life of the people. And they try to inculcate the duty of

taking an interest in afiairs, with the view of shaping public

opinion and influencing public action. Let me quote Professor

Macnanghton :
" The Universities are here mainly to supply

the nation with more light. No doubt it is also part of their
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butinem to provide men egaipped to rendu to the commanity

particnUr service* reqairing apeoial knowledge and technical

training. But their highest and matt characteristic, their in-

dispensable function, is the general and wider one, namely,

to turn out men ot disciplined intellect." To those who

bear this truth in mind it must be obvious that the disparag-

ing talk to which we have sometimes to listen in regard to

old-world centres of education is not always well founded.

For it must be admitted that tried by this test of the service

they render to the nation, Oxford and Cambridge are not

found wholly wanting. Though local conditions may seem

to US, in a great commercial centre, to impose limitations

and restrictions on their work, the Knglish Universities can

claim that they have helped to realize the aspirations of the

Bidding Prayer, used every Sunday b^ore the University ser-

mon, " that there may never be wanting a due supply of persons

qualified to serve Ood in Church and State ". But it is more

by influencing the privileged few than by getting at the masses

of the people that they do their direct educational work. In

the past their influence on the governing classes has been

conspicuous. It is bound up with the residential system,

which is so potent a factor in social training, and m thu

moulding of character. It was this, as well as his own con-

nexion with Oriel College, that turned Mr. Bhodeg's thoughts

to Oxford, though we know from his will that he might

otherwise have preferred Edinburgh.

That brings me to the question of residences for our

students, a pressing need, the supply of which would enable

us to show that our interest in our young constituents does

not confine itself to the lecture-rooms and laboratories.

Instruction is givn there, but I do not know of anyone who

would hold that the class-room is a completely equipped

field for the training of character. In this aspect McGill is

only a stepmother to her children. She leaves them, so far

as residence is conoorned, to find lodging where they may.

The great gift of the Union or Club-house, now in course of

erection at Sir William Macdonald's expense, will furnish a

valuable counter-attraction to the cheap restaurant. But, as
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to raaidenoe, if any of yoar memben who have gone into tho

qnettion of iraidential flats, built with a view to profit, would
care to extend his interest in the subject to the needs of

McOill students, I shall be glad to put him in the way of a
good thing. At Oxford and Cambridge the residential system
has been carried to such lengths in tho course of centuries

that the colleges dominate the University, which exists a* a
separate corporation only for examinations, degrees, and other

general purposes. Here in Montreal things began the other

way oa The University is firmly established, but the in-

terests of the whole student body would be gr<<atly advanced
if we could now provide residential halls, like the dormitories

at Harvard, Yale, and Princeton. To me it seems just about
the least we could do, looking to the formation of character

—and it is perhaps all the more incumbent on us as we are

forbidden by our constitution to have any definite church
connexion. Beligious zeal is forbidden to us as a corporation,

and we have to substitute for it what a Ute Archbishop of

Canterbury said would do equally well, the cultivation of a
" quiet senfie of duty ".

That is a point which could lie easily elaborated, but I

shall leave you to fill in the outline for yourselves. You
know what difficulties and temptations beset a young man
who comes up to reside for the first time in a great centre of

population such as this. It is not creditable to Montreal, in

my judgment, that she should plume herself on having a
great University which aims at playing an important part in

our national life, and yet show such an utter disregard for

the comfort and social well-being of its students. Some may
think that, like others, students should take their chances, and
learn in the school of experience. For immature young men
that is emphatically a " fool-school," and the cost of tuition is

excessive. Many fall by the way who could, under healthier
conditions, be guided over the stony ground.

I think that this question of residence should receive the
earliest possible attention from the friends of McGill In any
event, I hope that I have shown that the operations of a
great university shou'd be of interest to all sections of the

i
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community in which it is striving to do its work. In order

to be of direct service we must be in close touch with popular

needs. I have no fear of being considered " utilitarian ". It

is quite possible not to lose sight of the humanities and yet

be practical. The conditions of modern life require, in all

departments, a higher training than has been necessary in the

past. Education has come to be increasingly indispensable

for the efficient discharge of the duties of citizenship. You
know what a great uplift for the whole country is secured

when its educational standards are properly set. Universities

are on the side of enlightenment, progress, and truth. And I

hope you share my view that what a modem university has

to offer in the midst of a commercial city, so far from dis-

qualifying a man for success in business, ought to help him

forward, just as is the case with the professions.

t' \



THE EABLIE8T UNIVEESITIES AND THE
LATEST.'

DeanJudson. Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees, Mevihers
of the Faculty, Graduates, Undergraduates, Ladies and
Gentlenwn :

My main qualification for standing here to-day is sincere
appreciation of the work you have t^en privileged to accom-
plish durmg the short period of your existence as a University
I want to say this at the outset of my address ; for it is no
more than should be said. You may perhaps be aware that
many older mstitutions have been apt to cherish something
like a grudge against you. The lightning-like rapidity of
your academic progress has shocked from time to time their
quiet repose. You have disturbed their standards by crowding
into little more than a single decade what ought, according
to all previous experience, to have taken at least a century
You have seemed to discredit, in a way, their methods by
keeping open all the year round, and bo turning your backs
as it were, on that most time-honoured of all university
mstitutions-the three-months' long vacation. Instead ofbavmg one annual commencement, like all the rest of the
world, you hold this graduation ceremonial at the end of
every quarter. The consequence is that, although you are
only fourteen years old, this is already your fifty-fifth celebra-
tion

;
and at this rate of progress you will soon overtake and

outstnp the oldest universities in Europe as well as in America
Again, you stand charged with the crime of making it a
practice to engage professors for piecework, returning them,
after they have done temporary duty with you, to their native

ot Ohicgo, hrid in th. L«m M.nJel A„embly H»U, :3 Jan., 1905
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establishments. This procedure, it is almost needless to

state, is apt to cause some heart-burning among those whora

you do not honour with your choice. Even the size, shape,

and colour of your " Annual Begister," so different from every

other known calendar or catalogue, has been made a rock of

offence and a stone of ftumbling. I know what the attitude

was towards your early efforts of such Old-World centres as

Oxford and Edinburgh and St. Audrews, and it is all the

more pleasurable on that account to have this opnortunity

of paying the tribute you have so fully merited in spite of, or

rather by reason of, your manifold innovations. To the great

wonder-worker who has watched over your academic child-

hood I would convey an expression of my homage and

admiration. Perhaps none are so fully qualified as those who

are themselves university pr d its to estimate what Chicago

owes to President Harper, riis masterly report, published

as the first volume of the first series of your Decennial Publi-

cations, will long remain as a standing monument of clear-

sighted, courageous, and comprehensive academic policy. In

these latter days a college head is called on to play many

parts. He must be a man of affairs as well as a scholar.

What he does not know himself he must be able to appreciate

in others, whether it be mining or metaphysics, hydraulics or

Hebrew. He is organizer and administrator ; happy is he,

too, if he can continue for a time to give the best that is in

him as teacher also ! And, apart from all that, he has to keep

in touch with his staff, collectively and individually, to study

the interests of his undergraduate constituents, to stimulate

his board of trustees, and to be ever ready—day or night, and

often even on Sundays—to represent his university before the

public. His function has been well said to consist in puttmg

pressure upon everybody—including the benefactor 1 How

well Dr. Harper has discharged these manifold duties you

know even better than I do. But in the dark days through

which he passed this vrinter, even those of us who live at a

distance from this great centre, and are not in close touch

with your affairs, did not fail to associate ourselves with your

anxiety and grief. If anything was capable of sustaining
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your President during that trying time, in addition to his

trust in God, it must have been the knowledge that he had
the sympathy of every academic community on this continent,

as well as elsewhere.

If the federation of the world ever comes to pass, it will

he largely through the influence of the universities. The
earliest of ',hem was the outcome of that thirst for knowledge
which, after a dark age, marked the rising nationalities of

modern Europe. These institutions possessed the highest

culture of their day and generation, and were recognized as

the best exponents of that culture, not only by the nations to

which theyrespectively belonged, but throughout the European
continent. The latest universities are but the most recently

forged links in the chain that binds together all the peoples

of the earth, uniting them in a common purpose and leadin,;

them to work for a common end. One of the most interestini;

suggestions of the present day is the possibility o' ^-oaser.

intercommunication among these universities. ^\ ;annot

know too much, in my judgment, of what is going ou .u other

countries—what progress is being made, whit experiments
are being tried and with what results, whai is the general

trend of academic thought in regard to the various problems
that engross attention. This is true not only of the various

seats of learning which belong to the same country, but also

of the attitude in which the universities of different countries

might stand to one another. Now that they are coming to

be more closely related to life and citizenship, they may be
expected to be increasingly conscious of the fact that they
have before them a common task, in the execution of which
they must rest on the basis of common principles and the

inspiration of a common ideal.

Certainly throughout the English-speaking world we do
well to cherish every academic aim that may make for com-
munity of sentiment. And most of all can it be predicated

of the modem university in the commercial city—whether
that city be Manchester, or Birmingham, or Chicago, or

Montreal—that the atmosphere which surrounds it. as well

as the tasks it has to face, is one and the same for all. The
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academic view ia BometimeB obscured, especially in the Old

World, by the assumption that all universities, whether in

small or large centres of population, ought to be cast in the

same mould and fashioned after the same type. This is

obviously not the case. Oxford and Cambridge differ to some

extent from each other, and both present a strong contrast

in traditions and tendencies to Manchester, Leeds, Birming-

ham, or Liverpool. Each type has much to learn from the

other. The problems of modern life which have become ur-

gent in a great city euch as Chicago are closely connected

with the economic and historical studies pursued in the older

universities ', and, as Mr. Jumes Bryce has lately expressed it,'

" the relation between those studies and the plans fit to be

followed in handling social problems may be compared to the

relations between theoretic and applied science. Among the

practical questions of educational methods, there are some in

which Oxford can give light to Manchester, and some in

which Manchester can give hght to Oxford."

On this side of the Atlantic we have shown our superior-

ity to tradition by introducing even a new connotation for

the word " university," distinguishing the type, as we have

it here, with its graduate and professional schools, from the

old " college of arts and sciences ". There is Uttle, if any,

ground for this in history. It is one of our bold American

innovations. May I hope to interest you if I ask you to look

back from the developed product, as we know it now, to the

mediaeval beginnings in which the modem university had its

origin? A brief retrospect may enable us to grasp more

clearly the essential points in which the new differentiates

itself from the old, as well as the points of contact and re-

semblance. The study of origins is always among the most

fascinating of all studies, and not least when applied to the

consideration of the lineal succession in which the universities

of the modern world stand to their prototypes. For me this

chapter of history has lately acquired something of a personal

interest by the discovery that the founder of the college and

' " CniTenity Bevlew," May, 190S, p. 5.
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university which I represent was, before he came to Canada
in the third quarter of the eighteenth century, a duly matricu-
lated student of the University of Glasgow. Now, Glasgow
was founded by a papal bull on the model of the oldest of
all universities—the University of Bologna, famous for the
study of the civil and canon law ; so *.hat from Bologna in
the twelfth century to Glasgow in the fifteenth, and from
Glasgow in the fifteenth century to McGill and Montreal in
the twentieth, is but a step.

But, apart from that particular anH personal reference
some degree of general interest may at» , to a comparison
of the forces to which the earhest f latione owed their
ongm, and the conditions that have en birth to such a
University as this. In spite of great and obvious differences
in the surrounding circumstances, there is nevertheless much
of the same spirit that led to their estaWishment to be
descried in the missionary energy and enterprise which have
marked your efforts during the last fourteen years. One
pomt of contrast, however, suggests itself at once. The
various universities which were founded many centuries ago
at short intervals on the European continent were the nurs-
lings of the Church-the Church which, after keeping alive
ttie sacred lamp of learning from the fall of the Western
Empire to the eleventh century of our era, had become the
great centralizing agency of the then known world. They
had grown out of the schools attached to monasteries
and cathedrals in which facilities were offered for the educa-te of young "clerks," the only teachers being the monks
Pnnces and people might unite with learned men to supply
the impetus which resulted in the elevation of such schoolsmto universities

;
but it was from the popes that tfore camethe immunities and privileges conferred on the corporations

thus formed, of which the most important was the power ofgrautag degrees, i^e. licences to teach anywhere throughoutthe worid. The first chapter in the history of university
ex^nsion was introduced when, in addition toThe profession^toimng of priests and monks, the more practical studies ofmedicine and law began to press for recognition. Before
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the beginning of the twelfth century the rudiment, of

ph.a^aT science .nd some br nche. of >"»themat,o, h.d

emerged more clearly into view. Next came *« -holast^"

Philosophy arising out of the study of Aristotle, and claiming

auntl not only because of its intrinsic value as a menta

aUcSre but also' as the key to the proper interpretation of

"thfetrttu^iversities were too spontaneous in their

orijn 1 t„ connect their first beginnings with the name

o fny personal founder. In spite "^ '^^"7" rrlt and
t on, which would associate Paris w'thCbarlesth Great and

Oxford with King Alfred, we may say that they dd not owe

S!" esUb.ishm:-nt. in the first ^^^''^;^^r;^'^^
They arose out of the spontaneous and «°*us ast.c des. e

for knowledge, which drew together-uot, be it noted m

delusion and retirement, but in ^at to-- conco^^^^^ of

--trr:^e2.=d^-f£Eirt£

ottrn fXlir-a together for a time in bonds of unity

the various peoples of the European ''"''^; /f/^P'"";

wfth which the movement spread
^^y^i^^^fll'^'J'^l

Int that before the year 1400-by which date the word

"L had come t'o be used m vne ^enss w.^ow a ach

to it-some forty miiversities had been established in Italy.

France, Germany. Spain, and Portugal.

As soon as the cloister or cathedral school had received
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men who had first given it a name, and hence the growth of

every university centre is linked with the fame of some in-

dividual teacher whose prelections ou some special subject of

study drew crowds of ardent yonni; men to hear him from

all quarters of the country, and even from foreign parts.

For before the days of printed books the power of the living

voice and of personal intercourse with the teacher was a

larger element in education than it can be now. By the

majority of students knowledge could then only be acquired

orally. And they knew the value of those at whose feet they

elected to sit, pressing after them with an ardour which sum-

moned the great Abelard, for example, when the romance of

his life was over, back from the cell inwhich he had thought

to spend the rest of his days in solitary meditation, to do

battle once again for the spirit of hberty and free thought.

The wandering life which many students led in search of

new knowledge is, indeed, in curious contrast with life at a

university to-day. It was a reversal of the circumstances

under which the higher education had risen first in Greece,

where the early sophists went from city to city, sometimes

accompanied by enthusiastic pupils, to incite the youth of

the Hellenic people to apply themselves to the new learning

of which they Lad constituted themselves the first professors.

Now, the university was to have more of a fixed home for

the teachers, but not for the ideal students of the Middl'f

Age, who cherished too lofty an ambition to be satisfied with

rudimentary education, even though it might lead to immedi-

ate advancement in the profession with which the universities

were so intimately connected—the profession of the Church.

For years together, sometimes for a whole lifetime, they

would journey on from university to university, attracted by

the fame of some rising teacher who had made some new

subject his rwn. Travelling was made easy for them ; they

were a specially privileged caste, for whom the roads were

kept open and free of toll by royal or imperial decree, and

they could depend on being able to maintain communication

with their homes and on having supplies forwarded them

without fear of robbery. But the poorest scholars felt n3
18
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shame in logfiinR by the way, and in the oitieii throuRh which

th. ir journey lay they wouM oTcn employ this system (or the

purpose of raisinR the tem on which their unendowed protes-

gots were so obviously dependent. For if a man might ask

ahiiB to keep body and soul toRether, why should he not mvite

the charity of the rich to assist him in the studies that were

to revohitionize the world V

Arrived at a university, students from the same provinces

—from which they often came up in bands—showed a

tendency to herd together in a way which powerfully influ-

enced mediaeval organization. The jealousies of the rival

sets who came from different parts of the country, roused

to action, perhaps, by different views of the merits of some

individual teacher, often developed tumults such as in some

centres have not even yet been altogether dissociated from

academic life ; though, "n 'he other hand, the provmciul

organizations must have done good service in preventing tlu^

danger of isolation on the part of poor scholars coming up

for the first time, and in assisting them with advice and

counsel. In Paris the system was extended into the or-

ganization of what was called the " Four Nations," whose

existence is amj,;.; froof of the cosmopolitan character of the

universities of that early time. Each nation had its separate

houses for the sick and poor among its members, its separate

officers, and separate funds on which it could draw to assist

its needy scholars, or " bursars," as they began to be called

when the students came to be housed in bursa or " inns "-

the germ of the future colleges.

Of the life of the students we have some glimpses which

will enable us to contrast it with present circumstances and

surroundings, and which will account for the survival at

Oxford of some of the regulations at which we are told oar

American Bhodes scholars are apt to chafe. It was a hte,

not of ease and freedom, but of discipline and stern control.

At Paris lecturing went on from sunrise to noon, the hont

of dinner, not in comfortably equipped classrooms, but in any

vacant space where an audience could be housed, the students

sitting on the floor, or sometimes on the ground at the porch
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of some Rreat church. History records that the legates of

the Pope CL'tiHurod the university on one occasion for intro-

ducing the use of wooden l)enihe8, as suhvorsive of academic
dincipline and tending to effemiiiacy of manners. Dinner over,

the afternoon was comparatively free. Then canie supjuT
about sunset, after which study w». sumed.

Three hours lietore midnight, t"^' chains which barred
the narrow streets began to be fastened up; watches pat-

rolled in the name of the various authorities who claimed a
share in the police of Paris ; and every son of learning was
expected to be in bod, unless he hail accesa to some of the
towers where the votaries of astrology outwatchcd the stara.

Of the inner life of some at least of the students wi' have
u terrible accoum, in the writings of Erasmus, whose evil

late it wa!, to pass the early Tears of his life in the most
poverty-stricken college of the tans University -the CoUe^'e
of Montaigu (Montacufum). It is to be hoped the picture he
draws was not true of any other place :

—

" The students lived, packed three or four together, in a
damp room, filled with pestilential air from the reighbouring
cesspools

; their bed was the floor : their food, coarse bread
and scanty, varied with rotten eggs ; their drink, putrid water,
diversified occasionally with wine of so vinegarish a quality
that it obtained for the college the nickname of Montacatnm.
Fireplaces or stoves they had none ; filth and vermin (p.-di-

cutorum largiasima copia) assisted in keeping them from the
cold, and their circulation was sometimes artificially acceler-

ated by the aid of corporal punishment."
Not altogether dissimilar, though fortunately free from

revolting features, is the description given of student life at
Cambridge not long afterwards by the old chronicler Antony
a Wood ;

—

"There be divers there who rise daily betwixt four and
five o'clock in the morning, s d from five until six of the
clock use common prayer ... and from si^ unto ten
o'clock use ever either private study or common leetures.'

At that hour they had their frugal dinner. It was composed
of a " penny piece of beef among four, having a few porage

18*
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2'^H il^BU,

1''V:
^^B 3

11 i

Hf'I,

w

^^B.

1 Jll
^^^K ^^nl.
^^H '^^HH^^H "^^m1B|b '

H fiS''

^^-r'rf iHSfl^mB '.

K'liiWH;

inkdo of thfl broth of the miiio Uwf, with kM and oktmetl

and nothing lilsc ". From dinner to mipppr, at five o'clock,

the time wan npcnt, wo are told, either in teaching or

atudy ; and after inpper the itudcntii dmcuaacd problems or

pursii 1 other ntudici until ten, whim, bfling without hearth

or atovo, " they were fain," iiaya the old chronicler, " to walk

or run up and down half an hour to give an heat tu their feet

when they go to bed. Thitie men be not weary of their paina,

but very sorry to leave their study."

It would lead us too far into the domain of history to

trace the consequences for the universitiis of that double re-

volution in learning and riligion, the two phases of which

were each so intimately connected with the other. The

Kenaacence, by the revival of Greek and Latin literature,

first freed men's minds from the fetters of a dead scholas-

ticism, whose depressing weight had long crushed all indi-

viduality out of them ; the Beformation was an assertion of

spiritual independence, breaking the bonds of the ecclesiastical

system which for centuries had held together the nations of

the West, and producing changes of a radical nature, not

only in religion, but also in politics and education. The

spirit of independent free thought had been aroused, never

again to slumber ; and though in church centres which still

remained Catholic the new learning met with great opposi-

tion, the old traditionary system had receivea <ts deathblow.

The nniveriiities were no longer to be mere " links in the

chain which the Chnrch had thrown over Kurope " ;
they

had become independent units, and they progressed toward

distinct individual existence in which different types of

nationality were now allowed to impose something of their

own peculiar character. Thus it has been pointed out how

France, with her centralizing instincts, concentrated the study

of law at Orleans or Bourges ; of medicine at Montpellier

;

of theology at Paris ; how England, with her natural in-

clination toward competition, relied mainly till within recent

years on two universities alone, designed, as it were, to keep

each other mutually up to the mark ; while the various sub-

divisions of mediaeval Qermany were faithfully reproduced in
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tho nuinerouii uatn of learning which spranR up within her
boiindarteii.

In raoul univenitiet, Ihcrn exiitud tho tin.«-honourcd foir
faculti.w—artH (sometinu.H calle.1 philonophy), Ihcolocy, lnw,
and medicine; thoug'i none cultivated all four in the Hanii>
degree. At Paria, e.g. theology waa nuprenie, or rather
theology and philosophy welded together in the nyatem
forged by tho dchoolmon when they Hmt took the dogaiaa of
the Church under their care. Thin accounts for the small
consideration given to medicine and law by the Knglish and
Gorman universities, nitKfelled, aa Ihny wen, after I'aris. In
murse of time the division according to faculties, as based on
difference of studies, supplanted the old organization of tho
students according to their " nations," which now bt^oamo of
less practical consequence.

While the universities of the North, both in England and
Scotland, mainly adopted Paris as their model, those of Italy,
Spain, and a great part of France itself followed the lead of
Bologna. Paris stood for a general mental trair ng, with the
speculative bent natural to the study of dial> Ic ; Bologna
laid more weight on tho idea of a professio .. training in
law, with a deBnite practical aim. But the growth of the
institutions which came after Bologna and Paris was .narked
by very different conditions By the fifteenth century colleges
had been numerously founded both in the French and the
English universities

; though the system never took much
hold of either Italy or Germany. These colleges had
developed originally out of the " inns " or bursie, already
mentioned—hostels provided under the supervision of a resi-
dent graduate as special homes for the students ; which the
beneficence of the rich, by endowing lectureships and scholar-
ships, and furnishing separate chapels and halls, had gradually
enabled to fix a deep hold on the constitution of the university
—in fact to grow to even greater importance than the very
corporations themselves to which they had been intended as
subsidiary. As many of you may be aware, this is still the
case with the English universities. In Scotland, on the
other hand, lack of funds—ag well as the sturdy independence

if:
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of the Scottish student, who even to this day is nsnally left

to seek out his own home for himself—prevented the

estahlisbment of the collegiate system.

American universities have done well to reproduce, in

their dormiti ries and halls of residence, this feature of the

life of the earliest seats of learning. Too much cannot be

said of the advantage to our students of a healthful and help-

ful environment ; it is necessary, in fact, for the apphcation

of the doctrine that education consists, not only in the train-

ing of the intellect, but also in the supply and the use of

opportunities and experience that shall go to the upbuilding

of a manly and well-mannered type of character.

For centuries after their first organization the universities

of Europe, with frequent internal changes, kept pretty much

to the lines that were originally laid down tor them. They

met the requirements of their constituents by providing,

under the head of " arts," a general literary culture, and also

by furnishinJ the means of preparation for the special profes-

sions of law, medicine, and theology. The demand of the

present day is different and more extensive. It is a twofold

demand : first, that the spheres of professional activity recog-

nized and countenanced by the universities shall be greatly

widened ; and secondly that the universities shall supply, not

merely the training required by scholars and specialists, but

also the liberal culture proper for the ordinary citizen. What

is it that, during the last quarter of a century, has drawn to-

ward so many departments of our work the benevolent atten-

tions of practical men ? Surely, the acceptance of the view

that the university is no longer a thing apart from the life of

the people, exists no longer only for the scholar and the re-

cluse, but is eager to come into practical touch with every

interest that may be helpful in preparation for citizenship and

public service. The day is past and gone when it could con-

tent itself with being a mere academic ornament, instead of

striving to make itself a centre of usefulness to the community.

Bather has the word gone forth that learning and science

are, and must ever remain, "incomplete and unsatisfying

unless they can be adapted to the service and the use of man ".
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All this can be said without inciuring any reasonable censure
from those who wish to warn us that it is no part of the office

and function of a university to teach its students how money
can be made. The mere statement of the point is enough to

remind us of the great extension which has been given in

recent times to the field of university work. Many additions

have been made to the system under which law, medicine,
and theology were recognized as the only technical applica-

tions of onr academic studies. Why, all the marvels of

modem scientific and practical activity rest on the basis of

the abstract and theoretical learning which the university

fosters. And there seems no reason in the nature of things
why engineers and chemists should not have just as broad
and sound an education as doctors and lawyers.

No country in the world has had more success than the
United States in meeting the demand for uniting the old

traditionary education with one that shall have a direct

practical bearing on the life and occupations of the people.

On this continent no influences have been at work to obscure
the view that it is tor the interest of society at large that each
member of it shall be able to claim, so far as circumstances
allow, the opportunity for the full development of the talents

with which nature has endowed him, to the end that he and
his fellow-men may reap the benefit of their proper exercise.

We have never regarded it as worse than useless—even dan-
gerous—to give education to those whose lives are to be
spent in the practice of the manual arts. " He who would
seek to limit education for fear nobody would be left to black
hit boots is a slaveholder at heart "—that is a dictum which
would surely be rejected by none. If you say that education
breeds discontent, so much the better; discontent is the
parent of progress. Let the educated man and the trained
workman, in every profession and in every industry, take
precedence over the uneducated and the untrained ; society
will be the better for it.

This extension of the sphere of its activities has brought
the modem university one clear and obvious gain. It may
be confidently stated that at no time has so great an amount

w
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of public interest been taken in its operations. Like the

tyrant of old, the university has "taken the people into

partnership". The many share the tastes, sympathies, as-

pirations, and studies that only a generation ago were the

hall-mark of the fortunate and highly favoured few. That a

large section of the general public feel a direct interest m
university matters is evidenced by the amount of space which

the press is ready to devote to them. One important New

York journal gives its readers the benefit of a valuable weekly

budget of " News of the College World," and does not seem

to grudge the room thus withdrawn from its financial and

other sections. This is one result of that policy of making

its affairs known to the pubhc which changed conditions

have rendered it expedient for the modem university to adopt

—not with the view of advertising itself, but rather on the

ground, as Dr. Harper says in his Decennial Beport, that

" the institution is a public institution, and that everythmg

relating to its inside history, including its financial condition,

should be made known. Its deficits have been published as

well as its surpluses, and we attribute largely to this policy

of public statement, not only the interest of the public, but

the confidence which has been shown on so many occasions."

There is much in this that more conservative institutions

in other countries would do well to imitate. It was not of

such a university as yours that the lat« Mr. Cecil Bhodes was

thinking when he said that college people know nothing of

affairs, and are as " children in finance ". Listen to another

extract from your President's report :

—

" The establishment of the budget from year to year, and

the rigid adherence to its provisions, have made it possible to

reduce the work of the University to a thoroughly business

basis, and it may fairly be claimed that the affairs of no

business corporation are conducted more strictly on business

lines than are those of the University."

Business administration is, of course, quite a different

matter from educational organization. But it is as indispen-

sable for our univeraities as it is in other departments, and I

think it is to be counted clear gain that the business men
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who are generally found on the board of trustees have been

allowed the opportunity of securing increased efficiency in

university administration. College people are sometimes a

little shy about admitting suggestions or criticisms from the

outside world. To understand colleges, they say, you must be

a college man yourself ; railroad people, for example, need not

apply. But college accounts, after all, are just like other

accounts.

It is true that we are not in education for the purpose

of declaring a dividend to shareholders at the close of each

financial year; our returns are made in another way—by
adding to what may be called, for short, the " brain power

"

of the community. But, on the other hand, we are all the

better for keeping as closely as possible, so far as regards

business management, to the methods of business. We cannot

go all lengths with the churches, for example, which are

often compelled by the circumstances of their work to leave

a large margin for faith and trust on the credit side of their

accounts. As an illustration, then, of how the affairs of the

modem university have come into close relation with the

facts of life, it is well to acknowledge that where efficient

administration has been secured, it is mainly to be credited,

not to the professors and the faculty, but to the keen insight

and the wise judgment of those business men who form so

important an element in our boards of trustees. Those who
still deprecate the share in university administration thus

given to men who need not themselves be college-bred may
care to read the following extract from an address given to

the students of Oirard College, 20 May, 1905, by Mr. Frank
A. Vanderlip, ex-assistant secretary of the treasury, and now
vice-president of the National City Bank :

—

" The professional educator is quite as likely to become
narrow and provincial as is any other specialist. The presi-

dent of one of our great eastern universities told me a few
days ago that he had been making an exhaustive examination

of the history of his institution, and he had discovered that

the great progressive steps which the university had taken in

150 years had been against the protest and the opposition of

H
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the faculty. The trustees from time to time brought forward

new plana of organization and broader ideaa regarding the

curriculum. The faculty had in every case voted adversely,

and when the changes were made, they were made only by

the trustees taking the responsibility upon themselves. Now,

in the light of years of experience, these changes have been

seen to be wise in the main. The unavailing protests of the

learned men who made up the institution's faculty are dis-

covered sometimes to have been based on narrow grounds,

lacking the impersonal view and judgment that should have

been brought to bear upon the questions

"

You will benefit by your connexion with the business men
of this city also in another way. I understand that your

President has been looking around for some new world to

conquer, anu that it has been decided to institute in connexion

with the University a completely equipped school of techno-

logy. In no department have the business meu, both of this

and of other countries, shown greater appreciation of the

practical value which attaches to the highest theoretical in-

struction, and nowhere has generous giving been more fully

illustrated. I am not unaware of what has already been

accomplished in this connexion. The report of the Mosely

Commission, which recently visited America, is full of in-

formation as to what has been done, even apart from our

universities, to give our workmen the scientific basis of the

occupation which is to be theirs in life. With the spread of

technical education, unskilled labour, work by nile-of-thumb,

is everywhere going to the wall before the intelligence of the

skilled workman who has studied the abstract principles of

the science which is applicable to his particular industry.

But here as elsewhere there is always room at the top. The

field of our industries and manufactures is so vast and various

that America, like Germany, is finding instruction of the

highest type in regard to the application of science to practical

enterprise a very remunerative investment. It is sti>....d that

in Germany the number of men of university training (in-

cluding schools of technology, mining, agriculture, forestry,

and veterinary science) has doubled itself within the last
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thirty years. Tho indaatrial activity of the country has gone
on developing itself in close contact with its academic life.

So, too, in the United States, the phenomenal increase in the
number of students enrolled in schools of technology, and
in university faculties of applied science, is a good index of
the marvellous development of the scientific and industrial
activity of the nation. The new departure which your
Board of Trustees is now about to take springs no doubt
from the conviction that one of the most effective methods of
strengthening industry by education is to provide the highest
and most thorough scientific training for those who are to bo
the leaders of industry. A few highly trained specialists will
always be found to be of more value to the industrial progress
of the nation than a whole army of smatterers.

But I do not wish to pose as one whose main interest is

in science and its application to industry. Applied science is

by no means everything. Far from it : you might as well try
to get bread from stones as a stimulating culture from apphed
science alone. Its exclusive cultivation would lead to a dis-

tortion of the true work and office of the university, which
must ever have a higher aim than to qualify a man for any
particular department oi practical or professional activity.

This fact may be in need of some restatement, for the op-
posite view is abroad in the land, and is at times put forward
in somewhat precocious fashion. Let me cite, as an illustra-

tion of the contrast in spirit and methods between the earUest
universities and the latest, an extract from a letter recently
addressed to me. It was from a young man, who begins by
telling me that he " expects to enter one of the large colleges
of America on graduating from high school in about a
year ". He then submits a list of seven questions, which I
am asked to answer " as nearly as I can ". Here are three
of them :

—

1. " What thing do you believe is the best for a young man
to follow, and from which he can obtain the largest returns ?

2. " About how much can an electrical engineer graduate
from your college get, and how much can he get in later
years, as nearly as you know ?
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8. " If yon think something else is better, how mach can

a graduate obtain in wages after mastering that something ?
"

I do not know how many collr^'e presidents the writer of

this letter may have honoured with his confidence. He is

probably a very young man. If I had replied to him, I should

have been tempted again to quote a sentence from Plato, who

said that education " must not be undertaken in the spirit of

merchants or traders, with a view to buying or selling ; but

for the sake of the loul herttlf". It is with the educational

Tp'ae of science, and its effect on the mental training of the

individual, that the university is primarily concerned, and it

should give no encouragement to anyone who looks on

scientific knowledge merely as a means of concrete means of

profit and material advancement. I often think that in these

days of electives, and the glorification of " departments " and

even graauate studies, we are too apt to lose sight of the old

ideal of a " faculty of arts ". The' university must be some-

thing more than a mere nursery for specialists. We all know

-what it is to have to deal with an uneducated specialist. It

is here, as it seems to me, that the small college, with its

more or less fixed curriculum, is having at once its opportun-

ity and its revenge. The university must not give up the

attempt to define the sphere of liberal instruction and culture.

Specialization is, of course, one of its most important func-

tions ; but, fvfter all, there is no greater service it can render

the comiDonity than that which is implied in turning out,

year by year, a number of students who have received the

benefits of a soc id and comprehensive education, tmd who

are fitted thereby to take their places worthily in the arena of

life. When I go back in memory to the old days of the Scottish

universities, when the whole student body came into contact

—albeit in huge, unwieldy, and overgrown classes—with

s' ts professors, each of whom was a worthy representative of

an important and almost essential subject, I realize the loss,

as well as the gain, that has come to us from the revision

of our methods and standards. Many of our greatest univer-

sities are now looking around for some corrective to apply to

what has been described as " haphazardness " in the choice
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of itadies. Yon »re probably awsre tbat at Harvard, for ex-
ample, students may graduate without either classics or
mathematics

i a recent return showed that 45 per cent drop
classics altogether in entering college, and 75 per cent drop
mathematics. These time-honoured subjects are being dis-

placed in favour of studies which are described as "more
likely to be serviceable to the actual activities of modern
society ". I have grave doubts about the wisdom of making
so large a departure from what may be regarded as of per-
manent value in the traditional basis of a liberal education.

Such an education ought not to be a thing of the past for
those who have the opportunity of acquiring it. For them
it is attainable within the limits of school and college life,

provided they do not begin to apply themselves exclusively to
some special training in the very first year of their academic
course. There ought always to be some order, some definition,

some regulation of university studies. Wherever the attitude
is adopted that is implied in the well-known formula of one
subject being " as good as another," we are likely, in my
judgment, to be called on to pay the penalty. The university,

so far as concerns what is called its " academic " side, will be
cut up into fragments. Departments will be apt to be treated

as wholes in themselves, rather than in their organic relation

to fundamental branches of knowledge.

But, however that may be, one thing is certain : No uni-
versity can be in a healthy condition which is not spending a
large part of its energies on those subjects which do not
offer any preparation for professional life, which cannot be
converted immediately into wage-earning products, and in

regard to which young men are not told that " their brains
are merchandise, and that the college is the mill that will best
coin them ". In short, we must not accept a purely utilitarian

theory of education. The humanities must always be allowed
to go hand in hand with the utilities. And we must bear in

mind that education oaght to be a preparation, not for a
special career, but for the whole after-life. Many of us do not
command, and never can command, the leisure that would
enable us fully to satisfy tastes that lie outside our daily avoca-

^
I
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tions But we do not w»nt to forget them, or to Iom .ight

Xm. For we know th.t, if we would -"id 'hat n«row-

ing of the mental and intellectual honzon which » 8«°«»»y

the penalty of ab«wption in «.me .pec.al calling. "«=^"^
and^uch pur.uit. .hould beconsidered ^al-We - P'°P°'^ ^"

as they are remoyed from the environment of our daUy life.

8tudenta who come to thi. Univer«ty under -""h f^vo^M^

conditions a. .eem everywhere to .uixound •»- °°8"
^
Ĵ^'"

that, if they neglect the opportunitie. of ciUtur. now^h^

wiU come hereal^r to regret the loss of an »b.>d'°8 -"^^
TtiBfaction. There is always the danger thatm »"ch •"°^
a. this material interests and material prosperity >n»y *«»

the edge off intellectnal aspiration. Let the studenta of the

UniZity of Chicago look beyond the horizon of the pursm

to which Ihey may be destined, and, by using every means o

self-cultivation that may be ^i*'''" "'«'."'?''
*°^t?be

" sincerely to give a true account of their gift of reason to the

benefit and use of men".



THE CLAIMS OF CLASSICAL STUDIES IN
MODERN EDUCATION.'

TBOCOHof late years more or less engroBsed in administratiTe

work, and as one may say, " corrupted by aCEairs," yet I may
claim to have taught classics now for over a quarter of a

century—without once unburdening myself, except inciden-

tally, on the subject of this address. You remember the con-

servative jurist in Tacitus who told the Senate that he had

often refrained from opposing radical legislation lest he should

be thought unduly to exalt 'he department of constitutional

law and history. His words—ne nimiv amore antiqui morU
itudium meum extollere viderer—are applicable to the state of

mind of some of us who have to go about this modem world,

and especially the American continent, without saying at all

times all that we think about classics and education. It

would not be wise or discreet to do so. And after all the

ancient classics have had what cricketers call a " long inn-

ings ". We must recognize that they are not, and never can

be again, the whole of education. Their position and pro-

spects in the world at the present day furnish one of the most

interesting topics of educational discussion ; and when the in-

vitation reached me to prepare a paper on the subject for this

conference—though it would have been easier to offer some-

thing else—I felt myself quite in a mood to comply. My own
teaching career was begun as an Assistant Professor, under

Sellar, of what is still called Hiuuanity in the University of

EdinburgK And it is not without good reason that the

Scottish Universities retain that designation for their Latin

Chairs. The language which was once the best medium of

' An addreM dalivered before the CImsioaI Aseociation of the Middle Weet
ind South, Chietgo, 99 Hwoh, 1907.

•I*
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inter-communiMtion (or the whole eiviliied world hH itiU

the gilt ol bringing thote who can wield it into touch with

the intellectual Mid .pirituri record of
''r''"*!';.»f

°'
f'

ins them a quick and living .ympathy with all that hai dig-

nified and glorified the mighty paet. U anythmg » laid m

the courw of my addres. that may leem to non-clasnoal

critics an eicew of statement. I must beg them to remember

that this is primarily a classical conference and that 1 may

therefore speak as one who is among fnends.

Nowhere is it more obvious than m America that we are

living in an age of educational ferment Apart from the

classical issue altogether, which is sometimes wrongly stated

and often misunderstood, many of the old landmarks are

disappearing, and we cannot yet tell what the final outcome

is to be. New educational demands are being made, many

of them quite ir ifiable and excellent in their way, and the

denre of all p-rtie. must be that in the effort to meet them

we shaU not sacrifice anything that is essential and indis-

pensable. Nor is it only new subjects and new studies that

ill! for consideration: the setting of the educational stage

has been shifted, and instead of ministering to the tastes and

interests of a small and select class, destined for the pro-

fessions and the higher activities of Me, we must make the

most we can, through education, of all the bram power of

the whole community.
. j „„ „„,

The most important criticism that can be made on one

Mpect of present-day educational tendencies is that they »«

mSy in the direction of reducing the intellectual element in

education and exalting the mechanical. By all means let u,

have manual training, for instance : I even like from many

points of view the definition given by a fnend of mine who

»id that education should aim chiefly at teaching peopl

what to do with their hands and their feet But we mm

Tot neglect the things of the mind, and it is ""'P ?"<>'» °

to say that there is "just as much intellectual discipline

derived from sawing a board straight, or making a dove-ta N
joint as translating a passu^e of Cicero o' «>1™8

fJ"^ 7,
in geometry". That is, quite recogmzably, an excess ol

"
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sUtement". Boienoe hM nobler methodi than that of rc-
Tenge for put neglest. No donbt there ii t monil
quality inTolved in the ability to law itraight initead of
crooked: bat it ii men "ability," and iti poeiewor ii
" habilii " or " able " rather than mentelly gift-^. It would
he a pity if we were to deny the title of wc educated "

to
every one who cannot aharpen a lead pencil properly, or even
shave himaelf without a lafety razor ; on the latter theory
•ome very eminent pemns would be in danger of being
branded ai unedncated while waiting their turn in the barber
hop!

The fact is that we are nowadays too apt to forget that
the true aim of education, especially of school education, is
to teach a few things thoroughly rather than many things
superficially, and that general training of faculty should rank
above proficiency in any special accomplishment The desire
to impart, at school, to minds comparatively untrained
practical arts that could easily be acquired afterwards is
responsible for some of thf modem additions to the old
curriculum. Then there is the delusion that all study ought
to be made easy, simple, and attractive, without any approach
to drudgery or even sustained effort Why, it is the effort
that tells I Some lines of the poet Cowper were lately, by
two slight changes, adapted to the conditions we see around
us to-day :

—

Habits of oIom tttention, thinking haads
Baoome mora raiaaa tdueation apreada.
Till («K^n haar around ona ganaral ory,
Tiokle and antertain ua, or wa die.

One excellent result, however, of the long-continued dis-
cussion is that there is a better understanding now than
formerly between the contending parties. This is as it
should be. Victory should rest neither with the uncompro-
misinj -idvooate of the classics, nor with the Philistine who
sees nothing in the humanitiea How ridiculous the story
seems now of the classical master at Harrow who had heard
Huxley lecture there. To a friend who met him as he came
away he explained his presence at the lecture somewhat

19

ii'
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.pologrtidly-" I jatt W6n» to u» wh.t th» N.tar.1 ^.noe

talike Theteinotbing in ifl On the other hwid litW.

tvmMthyit now fvoked by the loientirt who » tabled to

hkye Mttd th«t if Qwek u>d L»tin ure not dead tengutgM,

they onsht to be I ...
Bnt let no one im»gin« th»t the io-c»lled oli»iio»l contro-

veny it • new ieeue. In one tonn or Mother it ii almoet »i

old M the olMiioi tbemielTei. Mr. 8»ndyi bM recorded tor

Q. in his Hiitory of Clweioel Bcholarthip, how at the outlet

the preiudicee of the undnly orthodox had to be overcome.

" Tertullian aiked what h J Athene to do with Jeru»lem, or

the Academy with the Chu. * ; and St. Jerome what concern

had Horace with the Psalter. Virgil with the Gospel, and

Cicero with the Apostles?" In a later age Hononus of

Autun (c. UaO) wanted to know how the soul was profited

by the strife of Hector, the arguments of Plato, the poems

of Virgil, or the elegijs of Ovid—" who, with others like

them, are now gnashing their teeth in Hades I " And we are

told also that Jerome, who in his more nnregenerate days

had read Plautus and Cicero, falUng ill of a fever, dreamed

that he was dead and was haled before the dread tribunal ol

the Judge of aU men. Hiding his face before the brightness

of the Presence, he heard »be question, "Who art thou?"

and made bold to answer "A Christian". Whereupon s

Voice was heard, "It is false: thou art no Chribtian: TAoti

art a Ciceronian : where the treasure is. there is the heart

al»o". Let editors of Cicero beware I From that day

Jerome renounced his classics, and went into the desert,

where he lived as a hermit for the space of five years.

More modem attacks upon classical teaching have had r

somewhat different motive, whether they have proceeded

from those who altogether dislike and despise classicsl

studies, or from those who partly '-fllieve in their virtue and

efficacy. The former include the l-irge and perhaps growing

number of persons who consider that the main object of

education is to produce results " capable of being tranj-

muted into the maximum of coin in the minimum of time,

who confuse it with money-making, and think that its ohiel
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duMtion i) to ihow how % living msy 1m auned. The latter
•re thou of onr own hoai«hold, who go perhtpi too tu in
ooDoadiog th»t ohmioi here "hed their d»y," wid that the
itreM ot international competition (orbidi ui to coniider the
qoeation any longer on iti meriti. You know the main
ground o( the attack. It ia urged that tho student of the
olauios ii a " dweller among the tombe," studying " the
meanings of words and expressions in ancient books, repre-
sentatiTe of a onoe-liTing oiyilization," " dealing only with
books, and having no touch with nature ". The exclusive
study of the past is said not to lead into life, but out of it

and the charge is pressed home that thoee educated on
none but classical lines " often end their education very
Ignorant of their own country and language, and of the world
of nature and men in which they have to live ". And again,
on the formal side, to study a language for an unspecified
number of years, and at the end to be unable to read a pas-
sage not seen before, of only average difficulty—this is de-
scribed as wast.

,
especially when there are other subjecU

giving an equivalent discipline, such as it is, and in closer
touch with the bread and butter needs of mankind.

In answering this indictment it ought not to be .'•.-

gotten that quite a large percentage of the .'.»fsichl "fail-
nies " are persona who would probably be unable to sbine in
any other form of intellectual exercise. A noble Lord the
other da>, addressing an English andience, held himself up
as a shocking example of the results of ill-directed education.
He had learned nothing either at school or college that could
be said to have been of any use to hira. The audience may
perhaps have noted that he did not put any friend forward
to say what he was fit for. At the same time it must be
admitted that there is really a great deal of truth in what is

80 often stated. Even though the attacking party sometimes
uses the language of exaggeration, and fails to appreciate the
educational possibilities of the studies against which tbey
oirect their invective,—though they sometimes reveal their
own ignorance of what can be said, on the ground of the
general ^nltivation of the inteUipnoe, in support ot the other

« 1
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side of the question.—there ia bo much in their argument

that the friends of the ciassica must bow to the necessity of

justifying their cause, and also of reforming their methods, m

view of the changed educational situation. For all that, they

need not strike their flag entirely. No doubt much can be

done in the way of reform of methods, with the result that a

dassical course that is to be part of a general education for

ordinary people will have to go without some things that are

of interest only to specialists. But at the same time, apart

from the factor of mental discipline, the classical curnculum

can be "shown to be not only a good basis upon which a

knowledge of the modern world can afterwards be built, but

also itself a training in real and important aspects of life "

;

it can be " proved capable of contributing a store of ideas and

habits of mind which are of present value ".

In every kind of conflict it is always weU to look round

for allies The real question at issue is act whether educa-

tion is to be ancient or modern, classical or soientiflo
;
the

antithesis is rather between those literary and intellectual

subjects which can roughly be grouped together under the

head of "humanities" and the technical and commercial

branches which—however necessary they may be in their

proper place—must not be allowed to possess themselves «n

revanche of the whole field of modem education. In the

effort to maintain the position that classical study is one of

the best pathways to general culture, and an abidmg source

of the true humanity, we ought to have as allies, fighting in

the van, our teachers of English. More will be said when I

come to speak specifically of the study of Latin ;
for I intend

to maintain the seeming paradox that some icquaintance

with the principles of Latin grammar is becoming, especiaUy

on this continent, well-nigh indispensable for the proper pro-

tection of English.
, ,, n. ;„

Meanwhile it is a pleasure to realize how fully the im-

portance of the alliance between classical and EngUeh teach-

ing is appreciated by those who are most competent to

pronounce an opinion. Take the following from a recent paper

by Professor Kelsey, of the University of Michigan, on the
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poBJtion of Latin and Greek in American ednoation. " That
a knowledge and appreciation of English literature should
be among the resultant products of a liberal training will be
denied by no one, and it is among the incidental advantages
of the study of Latin and Greek that these contribute more
richly than the modern languages to a sympathetic under-
standing of our literary masterpieces. European literature

began beside the Aegean and the Tiber. Strive as we may
to free ourselves from the spell of Homer, Sophocles, and
Plato, of Horace and Cicero and Livy, we must hark back to
them and own their sway, for their thoughts and imagery
are in the warp and woof of our national expression. They
set forth universal truths of human nature and experience in

primary forma, as Euclid expressed once for all the element-
ary propositions of geometry. No second-hand or guide-book
knowledge can give the reader of English literature the feel-

ing for reference and allusion which those of our writers had
who were saturated with the classics, and which we must
have if we would appreciate them fully " (Educ. Review
Jan., 1907).

In turning over the lists . . those who have become
members of the Classical Associations recently founded in

England and Scotland—which may be said to have been the
forerunners of yours—I was gratified to note the hearty re-

sponse made to their appeal not only by teachers of English,
but by teachers of other literatures and by many whose work
lies generally in the field of literary and historical study.
The advocates of the classics ought to be able to enlist on
their side every teacher of any literature whatever in their

appeal to all who believe in " the supreme value to the intel-

lectual life of the nation of the preservation of classical study
as a means of the highest mental discipline for all such as
have the natural aptitude and can afibrd the time needed to
turn those studies to account ". As to modern languages,' I
am not of course speaking of those who confine their aims

' The only cawat that needa to be ottered in connexion with French and
Oennan has been framed as follovs : "providei only that what the; teach is
taoghl in the true spirit ol scholarship, and op to the same standard ot thorough-

!'*
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within the narrow limits of commercial utility. The ability

to converse with couriers and waiters will always be practi-

cally valuable, and may even be an end in itself to those who
wish for nothing more. But your real modem language

teacher has pretty much the same aims as his classical

colleague : he seeks to provide a literary and humane training.

And he has the same criticism to meet : the man who protests

against Greek as an utter waste of time will not fail to reveal

his real bias if asked to pronounce an opinion, say, on

Bomance Philology. It is against such an one that we have

need to close our ranks. His attitude is a symptom of the

changed conditions under which, in a moru material age, the

traditional respect for literary culture is tending to become

diminished, our well-to-do classes being apt to consider as of

prime importance that scientific or practical or commercial

capacity which is the source of their own wealth.

One compensation for the strong attacks that have been

delivered on the classics during recent years is the high class

of literature called forth in reply. It has been a real pleasure

and an inspiration to look through this literature in the

work of preparing this address. Take for instance. Professor

Mackail's charming paper, read before the English Classical

Association in 1904, on the " Place of Greek and Latin in

Human Life ". " The classics appear before the world," says

Mr. Mackail, " not, as once, candidate and crowned, but in a

garb, an attitude of humility, almost of supplication." Four

centuries of classical training have produced an anti-classical

reaction, but that reaction, he thinks, is being followed by

another in favour of the classics. To quote a few of Mr.

Mackail's sentences, he speaks of Latin and Greek as " medi-

ums of the most exquisite delicacy, precision, and finish "
; of

the literature which they embody as " the original record of

the history upon which our own history is founded, and the

expression of the fundamental thought, the permanent as-

piration, and the central emotion of mankind"; while the

neas and delicate appreoiation which have been applied to clasBlcs in the past".

And is it not the case that " the beet teachera ot modern languages insist tliat

the work can only be done thoronghly on a dassioal toondation " ?
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surviving products of Greece and Eorae in art, politics,
religion, and the whole conduct of life are at once "the roots
and the soil out of which the modern world has grown, and
from which it draws life through a thousand fibres. He who
truly knows both holds in his hands the keys of the past,
which unlock doors in the house of the present." To the
classics, therefore, he concludes we shall always have to come
back, no matter how far afield we may range in trying to
provide a substitute for them.

Meanwhile Mr. Mackail urged on our English co-workers
that the main object of their ' ssociation should be to " quicken
the spirit and renew the methods of classical education, and
remov rom it a dead weight of indolent tradition ". It is all

to a great extent a question of methods, and here we must
certainly be prepared to make concessions. It cannot be
denied, for instance, that there have been numerous cases
where the time spent on Latin and Greek has been out of
all proportion to the results obtained. It does not follow, of
course, that the fault lies with the subjects. But there has
been a growing conviction of late that we ought to simphfy
our methods of dealing with the subjects, especially as regards
the teaching of grammar and accidence.

This may be done without endangering that quality of
thoroughness which ought always to be one of the Main
features of classical study. Certainly in the schools, and to
a large extent also in the universities, we should confine
ourselves to what is of real and essential importance. Then
we must endeavour to relate our methods to life ; they mast
in fact be "humane". We must "treat the Greeks and
Komans as living men and women like ourselves, who had
cities and houses that can be reconstructed from their ruins,
and used dress and implements of which a fairly clear idea can
be obtained ". Ifwe can make the literary and humane aspect
of classical study felt from the very first, we shall be able to
interest our pupils to a greater extent than was generally the
case m the days when teachers concerned themselves too
much with " obsolete and fictitious forms put together by the
schoolmasters of the remote past," and when boys had to

f1
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Bay by heart so many paragi^phe of the syntax before they

read any Latin book in which they could find the rules

applied, and before they had any real hold on the vocabu-

Andnot only must we improve and simplify our methods,

we must also try to improve the quaUty of our teachers.

Ton wUl remember what Professor Qildersleeve -aid
:
" What

we want is not less Latin and Greek, but less waste of time

in learning or pretending to learn Latin and Greek. ... We

want teachers who have a Uving and breathing knowledge

of the language which they profess to teach : a knowledge

which the learner can bathe in as well as drink." That is

another form of the old Pindaric maxim, to " sow from a full

sack ". And to keep the sack full involves constant work, for

which teaching duties often leave but little time.

But in giving prominence to the interest attaching to the

subject-matter, our classical teachers ought not to think

lightly of the importance of training in form. That after all

is one of the advantages of classical study. Along with

mathematics—which some minds are, however, incompetent

to (^sp—it stands alone in this respect as an educational

instrument.

The question has been asked why the claims of mathe-

matics are never subjected to the same searching scrutiny as

the Unguistic discipUne provided by the classics. The answer

must be made from several I'lints of view. In the first place

the study of mathematics lends itself to method, by a natural

adaptation, and criticism of past procedure has been more apt

to direct itself against the department where method was

held to be nost at fault. Again, the mathematics have not

so many competitors belonging to the same genus. Moreover,

many people vainly imagine that thcit is a practical value

about mathematics that cannot be olain.ed, for example, by

Latin. They regard mathematical study as founded mainly

on arithmetic, and arithmetic touches the pocket! It does

not do to dismiss the study of form as mere mechamcal

gerund-grinding. On the contrary, much that is essential to

literary study depends on a proper linguistic appreciation.
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Careful attention to words, their effect in combination, pre-

cision in their use, and accurate discrimination of their mean-
ings, all this may be said to be a factor in literary training.

The great distinction between the diction of poetry and that

of prose is a fact of language, the appreciation of which is a

first step towards the cultivation of the literary sense. Those

who have assimilated in their own mind the stately march of

the Virgilian hexameter, and have become conscious, even by
the memorizing of isolated lines, of the poet's perfect work will

be the least likely to fail as regards standards of taste and

literary appreciation.

It is in our school teaching that special prominence should

be given to training in form, and I am inclined to think that

the general practice of composition should be most strongly

insisted on in the earlier rather than in the later stages of the

classical course. Those who are, as it were, to the manner
bom may be permitted to spend further time on perfecting

an accomplishment the practice of which, both in prose and

verse, is carried on in its best and highest form at the English

Universities. But for the rank and file, given a sufficient

basis of acquaintance with the language, the study of great

authors should be made to take first place. The practice of

written translations, with frequent reference to models of

such work, is the best guarantee against sUp-shod inaccuracy

or careless and undiscriminating paraphrase. And iu addition

to bringing out the characteristics of the original, it has the

merit also of teaching the student how to compose in English.

Yon know what James Bussell Lowell said :
" Translation

compels us to such a choosinp, and testing, to so nice a dis-

crimination of sound, propriety, position, and shade of mean-
ing, that we now first leai-n the secret of the words we have

been using or misusing all oar lives, and are gradually made
aware that to set forth even the plainest matter as it should

be set forth is not only a very difficult thing, calling for

thought and practice, but an i. 'air of conscience as well.

Translating teaches us, as nothing else can, not only that

there is a best way, but that it is the only way. Those who
have tried it know too well how easy it is to grasp the verbal

J y,
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meuiing of a seutenca or word. That is the bird in the hand.

The real meaning, the soul of it, that which makes it litera-

ture and not jargon, that ia the bird in the bush which

tantalizes and stimulates with the vanishing glimpses we

catch of it as it flits from one to another lurking-place. It

was those sly allurements anJ provocations of Omar K" ayam s

Persian which led Fitzgerald to many a peerless phrase and

made an original poet of him in the very act of translation.

In the colleges and universities of the United States it

is possible, as a rule, to secure an Arts degree without either

Greek or Latin. That is not the case with us. For various

reasons Latin is given a preference over Greek and is made

obligatory on aU. Several compromises are bemg suggested

in the interests of those who cannot follow after true per-

fection and take both I Some argue that Latin should carry

the main burden of mental discipline, and that Greek should

be studied rather in the interests of literature and Uterary

appreciation. With a limitation to Latin of almost all gram-

matical teaching and almost aU practice in composition,

something more might be done than is possible at present to

give average students, possessed of the necessary taste and

quaUfications, at least some touch of interest in Greek litera-

ture This is practically the recommendation made in con-

nexion with the lightening of the school curriculum by the

Classical Association of England and Wales. Greek grammar

is not to be discarded, not even such simpk exercises in

writing Greek as may be recommended with a view to the

reading and appreciation of Greek authors : but both gram-

mar and composition are to be strictly subordmated to the

practice of reading. If that is not enough n the way of

concession, I have another prescription, which I have some-

times been able to follow out in the case of my own students.

If Latin only is taken, give exemption altogether from the

study of Greek, but offer a short course of lectures on Greek

UteratuiB, and the history of Greek civJizatioa So far as

Uterature is concerned, the first chapter of Quintilian's Tenth

Book is an admirable basis for such a course, addressed to

students who are reading Latin. Those who have lectured
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on Greek literature to audiences more or less innocent of

Greek know by experience how fascinating the study can
be made, advancing as it does through well-defined chapters,

each co-extensive with a definite phase of the national history,

and dealing with the marvellous way in which most of the

higher forms of hterature were invented by the Qieeks and
almost at the same time brought to perfection. Without
some reference to the genesis of these types, much of what is

best in modem literature is historically unintelligible. The
same method might be followed in dealing with Greek politics,

Greek art, Greek life and thought ; and however exiguous

such courses might be, they would at least guard against the

danger of allowing students to become graduates in Arts

without knowing the significance of such names as Homer
and Sophocles, Pericles and Pheidias, Ajnstophanes and
Plato.

And now as to Latin, I had intended that this paper
should contain a short argument for the study of Latin by

all who wish to be considered educated persons, but it is

ahready getting to be too long. Let me state it, however, as

my own experience that when you find a boy coming up to

the University without Latin, you will have some difficulty

in making out what be has put his time on. It has been
said that boys leave school nowadays in a " flabbier " con-

dition intellectually than was formerly the case, and some of

us are disposed to attribute this partly to the neglect of

Latin. No instrument of training ranks higher. " You
may take it from me," said the late Lord Goschen, " that

there are five times as many intellectual processes to under-
take in translating from Latin and Greek into English as

there are in translating into English from any foreign lan-

guage". And a great chemist at Vienna, referring to school

preparation for the study of his science, exclaimed, "Give
me a student who has been taught his Latin grammar, and I

will answer for his chemistry ". Latin is almost indispensable

as providing a basis for general grammatical study. It gives

what may be called the logic of grammar, every variation

of form or syntax reflecting a corresponding difference in

ml
III
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thought It hu been proved to be the " best initrument

kvailable for teaching the science andeilying the art of ez-

pression ". And Latin is specially important in its relation

to the vemacalar.

I have said elsewhere that " there is no greater enemy of

illiterate and nngrammatical English than an elementary

knowledge of the principles of grammar, sach as laay be ob-

tained from Iiatin ". It is by a mastery of Latin that English
grammar is revealed, as it were, to the English-speaking

student, "partly—as Professor Kelsey has put it—becaaiie

it shows in a clear light those fundamental relations which in

our mother-tongue are obscnrej by the loss of inflections,

partly because the terms of our formal grammar are borrowed
from the Latin and are nndei;stood in their full significance

only in connexion with the study of the language for the

analysis of which they were primarily devised ". It is just

because it is their mother-tongue that young boys are so apt

to imagine they know English already. What comes to them
in a less familiar form makes a greater im^-ession on their

faculties, especially when it can be brought home by compari-

son and illustration. " What should they know of English

who only English know?" The Latinist smiles at the hot

discussions that rage between disputants as to the comparative

merits of such phrases as "averse from" and "averse to,"

"different from" and "different to". He'has his doubts

about " all of" and " considerable of," and when he reads in

his newspaper that Greek is an " option ON the curriculum,"

or that the learned judge " acquiesced to the demand," he

can at once make the necessary correction. A recent educs-

tional report contains the following gem :
" Becognizing the

rapid strides of the Dominion in material prosperity, the

necessity for corresponding intellectual development has not

been ignored ". Is any one so keenly alive as the Latinist

to the horrors of the mis-related participle ?

Such considerations help to explain why it is that there

has been of recent years a rush "back to Latin ". You know
how it is in the United States. In 1902 it was reported that

the number of pupils taking Latin as a school subject had in-
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trj!lj°
"'"*'«"'. ''O"' 33«2 per cent to 4944 per oent of

lZ™ """T '°
T°'^"y «hool pupil,. In Engl^"Latin was recently made obligatory on all candidatfrfn,

entrance into the Navy, not beruae they ^^nteTto ktp the

the language of ordinary converwtion in the Navy, but for

nd eZr "/' '' '~°^'^"^ " ""o <" 'he mYt u^fuand effeotive instruments of mental training, the bestpossZ

lacuitiee. And it wiU enable a boy afterwards to "
pick un

"
French and German and Spanish in a short space'^ofMeand with comparatively litOe effort. By the way wo neTerspeak of " picking up " Greek

!

^' '*'

In such an attitude, adopted even in the face of thepractical and utilitarian presuppositions of the presentdaythe advocate of the classics may find ample ground t en

ZSTr"'"^ Heknowsthatasfaras'^ngnagegl
Greek and Latin are unrivalled for their organic structure andexquisite precision. "The teaching of them admits." says MrPickard.Cambridge,"of greater exactness than is posiblfJtha living language, in which usage is constantly flS^tuating^
ftat there is no absolute standard, either of Jcuracy o tLt^The data, in a classical language, are virtually as complete as

he'nrciT "; "'f '"f"-^"''""
style are acknowledged

the pnncples and rules of the language are worked out withscientific accun«=y; and hence, to a greater degree thar n

s K;":!™^'' %" T^'^'*
'^ ^' ^'"^ confdenceth :IS right or wror:, good or bad." Again as regards their sub-stance and content the classics include, as Mr. Malail has

Se" Thel ^^
human culture always must be inLm

Mid thP J^ % .
"^^""^ "'y'^ ^"^ '^^ »<""« 'elation toMid the same effect on our sense of literary appreciation asthe language of Isaiah, and Job, and Paul and the hZ"

^e onrnrth'; ^'h
°" T ™"«*°"^ ----ness Sh

for allA !^ wu'"'"
""' P"'' ^""y- Without alleginga moment that the classics are the only needful element

m
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in . Ub.». ^luction »d without jotting on,
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-no matter to what the t»e "^^
^°J „a jt, politic

know it to-day.
"V' T'n^^^twaT^rh the liter^ure of

The great thought of
^^"-^^^^f,"„::.„ ^ keep an open
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, ^,,,4
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'"""°f

">
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-e-s^Lrha^P-^e^:^^^^^

^^tk'wrrri;"^; C^^^as^ s. . t.

infl^nce which that classical ^^^"'^^^^'fSJ-
live in an age when the d^co'"^ "' »

"'^J^^^^^en our

preserved through '^e centunes tobe a Unk^^etw
^^,

^orld and that which was hefo e "b-^'^"
^^^ ^^,,

p.ts it at least on a '-el with the P'^"-^^^^
,,, ^le

The classics, even as ^«
^"J'^^'fJ°i^J ^ost interesting
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Moient litentoie—the poemi o( Sappho wid the great lyric

po«(i, more example! of the drama at Athena, the lott booki

ot Livy and Taoitni—woold not the recovery of iQoh

treaioree ai these flit the world with a fame that woald nukke

pale the gloriei of Klondyke and Cobalt ?

It may well be that theu itndie* are not for all, but only

for all who have opportunity. But it ii our part to lee that

to thou who nek it the opportunity may never be wanting.

It will not do to say that olaesios are all very well for

leiaund people. If it be the case—a» it undoubtedly is—

that through the portali of the old " fortifying " curriculum

men have pasaed to the highest positions in the State and

in public life, we must take care that no naturally gifted

person suffer for lack of opportunity. While holding the

balance evenly amid the conflicting claims o! modern studies,

we ought always to secure their due meed of recognition for

the clasaics, as representing the literature and poetry, the

history and antiquities, the politics, the life, and the thought

of the ancient world.

ii
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It bu been Mid wmewhere th.t the three mort cli«r*otot-

i.tiG .ymbol. of Americn civili»tion mt. the r«lro.d, the

newp^r. «.d the «>hool. We ^1 know about the ».lr<»d.

,nd ^itly admire the untiring enerfflr-what >•"«<';'»'!;

out ablush the " N?gte..ivene.. "-tUt ha. m«l. .t what t

i, to-day. A. for the newepliper.. well, perhap. M « danger-

ourto «y much about them, except that we are "Iw^yJ^y

Z for their improvement. Of the whool it may be ».d-.^

ha. bLn..id al«, of joumali.m-that a community ..not

hkely^o have i* much better than it deserve., or on the other

hand very much wome than it can tolerate

Cornered with the two other., the »hool ...er. a. a r«.

from watTt of competition. It i. there, and m mo.t caee,

erZillly in the co^try di.trict.. the children have to take.t

orC it But though rival in.titution. may not bo av^l-

lelknowledge of other whool .y.tem. can alw.y. 1»

S^tight r^ar on the problem. Some of the •dvanc^j th^

h^ve been made of recent y ^ i° o"
''""^"".""^^'T

in"rectly traceable to the .timulatmg «•"?'«. °'°'''"

°
nntriel For further prog»» we mu.t l^k .n^ rtj^

co-operation between the school and the home. I^is WM

Sgly illustrated in a very suggeetive paper wh.ch I h.d

the lasure of hearing read before a recent meetmg of

ocal TLher.' Aaeociation. The amount of cnticm thai

r ch'ol comes in for is not altogether to be
f
P--

^„
it is the sign and measure of the underlying belief that if aU

»1 weU ta the school the whole community would profi

Th^bT In this connexion I am in the habit of saymg that

, An .dd«« d.li«r«l b.fo« U.. worn-'. 0»«di.. Club, Winnipeg, H

J»nii»rj, 1908.
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the iohool hould be nguiei by «1I u part of a Knot mxM
problem. It ibould be looked on not u affeotinf{ the indivi-

diul alone, bat the commanity throuKh tbe individual, in hit

•ooial, commercial, induatrial, profewional and cultural rela-

tioni. In thii aipect it is lurely an abaorhing theme (or all

of as. And in some at least of our Canadian provinces it

is doubly necessary to emphasize the conviction that that
country will make the greatest progress which is the first to

fully realize tbe importance of getting at the masses of the
people through elementary and other public school teachers
who have enjoyed a good liberal education of the broadest and
most comprehensive character. The watchword now must be
to make the most we can through education of all the brain-

power of the whole community,—not in the way of learning

only, but of doing, creating, serving. A nation at school is

the peaceful counterpart of a nation in arms.

As an introduction to my subject to-night, it may be
prope|U|o observe that the trend of present-day education
is perhaps too much in the direction of exercising the
mechanical ^lI^mcnt at the expense of tho intellnctual. It is

of course difficult to say anything abou. education without
appearing to utter what are at best half-truths. Perhaps we
have heard quite enough recently about the right way to a
boy's brain being " not through his ears but by his finger-

tips ". Both are necessary. When a man exalts what are

called the vocational studies, he may not mean altogether to

ignore those that are cultural. And it is the same the other
way on. Few of us who have watched tbe enrichment that

has come to the school curriculum from the inclusion in it of

vocational studies can be in any doubt that we are on the

right way of reform. The whole trouble lies in the multiplicity

of desirable subjects. I suppose we could all enumerate some
twenty-five or thirty of them, and yet we all know that the
attempt to bring the pupil into touch with more than eight
or nine of these is bound to end in failure all round. But
each has its avowed champions—champions sometimes who
refuse to be interested in anything else.

I once met a high official in the United States who saw
90 ^t;'^
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no need for the teaching of anything except agriculture in the

country schools. Now this is a heavier penalty than we ought

to be asked to pay for looking with favour on the ennchment

of the curriculum, e.g. by what is known as nature study.

Bv all means let us have manual training also m our schools,

so long as it is duly co-ordinated with other d.soiplmary

studiesfand does not lead to the evasion of hard and continuous

work Among many other arguments in its favour is the fact

that it will help us to overcome the distaste which many

young people have for working with their hands. They

don't always know, in early life, how much happier a skilled

mechanic is likely to be than one who is predestined to be

nothing more than a clerk in an office.
, , . . ,

A Ireat headmaster, who has now passed to his rest,

Almond of Loretto, used to say that there were five pomts m

a good education-character, physique, intelligence, manners

and information. Note that information comes last, though

I regret to say that in examination the bulk of "'"f'-S
gene^lly goJ to information. In regard to aU the other,

the home may make its influence felt on the «=h^l. Shal!

we speak of manners ? Or character ? Down in Boston the

othefday I was saying that " smartness " and ' pushfulness

need no longer be idoUzed as the indispensable elements n

American national character. And do we not need, equally

with our American cousins, to instil in our school children

more of the instinct of reverence? "There is one thing,

said Mr. Buskin. ' which I know, and which i you labou

faithfully you shaU know also, that in reverence hes the chie

ioy and power of life ;
reverence for what is pure aoid bngh

n your own youth, for all that is true and tried m the age of

others, for all that is gracious among the living, great among

the dead and marvellous in those powers which never die^

"Whatsoever career you embrace," said M. Pasteur to he

Edinburgh students, in my hearing, "cultivate an elevated

aim and a reverence tor great men and great things.

In a Canadian newspaper the other day I read an indi*

ment preferred against the Canadian naticral character by

^
EngUsh journalist, Mr. Harold Begbie. though couched in
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somewhat high-flown language, it seema to me to deserve our
attention, and I shall deal with it on this occasion for the
reason that, if there be any truth in Mr. Begbie's representa-
tions, it is obvious that i-.f-. c'\«.V. have to call in the aid of tho
women of Canada to nalp us tn ucu our defects. It is as
follows :

—

" There are no Mii iii/.-nimled m jn in Canada, no captains
and fuglemen whose moral grandtij and fervour of imagina-
tion exalt the nation and throw a glamour about its destiny.
In a young country whose blow is bright with the dawn, and
whose feet move with strength on the high mountains, we
look for the statesmanship of a Moses, the prophecy of an
Isaiah, and the rejoicing poetry of a Shakespeare. We ex-
pect inspiration. We demand glory. But Canada disap-
points. She speaks to us in no solemn and majestic tongue.
She sings to us with no lyrical sweetness. In the dawn
streaming with increasing brightness on her path, she sees
no outline of the Throne of God, she hears no quiring of the
yonng-eyed cherubim. She is conscious of the greatness of
her future, but that greatness is all of the market-place and
the wharf. She goes forward to take her inheritance not
with hymn and song, but with the grim masterfulness of a
merchant entering his counting-house."

The meaning of all this, of course, is that in the opinion
of Mr. Begbie our civilization smacks too much of the count-
ing-house and the market-place. We have no song to give
him, no lyrical sweetness. It is not in us. In reply, may we
not ask for a little time ? Time is a great element in the evolu-
tion of culture, as Mr. Begbie ought to know. It has taken
England nearly three centuries, since Shakespeare died, to
produce him. Is it not a Uttle odd that in his wholesale in-

dictment Mr. Begbie has altogether overlooked our Univer-
sities? In them, and through many other agencies, we
are trying to build on the foundation of material prosperity
other elements of thought and purpose and aspiration that
will enable us to take our rightful place among progressive
nations.

In order to meet such criticism, and to take away the
20*

it
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BToond (or it, we must go on caring for the things of the

mind Huxley used to say that literature dealt with words,

science with things. But surely that is not a fair d.v,s.on

of the realm of the knowable. A thought is a thing, though

we cannot see or handle it : so too is the lesson of a noble life,

or some rule of conduct-set forth, perhaps in imperishable

verse We must not exalt physics and chemistry and

geology at the expense of literature and history Nor can

le aZd to neglect language ,tudy-a branch of knowledge

which seems so indispensable for teaching a nice discrimina-

tion in the use of words, for developing logical acumen and

Ltellectual grasp, and for cultivating the facul y of her-

"'appreciation In connexion with the current neglec of

\7ngZe study, I am incHned to regret the comparative dis-

use^f a practice which used to be well-nigh universal in my

younger days. I refer tothe habit of recitation, eBpecially o

Englih poetry This seems to me to have gone out to su

an Ltent-no doubt owing mainly to the congested condition

Xe curriculum-tbat even the word recitation ,s used on

the American continent mainly in another sense. Is th

subject encouraged in our schools as, m my opinion, it ought

o be? On board ship I once heard a recitation given by

ittte girl, but the subject matter was so tawdry that I could

not help regretting thit she had been at the trouble of learn-

X. niece bv heart. So I went away and compiled a

l^ok o verfo''schools._fnll of the great things of EngHs

n^etry • for why let young people " go and gossip with th

CusJmaid or the stable-boy when they may talk with king.

""pt.:" ol felt must not merely be read, but read alond

and recited The art of reading verse musically is not

^fhaps^ easy accomplishment, but the teacher who

Tosses^sesk and who has a real love of poetry has at lea.

Te quil fication as vital as any other and o- which ca™

Xv others with it. For it implies taste, judgment, an

UterLy appreciation. Kven with chUdren who are still

•• LooguuM' School Poetry Book."
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learning to read, the " tinkling of the rime and the dance
of the numbers " arrest attention and fall gratefully upon
the ear. It is different with prose, where the attention has
to be concentrated on the meaning. Verses for young
children should be read or said in a style that is half-way
between speech and song, more slowly than speech, so as to

allow full value to the rhythm, and to bring out the felicities

of rime and versification. Here, too, is the chance for train-

ing in elocution. Later on, careful and appreciative reading
becomes indispensable even for bringing out the semr of a
poetical extract, whose full beauty is apt to be missed till it

is recited by some one who is saturated with its rhythm and
form and colour. " There is hardly an ear that will not
respond with delight to some metrical effect—whether Milton,
Swinburne, or Kipling—if only the music of the poetry can
be made to ring clear." If there are some whose metric
sense is defective—just as there are pupils who cannot make
anything of music and singing—something can be done to

cultivate a feeling of rhythm and ordered movement by the

practice of reading in unison. It is obvious, however, that

the finer effects can be brought out only by individual read'ng,

whether on the part of the teacher or the pupil.

This is a matter-of-fact age, and there may be some who
consider poetry to be more or less a waste of time. It would
be a great pity if this attitude of their seniors were reflected

in the minds of the younger generation now at school. We
know how fond they are of games, alongside of which fine

poetry will stand a poor chance: and even at their work
they are taught to value those studies most which will help
them to get on in the world—arithmetic, for example.
Arithmetic is an easy subject, and I am not sure that the
teacher does not give it too much attention in our schools.

Of course he knows that there will never be any complaint
about arithmetic : people love the multiplication-table and
all there is on it ! But it would be a mistake for any teacher
to allow the impression to remain in the minds of his pupils
that poetry is an artificial and unnatural way of saying
things, embodying silly sentimental dreamy views of life,
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set forth in a manner that oonBtitutes a "laboured deviation

(lom the normal and sensible prose way of saying a thing"

;

or as Mr. Henry Newbolt has put it, " a sort of sugary

nonsense, a mummery which impedes the progress of business,

an obsolete form of sentimentality ".

One caveat must, however, be uttered in connexion with

the advocacy of " Poetry in the School ". It must be kept

as far as possible from examination purposes. College

entrance papers are saiJ to "put a blight" on a school

subject which should be the freest of all from the dommion

of Dr. Gradgrind. We don't want to feel towards Shakespeare

when we are grown up aj Byron felt to Horace, or as a

distinguished Frenchman felt towards Bacine when he said,

" We have so much rabachi (gabbled) Eaoine at school that

we are sick to death of him by the time we are grown up".

Superior persons have urged that neither English poetry nor

English literature in general can be taught at school. They

hold that literary appreciation is a faculty that cannot be

communicated to others. And certainly there is the danger

that when literature is made obligatory in the curriculum.

the pupil is less likely to turn to it for refreshment and

recreation. There is also the bugbear of the examination

paper. Information is rampant here, and mere information

ought to stand lowest in the list of what is obtained at school.

Literary biograpLy, for instance, is of no great importance

for lower forms. The pupil who can write from memory

a beautiful passage of poetry may well be excused from

answering the famous question, " 'Up to this date BurnB

was happy.' Describe his lite before and after, accounting

for the change." Some one has rightly said that you might

as well ask a class in physios to " describe James Watts

personal appearance, and relate the principal events of hi!

early life ".
v

But notwithstanding this danger, the position may tx

maintained thot poetry may be made an educational agent ol

the most potent kind. Before illustrating what I mean by

some readings let me resume the argument under three

heads: first as to form, and the aid that may be detiwd
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from the study of poetry in the battle for good English:
lecond as to its influence on the imagination : and thirdly its

moral and spiritual value.

One of the greatest hindrances to good English in the
school is the belief of both parents and children that they
know English well enough. The father thinks, perhaps,
that the kind of English that has served his purpose through
life is good enough for his son, and where that is the case
the home will not oo-operate with the teacher in correcting
what is bad and ehminating solecisms. In even touching on
such a subject one runs the risk, of course, of posing as a
sort of f.upcrior person, but after all the University ought to
be the guardian of good English ! And it was not I, but a
writer in the " New York Nation " who penned the following

:

" Speaking or writing bad English does not discredit a man
or woman socially, as speaking or writing the language of

the country badly would in England or France. In most
American towns success in life would furnish an ample
answer to criticisms on one's speech or letters : in Europe it

would only make the want of education more annoying."
Now poetry is the sworn enemy of bad English. There

is no room in it tor any of the words one sometimes hears in
current conversation—as for instance " tremendjous " for
" tremendous," " somewheres " for " somewhere," " bene-
ficient" for "beneficent," "combatted" for "combated,"
"aeriated," etc. Even journalese goes down before it,—as
when one reads in the morning paper that the judge "ac-
quiesced to the demand " or " counsel gave in his adhesion with
the view," or "considerable of the money collected," "most
always," etc., etc. Poetry will frown too on the various
contortions which are taking the place of the straightforward
English word Yes ; its conversation is always Yea, Yea, and
Nay, Nay. Whatsoever is invented to take the place of
these Cometh of evil I

That is, however, an incidental benefit. More generally
speaking, the study of poetry may be said to remind us of

'"College English," 4 Nov., 1897, f. 351.
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the beauty and value of eleyated language, and of a style

that tranaoends the ooUoquialismB of ordinary life. It has been

quite relevantly remarked in this connexion that Sir Walter

Scott in his preface to "Tales of a Grandfather" takes the

view that " children equally with adults must be addressed

in words far above those of ordinary conversation," though

as a matter of fact he had begun by trying to write down to

the level of their comprehension. Just hke their seniors,

chiidren enjoy "trying to understand" things, and some

verbal felicity which was not at once obvious will Unger

longer in the memory than pap served specially to tickle the

childish palate.

In the second place, poetry is a great stimulus to the

imagination, which in childhood's romantic days will be apt

to exercise itself on what is less worthy of attention if it be

not fed with suitable material—with all the evil consequences

that are so apt to result where the emotions are untrained

and ill-regulated. To quote a recent writer in the " Christian

Herald " : " Children live in a wonderland. All beyond their

limited experience is full of mystery, is vast, beautiful or

terrible, as their imagination—free as yet from the domimon

of the senses-is clear, keen and effective. This is the time

then in which to fill its chambers virith pictures of beauty and

purity. When a child is seven or eight years old, it is not

too young to hang there the saintly Una, whose

Angel fw»

As the great Eye of heaven shined bright

And made a sunshine in (he shad; place :

or the lovely Christabel, so richly clad and beautiful exceed-

ingly : or that damsel whom Coleridge in strange vision saw

—the Abyssinian maid playing on her dulcimer and

Singing of Mount Abora.

Take any little lad of eight years old and read to him the

grand old ballad of ' Sir Patrick Spens,' and watch how his

eyes will kindle and his cheeks glow to the brave story. Or

let Macanlay tell him ' How Horatius kept the Bridge '.
Or

let him go with the ' Ancient Mariner ' into that silent sea,

and learn with him the great lesson
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He pnyeth best who loreth best

All things both great and small."

SIS

But lastly—and this is the point on which I desire most
to insist—the teacher has no more potent aid than poetry in

the task of instilling sound moral teaching into the minds of

youthful pupilo. For we have in poetry not merely the in-

spiring influence of beautiful thoughts expressed in beautiful

language, though that is in itself a great gain : we have also

a ready means of inculcating moral qualities as well. By
it the teacher can broaden and deepen the child's spiritual

nature, and by turning its thoughts to love, and sympathy,
and reverence, and joy enrich in this way the soil in which
these and other virtues are to grow.

There is time for a few illustrations.' Take as an instance

of courage and high resolve Joaquin Miller's " Columbus "

;

or another American poem—Richard Hovey's " At the End of

the Day "—which seems to me to breathe the very spirit of

heroism and of devotion to a forlorn hope or a lost cause,

depicting as it does the attitude of valiant men, with their

backs against the wall. Henry Newbolt's " Vital Lampada "

is even better known. He was a member of my College at

Oxford, and this poem was a favourite of mine long before

3ur late lamented friend Dr. Drummond had made it so

familiar. Some of our professional hockey heroes have not
yet learned, as you know,

To set the cause above renown.

To love the game beyond the prize.

In athletics everything seems unduly subordinated to the

desire to win, which is apt to become a positive passion,

li Newbolt's poem had not referred to cricket—a game which
has a hard struggle to hold its own with us—the teaching

which it embodies might have been even more readily brought
home to the hearts and consciences both of schoolboys and
of college men. As it stands, it may be taken as a poetical

embodiment of the saying, long attributed to the Duke of

' See " Longmans' Sohool Poetry Book," pp. 898, 387, 389, 216, 315.
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Wellington, th»t England'! battles were won on the playing

fields of Eton. .•,„-.u
I am not going to apeak of hymns. "Every child, it has

been well said, " ought to lay in a stock of good hymns. It

is not necessary that they comprehend them :
their interpre-

tation will come. When the father is no longer there to ad-

vise, when the mother is no longer there to comfort, there

will be many days and many omcial hours when the hymns

learned at their knees will soothe their heart's great bitterness,

or enter into and sanctify its joy " (" Christian Herald "). But

there are hymns and hymns, and it implies no disparagement

to the Salvation Army, or even to the work of men like Messrs.

Moody and Sankey, to say that not all hymns are literatare.

Set against hymns of the " namby-pamby, boiled ouraty
"

type—such as we are sometimes made to sing in churches—

Addison's " Ode to Creation,"—" The spacious firmament

on high," etc. Every child should know that by heart.

You remember the last lines ;

—

For ever siaging w they shine

" The Hand th»fc made as is Divine !

"

That suggested to me that in my Poetry-Book I should place

alongside of the "Ode to Creation" a recent poem by

Katharine Tynan Hinkson called " Singing Stars ". We are

coming in sight of Christmas and I shall read it to you. It

is a good exercise in versification and also in the pronuncia-

tion of classical names, beginning as it does with an address

to Orion, the mighty hunter of whom it was fabled that he

was fated to carry on as a constellation after death the pursuit

of one whom he had loved on earth.

Take again—though they are more suited perhaps to riper

years—Edgar A. Poe's haunting stanzas entitled " To One in

Paradise," the last of which especially is so deeply touched

with the tender melancholy that inspires the heart in times

of sad bereavement. And lastly, as I had to be so hard on

Mr. Harold Begbie, let me read you his splendid poem entitled

" Britons beyond the Seas," which might well be taken as a

text on which to base an appeal to imperial as well as to
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national patriotiam. The man who oonld write the last veru
of that poem may well be forgiven for his somewhat oon-
temptnons criticism of Canada :

—

Oon», l*t lu walk togalhar.

We w> mint follow one gleam,

Come, let ui link our lafaoon.

And tell each other our dream ;

Slukeapeare'i tongue for our oouumIb
AjQti NulMm'fl heart for our task

—

Shi;U we not anawer aa one atrong man
To the thingH that the people aak ?

When teachers have access to such treasures as these

the poetry that, as Shelley says, " redeems from decay the
visitations of the divinity in man "—they ought to have no
difficulty, without going out of their ordinary beat, as it were,
about importing into the school curriculum something that
will help to counteract or at least to modify the somewhat
materialistic and utilitarian trend of present-day education.

There is a 6ne passage in Lowell's essay on Democracy
with which I should like to conclude :

—

" The true value of a country must be weighed in scales

more delicate than the balance of trade. ... On a map of

the world you may cover Judaea with your thumb and Athens
with a finger-tip, and neither of them figures in the prices

current ; but they still lord it in the thought and action of

every civilized m:r\ . . . Material success is good, but only
as the necessary preliminary to greater things. The true
measure of a nation's success is the amount that it has con-
tributed to the knowledge, the moral energy, the intellectual

happiness, the spiritual hope and consolation of mankind.
There is no other, let our candidates flatter as they may."

To gain such success for Canada, let us begin with the
schools. And in the schools may the high thoughts and noble
language of the best poetry ever find an honoured place.
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EDUCATION AND BUSINESS.'

Wbbn I received the invitation to be the speaker here to-day,

I put before yoar secretary four or five subjects from which

he was *o be free to make a choice. It remains to be seen

whether he chose the right one or not. Anyhow, if I fail to

interest you in what I have to say, you will be able at least

to imagine how much better I might have done with one of

the others

!

Canadian Club orators have come to be like our friends

the parsons : they can preach from any text. That is speci-

ally true, as you mast have noticed, of those among them

who art Professors. You ask us to come before yon and talk

of wbat ii.'.erests as most, and you take what we tell you
" with your meals "

I That is the prescription : as Mr.

Budyard Kipling said when he was in Canada, you " tie your

victim to a steak," and then wait to hear whether he has

anything to say. Well, the process has no terrors for me,

for I have had much practice in these " aids to digestion,"

from Halifax at least as far west as Winnipeg. For some

time I think I could even claim the record : on one occasion,

after addressing the men at lunch, I had the opportunity of

talking to the Women's Clab on a different subject in the

same afternoon.

Perhaps I ought in a way to rejoice over the choice of

subject ma ?e by yonr committee. One gets rather tired here

and elsewhere of the constant differentiation which people

make between academic and practical persons. To me the

academic man is one who enjoys the great advantage of being

able to cultivate a certain detachment of mind that leads him

to look at a question from every point of view. He is not

1 An addrel^ dolivend before the CanadiaD Club, Ottawa, 7 January, 1911.
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neoeiwrily dnamy and qnprietioal, or remote from affain.
Nor need he be what Lord Palmerston contemptuounly called
(gpeakmg by the way ot Germany) merely a " damned Pro-
feiior". Cecil Rhode., to be sure, aaid th.t college men
were mere children in 6naDce : but he was thinking of Ox-
ford :

he had not soen—well, for instance, he had not seen
MoGill I The modem University is, of course, in one of its
aspects, mtensely academic : wha», else would save as from
the reproach that Mr. Harold BeRbie tried to fasten upon us,
when he said that Canada's greatness savoured too much of
the market-place and the wharf, the counting-house and the
railway shed? But it is at the same time intensely practical.
That is why in some of our western centres the University
question has become so absorbing an issue, dividing public
attention even with the railways themselves I For myself,
if I may add a personal note, I am accustomed to hold that
there is no position—whether in bank, factory, or business
corporation—that touches life and the practical interests of
life at more points than that of the executive bead of a great
modern and up-to-date University.

Perhaps it is this that makes me always ready to avail
myself of the opportunity of being brought into contact with
the members of our Canadian Clubs. They are largely com-
posed of business men, who can help to prevent the academic
element in the community from being regarded, or from
tending to regard itself, as a thing apart. Professor Seeley used
to impress upon us the view that no criticisms are of greater
value or deserve more careful consideration than those of
practical men. There ought to be no great gulf fixed between
us. That idea is an evil inheritance from the days when
Universities were thought of only as preparing for the learned
professions,—certainly not for those which control the world
of commerce and industry. Surely it is well that in all our
great and growing centres there should be a union between
the men of thought and the men of action. They ought to
live alongside of each other in mutual sympathy, and with
the feeling that both are necessary for the common good.

What do I mean by the title of my address-Education
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uid Biuineu 7 Ii it the aducstion*! ride of burinen, or the

bniineu lide o( eduostion 7 Barinea* ii, » we kll know

—

well, buiineu ii biuineu I vid m to education, nobody ii

quite lure whkt it ii or nther whst it ought to be ; there it

in feet no aubjeot about which there in to much generel die-

agreement. At the Mme time there ii profound conviction

now abroad that education ii a good thing for eTerjrbody,

and that not only on ite elementary but alio on iti higher

aide, it ia indiapenaable to the development of a great people.

My colleague, Preudent Murray Butler of Columbia, thinka

there ia no more apecial characteriatic of the American people

than their " never-tailing faith in the power of education to

promote both individual and national happineas, efficiency

and virtue ". Rocratea taught that virtue ia knowledge, and

Americana are almoat Socratic in their acceptance of the

principle that knowledge will lead to right and useful action

and conduct.

It ia in great meaanre the preaaing demanda of induatrial

and commercial life that are giving our collegea ao inteneely

practical a turn at the preaent time, and in the effort to meet

these demands, without aacrificing other intereats, they aeem

to me to be strengthening from day to day their hold on

public confidence. Here in Canada we are at preaent greatly

intereated, for instance, in technical education, which deals

with the relation of acience to industry, and haa a direct

bearing on the industrial efficiency of the people at large.

Our manufactures are increasing and our education must be

made to keep pace with their advance. Skilled labour has

come to be more and more in demand. That ia what our

manufacturers need, while the operative on the other hand

ought to have the opportunity of developing hia induatrial

intelligence and ao making sure of a " steady job," aa well as

of deserving and securing that increase of wages which should

be the reward of progressive efficiency. Our aim all over

ought to be ' to give the people what they seek, the scientific

basis of the occupation which is to be theirs in life ". This

may be said to represent a new renaissance, or revival, con-

cerned this time with the scientific treatment of what belongs
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not to the intolleotu.1 or moral or npiritml l,u. to the inalcriij
put ot human w.ll-beinR-lho Kionco that undorli™ and
lUnmiute. human labour, and which, in vital relation to tha
workahop, aim, primarily at "sharpeninK the facultie. of
ob«,rv.t,on and reawning, and at Kiving an elementary
knowledge o( the laws that govern the material world in
which the workman works, .uoh a. may enable him to
reaion about it nghtly ".

p ^1.°"". «''^',?° "°"''*"' ""='' " ""« Applied Science
Faculty ot McGill, technical education was Zgan at the
nght end-the German rather than the English end. Therehu ant been provided the highest possible training for those
who are to be the directors and captains ot industry It is
in this application of science to manufactures on the part of
men who have had the highest form of instructi.m that
(Jermany has found so remunerative a„ inveHtmeut for her
industries. The next step is to spread the net wide for the
masses, so as to add to the directive powers of the leaders
mechanical skill and general intelligence on the part of the
artisans, and to increase the number of those from whom
foremen and higher officers may be chosen. This is all in
hne with the aspirations of democracy, which ought to seek
to provide equal opportunities for all.

So far as our colleges and universities are helping to
meet this and other practical needs, they are simply fuiailinir
their manifest destiny. The development of academic in-
stitutions might be sketched in such a way as to form a
chapter in the history of evolution. New types of training
have been introduced from time to time, called forth by new
problems, and taking their rightful place alongside of the
old curriculum; and these new types all embody and rive
emphasis to the truth that knowledge is valuable, not for itsown sake alone, but mainly as leading to action. In thebepnnmg there was the traditional college programme that
suftced for centuries

; though it restricted its practical activity
o the turning out of lawyers, and doctors, and preachers
for the rest, it aimed, and still aims, fundamentally, at train-
tng .» faculty-not the application of knowledge, but the

^ 3
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development oJ every laciilty, so that the student shall be

able to use his powers suceeBsfnlly in any direction.

The first radical change was effected by the introduction

of courses in natural science—physics, chemistry, biology

;

aiming at an increased and methodized knowledge ol the

laws and phenomena of the physical world. Largely as a

result of this there followed the wonderful expansion that has

been witnessed during the last half-century-the period of

material development that reads like the fairy-tale of some

wonder-working magician. In this period our higher educa-

tion has been undergoing constant changes, to meet the

demands of commerce, and to keep pace with the marvellous

inventions of science in every field of human endeavour, and

with the growth also of applied art in every department of

public service. In order to supply the special training and

the variety of talent that the old institutions could not

furnish, schools of technology and applied science-for

engineers, chemists, electricians, etc.-have sprung up in

scores In Germany the number of students in higher edu-

cational institutions has more than doubled itself m the last

thirty years, while in the United States the percentage has

increased at a ratio twice the increase of the population.

In the Universities of the West and Middle West-where the

country has been in the course of settlement, and where the call

for material development has been loudest-two-thirds of the

whole student body are enrolled in the departments of Applied

Science Even the older Universities, on this continent and

also in England, have expanded their curriculum to furnish

the required training. And the partnership between technical

Sand University has been good for both " symboh^

the rapprocA«»w«« and even the reconciliation of the two

great pwties in the educational campaign ;
the champions o

ST'- humanities" think more now than they used to do of

the bearings of their studies on the actualities of modern life,

wl^e the icaUed Philistine has at least a better chance o

C^ng to see something, after all, in culture! Certainly

theTecLcal student gains in general educational tra,n,».

He breathes the wholesome and stimulatmg atmosphere of
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work that reaches far beyond the Umits of his own field and
moidentaUy-even nnoonscionsly-he absorbs a wider culture
which he could not find outside the University. In this way
he acquires qualities that not only strengthen him for his
later pro' ssional activities, but also contribute powerfuUy to
his usefulness as an educated citizen.

Engineering schools are firmly entrenched now within
the University, and are as liberally supported as the older
professional schools of law and medicine. That is what I
have called the second stage of University development Its
fruits are everywhere apparent. Graduation in applied science
has become a passport to success in professional work.

It is a generally accepted opinion that within a few years
of leavmg college the college-educated engineer far outstripsm position and salary his average competitor who comes up
from the ranks. In the great Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Works at East Pittsburg-where eighteen
years ago there were only four or five college men in all—
no fewer than 275 college graduates secured positions in 1906
We are mainly concerned with the third stage in the

story of academic evolution. The wonderful advances in the
way of scientific achievement, together with the concurrent
expansion of our educational system, wiU doubtless be con-
tinued: but alongside of them have come changes in the
conditions of the industrial and the oomme'cial world-
changes due to the "minute applications of science to the
industries, to the practical annihilation of time and space in
the business world, the subdivision of labour, and the more
careful observance of the principles of economy, particularly
in checking waste and the prodigal use of raw material and
natural resources". Hence it comes that higher education
for business Ufe is now claiming equal rank with courses in
science and technology, and is suggesting modifications in
curricula and methods of instruction.

Here at once stops in the practical man with his objection
ydvitur ambulando "

; you can learn business best by going
into business. It must at once be conceded that the need of
business experience will never be displaced by any instruction

\\
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that the college may give. Bnt the practical man must look

the facts squarely in the face. The late President Harper of

Chicago—who was of all college Heads I have ever known

the one most in touch with the business world—stated them

as follows: "College men are being sought out in practi-

cally every kind of business for positions of responsibility.

Experience has shown that the college man, although he

may not have the technical training for the particular

business which he enters after leaving college, requires no

long period of time in which to overtake the non-ooUege man

who started in the same business years before : and to over-

take means, of course, to outstrip." And again, "Great

business concerns on every side are calling for men whose

minds have been trained, and they are willing to give such

men ample opportunity to learn the technique of the business

which they are to enter, strongly confident that in the end

those men will excel ". And so college graduates are more

and more choosing a business rather than a professional

career. Statistics show that nearly one-third of the living

alumni of Princeton are in businesa

The problem really is, not to try any substitute for

business experience, but so to supplement it that trained men

may pass by rapid promotion to the highest appointments.

Many of those who take a humble position in the business

world at too early a period in their lives are in danger of not

rising. Their habits are apt to become fixed in a somewhat

monotonous routine from which they cannot receive the

inspiration and stimulus necessary to success. This is said

without prejudice to the exceptional cases where train-

despatchers, for instance, or telegraph boys, or conductors,

have been known to raise themselves, in time, to the proud

pre-eminence of the railway president. If it be objected, on

the other hand, that the average man injures his prospects of

success if he takes up work at too late a period in his life,

we may reply that the average man generally has to reach

the age of 30 or 35 before his powers are fully developed and

his station in life more or less determined : if he goes into

business after leaving the high school—say at 18—he will
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l™ni\*r°"'' '"'"""'f
•"" ""y set two or three year,more of lugher oommercl education and still have ten years

eft in which to mingle the knowledge thus acquired withUie insight and practical wisdom derivable frZ acTu^
business experience. It i, from the knowledge, ideals andtraditions obtamabe through higher study th!t yonSgmenmay gam the spirit, the consciousness of ability, that^l
uphft them m the exercise of their trade or profe sion 7neminent authority is of opinion that just as the age limit forimmature child-labour has been steadily raised in civi^ z«Jcountries, so an extension of the period of educa"
disciphne prolongs the stage of mental plasticity beforeroutine closes m on the worker_in the days while his outc«k may stiU be widenel and his charJter stin^Lu^-
( Educational Beview," March, 1905)

The old view was that " apprenticeship is more valuablethan a course of instruction," and that " the latter by delaying
real, practical experience renders a mastery of bu mess detail

how to teach by toymg to ; but we are beginning to train o"
eachers nowO And the apprenticeship system' belonTed"
an earher penod of om: industrial development-when masters
trained their apprentices, who were often their own sons, inthe arts they had themselves acquired. This system hasgone down before large-scale production and the differentia-
tion of ,ts processes

;
unskilled and rule-of-thumb work doesnot take a high place m the minute division of labour, in which

large mdnstoies are, as it were, "stratified," with the conse-
quence, at least in the lower ranks, of stationary and narrow-mg tendencies that lead to the repression rather than the
encouragement of individuality. Executive positions are apt
to be filled m such mdustries, not from the rank and file, butby men fresh from the outside trained in another atmos-
phere

. Somplaceofthepersonaloontactof apprentice andmaster we may put now the disciphne and ideals of educa-
tion

:
this wiU excite aspirations towards better work on the

part of such as are qualified to rise beyond a certain dead
level m factory or shop or office, to which dead level-with

) 'I

t 1

'h

,1
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its fixed unyarying duties—the organization of modern in-

dnstry too often tends to consign them.

In these days then of extended educational facilities all

round, and with the raising of the qualifications for admission

to professional study, we may properly ask what is being done

to secure higher standards for all who are to be leaders of

industry, heads of departments, directing the work of others,

whether as merchants, bankers, insurance men, railway-

managers, etc. Let us glance for a moment at conditions in

foreign countries before we come nearer home.

Writing in the "Eevue des deux Mondes," M. kniti

Siegfried—whose book on Canada deserves the attention of

every intelligent reader—attributes to the American business

colleges, and to the dozen or more university faculties of

commercial education, a great deal of credit for the originality

of American business methods. The contrary view—that the

commercial training is the result rather than the cause of

the great industrial advance—has been advocated by others.

The same problem has been debated as regards Germany,

where an enormous growth in the number of commercial

schools has come in the train of the great increase Germany

has experienced in her foreign trade within the last twenty

years. And it is a significant fact that a great part of this

activity is due to private initiative, numbers of business men

joining together, under the patronage of the Emperor, in s

resolute and well-directed effort to capture foreign markets.

Belgium also is well to the front, taking up h-'"her commercial

studies. Nor does England lag so far behiri as one might

perhaps have been inclined to expect. The new University

of Manchester has established a Faculty of Commerce and

Administration, the aim of which is to give a systematic

training in advanced commercial subjects, in the study of

methods of government and administration, and in economic

and social investigatioa It is a notable feature of this venture

—and one which might very well be imitated here—that men

engaged in business are associated on the staff of the Faculty

of Commerce with professional teachers. The Council of the

University of Birmingham has formed an advisory board of
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business men, eight gentlemen, all of them engaged in active
business hfe-allof themindeed being headsof great industries
manufacturing and commercial enterprises-to co-operate
with the Professors in the Faculty of Commerce, which con-
sists now of a Professor of Commerce, a Professor of Finance
and a Professor of Accounting, as well as a Lecturer in Com'
meroial Law. There are many students now -eeking the
Bachelor of Commerce degree, which the University first
granted last year. A simUar report could be made of recent
action on the part of the authorities of Trinity College, Dublin

What are we doing in Canada? Some yea's ago-to
speak only of McGiU-I outlined oeri;ain modifications of the
Arts curriculum such as might lead to the establishment of
a School of Commerce, and we have since instituted what is
knowu as -ihe " Two Years' Course for the Commercial I>-.
ploma". It includes a sound training in the esiential
branclu, of a liberal «d«<!a<io»—beginning of course with
English. Then we must have mathematics, for logical and
esact training, but in the first year only, for mathematics-
apart from mental arithmetic and modern measurements
(horse power, kilowatts, etc.) and accounting-are not so
fundamental for the activity of the business man as for the
engineer: history, in order to gain some insight into the ac-
cumulated experience of the race and an understanding of the
main currents of civilization (always, of course, with special re-
ference to the constitution of Canada, Bnta,. , and U 8 A )
modem languages, not only for training in Unguistics andm literary appreciation, but also as " facilitating an under-
standmg of the international aspects of present-day trade" •

science (physics and mechanics) for accurate observation and
the study of nature's laws-also because of its close relation
to machinery and the materials of industry and commerce.
10 these are added commercial geography and descriptive
economics, dealing with business conditions in the worid's
markets, and with problems of finance and credit: for your
business man ought to be both a geographer and an econom-
'«. We intend also to provide instruction in the principles
and practice of accounting. Such teaching appeals to young

If*
I
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men who can give two years to such a great " utility conrse
"

withoQt going on through the foar years of the Arts oarri-

oulum.

Some time ago one of my colleagaea placed in my hands

a memorandum in which he seeks to make provision—when
practicable—for an even fuller scheme of commercial educa-

tion. Taking a leaf out of the book of our Faculty of Law,
which is frequented by students who are giving the greater

part of their time to apprenticeship with law-firms and atten-

dance in the courts, he asked if an Advanced Conrse of two
or three years could not be laid down, leading bi a degree,

under conditions that would make attendance possible for

students engaged in offices or works during the rest of the

day. He calculates that nine hoars weekly would be enough
if the curriculum were spread over three years. Here are

some of the courses suggested—Economic Problems, Public

Administration, Mercantile Law, Banking and Foreign

Trade, Tariffs and Trade, Markets and Market Organization,

Collection and Utilization of Statistics.

If this could be arranged, it would furnish a parallel to

the methods which have been developed in connexion with

the study of engineering. There used to be some discussion

as to whether an engineering apprenticeship should precede

or follow a college course. We have solved that problem at

McGill by encouraging summer work in the shops, through-

out the curriculum. And now we learn that one of the

Universities south of the line is making the two run concur-

rently—one week of lectures and laboratory followed by one

week of the shops. The experiment is said to be very success-

ful. Its application to a School of Commerce would depend

on the co-operation of the heads of business houses There

would, of course, be no attempt to give a practical knowledge

of business methods and routine in the class-room. We
should not follow the example of some prominent commercial

schools which "play at business"—establishing miniature

stock and produce exchanges, banking houses, etc., and even

installing a "ticker" as part of the stage-setting of their

business equipment

!
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Some snch arrangement would undoubtedly do much to
obviate the only critioiBm of importance that I have heard
made against the college graduate, viz. : that he takes too
long to find his bearings and adjust himself to the greater
ngour of a new business environment. Actual contact with
work during the coUege course, and even competition with
others who may be struggling for a living, would be the best
cure for thi&

From aU that has been said, you will be able to perceive
the justice of the claim that the distinguishing feature of the
modem and up-to-date University is its ability to keep in
close touch with popular requirements. Its curriculum
furnishes a training in citizenship and for the pubUc service :

its output of graduates proves that it is a source of supply
for all forms of national activity that call for intellectual
power. President Butler lately, in speaking of the basis of
scientific training required even for the man of practice, said
that he "looks forward confidently to the time when the
management of a great machine-shop will be considered one
of the learned professions". There is an element of truth
even in such an exaggeratioa

It is difficult to cover every aspect of a subject in a single
sentence or even in a single address! I have not been
speaking of all education, but simply education for business.
It is not necessary, nor even desirable, that all education
should have a directly utilitarian end. I have not been ex-
tolling the methods of the Business CoUege, for example, as
good for everybody ; it assumes that a certain technical facility
is practically all that is necessary to success. On the con-
trary, I agree with Professor Michael Sadler when he says

:

" It would be a blunder from the point of view of the later
efficiency of the pupil to deprive him of a liberal education in
order to impart to him an early knowledge of the technical-
ities of business life". The late Mr. Goldwin Smith once
remarked with great truth :

" the office boy of 14, if he de-
velops solely along that line, will in his later years not be a
very noble creature or a partaker of the highest pleasures ".

And again
:
" Much as education has to do with economic

rift
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efficiency, it can acoompliih little unlen from the first it kimi

>t aomething higher than money-profit ".

And we moBt remember that aucceii in bonnen doei not

neceeiarily mean suoceu in life^^specially in that higher

life which it is every man's duty and privilege to develop

and cultivate to the atmost of his powers. Yon may be the

proprietor or manager of a highly prosperoos business and

yet have failed to make your adjustment to that wider sphere

in which all have equal opportunities. You may even be

—

like HKiue professors I have known—a rather uninteresting

person I It is education that helps the individual to develop

to the fall all his native capacities. The spirit of commercial

enterprise has been one of the greatest factors in human pro-

gress, but it must never be allowed to dominate and absorb

everything else. We must not exalt the material and

mechanical over the intellectual and spiritual. We must

build up and around commerce and industry higher elements

of thought and sentiment and aspiration—literary, scientific,

philosophical, artistic. I know of no more effective member

of society than the representative man of business—in daily

toDch with the actualities of life, and conversant with the

whole body of organized commerce—who is also living the

fuller life of the spirit and the intellect, almost as much as

any scholar, scientist, or man of lettera It is as a prepara-

tion tor this that the college course can be commended to

those who are able to avail themselves of it. In its highest

aspect, it deals vrith the things of the spirit. But the college

is also ' an intensely practical working agent—effective and

worthy of support, not as a mere academic ornament, but

only so far as it makes itself felt in the real life of the com-

munity ". It stands and must continue to stand, not only for

learning and intellect, but also for earnestness in ideal and

efficiency in practice.



THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVEE8ABY OF THE
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVEB8ITY.'

The review of twenty-live years' strenuous service may well
excite feelings of lively satisfaction—and of some emotion—
in the hearts both of speaker and of hearers. For myself, I
count it an honour to be associated with such a commemora-
tion and such a retrospect. To-morrow we are to be looking
forward instead of backward, and I am sure everyone
shares Dr. Oilman's con6dent outlook for the future, of which
we are to hear more from his successor. Can it be because I
am able to look in both directions that I have been honoured
with an invitation to speak this afternoon ? Twenty-seven
years ago while studying at Gottingen, in Germany, I re-
member hearing from American fellow-students that a new
star had arisen in the West, a University which intended to
begin where others left off. Since then I have " done twenty
years " as a College Head, and like Dr. Remsen and all other
young men feel quite capable of going on for another half
century. Or if I am to cast about for another reason, I may
end it perhaps in the hypothesis that you did not want one
of yourselves to praise Dr. Oilman and Johns Hopkins. You
preferred tra entrust this agreeable duty to a—foreigner I My
tongue cleaves to the roof of my mouth when—in such an
assembly as this—I try to pronounce that estranging word.
Well, if I must be what is called at University celebrations
a "foreign delegate," let me at least figure as a composite
and cosmopolitan example of the type. I have spoken of
G5ttingen, but I bring you also as a graduate of each, the
compliments and congratulations of Edinburgh and Oxford,
and St. Andrews—which, by the way, will soon be celebrating

' JoluM Hopkini Unitersily, Baltimon, 10 Febnuiry, 1902.
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iti five-hundredth birthd.y-M well u meii»ge. from your

Cknaditn sister up in Montreal. And here let me My »t

once how highly we in C»n»d» sppreciate your hospitality

to our graduates : many of them owe much of their succesi

in after Ufe to the opportunities of further study which they

have enjoyed here. If anything, you are too hospitable
:
yon

have kept and are keeping too long from us m McGU!

Dr. William Osier.

And if I were privileged to speak, not in the name of

these Universities alone, but also for all the centres of learn-

ing that have sent students on to Johns Hopkins-the number

is stated as not far short of 200-the homage that is now

rendered would be rendered in identical terms by all. We

have aU been shining in the reflected glory of the high ideals

with which you began your work twenty-six years ago, and

we rejoice along with you ,over the great success which ha.

attended your operations. You have raised to a higher level

the whole conception of academic work on this continent, and

the stimulus of your example has made itself felt in every

department of University activity, and that too, not in the

smaller colleges alone, but even in the oldest and most diB-

tinguished institutions. Nowhere has a more real expression

been given to the view that the higher teaching cannot be

fully inspired when it does not go hand in hand with zeal lor

extending the boundaries of human knowledge :
that it is not

enough to teach science and learning ready-made, as it were,

instead of taking a hand in the making of them :
that professor,

must never cease to be students ; and that the crown and

coping-stone of education comes only through traimng in

research and independent investigation.

The address to which we have hstened is one more proof

that if Johns Hopkins has been fortunate in her ideals, and in

her .ility to see these ideaU realized, she has been fortunate

also in her organizer and first President. Dr. GUman seems

to have been gifted with a double share of that supreme quali-

fication of a College Head—the power of sympathizing with

every department of academic work, linguistic, hietoncil,

literary, scientific, philosophical. It must have been thu
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th«t nud. him lo saoceufal in hi. choice of men. Where
oonld greater diitinotion be found concentrated in one piMe
than m the mititution which could boait the name, that«e to^ay on the Up. of aU ? Newall Martin, whoee phvBo-
lopca^ expenmentation-w ably carried on by Dr.. Welch
uid Orier_m.de a new era in the hi.tory of medicine in
Amenoa: or Adam, for hittory, Bowland for phyric.,
Sylvester for mathematics. Gilder.leeve forcla.«CB. Bemwn
for cuemistry. I have met many who look up to and revere
there men as maaters and teachers : and the Journals which
they founded in their several subjects are esteemed in all
centre, of learning as among the weightiest and most distin-
gnisbed contributions to periodical literatuie.

That college President does well who steadfastly refuses
to look upon his University as a mere academic ornament
and strives to make it instead a centre of practical usefulnes^
to the community. Nothing has done so much as this
during recent years, to draw towards University institutions
the benevolent attentions of millionaires and practical men
generally. Law. and Medicine, and Theology are no longer
the only technical applications of academic studies. All the
marvels of modem scientific activity rest on the basis of the
abstract and theoretical learning that is fostered by the
Umversity. And besidss. the new type of college professor
can make his voice heard not only about bridges and rail-
roads and electrical supplies, but also about public finance
and currency, and banking—even about an international
dispute over a boundary-line. I am told that the sympathies
of Johns Hopkins are so comprehensive that they extend
from local industries like the oyster culture of Maryland and
Virginia to a study of the economic conditions of Porto
Bico!

In aU this we cannot fail to see the guiding hand of ex-
President Oilman. His well-known interest in such subjectsM the working of municipal systems, and civil service re-
tonu and his habit of bringing to Johns Hopkins from the
outeide those who had some practical messcge to deUver,
«how that he has always realized the view that learning and f
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Mieno.^ we wd mnit rrar «m«n incomplete "^ "?*»»-

°'

"ilS now he i. to continue hi. truittal »« benefljwnt

Mtivity M ^ Tm.t«. of the Crnegie In.titute .t WMhington.

r.uJ o. .none, equal to th.t which he
^^JT^--^

divided amotg the tour Unirereitie. of h» native l.nd Mr.

ciraegie hM .™.r. recently m«>. .vail.ble .t on. oentn. .n

the country of hi. «loption. Truly .t m.y be M.d of .11

dep.rtmenU,a. Dr. Orier recently »id of ""«^'»' «•»-;

that at thi. rate of progre« the centre of 8»*''y " """'"^

Z Atlantic and wiU won be found in the U""^
f
»*^ '

The century on which we have ju.t entered .. b.g with

iwue. of the higheet importance for the life and progre.. o

rSiind. Under new condition, and with greater maten.

mean, of betterment and enrichment, the work and office o

our Uni7er.itie. will go fbrward on Ime. which Jowett. he

late M».ter of BaUiol, had ai heart when to pictured the

Univereity not exactly a. a ladder let down ''»'» h«>v«n to

earth, but rather a. a bridge that might connect the different

branchee of knowledge-BO apt to
'*<"=™V "*i .jri".

one anottor-and that might unite the different cla^e. ol

K«iety, and at the wme time bring about a more friendly feel-

ing among the different sect, of religion. That « an ideal

which I am Bure the John, Hopkins of the future, a. wel »-

the Carnegie In.titute, will do much to realize for this for-

tunate, free, and highly favoured land I



THE HARVARD CANADIAN CLUB.'

" HiSTOBT ii Mid to repest itielf, Md the viaiti which mem-
ben of one Univenity are privitepfcd, in these modern dayi, to

pay another retemble, in a way, the vinitB made by wandering
•oholars during the Middle Agei—ander conditions how dif-

ferent I—to the various centres of learning on the European
continent. They were allowed, from time to time, to lift up
their voices, and travelling from place to place, to speak the

word that might be in them. There were also student migra-

tions in these days, as there are with us. This Club represontB,

I understand, a body o' students who come mainly from

Canada, but also from other parts uf the British Kmpire. I

take it that you are at Harvard for pretty much the same
reason that the students of long ago attached themselves to

some particular institution : you are getting here what yon
cannot so easily get nearer home, I congratulate you on yoar
opportonities at Harvard. For 140 years Harvard was British,

and to-day it may be said to be cosmopolitan as well as purely

national Jrhn Harvard's College has trained many Canadian
professors and has several Canadians now on its staff, just as

McOill, for example, has many Americans. And may I say,

in reference to the guest who addressed yon here at your last

monthly meeting, that I have always regarded President

Eliot as one of the most dignified figures in contemporary
American life? How interesting it is to reflect that 300
years have passed and gone since John Harvard was bom.
Set along side of that the other historical fact that next year
we in Canada are going to celebrate the three hundredth
anniversary of Champlain's foundation of Quebec, and you
will see how easy it is to connect the fortunes of the two

* An MldrMH deUverad at Ounbrids«> Mms., 14 Demmber, 1907,

sas
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countries, as I am going to try to do both to-night and in the

address which I have undertaken to give to the Intercolonial

Club on Monday. I am told that there are about 180

Canadians at present studying in American Universities in

post-graduatB departments. We are very much indebted for

this hospitality. Scholarship and learning know no bound-

aries ; reciprocity is the word there, and never has there been

nor ever can there be a tariff upon intellectual produce. And

it is in post-graduate work, where the student is, so td speak,

something of a fellow-worker with his teacher, that we can

find the best line for developing inter-communication between

Universities. It may be admissible, on my part, to say a

single word of the effori;s that are being made by Canadian

Universities themselves to extend this part of their work.

In Toronto, the other day, at the inauguration of the new

President, it was a pleasure to see how many alumni of that

University came forward as representatives of American

Universities, in which they had distinguished themselves.

And for McGill, I may be allowed to say that, though we

have been by no means premature or hasty in the well-

considered step we have taken, the eminence of our professors

has already, within the two years of its separate existence,

attracted students in considerable numbers to what we now

boldly call the ' McQill Graduate School '." .

Alter some reference to incidents in previous visits to the

United States, Dr. Peterson went on to discuss Canadian re-

Utions with the United States. In reference to the Dominion,

he said that he would not dweU on that favourite theme of

politicians, her material resources, her fisheries, her mines

(including coal), her timber, her agricultural products, her

iron and steel, her pulp and paper. He wished rather to

echo, in the first place, the large view expressed by President

EUot when he was in Montreal recently to the effect that the

final word as to the ideal of free government had not yet been

said even by the American Bepublic.

They beUeved that the Canadian constitution was, on the

whole, superior. Certainly it suited Canadians better, and its

elasticity had been proved by the fact that instead of the fonr
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ProvinoeB covered by the original Act of Confederation, the
Dominion now included nine. After referring to the well-known feature of difference, that whereas in Canada the pro-
vinces have specified powers and the Dominion Government
takes all the residue, m the United States the contrary is thecase,he went on to say, that the Govermnent of Canada, like
tihatof Great Britam herself, was in closer touch with the
public pulse. With them the popular will could more speedily»^rt Itself. The power of absolute veto, moreover given
to the Amencan Executive, for a period of four years, c^ed
with It privileges which not even the Emperor-King could

™wf^ffi°-^T^- tf° *'''' ^•"'•^'^ J"'''«*«y '""'other
pubhc officials did not depend for appointment to office on

^f^
'""""'d might, therefore, perhaps (d priori) be ex-

pected to conduct themselves more impartially than is some-
tunes the case under the elective system. A feature, again
on which he noted that President Eliot had laid considerable
stress was the .act that the Dominion ministers on a dissolu-
tion could m Canada go anywhere for re-election. This gave
the country the benefit of more continuous service on the
part of their best men. He quoted from President Butler

In^W^'S-^" 'u'
^'^^^ ^"^^^ *^ lately recorded his

conviction that the system, mifortunate in high degree, of
8n»ll<»nst.tuencieB having individual representatives in state
and nahonal legislatmres, who are almost uniformly residents
of the distacts for which they art elected, has reduced to ammunum the truly representative capacity and efficiency of
those bodies and has deprived them of many elements of
power. For it is well-nigh a poUtical axiom that large con-
stituencies make independent representatives and that small
constituencies make tools and ciphers."

..nM™*?* ^.
°*'"' """^ ""^^ 'I^'»l difficulties to which he

could not venture to make any detailed reference. He ad-

^^
his hearers to read Siegfried's recent book, which was

ol . '?'"P't*'/""'°'*"°° °' '""''"e conditions thatoould anywhere be found. Life in the grand old province of

Kd l"!
°*"^'°,'^ '"" °^ '"'""'"e features."^ It mightbe said, with some degree of truth, that the entente cordMe

u

8 •
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of which 80 much U heard in England to-d.y, had really been

tnvlted in the Province of Qnebec. It was the spec^l duty

of every resident in that province to join m the endeavour to

make French and English alike forget *e.r ane.ent conto-

versies and unite ever more and more m bonds of mutu^

lympathy and national feUowship. No one had spoken more

eloquently on this subject than His Excellency the present

Governor-General, and it was a pleasure to hsten to his in-

spiring word, at the meeting held the other day >n Montreal

when he had lent his countenance and support to the new

Women's Canadian Club. Compared with a recent very im-

portant pronomicement from another quarter, Lord Greys

^ech was certainly a powerful contribution to the work ol

"""now'a word or two about the cond.tionB of our uni-

versities. It is a favourite reflection of mine,' Dr Peterson

we"t on to say,
" that while we are waitmg for the parha-

Tent o" man and the federation of the world, a great de.

may be actually achieved by drawing together m feehng and

TeuLent such representative institutions as our umvers.t,e.

They receive witto their haUs, as here at Harv»d you vej

weU know, all sorts and conditions of men, and women too

Tf every n^ion and every creed, creating thereby a re^

broSood of learning and intellect. And our umvers,t.«

a^Bling an increasing hold on public interest, espec.ally

hereTn the United States. They are training now for ever,

walk in life, including the higher branches of commerce I

Ta remarkable fact! as stated by President Shot, that .

Harvard last year the majority of the Arte "t^^d^nts w n

Sto b^iness That shows the extent of appreciation th» ..

oly entertained for weU-educated men.
,.f

g"mg "far

InlTs^e sometimes made to institutions like Oxford and

CarbnTgeTherelearninghadbeen so long cultivated m.*

foHts own sake, but even in the days when our univeraitie.
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of the world, the oniveisities can do their part in laying the
fonndations on which may be erected the Btmctore of a
thoronghly well-informed and competent pablic opinion.

" There are many agencies at work for developing the com-
munity of interests of which I have spoken. On this continent
college news is a feature of the weekly edition of one of your
greatest newspapers ; it is sometimes included, by no means
inappropriately, in the financial section I Other agencies for
unification and for what may be called standardization are at
work." In this connexion Dr. Peterson gave some account of
the work of the Carnegie Foundation under the able leader-

ship of President Pritchett, and alongside of that called

attention to the last report of the trustees of the Oxford
Rhodes Trust. Incidentally he said that Lord Eoeebery's
appreciative speech at the unveiling of the table: which had
been erected at Oxford in memory of Mr. Ehodes gave a better

account of the great idea which Mr. Rhodes had embodied in
his last will and testament than the remarkable utterance of

an American editor who said, a year or two ago, in the pages
of the " Cosmopolitan " that " Cecil Ehodes had not wished
to send American youth to Oxford to be educated, but rather
to educate Oxford in the ways of a great republic ". In regard
to Canada, Dr. Peterson gave some account of McQill's
activity in British Columbia and elsewhere, and of Mr. 8ar-
gant's lectures, which might be taken as an introduction to
the work of the British Association at Winnipeg in 1909,
when the question of comparing educational conditions
throughout the Empire, and securing such uniformity as
might be desirable or practicable in the midst of so much
obvious diversity of conditions, was expected to be fully
ventilated.

" Let me express the hope," he continued, " that most of
you will find yourway back to the country of your origin. For-
tunately that promises to be the case with our Canadian Ehodes
scholars. It would be a distinct loss to Canada if they were to
remain permanently away from her. The opportunities of Uni-
versity work in Canada are on the increase, and you will be all
the better quaUfied for the privileges you have enjoyed while

hA'
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here. I hope there m»y be room tor yon all. Do not, how-

ever, think that you have already established a claim upon any

appointments that may be going, whether or not yon can

show that you are the best available candidate. The policy

of McGill in this respect, while sometimes challenged, is quite

impregnable; as between two candidates, one a Canadian

and one an outsider, who are in all respects equal, it will

always give the Canadian the preference, but not otherwise.

This is the policy of Harvard herself. Otherwise how would

she have been able to send a Canadian professor, Schoeeld,

to represent her this year in Berlin, and to rise above the

narrow petty criticism which that action drew upon her in

some quarters ? When you come back to Canada bring with

you the best you have received and leave any untoward ele-

ments behind. If I may venture on one criticism of American

manners and institutions, I may say that their worst feature,

at present, seems to be a certain want of reverence and re-

spect for aathority which sometimes amounts to positive

lawlessness. The tendency of modem democracies to exalt

equality above everything else, leads to a false sentiment that

should be combated and corrected in the earlier stages of

school life.

" I haveino admiration for the boy not yet out of his teem

who will tell you that he ' takes off his hat to no man '. He

should be taught better manners. Pushfulness and smart,

ness are not really great qualities. Take again the question

of athletics. Some of us are surprised when we read of a

football team practising behind closed doors so that they ma;

astonish their adversaries with secret and unexpected tricks.

There is an epigram about football which you may not have

heard. It bears the unmistakable stamp of its English

origia "In England they play the ball; in Canada they

play the man when they cannot get the ball ; and in the

States they play the ball when they cannot get the man.'

That, of course, is a humorous exaggeration, but it points to

certain practices, which if they could be corrected in the

minds of the young, might be eliminated also from much

that id even more important in later life. We might have

Ii4i,
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cleaner politics if we could do more to train the youth of thecounty m fa,r play ^dgood form." The addreL conclud^

Lh.-^hVro''?"''
°' ^""^ Newbolfs weU-known poem.

W.lham Henry Drammond, " Play up and play the game "

ivi.

,
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THE INAUGUBATION OF PEE8IDENT LOWELL.'

This is really a great compUment-to a near neighbour! For

more than a decade I have been attending umyeraity cele-

brations in this country, and on occasions where dekgates were

divided into two great classes-American and European-

it was not always easy for me to see where Canada came m.

The only thing I was always clear about, m my own mmd,

was that Canada is not in Europe

!

It is indeed on many grounds a peculiar pleasure to ap-

pear toJay .« the representative of Canadian education.

]Srhaps among other capacities I am here as a hving witness

to the doctrine of presidential succession I Thirteen or four-

teen years ago President Eliot was good enough to journey

to Montreal in order to take part in a much less imposmg

ceremonial than this. He may be said, in fact to have

"laid hands upon me" when I arrived m Canada to take

over the administration of McGill Univereity ;
and now I in

turn am helping to lay hands-not violent hands l-on his

successor. » i. i.- -t

And just about the time when you were celebrating, quite

recently, the 300th anniversary of John Harvard's birthday,

we were commemorating, up in Canada, the 300th anniver-

sary of Champlain's foundation of Quebec. The course of

events has been somewhat different in the two countries. We

cannot forget that for 140 years Harvard was Bntish. And

in listening to a Canadian address you cannot but remember

that Canada shares with you the majestic inheritance of .

common language and that she has forged a strong Irak in

the chain which still binds the United States to the United

Kingdom.
1 Hunid DniTenit;, S Ootobei, ISOt.
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Down in St. Lonia, at the time of the Exposition, they
uked me for a ten minntes' address on " The DniTeisity ".

I coold not go, and felt inclined to ask, with a deliberately

assumed facetioasness, whether by " The University " they
meant McOill I I have a strong, even a passionate belief in

MoGill, but there is room in my heart for Harvard too. The
marvellons growth of this University, which has now as many
teachen! as fifty years ago it had students, is the mirror and
reflection of the unexampled development of this country and
nation. One of your own professors has said that the most
prominent characteristic of modem America is its devotion
to education, a devotion so intense as to be almost " super-
stitious" in character. I admire that superstition. Your
enthusiasm for education, alike in your public schools and in

your universities, is based on the living conviction of its

value as the greatest and most important factor in national
well-being. No doubt something remains to be done in order
to give full expression and right direction to your educational
aspirations. I could easily exhaust the time allotted to me
by taking np some of the moot points referred to in your new
President's address, and some perhaps which he did not
refer to—your relation to the secondary schools, and the
opportunity you have of influencing them by the character
and standard of your entrance requirements, your grading
of pass and honour students, and all the mysteries of what
is known as the elective system.

But I prefer to refer in a single word to a wider subject,

the international sympathy which is being built up on the
foundation of closer relations ar>d more frequent intercourse
among our various universities, with the result of a fuller

knowledge of each other and a better mutual appreciation on
the part of our university men. If we are ever to realize the
parliament of man and the federation of the world, I believe
it will be in great part through the agency of university
institutions. The more resolutely we set ourselves to know
what is going on in the universities of other countries, the
work they arc doing and the methods by which it is done,
the trend of academic thought elsewhere, the more success-

f m
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fnl ihkll we be in (ostering that spirit of ac»demio brotherhood

which may help—especially in times of stress and difficulty—

to give a right direction to the forces which control the

destinies of the world. I shall not speak of the exchange of

professors, or the interchange of students ; nor shaU I refer

to the Bhodea scholarshipe, though the subject is tempting to

an Oxford man. The great obligations should, however, be

specified which we inCanada feel to Harvard for the hospitality

she has shown to Canadian students, especially in the various

departments of her Graduate School. And now that Toronto

and MoGill are rapidly developing graduate schools of their

ovra, we are happy to merit and to receive a return of the

compliment ! Scholarship and learning know no boundaries

;

reciprocity is the only word there, and no tariff has ever yet

been invented that will shut out the produce of a nation's

intellect I
. .

Your new President is taking over to-day a great admims-

trative burden, a load so heavy for one man to carry that I

am sometimes tempted toi think that the Presidency of a

great University ought to be put in commission. It is really

work for a firm of partners rather than for an individual.

Which of us can fully and fitly play the part ? Or rather

which of us can fill the various rftles that go to the making of

a great President? He has to be scholar, writer, speaker,

diplomat, financier, organizer, administrator, in addition to

being able to show a genuine interest in every department of

work undertaken by his colleagues, place himself always at the

students' point of view, and represent the institution also in the

wider Ufe of the community. These a.-e the requirements.

None but the most capable and the most versatile need apply

!

But when they get to work they will find that they never knew

what education was till they took in hand to be College

Presidents I It is then that they realize what it is to be «

learner still I

The Presidential burden can be greatly lightened by the

active co-operation and sympathy of the Alumni. They are

a t-o-essary and essential part of a University constitution.

For Professors by themselves no more make up a University
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th»n the clergy do the Church. The oloM luooittion with
College intereiti that ii oheriahed by luoh a body as the
Harvard Alamni is one. of the distingoishing featnres of the
Amenoan Dnivenity syatem. Possibly it is in part, or was
originally, founded on business considerations, the desire
e.g. to repay the College for what it did for you by getting
students to go to your College and to no other. And certainly
the American President has a wonderfol way of coaxing the
money from the pockets of his alumni, even if he has to travel
across a whole continent in pursuit of wealth I It is to you
that he appeals when he wants to found a new chair, perhaps
the newest of all. Aeronautics, or "high-flying" generally!
You are the aristocracy of America. For it has been calcu-
lated that, even in this land of " democracy in education," only
one per cent of your school population finds its way to College,
though that is a more generous proportion than the one in
every 9000 of the total population that frequented Oxford and
Cambridge fifty years ago. And you are conscious of the debt
you owe to your Alma Mater. Whether you have taken up
some professional oalUng or have gone into business, you
know that it was from the CoUege yon derived your ideals
and methods of work, your power of clear, honest, and im-
partial thinking and the habit of looking dispassionately at all
sides of a question before undertaking to pronounce judgment.
You have benefited by the great expansion that has been
given to the idea of the University in these latter days. The
task of the University has grown greater and greater with the
ever-widening aims of society, until, as President Eliot says
in his latest volume, " it touches all human interests, is con-
cerned with the past, the present, and the future, ranges
through the whole history of letters, sciences, arts, and pro-
fessions, and aspires to teach all systematic knowledge ".

Let me set alongside of that quotation the words of the
Prime Minister of England when, speaking of their Uni-
versity to the students at Glasgow, Mr. Asquith said : " It
will be judged in the long run not merely or mainly by its

success in equipping its pupils to outstrip their competitors
in the crafts and professions. It will not be fully judged

U
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•Ten by the excellence of its inent4l gymnutio or iti oontri-

bationi to Mholanhip and loience. It will be judged klw by

the inflaence which it i« exerting upon the inutgination and

the character; by the ideala which it has implanted and

Donriihed, by the new reiouioei ol faith, tenacity, aipiration

with which it haa recnited and reinforced the untrained

and nndeveloped nature ; by the degree in which it has

helped to raise, to enlarge, to complete the true life of man,

and by and through him the corporate life of the com-

mnnity."



AMEBICAN INSTITUTE OP ARCHiEOIiOGY.'

It nyt a gn»t deal for our deyotion to the ckum that we ar-
range to meet together at this time of the year so far away
from our homee. Certainly we Canadians have made quite
a journey in order to be present with you to-night. The
ArchBologioal Institute has in fact annexed the Dominion,
and we come here as your willing slaves, captive and in
chains. Considering how difficult it is nowadays to get
into the United Stc'w at all, this wholesale feat is worthy of
record. On the oars they have a way of trying to get a head-
tax of four dollars out of you, unless you can say that you
are an American citizen. And they ask other questions.
You know how the Bishop of Loudon was asked if he had
ever been in jail, and how quickly came the brief retort,
" Not yet "

! Next time I am called to give an account of
myself, I shall aay I am a Vice-President of the Arohieo-
logical Institute, and if that is not enough for any official he
will indeed be hard to please I

My colleagues from Canada can join me m reporting that
the movement in which you and we are interested is going
forward with much success. Whiln we have seen fit to ask
you to let us exercise a certain degree of " Home Bule " for
what is known as the Department of Canada, and while we
have retained the right to affiliate with any British society
professing similar aims, we have never regretted the action we
took a few years ngo at Toronto in casting in our lot with
yoa There is no need to enlarge at this time of day on the
advantages of overleaping in such matters all international
boundaries, or on the catholic spirit which we must all unit
to cherish if we are to realize to the fall extent and value

w

' Annu«l Meeting of tbe Inalilule. Ballimore. 80 December, 1909.
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the intallMtOkl heritage that hM been handed down to oi.

I hkre alwayi been % belierer in oo-opention, end in eome

fonn* of reoiprooity.

The plein-dealing bnijr men of effein, engroeeod in the

oocapetion which directly eppeele to him, often eekt what

is the value of old hiitory to him. The aniwer to that ii

that every one ii bom to-day ieveral thoaiand yean old.

The preaent ia charged with the pait and it ii neeleie to

attempt to get away (rrm it. No all-round education ii

pouible to-day it it fails to impart to the atndent what may

be called a true aenae of hiitorioal perapeotive. The itndiei

which set before us the unity and continuity of history, of

human life and human knowledge, are surely among tho

most valnable of their kind. As between such studies and

thoie to which we have more recently been indebted for the

great advances of modem science. Dr. Samuel Johnson held

the balance evenly when he said, " Whatever makes the past,

the distant, or the future, predominate over the present

advances us in the dignity of thinking beings ". The tact ii

that those who speak with contempt of what they call dead

studies are in danger of not realizing that it is they themselves

who are—well, not quite alive I

And so the plain busy man can be made to appreciate, by

means of our work, the interest of archaeology, when he fast

the opportunity of learning that fresh discoveries often dia-

close long buried knowledge, and that there is literally no

new thing under the sun. I shall not enlarge on the fact

that there are many things in connexion, for example, with

(own-planning that were better done in many cities of the

ancient world than we do them to-day, especially as regardi

playgrounds and public baths. It the appeal is to be mada

mainly through material remains, let me mention how in

one and the same copy of "The Times " I read the other d»j

that the excavation of a tumulus at Belmonte on the Adriatic

had brought to light some prehistoric horse-chariots, «nd

how a certain incident in the Acts of the Apostles had beai

illustrated by the discovery near Lystra of an inscription

recording the dedication of a statue of Hermes in the temple
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of Z«u the Snn-Ckxl. And hwdly » year pHM« withont
the emergence in the dry laoda o( Egypt of lome treuure-
troTe in the w»y jf literary fn^fmcnta from works of olsMioal
entiqoity that might otherwiie have remainetl altogether un-
known.

We an not oonoemed, however, with material remain!
only. The " poti and pant " exhibited in mnieumi of arohs-
ology are intereating and valaable from many point* of Tiew,
•ome of which would hardly atrike a oareleM viiitor at fint
light Our itudiei embra' the aocial habiti, manner*, and
euatonu of the ancienti, their dreta, their gamea, their art*

and manufacturing devicea, their l.vwa, their institution!
(kinahip, marriage, inheritance), i r luedioin" and aurgery,
their religion, their waya of life .n.l i/ieii oati ..k i^^on death.

Eapaciallytoatndentaof hv i •/ j.', . lifrruUiri »k -jwledge
of the recent trinmpha of t- ,

. t.,), ,,y \ -, w.ili-niyh : liapene-

able. lait notaomething H141 "lolei'/na . . of r. ..jylonian

King!, hitherto unknown lnvit .ow K>'mi .' >v...ed from
inacriptiona? that materi.u rt.nal 1 ijii-irtheii lu Kgypt can
be aaoribed to a date as fat bicl' i« th s«v*nth Liillennium
(B.o. 6S00)? that our knowle<i;;o of t'le K . dom of Crete,

the Empire of the Hittites, and tLi (< . j'v.iur, bilween Egypt
•nd iEgean civilization haa been nuian (urward lately by
leaps and bounds ?

Especially in the realm of olaasical scholarship, archeology
hai vindicated for heraelf an abiding place alongside of the
traditional departments of philology, philosophy, and history.

Here she is a ooUeagne rather than a handmaiden, an in-

tegral part of classical learning, valuable in and for herself,

and indispensable at the same time for the full understanding
of her sister-branches, I do not need to refer to the great

improvements that have taken place in the editing of classical

texts, especially in the way of illustrations that throw light

from archnology on meanings and allusions in ancient authors,
and enable us at the same time often to realize some scene or
picture to the life. It is in fact chiefly to literature that
arohtsology holds up the " lamp that may be said to illumine
even the obscure comers of the treasuro-house of antiquity,
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and bring to light rare gems that might otherwise have

altogether esoaped the searchers' quest ".

As regards history, the new study has shown itself to be

on the whole distinctly a vindicator of tradition. A long-

boiied world comes to light again in connexion with Babylon,

Nineveh, Egypt, MyoensB, Tiryns, and Troy. The splendonr

of Priam's palace shines again from its rained walls, and the

shield of Achilles becomes a genuine work of art. For the

continuance of the work on these and other sites nothing is

so indispensable as intelligent co-operation among various

societies. The sphere is really international in its scope, and

as such it ought to assist in the development of that feeling of

unity and brotherhood which is the beginning of better things

for the world at large.



THE DEDICATION OF THE GBADUATE SCHOOL.'

As a Princetonman—at least as an honorary graduate of many
years' standing—and let me say an " American Whig" to boot I
rise most willingly to obey the call that has come to me on this
occasion. I always cross the boundary line with the greatest
»tis£action m order to be present at such celebrations as
this. As a matter of fact where learning and scholarship
and Universities are concerned there is no boundary line •

and since the failure of Eeciprocity I have been more
assiduous than ever in my attendance-just to avert possible
misunderstanding and to show that there is no ill-will

'

Why, did we not make Mr. Taft an Honorary Graduate of
McGiU the other day, along with Lord Haldane, when he
took occasion to tell ns that we Canadians "were heaping
coals of fire upon his head '

' 'f Mr. Taft in fact aboUshed the
boundary Ime altogether when he came up to Montreal with
the American Bar Association, and annexed the whole country
in the name of " neighbourliness ".

But while I always rejoice to assist at such festivals in
the Umted States, I do not remember any occasion when I
have been more glad to come among you than at the present
timt. I know something of the progress that has been
made at Princeton since the great Sesqnicentennial in 1896
—progress that has shown itself not only in new buildings
greater numbers, and improved equipment, but also in the
development of new forms of collegiate life, and the creation
of what may be called an atmosphere of increased studious-
ness and higher intellectual vitality. I have kept somewhat
in touch with the way in which you have faced your pro-
blems—entrance requirements, prescribed or semi-prescribed
work, conditions of graduation and the like. You have

' Piinotlni Uoivanitr, 31 Ogtobw, lail.
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remiioed trae to your soholuly ideals, and in the great ex-

panaion that has taken place yon have not forgotten the

leaaons you learned when yon were but a small college.

Yours is a trae brotherhood of learning, a genuine partner-

ship between teachers and taught, where students benefit by

the closest possible contact with their instructors, while the

Utter rejoice in the degree of personal attention they are able

to give their students.

It was not long after the memorable celebration in 1896

that I met Dean West wandering in the classic shades of

Oxford, where he had evidently been delegated to see what

he could of Oxford tutors, and both the exterior and interior

of Oxford colleges. He visited also my other academic

parents, Edinburgh and St. Andrews, so that his education

on the other side of the Atlantic must be taken to hive been,

like mine, complete. And it was with great satisfaction that

I was able 1 1 quote, at th« Imperial Universities Congress

held in London last summer, the eloquent words in whic>'

he foreshadowed, in a recent paper, the ideals he would tJn

see realized in Princeton's Graduate School. He called

for " young men, young in spirit, rich in intellectual and

moral worth, responsive to scholarly impulses, eager to seek

and to find, able to perceive, take and use the more valuable

as distinguished from the less valuable material of knowledge,

willing to do all and dare all to make themselves master-

students ... the sons of knowledge who are best fitted to

Uve not for themselves alone, but first in the household ot

knowledge, and then in the larger society of the world ".

Princeton proclaims in these words her adherence to the

truly American ideal that learning must go hand in hand

with preparation for citizenship. It is through the enlarged

opportonities of the Graduate School that the youth of this

University will be enabled to form more fully those habits of

mind on which the soundness of public opinion so greatly

depends. Along with a wide outlook on life, and with

aspirations for disinterested service to society, they will

acquire that faculty of clear, honest, impartial thinking that i»

so essential for the solution of present-day problema
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*,. It f"^""*'
School U to be dedicated to the pursuit of

thehberal arts and scionoes. with special emphasis, I take

L !^ 7 "^ and Wstory, philosophy and economics, artand social studies. There is to be no sacrifice here, nor any
disparagement of what we know as the humanities in favour
of .narrower professional or technical training. Princetonh« never turned a deaf ear. and will not do sf now. tT^e

to the teachings of poets and bards, singers and seers phlo-
sophers, dramatists orators, and statesmen. Physi;,^ ^d
biological science will of course continue to bulk largely inyour cumculum^ but rather as departments of the knowledge
that IS cultivated for its own sake than in the spirit of any
lunited specialization. And in these days when there issimply no end to the scientific discoveries for which the
worid IS npe and ready, we shall be reminded by the results
of your work in these fields that many of the greatesttnomphs of modern invention have owed everything to the

U^Li^ ""''*'^'"' """"^^ °' '^ P"''^''"' " hi'

You have before you an immense range of work, andone th^ IS not likely to diminish or grow less as know
ledge advances. But your reward will be great. It is

L'n^.-^T*°° " ^"""^ f"''' ^"-"^ fo' her^ntnbution to national value and national success thatPnnceton s fn«ids are with her to-day. They recognize her
activity as one form, and a most important form, of national
^rvice. They ^k to strengthen her hands Uile she ?proclaimmg her high ideals of learning and scholarship and

ZT?U^J1""; °° "•' '"''"'« °' ""»« ^tom she issending forth to be leaders of thought and action in the world

n It vT. "»«.»*'«"*'> in these latter days is one
of the highest expressions of the «,ul of a people, providing
he community with the moral and intellectual equipment^at links It with all that is best and greatest, andtendering
possible the attainment of the nobler aims of life Prin^
ton may be trusted to continue to "deserve well of the



MoQILL C0N8EBVAT0B1UM OF MUSIC

May it please your Excellency,

—

WiTHoirr wiBhing to delay the gracioos words in which yon

will be pleased—as Visitor of the University—to declare this

bnilding open, and to dedicate it to the purposes which it is

now to serve, it may bot be inappropriate if I should venture

to offer a few introductory remarks. They will bear, in

general terms, on the art to which this house is consecrated,

and on the relations in which a Department of Music must

stand to tbt , aried activities of what I hope I may be permitted

to characterize as a modern and progressive University.

In a recent work of fiction entitled " An Impossible Visit,"

the writer brings an angel down to earth, and describes

the heavenly visitant's astonishment at the works and wayi

of mortal men. Everything about them seemed strange to

this celestial being, the clothes they wore, the food they ate,

the houses they dwelt in, to lay nothin,^ of the language they

spoke. One thing, and one thing only he recognized, and at

once made himself at home with—a violin. There is a pro-

found truth in such an imaginary situation. Music has been

well said to be the speech of angels. It is more than that, it

is a universal language. Nature has made provision for

music everywhere. The laws of sound are the same for all.

They are fixed and rooted in the very heart of nature herself.

You know what Byron says :

—

There ia aasic in the sighing of a reed.

There is Musio in the gushing of a rill.

There ie music in all things, if men had ears,

Their euth is but an echo of the spheres.

> Address dellTered at the opening of the Conservatorium, 14 Octol er, 1904.

^ WSNEr
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And surely there ig eomething satisfying to our fancy in the
t» ight that music, which is so human, is also more than
h man—that it may follow the same laws in all inhabited
worlds, and even in Heaven itself. It may in fact be oosmical.
Speatang of the music of the spheres, a recent writer has ad-
vanced the daring thought that one day perhaps our hearts
may be attuned to hear "planetary anthems and sidereal
symphonies ". The range of the visual f^julties has been ex-
tended by the telescope and the spectroscope : why may not
some magnifymg instruments still be invented such as shaU
enable us to catch the choral harmonies of the created universe
the stars, "for ever singing as they shine," and all the other
mstruments of the celestial orchestra ?

Be that as it may, there can be no doubt that music is
valuable to mortal man fmm a twrfold pmnt of view. First
as bringing a veritable culture to the individual, besides
fumiihing a mewis ol pure and healthful enjoyment We
all know, too, what a solace it is in times of trouble and
distress. Plato rightly said that music was given to men not
with the sole view of pleasing their senses, but rather for
appeasing the troubles of thar souls. And in the same way
Lothar,u«ng another language, tells us, " It dnves away the
devU, and makes n»n joyful ". Long ago it was recognized
as the pwiacea for the ills of human life .

" when Orpheus
played open his lyre the heart of Pluto relented, Eurytfce
escaped, the wheel of Xxion stopped, the vultures ceased to
torment Tityos, the thirst of Tantalus was forgotten, and
the goddess of death did not remember to call away the
infant or the aged from sweet life ". Secondly, music is a
valuable factor in the development of our social nature, and
in promoting social organization. Human intercourse is not
dependent solely on the spoken or the written word. Music
b»8 Its part to play as one of the means of expression by
which we bridge over the diatances that tend to separate
individuals in human society. Even that somewhat arid
philosopher, the late Mr. Herbert Spencer, admitted that
" m Its bearings on human happiness tbJs emotional lan-

23

'fR^stm^ifisK'i^sSiBms^i^ijimiss^fM'^m ii«rf^v-4.W'
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goige which miuio develop* and refines is only second to the

Isngtuge of the intellect, perhaps not even second to it It

brings n« very close together, soul to soal, touching ns in sll

our common feelings, and eliminating all the accidents of

birth, race, speech, station, or different walks in life." A

thoaghtful American writer says, " Mnsic is one of the most

valaable aoziliaries in the work of human civilization and

refinement, preparing the heart for all else that is beautiful,

opening up avenues of pleasure in other arts, inspiring a

quicker sensibility to all the loveliness of nature, and soften-

ing our feelings to one another. More than any other art,

more than painting, sculpture, architecture, or even poetry,

music—perhaps the least material of them all—passes

directly to our consciousness, expresses the spiritual element

that is in us, giving utterance to our deepest feelings, our

ideals, our aspirations."
'" The meaning of music goes deep,"

said Thomas Carlyle, " a kind of inarticulate unfathomable

speech which leads us to the edge of the Infinite, and lets us

for a moment gaze into it."

Becognizing this power to awaken, even in the hearts of

many who may be inaccessible to any other form of high

emotion, a sense of beauty, order, and harmony, the great

Napoleon held that music was the art to which the law-giver

should give most attention. Long ago, too, Confucius is re-

ported to have said in langusge which anticipates tke well-

known dictum of Fletcher of Saltoun about the laws and the

songs of a country—" Desire ye to know whether a land is

well governed, and its people have good morals? Hear its

music." Such reflexions may well serve to deepen the

wonder which I ventured to express in this hall some weeks

ago at the fact that music in many centres should be left to

take its ohanoo as an instrument of education. For the most

part it is relegated to establishments for the board and edu-

cation of young ladies. To me it is a personal satis&ction

this day to be able to recall the fact that in the Inaugural

Lecture delivered at McGill nearly nine years ago, I statei

my conviction that music is as necessary, along with other
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srt Btodieg, as oonnteraotivea to the exclntive cultivation of
the intellect, as are the indispensable exercises in which nerve
and muBcle are strengthened and developed on the campus
Our function as educators does not stop short at the accumn-
abon of knowledge. We must strive for beauty as well as
truth. We must cultivate imagination and sympathy as
well as intellect. Otherwise, how shall we attain to Plato's
Ideal of spiritual culture-thoagh the world ought to have
been moved forward since his day? Certainly the Greeks
had a better appreciation than many modern nations of the
value of music as a mental and moral discipline. Hear what
the pmt phUoBopher says in his Bepublio: " And therefore
I said, Glaucon, musical training is a more potent instrument
than any other, because rhythm and harmony find their way
mto the secret places of the soul, on which they mightily
fasten, imparting grace, and making the soul graceful of him
who IS rightly educated, or ungraceful of him who is ill-
educated ".

At the same time it must be conceded that the relation of
music to the University curriculum is a subject not free from
difficulty. If I may venture to speak for MoGiU, I shall say
here and now that our aim in connexion with this study is a
twofold aim. Firstly, we desire to give improved opportuni-
ties to those who may wish to follow music as an element of
a hberal culture. Secondly, in this Conservatorimn, and in them»e advanced Faculty of Music which we trust will grow
fran it, we mtend to provide for the needs of those who wish
to specialize in music, and make it their hfe-work. There is
no reason why Montreal should not have a School of Music
where everything that the composer, performer, and teacher
needs shall be taught, taught methodically, taught efficiently
taught thoroughly. May I add that we look for an added

'SoJohn Milton-.. Sohmoe ol .„ Improved Educllou lor Bom" 1B44The ^„ ^ aw^ 4,^„^^ „, ^^.^ ...u^^r^ «.d proohe.

aodnakaUam gentle." The iMt word,m a remlnucenoe of-
GuoUit morea nee ainit sue (enw.

23*
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intetett alio in the Uto of the University, through ^ti t«l»-

tion to thii deputment? We went to bring oar .tadenta,

and our staff too. more into Mtual contact with music, so

that we may, in due time, undertake something m the way

of guiding the music of this city, and of the community at

"Thave said more than once before that it is to me a most sur-

prising phenomenon that a city of the importance of Montoeal

should stiU be without any Grand Organ in » pubhc haU,

whn-e recitals of music might be given from time to time. I

d., .ot know how long it wiU take us to achieve snch a prKh-

cal ; I as the arranging of symphony concerto, and generally

pr^c ,
.. .„ by our own efforts here, orchestral and choral music

M i highest class. If we can follow in the steps of Yale

L, iversity where I have had some conversation with Mr.

Horatio Parker on this subject, we shaU be doing well. In his

last report Professor Parker gives an excellent rtatement of

the objects which he has sjready succeeded in realizing down

at New Haven : " Besides giving instruction to its own

students, a wider aim of the department of music is to touch

both the University and the community at as many pomts

as practicable, in the belief that each new contact may

strengthen the bond between the University and the Town,

and elicit from each a larger sympathy with the things of

the other".
. , ^ j -.v.

One word to those who are immediately connected with

the work of teaching in this institution. I shall speak it m

the language used in addressing a company of young musi-

cians by the great Italian patriot and statesman, Maznm. In

endeavouring to set before his audience high ideals such as

would not only secure them artistic success, but also enable

them to realize the true end of living, Mazzini said
:
" The

art you cultivate is holy, and you must render your lives holj

if you would be its priests. The art entrusted to your

ministry is closely bound up vrith the progresp of civihzation,

and may become the very breath, soul, and jacred in-

cense of that civilization. Music is the harmonious voice
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of OTMtioii, an echo of the inviiible world, one note ol the

Dirine concord, whioh the entire Univene it iome day to

soond. How can yon hope to uize that note if not by lift-

ing yonr minds to the contemplation of the Universe,

viewing with the eye of faith things invisibin to the an-

believing, and compassing the whole creation in yonr study

andaflection?"
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This ii • grest day for Scotland t I ibonld have been glad

to come even further than from Montreal, in order to take

part in such a celebration. It is always a pleasure to visit

New York. This is not the Brst time I have had to thank

the official position which I hold up in Montreal, rather than

any individual merits of my own, for the opportunity of

getting into close touch with considerable sections of your

people, both here and in other important centres. I am a

great admirer of the American nation—I suppose I may still

use that designation, unless you tell me that you want to

adopt the brand-new combination which Sir Edward Clarke

has so obligingly designed for you on the other side. I am

especially an admirer of the Scottish portion of your people.

We all know what Scotchmen have been privileged to do for

the building up of these United States. As for Canada, it

was a Scotchman who made us a present of that country—

the Fraser Highlander who guided Wolfe's army up the

Heights of Abraham. Speaking before this audience, I may

say I am glad he was not a bated Hessian t And to-night

Scotchmen all the world over are drawn together in the

bonds of a joyous and a loving brotherhood. Let me begin,

therefore, by thanking you for the opportunity you have

given me of taking part in the proceedings of so large and

rsprssentative an assemblage of those whom I am proud to

ci bim as my Scottish kinsfolk.

There is something inspiring in the sense of contact with

others of the same origin—with fellow-countrymen—in aland

that is warmed by another sun than that which shines—or

' An AddMM dellTered tatore the Sooietj, New Sork, SO NoTOnbM, 1904.
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ray often nfniw to ihine—apon tha ooantry that ia m
much in our thonghte to-night. Why ii it thst, in ipite o(
tha nuny joliM which hktre been mkde about their preference
for otktr countriei, Scotchmen ue lo inteniely patriotic, and
io keenly, lO pauionately tenacioui of aU their national
tradition!? Probably no other people on the face of the
earth—except perhapi the Jewi, to whom we lometimee
hear oorMWei compared—hae ever given lo rtrong proof of
a well-marked and unmistakable national character and in-
dividuality. We itand by our country and by each other.
No matter when we may roam, BooUand is with us still

:

" the old land," as Stevenson lays, " is stiU the true love, the
others are but pleasant infldeUtiet ".

Hence it is that no saint in the calendar—not even St.
Peter himself—holds a wider sway over the hearts of men
than Andrew, this patron saint of ours. He seems, in fact,
to have solved the problem of universal empire. Prom Bonnie
Scotland, which was given him for a special possession, he
has passed with wandering Scots to every country of the
known world, till we may say of his original diocese,
as was said of ancient Home, that " ScoUand is the whole
world and all the world is Scotch ". For me no more sacred
spot exists in the land of my birth—not even lona itself—
than the wind-swept headland to which the bones of Scot-
land's patron saint are fabled to have been borne, long cen-
turies ago. I once heard a former Lord Beotor of St Andrews
University, the late Marquis of Bute, discourse learnedly on
the precise character of the bones, three fingers and the frag-
ment of an arm, that were brought to St. Andrews via Con-
stantinople and Borne in the eighth century of oar era. From
that day to this the city of St. Andrews has been part and
parcel of our Scottish annals, civil, ecclesiastical, and educa-
tional And now in our own time, even since I left it, it is

enjoying the ministrations and the patronage of a new Lord
Sector-another Andrew—one of your own citizens, whose
absence to-night has been regretted by your President, but
who is helping St. Andrews to live up to its high traditions
and to secure to it the place which it most rightfully holds
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in the hearts and affections of our countrymen at home an«
abroad.

From the printed report of your last year's proceedings—
which the Chairman was good enough to send to me, by waj
of strengthening me, I suppose, (or the ordeal which I am
now undergoing—it is easy to discover that your New York
Society proceeds on pretty much the same lines as those with
which I am famiUar elsewhere. Like other Scots abroad,
you seem to have taken to yourselves one of our national
mottoes " Dinna forget " ; do not yourselves forget, and take
special care that you do not allow anyone else to overlook the
fact that there is such a place as Scotland.

Speaking figuratively, we Scotchmen in America are
wearing the kilt all the time. There are gatherings of the
clans, especially at national festivals such as this, and also in

connexion with our Caledonian Societies and our Bums'
Clubs

: and we have always With us the tartan, and the pipes,

and golf, and curling, and haggis, and heather, and grouse,
and oatmeal porridge, and I suppose whisky too. And then
the Scottish type! In all our assemblies you will find a
goodly number of the representatives of that grave, serious,

thoughtful, provident, kindly type of national character that
has been evolved out of our Scottish past, with a curious
blending of the Shorter Catechism and the Multiplication
Table, the Paraphrases and strong drink ; often a " bundle of

contradictory qualities—greedy and generous, worldly and
pious, practical and idealistic, prejudiced and open-minded ".

But many-sided, and there the Scotsman's strength lies. A
long career of conflict and hardships at home made him a
citizen of the world. Owing to past associations, he was
acceptable on the continent of Europe in times when
Englishmen were not. Here in New York you know yoiu'

multiplication table off by heart, and with its aid you have-
most of you—managed to bring yourselves, not to put too

fine a point on it, beyond the reach of want. Around this

festive board the Scots wha' hae are in a distinct and obvious
majority

: as to those wha' hae na, if they have to remain
outside, they at least get the benefit of the annual collection

!
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Bat I must not be led into speakinE of thp Srotfi.i,

Ztulri'"'' P*-^ my tributfto theId that tthem b,rth Th.s-the Land o' cakes-is really the suWeotthe toast o which I have been asked to respond WeT,gentlemen. I am sure you will agree with me in the v^ewhat there ,s no finer land under the sun-though, as I havlsa,d already, the sun often neglects to shine onlt ScotLnds simply one of the best made countries in the universe and

epitome o the world's geography. Where will you find insuch smal compass grander mountain ranges, deeper glensmore fertile straths, more lovely rivers and r ppl ng bu nsmore romantic lochs, or such a charming coEtion oismiling cornfields and unfruitful, but by no means unattractive, moorland ? What of the islands of the west setikejewels in a diadem of s.mmer seas? men my minaakes me back to the perfection of loveliness I have ^enfrom the top of some Scottish hill, I begin to regret thatd^tance makes it increasingly difficult "^to emX texample of good old Professor Blackie, who so emnlvregistered a vow. in the earlier days of his ong lif. thaT hewould never allow a year to pass without makng theacquaintance of some new part of the land he loved so well
Wo Mnn. breri. the bond, that God decrees to bind

FtlZZl .'*"
""u'^"

'""'° "«""" -O ">» wind :Far away from home, oh, ife »till for you and meThat the broom IB blowing bomiie in the North Comilrie
And surely the Scottish national character has ta'ren its

w ~n and'b'T 't.
""•' '° "''"='' °- Scottish fathwere born and bred. There are those who think that praise

hol1:ll?'^'r^
''''''''>''' ''"--'"^-rt-formulShould be employed to avert the evil eye. But what is sometimes complained of as excessive self-laudation on h pr:f

eE IT r*'
""'"''

'
^ ""^"'^ ' '^"^ f'om Capetown toEdinburgh that on the occasion of such a festiv^T as thisthere was once flashed along the wires " Here's tae ye : wWl>ke hiz

: damned few ". The hostile critic says that Scotch-
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men do not really need to pray for a " gvifi conceit " of

themselves, not knowing that the proverbial surgical operation

should be performed, not on Scottish folk, but on his own
wooden head. How can we stand up against the gibes of

an envious world^or of that part of it which we have not

yet succeeded in annexing—unless we make it plain that we
believe in ourselves, and in each other ? You know that they

even go the length of saying that the reason why St. Andrew
is our patron saint is that he was one of the apostles who
discovered the boy with the loaves and fishes. Tl" "• spiteful

person. Dr. Samuel Johnson, used to maintain tiuA there was

no road a Scotchman liked so well as the road to London. And
there are some who vrill describe a Scotchman to you as one

who keeps the £ b'^h and everything else he can lay hands

on I That won. amount to positive dishonesty, and such a

phenomenon as a dishonest Scotchman is altogether unknown.

No doubt there is a certain strain of what is known as

" canniness" or " pawkiness " in the Scottish national char-

acter. In this connexion I always think of the prayer, which

does not find a place either in Dean Bamsay's " Beminiscences "

or in Sir Archibald Geikie's recent collection of Scottish anec-

dotes—the prayer in which a Scottish minister tries to make,

as it were, a bargain with the powers above, a sort of " celes-

tial contract" :
" Lord give us grace : for if thou give us not

grace we will not give thee glory : and wha' would win by that

Lord?" Who will say that the Scotch are not full of

humour—albeit sometimes of the unconscious kind? You
might as well insinuate that we are wanting in feeling and

sentiment. Of course we know when to put sentiment aside

—especially in matters of business—but it is true to say that

our people have been cradled and reared in an atmosphere of

sentiment. Take our songs, our history, our military annals,

including the Jacobite uprising, and our romantic litera-

ture. We are not, to be sure, a demonstrative people by

nature : on the contrary we have the advantage of a certain

imperturbability that often stands us in good stead when, as a

matter of fact, our hearts are deeply charged with feeling—

when the lump rises in our throats, and the eyes begin to
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swi'.n, and for all that the exterior is grave, placid, and im-
perturbable as before. Wo are not demonstrative, but wo are
clannish where kith, kin, and kintra are oonoemod : shoulder to
shoulder has been the motto of " brither Scots "

all the world
over.

Apart from the feeling of attachment to our native land,
which accounts for a patriotism that is not questioned even
by our detractors, the link which binds us together is a certain
community of sentiment, inspired in us from our earliest

years by the influences which surround us even in our
cradles. I do not for a moment mean to im-ply that all

Scotchmen think alike. Far from it Scotchmen would
have a much lower opinion than they have of each other if

they all saw eye to eye on ordinary topics of can ,, contro-
versy, to say nothing of those subjects of tjieoiogical and
" metapheesical " import which are f

-•t to ';heir disputa-
tious hearts.

But listen to what a recent writer iu me " Scotsman " has
said of the present ecclesiastical dispute :

—

"We have had enough of it. We have had more than
seventy years of it. It is time we tried to realize what we
are and what is our relation to the things that are not seen.

There is a picture drawn by Louis Stevenson on which every
one has looked at one time or another. It is that picture he
depicts in the Picturesque Notes of Edinburgh of the two
sisters, inhabiting a single room, who quarrelled over a knotty
point of theology. Never a word was there spoken between
them, black or white, from that day forward. " A chalk line

drawn upon the floor separated their two domains. So for

years they existed in a hateful silence . . . and at night,

in the dark watches, each could hear the breathing of her
enemy. Never did four walls look on an uglier spectacle.

... A figure this of much that is typical of Scotland I there
is but a street between the Assembly Halls, and yet there
they sit enchanted, and in damnatory accents pray for each
other's growth in grace. . . . The chalk lines are thickly

drawn, and run through the midst of many private houses.

. . . How many of the bells might rest silently in their
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steeples, how many of these ugly churches mi^ht be de-

molished and turned into useful building material, if people

who think almost exactly the same thoughts about religion

would condescend to worship Ood under the same roof. But

there are the chalk lines. And which is to pocket pride and

speak the foremost word ? Ah I the chalk hnes have

multiplied since then, and have grown thicker and more

glaring than ever I The great writer voices the feeling of the

man in the street, of the great multitude who have no stock

in sectarianism. Let the protagonists ponder the picture:

or else it needeth no seer to tell that ecclesiasticism in this

ill-fated country will have meted out to it a measure of the

wine of astonishment which will make it stagger to its doom."

But when all is said as to the points that divide us, it

must still be remembered that the influence of scenery, of

history, of poetry, and of song have all gone to the moulding

of our national character, and have produced a type which

asserts itself, to a large extent, in the individuality of almost

every member of the race. Shrewdness and sagacity, the

faculty of acquisitivenesE—with a strong under-current of

generosity—tenacity of purpose, which is sometimes mistaken

for aggressiveness, power o! adapt"tion to unfamiliar circum-

stances, and a passionate clinging to tradition : these seem

to be amongst the main characteristics of our national genius.

It is to qualities such as these—along with the power of

making a little oatmeal go a long way—that our countrymen

owe the position they have made for themselves in this and

other lands. Their patriotism is not a limited patriotism.

They are loyal not only to their own country, not only to the

land they left, but also to the land they love. They are all

over the British Empire, and the Empire could not very well

get along without them. And beyond the Umits even of the

Empire the Scotch are well to the front everywhere. They

are citizens of the world. From the beginning of time they

have been pressing onward, overstepping the narrow bound-

aries in which other nations are content to be confined.

Long ago the conquering Eomans bnilt a wall from the Sol-

way to the Tyne, which they hoped would keep our Caledonian
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ancestors from passing southward to vex and disturb the
country—more highly favoured by natrre—which they were
gradually bringing under the influence of their civilization.

That barrier crumbled away and became ineffective for its

purpose, though it remains in part to this day as a lasting

monument of the thoroughness with which the Romans did
their work in the world. But neither it nor any othei ob-
stacle, material or immaterial, availed to keep back the onward
march of the persistent and pertinacious Scot. After annex-
ing Eiigland, he looked a} ad : and lo ! America, Australia,

India, Africa—all are his

And on St. Andrew's jt he is busy celebrating, all over
the world which he has i.u„.juered, the greatest of his national
festivals. Not in the spirit of vainglorious braggadocio, but
with something of a definite practical purpose. The whole
duty of Scotsmen is not fulfilled in boasting of their ancestry

:

they must endeavour to catch the spirit also of their fore-

fathers, and to preserve and reproduce in their descendants
the virtues which have made their country great. That is

why to-night they are mindful of all who, whatever be their

rank in life, and wherever their lot may be cast, can claim
that they bear the Scottish name. Everywhere to-night the
thoughts of loyal Scotsmen go forth to the country of their

birth or origin, and to their brethren throughout the world—
" in all changes of fortune, and down to the gates of death,
loyal and loving one to another ". These are the words of

Robert Louis Stevenson's prayer, now engraved on the bronze
tablet erected to his memory in St. Giles' Cathedral. In far-

away Samoa—an exile in death as in life from the " old land
and the old kindly people "—^he lies low upon his mountain
bed. He had fled from the " quaint grey castled city " that

he loved 30 well, " where the bells clash of a Sunday, and the
wind sqaalls, and the salt showers fly and beat". But he
never forgot his dearly loved native-land. " I do not even
know," he said, " if I desire to live there ; but let me hear,

in some far land, a kindred voice sing out ' Oh, why left I

my hame,' and it seems at once as if no beauty under the
kind heavens, and no society of the wise and good, can repay
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mo for absence from luy country. And though I think I

would rather die elsewhere, yet in my heart of hearts I long

to be buried amonf good Soots clods." You know how he

puts it in his poetry :

—

Be it grantAd to me to behold you Again in dyiiiK,

Hills of home ! and to hear again thi< call

;

Hear about the grareit of the niartyn the pueweea crying

And hear no more at all.

So it is with all of us. When we have exhausted all the

glories of our common ancestry, there remains for each one

among us—no matter how deeply rooted he may feel in the

country of his own or his father's adoption—a blank that can

only be filled by a reference to the personal ties that bind us

to the land of our fathers. Where friends and kinsfolk are

concerned, that is a blank that each and all of us must supply

in :he sacred solitude of bis own heart. Such personal ties

are not the least potent of the bonds that unite us to each

other and to the land we love—bonds which together with

the other things I have spoken of generate a feeling of affec-

tion for Scotland in the hearts of Scots abroad that may be

said to be unique in its intensity. Surely, gentlemen, we

may unite our voices and speak to Scotland to-night across

the ocean, saying in the language that Bums applies to what

was with him at least a less enduring form of human affec-

tion ;

—

Till all the seas gang dry, my dear.

And the rocks melt wi' the sun :

I will love thee still, my dear.

While the sands o' life shall run.



MEMORIAL SEilVICE HELD IN CONNEXION WITH
THE FUNERAL OF LORD STBATHCONA.'

Saeit thou • man dili|{ent in hia biuineu I H« ilull atand Wore
kinga.—ProT. ixu. 29.

JosT thirteen years ago we met in this hall to join in the
national mourning for a great and good Queen : to-day we
have, as a University, personal and intimate reasons for

sharing in the general grief for the most distinguished
Canadian of his time—our Chancellor, who built this College,
and called it by Victoria's royal name. Before I speak these
words, the grave will have closed, in the homeland, at the
heart of the Empire, over the mortal and perishable remains
of him whom wa all revered. He had been " crowned," to use
the words of the Psalmist, "with glory and honour" ; and he
died, as he would have wished, in harness—thinking up to
the last, as I shall tell you later on, of what he could do for
others. Throughout our wide Dominion, and indeed all over
the EngUsh-speaking world, it may be donbtet" if any individual
has ever been more greatly mourned. And if it now devolves
on me, as the chief executive officer of the University, to pay
a fitting tribute to his memory, I can at least advance the
qualification that for nearly twenty years I have been con-
stantly associated with him, and that from the first I learned
to appreciate his noble qualities, in particular his whole-
hearted devotion to the cause of education.

But does it not at once convey some impression of his won-
derful career to be reminded that when I met him first— when
nearly two decades ago he asked me to come to McGill—he
had already passed the allotted span of three-score years and

Royal TiotorU CoUege, Janmuy, 1914.

M7
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ten? The date of hia birth takca ua back to the clone of the

reign of George the Third, and he came to Canada in the year

after Queen Victoria ascended the throne. At the public

meeting which the citizens of Montreal held at the Board of

Trade in 1900, and which resulted in the erection of the

Strathcona monument in Dominion Square, he told us that

he could then look back on more that sixty years of work in

Canada. Already for some time past, he had held his high

office as the nation's representative in London—an office

which would have sufficed in itself, even apart from his great

personality, to mark him out as one of the most distinguished

citizens of the Empire. But it ws3 easy to see that at the

root and foundation of the high position he had won lay the

long years of preparation for it. From his native Scotland

he had taken to the Labrador all the best results of a careful

home training, which revealed itself in the remarkable

rapidity with which he rose to the very top in the service of

the Hudson Bay Company ; and when the call for action

came to him in connexion with the troubles in the North-

west, it found him a resolute and experienced man of affairs,

who knew the hearts of others as they knew his. Then came

the period of service at Ottawa and Montreal, which com-

pleted his preparation, and gave him such a place in the

esteem and affection of his fellow-countrymen that none but

he could be looked to when there was a need for some one to

take up the rOle of Canadian representative in London.

I pass lightly by the historical aspects of the various

stages of his long and honourable career. In conversation,

what he liked most to dwell upon was his experiences as

trader, factor, and commissioner of the Hudson Bay Com-

pany. Of that connexion he was very proud, believing as he

did that the wise rule of the Company had much to do with

the possession by Canada of the Great Lone Land, Prince

Rupert's Land. And he used to refer with very special

satisfaction to the services which he had been privileged to

render in the way of obtaining what he called n " proper and

moderate solution" of the difficulties resulting from the first

Kiel rebellion. As to the Canadian Pacific Bailway, in con-
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nexioii with which tho popular imaijiuation has always in-
chned to exalt him above all other.—probably bccauM of the
hutonc picture of tho driving of tho "last spike," and by
reason of the fact .. • sinco its successful completion he has
bulked so largely in • le public eye—let it bo stated that he
well knew what was due to others sh well aH to himself, and
remembered to give credit where credit was due. In accept-
mg a presentation in London in November, 1907, he used
these words

:

" had it not been for the cordial co-operation of
all my colleagues who undertook the contract, it would have
been impossible to have carried it through. Happily we
wtft) all in perfect accord." In tho same generous spirit I
have heard him more than once, when acknowledging com-
pliments for his ;jreat coatribufons to educational interests,
remmd those to whom he was speaking that another Canadian
had done even more than himself—Sir William Macdonald.
I shall say nothing of hh services to the Dominion and the
Empire in connexion with the Pacific Cable, and faster
Atlantic transportation. But there are two aspects of bis
contributions to education that ought here to be specified :

they are sufficient in themselves to prove that his was no
stereotyped or conventional form of benevolence. I refer first
to scientific medical education, and secondly to the higher
education of women. In both of these departments he was
a pioneer, and ahowed a power of initiative from which this
University and this community will long continue to derive
practical benefit.

The last stage of Lord Strathoona's varied career was
spent, as I hbva said, in London ; and there must be few
Canadians who can have failed to appreciate the great benefit
we have derived from having bim as the official representative
there of the f. -t of the "new nations within the Empire".
It gave the Dominion added prestige and dignity. I am not
introducing any controversial topic when i say that, in the
days when Mr. Chamberlain was Colonial Secretary, he
heartily sympathized with that statesman's aspiration that
our Empire should become more conscious of itself. Of
course he kspt scrupulously aloof from anything of the nature
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uf party politicrt. But I think lie would l.ave accepted the

definition of the problem K'Wn the other day m the " 8p. ;t»-

tot'-the "unprecedented problem of a cmtral democriicy

utUinK its term, ot ai«<«:iation with younger deraocracim so

that the union o( the whole, while symbolizinK Breedom,

may become more intense and mom apt for self-defence .

His most notable act in this connexion wai the provision,

equipment, and maintenance for service in South AInca ol

the regiment known as Strathcona's Horse, a project con-

ceived and carried out in the grand spirit of an ancient

Athenian liturgy. Indeed I often think ol Lord Rtralhcon.

as the modern incarnation of the virtues which studentH ol

Aristotle's "Ethics" know as "magnificence" and "high

mindedness". There was a crisis in imperial affairs, an.

our Chancellor seized the psychological moment for action

I have a photograph which might be fitly framed alongsid.

of the driving of the last spike in the Canadian Pacific rail

road Both are historic. It represents the scene a

Buckingham Palace when in April, 1901, King Edwar.

presented his colour to our Canadian Troopers, the scene o

which a memiiai.!e word-picture was painted at the tim

by Mr. A. G. Hales.
.

" Once more," says that writer, "the warlike music floodei

the air with sound that fired the blood ; then over the terrac

came an old man, whose white beard rivalled the snow o

which he trod. He reached the spot whore Alexandra stoof

and bowed before the Queen; then, turning, walked toward

the King, and Edward met him with extended hand, an

gave him a kindly greeting, whilst Roberts, Bnllef, and

dozen more vied with each other to do him honour. It wa

the man who raised the regiment, the loyal Strathcona, whos

name the regiment bears; and, if he leaves no other mom

ment, his name will live in English hearts when many anothi

name has been forgot. The King and that old man stoc

side by side, the sunbeams chased the shadows from the snoi

the flag, rich in its wealth of colouring, flaun'ed bravely i

the breeze; then all the echoes rang and rat^ again to tt

cheering of our sons who came to us across the seas."
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Some are aikini; (you nwy klready have seen the queition

•tated in an English journal) whethei men vho hav )>een m
fortunate aa Lord 8tratbcona are really entitled to all the

wealth that haa paued into their pouesaion. I make no
judgment upon that, except to uy that it is well (or the world

when great weaUh ia in the hands of those who have anything

like the iiensd of responsibility that animated him, and any-

thing like the same desire to servo the public interent. These
were the heroic days uf Canadian history, when individual

pioneers were privileged to write their names in large char-

acters across the whole breadth of a continent. And after all

he was no mete sordid seeker after gain, nor did his material

prosperity ever blunt the edge of his moral and social

ideals and aspirations. In a word, his soul was not sub-

merged, as is sometimes unfortunately the cast, by the gather-

ing tido of worldly success. Duty was his guiding star

—

duty and conscienc<\

We ought to be glad tof )ught we not?—in our day
and generation, that Canada can boast of him as a man of

unspotted integrity. His word wi>s ac good as his bond.

But he carefully weighed pretty nearly e-ery word he

uttered, and most certainly every word ' ever wrote.

None could apply the pruning knife more imorselessly

than he to the language of any document for which he was
expected to make himself in any way responsible. He was
above everything accurate even in the use of woids. I fancy

he had done most of his reading in early life, when in the

lone silence of the Labrador he acquired that stock of ideas,

and that power of expression, which stood him in such good

stead when he had to address himself, comparatively late in

life, to the difficult art of public speaking. And he could

appreciate a telUng phrase, or the pointed turn of a sentence.

I remember when he asked me to rnpply him with a Latin
motto for his new coat of arms, which had hitherto contained

the one English word " Perseverance ". When I inquired

what idea he would like to have expressed, he half-whispered
" In the van ". I gave him " agmina dncens," and there it

stands to-day. And yet for all his eagerness to be " in the
a**
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von," o-ie o»n never think ol him as anything but e««enti»Uy

modest and unMsertive. You »U know what his bearing was

on the various occasions on which he was seen in our midst,

inwardly glad, no doubt, to receive the homage of our love

and praise, but genuinely anxious at the same time that no

one should be put to any inconvenience because ol hiin.

And aU the qualities o! which he gave evidence in public

were familiar to those who knew him in his home. The

death of his vrife, but ten short weeks before his own, was

naturally the greatest sorrow of his whole life. One who

saw much of him at the time has told me how it seemed to

shake iiis soul to its depths, and thereafter he was as a

stricken man. The friends who met the aged pair on the

occasion of their last visit to Montreal will recall some of the

instuices of the kindly humour that always characterized

their intercourse with each other : and it is a satisfaction to

remember, now they are both gone, that through their loving

and devoted daughter their lineage is continued in the third

generation.

Lord Strathoons lived a strenuous and a useful lifa. I

have said that it was characterised by courage and high

resolve in critical and anxious times. As some one said the

other day, he always showed that he could rise to the height

of great occasions. But alongside of that should be placed

the continuous response to constant applications for public

and private charity, to which his resources were fortunately

adequate—a charity that was never exercised, be it remem-

bered, in mechanical fashion, but always with some personal

touch of kindly courtesy and consideration. Even in his

latest days he vras thinking ol what he could do for others

:

and it ought to be mentioned here that, evidently remember-

ing of his own accord a certain payment which he was in

the habit of making to the Boyal Victoria College about the

time of the New Year, he cabled me the sum of 145,000

this day last week, practically on the very day before he died.

He was given to hospitality ; and his Montreal home wsb

long a recognized place of meeting lor many who, under the

divided conditions of our civic life, seldom met anywhere else.
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He was fall of the conTiction that in oar pioTince French
and EngUah mast perforce agree to live together, for the very

good reason that here neither of the two races can live with-

oat the other.

And now his eager and indomitable spirit is quenched in

death. Low lies that good grey head that all men knew.

Bat his works will live after him, and the record of his life,

from the days of his pioneering in the Labrador to his

funeral service at Westminster. They offered as yon know
to bury him in the Abbey, and right worthy would be have
been to mingle his dust with England's mighty dead. We
may be glad and rejoice that such a compliment was paid to

him, while we need not regret in the ciicomstances that the

dictates of natural affection were allowed to prevail. He
sleeps in the grave that was opened for his wife little more
than two short months ago, so that in death they are not

divided.

Especially in MoGill University Lord Strathcona's mem-
ory will ever be cheririied. Generation after generation will

continue to look back on bis life and his work as an inspira-

tion to high endeavour. It has created for us, as indeed for

the whole of Canada, a great and stirring tradition.

Venerable patron of learning, philanthropist, patriot,

statesman, man of afhirs, magnificent and high-minded

pnblic servant, the University which has owed so much to

yoor wise counsel and your unfailing generosity bids you a

last and sad farewell I




